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Preface

The interest in the use of shiphorrne aircraft is widespread among NATO countric%. Majoriwcapons systems like aircraft carriers
with conventional fixed-wing aircraft, VSTOL aircraft or helicopters embarked. are operated by the United States, the United
Kingdom. France. Italy and Spain. Nearly all NATO countries employ %arious classes of smaller %hips as helicopter platforms
for amphibious assault, anti-submarine warfare or search and rescue.

The deployment of aircraft on hoard ships presents unusual and difficult technical and operational problems. Considering the
multi-national interest in aircraft/ship operations it was considered meaningful and timely for the Flight Mechanics Panel ito
sponsor at symposium oin this topic. This symposium considered problems oif mutual interest connected with fixed andi rotary
wing aircraft operations from ships. and the application of new technology ito enhance such operations.

The Symposium reviewed and assessed the current problems and possible future progress in:

- The ship environment in terms oif wind, temperature. precipitation. turbulence and deck motion.

-Guidance, Controls and Displays. primarily in the approach and landing phase.

- Flight Test and Sitnulation Techniques.

- Launch, Recovery and Handling Systems Developments.

- Operational 'Pilot Views.

- Future D~evelopments.

Preface

l.a misc en ocuvre d'atcronefs embarques suscitc un sif intcrt dans les differents pay% membrcs de I'OTAN. L~es ssstemc%
darmes majeurs; que sont les porte-avions dotes suit de chasseurs conventionnels a voilure fixe. soit d'avions VSTOL. soit
dlhiilicopt~rcs embarqu~s, sont en service aux Etats-Unis. au Royaume-Uni. en France, en Italie et en Espagne. La quasi-
totalite des pays membres de IOTAN utilise divers type de ttaiires de moindre tonnage en tant que porte-htiicopt~res pour
l'assaut amphibie, la guerre anti-sous-marine et les missions de recherche et sauvetage.

Le d~ploiement d'avions embarquds h partir de bitiments de guerre pose des problmes techniques et op~rationnels
spe6cifiques et difficiles. Etant donne I'int&rit multi-national manifeste pour les operations acronef-navire, lc Panel a juge
opportun et positif dorganiser un symposium sur cc sujet. Le symposium a examine certains probkmes tlintcrt mutuel
conCernant Ia misc en ouevre dc a~ronefs embarquk ii voilure fixe et k voilure tourante, ainsi que les applications possibles des
nouvelles technologies pour aecroitre 1lcfficaciti de tellex; opierations.

Le symposium a examine et &valui les problmcs actuels qui se posent et une evolution fugure possible dans Ics domaines
sutvants:

- 1'environnement navire. sous les; aspects vent, temperature, precipitations. turbulence et mouvements du Pont.

- Ic guidlage. les commandes et Ia visualisation. principalement [ors des phases de dapproche et d'atterrissage.

- les techniques de simulation el dessais en vol.

- le d~veloppement de syst~mcs de lancement. de recueil et de manutention.

- les aspects op~rationnels/points de vue des pilotes.

- les developpements futurs.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

FIXED WING/CARRIER OPERATIONS PERSPECTIVE

by

RADM P.W.Pareells, USN
Commander Tactical Wings, Atlantic Fleet

Naval Air Station Oceana
Virginia Beach. Virginia 23456-5125

United States

I. INTRODUCTION carrier philosophy has been the
extend to which aircraft design

Good morning ladies and must be compromised to enable
Gentlemen. I'm RADM "Wick" it to be flown successfully
Parcells of the United States from a ship of reasonable size
Navy, and I will be speaking on and cost. Pre-world II
behalf of VADM Jack Ready, aircraft could, in general, be
Commander, Naval Air Force launched and recovered without
Altantic Fleet. His extremely significant help from anything
heavy schedule precluded his but the wind. The Royal Navy's
being here to address you evacuation of RAF aircraft from
today, but that workload has Norway during the early stages
given me this unexpected of the war comes to mind. As
pleasure. combat requirements increased,

the flying machines necessarily
It is an honor to participate became more sophisticated -
in this symposium, and I'm heavier being a useful
particularly pleased to be equivalent to more
asked to address a topic which sophisticated. Toward the end
has been my professional life of that war, many combat loaded
for over 30 yers. The subject aircraft required catapulting,
of fixed wing carrier and virtually all needed
operations covers a field that arresting gear to recover.
is as broad as it is deep, Thus, at that time, limits to
touching so many interesting the size and complexity of the
subcategories and evoking so combat aircraft were frequently
many memories that it is defined by the capability of
probably fortunate for you that shipboard catapult and
my time is restricted. I will arresting gear machinery, and
address four specific areas: to a lesser extent, by the size
Carrier and Carrier Battle of the flight deck. Therefore,
Group structure, organization, at that stage, land based
and function; carrier air wing aircraft built
structure and missions; flight without the heavy modification
operations; and future required of a combat carrier
developments in fixed wing aircraft threatened to outclass
carrier operations. the seaborne types. In

addition, aircraft in
In post-world War II Terms, the development at that time - 1944
greatest conflict in fixed wing -46 - required catapult and



arresting gear specifications survivability. Given the
beyond those existing even on number and complexity of
the excellent "Essex" class carrier aviation missions,
heavy fleet carrier. aircraft carriers have

necessarily become large and
Aircraft technology grew by more expensive. The large
leaps and bounds in the post versus small carrier debate in
World War II era. With the the U.S. has become muted in
shrinking budgets after the recent years, as most realize
war, cost became more and more that little is gained in
of a limiting factor - a factor numbers or costs of deployable
which basically did not even carriers by down scaling their
have to be considered during size, while a significant
the war. The cost factor potential loss is evident in
generated another philosophical capability, sustainability, and
conflict which continues in one survivability. While much of
form or another to this day: the debate is emotional and
Do we build a carrier to conjectural, perhaps the most
exploit aircraft capabilities, telling argument is the physics
or design aircraft to live of ship design, which
within the carrier's essentially dictate that ships
limitations. What pushes what? half the size of the NIMITZ
This energetic debaste had and will still require about 2/3 of
has many ramifications that are the power plant, and a half
familiar to anyone who has size carrier may not allow even
fought a budget battle. The half as many aircraft or
question revolves around the mission capabilities, and will
ever present questions: How almost certainly not mean half
much do we need; how much can the crew, shop space, support
we afford; and how much is equipment, etc. It is also
enough, but not too much; i.e., doubtful that a half size
too costly? attack carrier would be less of

an inviting target, or would be
The U.S. defines a Carrier equally effective in combat, or
Battle Group (CVBG) as a strike survivable while under attack.
force, since it contains the We believe that we have arrived
preponderance of the U.S. at the optimum size carrier
Navy's conventional war with optimum capabilities and
fighting capability. To potential, but more on that in
protect that strike capability, a moment.
our battle groups contain a
large "sunk cost" in fighter CAEIERS AND CARRIER BATTLE GROUPS
and early warning aircraft.
That sunk cost may threaten to As I mentioned, the Navy's
be too expensive, hence the conventional war fighting
trend toward true multi-role capability resides in the
aircraft. Multi-role aircraft, Carrier Battle Group (CVBG).
of course, cost more and we get This potent force is composed
back to the question of how of at least one large deck
expensive is too expensive? carrier (with an air wing of 70
The cost versus effectiveness to 90 aircraft), 1-3 AEGIS
debate has encompassed the Cruisers, 1-3 Guided Missile
building of carriers, with the Destroyers, 103 Fast Frigates,
added dimension of 102 Attack Submarines, and 1-3
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Combat Oilers and Stores ships. "Bird Farm." The United States
presently operates five classes

The main battery of the mobile of big-deck, fixed wing fleet
and versatile battle grcup is carriers: The Midway, The
the people - the crews who man Forrestal Class (four ships),
the ships and aircraft, the Kitty Hawk Class (four
However, our puspose at AGARD ships), the Enterprise (a
is to discuss the machines that nuclear powered Kitty Hawk
Those people will operate. Not Class), and the Nimitz Class
only aircraft, but tomahawk and (five ships. our Navy has
harpoon cruise missiles in settled on the Nimitz class as
their surface-to-surface modes our deck of choice, the
give the force nearly debates on size, cost, and
unprecedented long range complexity continuing apace of
striking power: though the course. All carriers are
cruise missiles come at a much organized and equipped in a
higher unit cost and are standardized fashion, based on
constrained by limited numbers. the lessons of over 60 years of

large fleet carrier work and
The basic carrier battle group warfare. They embark up to 100
plans and trains as a single aircraft of differing types.
force, able to conduct The carrier's fixed wing
simultaneous operations in our aircraft can reach
four basic combined warfare approximately 90 percent of the
groups: Anti-Air (AAW), Anti- earth's surface. Using
Surface (ASU), Anti-Submarine internal assets only, they can
(ASW), Electronic Warfare (EW) detect, target, and attack
as well as Airborne airborne, surface or subsurface
Logistics/Supply and hostile forces; support ground
Coordination (ARE). forces and interdict enemy
Significant synergistic forces at the beach or inland;
ecomonies of scale are achieved and provide an ever present
when two or more carrier battle nuclear deterrent. The carrier
groups conduct combined is the heart of our naval
operations. These economies force, and is as modern as its
are particularly useful in aircraft and air wing. Its
multiplying available strike size, mobility, endurance,
aircraft and reducing the structural strength,
number of anti-air assets compartmentalization,
required to cover a given area. protective armor and
How, Where, and When this sophisticated damage control
synergism becomes useful is systems make it the most
dependent on the level and effective and least vulnerable
complexity of the threat to the surface warship ever
force. constructed.

The aircraft carrier itself is The aircraft carrier is
the centerpiece, heart and commanded by a highly
soul, and most expensive item experienced designated naval
in the battle group. All of aviator. The ship is divided
the problems and opportunities into departments and divisions
inherent in a discussion of the for maximum efficiency in
fixed wing carrier perspective adminsitration and training, as
necessarily revolve around the well as combat operations. A



modern carrier with its air cannon.
wing embarked may include a
crew of over 6000. Incidently, The primary attack aircraft in
of these, about 1/3 turn over the air wing's arsenal is the
every year and the average age A-6E Intruder, a long range,
of the crew is less than 20 combat proven workhorse which
years. is perhaps the premier all-

weather land attack aircraft in
the world. Sophisticated

III. THE CARRIER AIR WING avionics, a two man crew, and
large internal fuel load enable

As mentioned, the battle group it to attack targets at long
contains potent strike and range, in any weather with a
defensive armament in all its wide variety of guided and
combatants. However, the main gravity weapons. Older model
striking force remains the air A-6's provide air-to-air
wing. Although we operate refueling.
several classes of aircraft
carriers, the air wing is The F/A-18 is the newest
standardized in aircraft and addition to carrier aviation's
equipment. tactical punch. Designed to

accomplish both fighter and
The air wing is composed of attack roles, its modern and
seven to nine fixed wing ultra-sophisticated avionics
squadrons of differing types suite, airborne agility, and
and one helicopter squadron, ability to deliver most air-
all with overlapping missions. to-air and air-to-ground
This aircraft mix allows weaponry make it the most
simultaneous search, versatile in the inventory.
surveillance and attack
operations as well as fighter Fixed wing anti-submarine
protection for the battle group warfare is conducted by the fan
and strike aircraft. Included jet powered S-3 Viking and is
in the capabilities of a modern complemented by the SH-3 Sea
air wing are airborne early King Helicopter for close in
warning, electronic warfare, work. The Viking also
in-flight refueling, photo possesses long range
reconnaissance, anti-submarine surveillance and anti-shipping
warfare, and combat search and capabilities, while the Sea
rescue. King also performs search and

rescue.
The primary fighter aircraft is
the F-14 Tomcat, of Hollywood One of the most critical
fame. A thirty ton, variable missions in carrier warfare is
wing sweep fighter, its speed, early warning and
versatility, and agility belay command/control. The E-2
its size as it brings the most Hawkeye is the platform of
powerful fighter radar in the choice for these. A high
world into combat, as well as endurance TurboProp, the E-2 is
four different air-to-air equipped with sophisticated
weapons, the 50 mile phoenix, search radar and a complex
the 15 mile sparrow, the 3 mile communications suite. Able to
sidewinder, and a six barrel, control fighters, coordinate
2000 rounds/minute 20ma search, and vector attack



aircraft, the contributions of recover aircraft - a process
this platform cannot be which can go on for many hours
overrated. or days without stop.

Preparations for flight
The late Admiral Gorshkov of operations usually begin the
the Russian Navy once stated night before with the
that he who controls the distribution of the air plan.
electromagnetic spectrum will An outline of the coming day's
control the war. All carrier events, it includes launch and
aircraft have inherent recovery times and information
defensive/active ECK suites, about the mission, number of
and may have offensive/passive sorties, fuel and ordnance
capabilities as well. The EA-6 loads, and tactical
Prowler is the air wing's frequencies.
highest performance electronic
countermeasures (ECM) aircraft. Flight quarters are announced
Able to conduct offensive or to all hands over the ship's
defensive jamming, and with announcing system and manned as
excellent radar attack prescribed by the watch,
capabilities, it is an integral quarter, and station bill.
part of all airpower plans as Crew members not directly
well as CVBG defense/counter involved in flight operations
targeting. are not permitted on or near

the flight deck. Those who are
As air warfare becomes ever have specific, clearly defined
more demanding, the aircraft functions are recognizable at a
and tactics involved with it glance by the colored helmets
require improvement also. and jerseys that denote their
While always subject to debates roles.
on affordability and
capability, upgrades are in Pilots and aircrews, meanwhile,
work or in planning for all our have received comprehensive
fixed wing carrier aircraft and briefings and man their
most systems. For instance, aircraft forty-five minutes
the F-14 is beginning strike prior to launch. Before word
warfare; the F/A-18 will be is given to start engines they
modified to increase range and conduct preflight inspections
payload; and the E-2, A-6, and of their aircraft to ensure
S-3 are receiving upgardes even that all is in order.
as follow on aircraft are being
examined. The key point again: Flight-deck and squadron-
an aircraft carrier is as maintenance personnel have also
modern and capable as its air been busy readying their
wing. equipment and conducting a "FOD

(Foreign Object Damage)
IV. FLIGHT OPERATIONS walkeown" in which they

systematically comb every inch
Aircraft carriers are floating of the deck for loose material
cities with thousands of that could be blown about by
inhabitants, trained to fight jet engines or prop wash and
and work together with cause injury to personnel or
incredible coordination. The aircraft engines. Only after
entire purpose of this huge the FOD walkdown is the order
leviathan is to launch and given to start engines.
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By this time the carrier has personnel, and complete
been turned to a course that attention to detail and safety.
will provide approximately 30
knots of wind over the flight As the aircraft becomes
deck for launch. Aircraft are airborne, the catapult crews
directed forward by yellow- are already scrambling to
shirted plane directors and position and hook up the next
precisely positioned on the plane. A proficient team of
steam catapults. As an four catapult crews can launch
aircraft is "spotted" on the an aircraft every twenty to
"CAT," a blast deflector rises thirty seconds. In a matter of
from the deck behind it to six minutes the ship can launch
protect personnel and aircraft twenty aircraft and commence
aft of the catapult. recovery operations.

A green-shirted hookup man The airborne aircraft,
attaches the aircraft to the meanwhile, are under the
catapult shuttle. When all is control of the Carrier-Air-
ready the pilot, on signal from Traffic Control Center (CATCC),
the yellow shirt, releases his which guides them in the
brakes and applies full power. carrier control area. As
At this time the catapult planes are launched, they join
officer signals with a rotating up at designed rendezvous areas
hand motion, two fingers and preceed to carry out
extended. After a final check various missions as directed by
to see if the aircraft is the air plan.
functioning correctly, the
pilot salutes to indicate he is When the aircraft return to the
ready and braces himself for ship and weather precludes a
the shot. The catapult officer visual approach, CATCC controls
makes final checks on the CAT'S their arrival and clears each
readiness and confirms from aircraft for approach at one-
other on-deck personnel that minute intervals. It is the
the aircraft is ready for Landing Signal Officer (LSO)
flight. He then touches the who becomes the key player in
deck, signaling to a crewman in assisting the pilot in his
the catwalk to press the steam- final approach to landing. The
catapult firing button. The LSO is a carefully selected,
aircraft is shot into the air, saisoned carrier pilot - A
accelerating from zero to a "Tailhooker" - who has had
normal "end speed" of 150 extensive training in this
knots. The acceleration from specialized field. He operates
zero to safe flying speed puts from a well-equipped platform
tremendous pressure on the abean the landing area on the
aircraft and its crew. This aft port side of the ship. He
spectacular achievement, which and his assistants correlate
is usually duplicated more than factors such as wind, weather,
one hundred times a day during aircraft characteristics, deck
peacetime carrier operations, motion, and pilot experience to
is the product of brilliant help aide the pilot as his
engineering, careful and aircraft makes its final
skilled maintenance of approach. The LSO is an
equipment, effective training expert, his judgement fine-
of intelligent and motivated tuned and rarely questioned.
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For recovery in visual below, it will appear low. The
conditions, the aircraft return pilot's objective is to keep
to an overhead "stack" at the ball centered all the way
altitudes prescribed by air- to touchdown and to engage the
wing doctrine. Individual "three wire" - the third of
flight leaders "take interval" four cross-deck pendants
on the flights at lower (wires) extending up the deck
altitudes in the stack. from the fantail, or the ramp,
Aircraft, in formations of two as "tailhookers" refer to the
to four, normally enter the stern of the ship.
break for landing from astern
of the ship, on the same While it is the pilot's
heading and slightly to the responsibility to fly the ball,
starboard side, at an altitude the LSO may also give light
of eight hundred feet. The signals or voice instructions
flight leader will break left until touchdown. If the
when he has reached a position approach is unsafe or the deck
projected ahead of the ship, not ready, the LSO will
establish himself in the activate flashing red lights
downwind leg, descend to six ordering a wave-off. The pilot
hundred feet, and complete his has no option in this
landing checklist in situation; he must comply with
preparation for landing. For the order to take his aircraft
his final approach, he will around the landing pattern
normally use the Fresnel Lens again for another approach.
Optical Landing System (FLOLS),
a combination of lenses and The aircraft will normally land
lights located on the port edge on the angled deck, catch a
of the angled deck. This is an wire, and be brought to a halt
automatic, gyrostablized within a few hundred feet. The
system. It is interesting to cross-deck wires are attached
note that this entire operation to cables that are weaved
- the recovery of approximately through pulleys and around the
twenty aircraft -routinely is drums of the ship's four
conducted without radio arresting-gear engines.
communication. Hydraulic dampeners are

adjusted for each aircraft
As the aircraft lines up for according to its weight, so
its final approach at somewhere that the arrestment does not
between 120 and 150 knots, exceed the aircraft's
depending on the type of structural limits but does stop
aircraft, the pilot will the aircraft within the landing
observe and fly the "meatball." area.
The "meatball" is an amber
light that appears at the As the landing aircraft makes
center of the lens or "mirror." contact with the deck, the
If the aircraft is properly pilot moves his throttle to the
positioned on the glide path, full-power position. If his
the "meatball" will be aligned aircraft's tailhook engages one
with a horizontal line of green of the cross-deck wires, he
reference lights on either side immediately retards the power
of the center lens. If it is so the engines idle after the
above the glide path, the aircraft is brought to an
"ball" will appear high; if abrupt stop. This is an



arrested landing - a "trap." System (ACLS).
If the landing aircraft does
not engage one of the four The ACLS is capable of bringing
cables, the throttle remains in an aircraft to touch down when
the full-power position, the a pilot does not have visual
engine accelerates, and the contact with the landing area.
aircraft becomes airborne again A computer takes information
for another try. This event, from the ship's precision radar
called a "bolter," is the and sends signals to the
principal reason for designing aircraft's automatic pilot,
the carrier with an angled which in turn flies the
deck. For this and other aircraft and executes the
carrier innovations such as approach. In ACLS landings the
steam catapults, the "mirror" pilot does not have to touch
landing aid, and hurricane bows the controls ........ but his
we owe thanks to our british hands are close.
colleagues. If the aircraft
has been successfully trapped Flight operations, then, is the
the hook is raised and the essence of fixed wing carrier
aircraft is then taxied forward aviation: The launch and
to clear the landing area. The recovery of warplanes; the
arresting gear is quickly reset rapid repair, refueling,
for the next aircraft. During rearming, and launch again; the
recovery operations a sustaining of these combat
proficient carrier air wing cycles for infefinite periods
team will complete the recovery of time.
of twenty aircraft in 15 to 18
minutes. V. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A pilot making a good approach A brief discourse on emerging
snags either the number two or technologies as they relate to
number three wire. If he fixed wing carrier aviation is
catches the number four, he was almost a contradiction in
probably high or fast on the terms. Many of the AGARD
glidescope; a trap on the speakers will deal with these
number one indicates that he subjects far more effectively
was low or slow. The LSO then I. But perhaps an
grades every approach on a overview is in order.
carrier trend analysis form so The rapidly changing world
that there is a continuing geopoliitcal scene makes it
record of each pilot's more and more difficult to
performance. Competition among accurately predict operational
pilots is extremely keen. requirements 10 or even 5 years

hence. Since it takes 4-7
When necessary, aircraft are years for even a rapid weapons
recovered in bad weather. A system development, the effect
variety of systems are of a bad guess or analysis
available to aid foul-weather could be catastrophic at worst
landings, including the or expensive at a minimum.
instrument landing system, Events in the USSR and Central
Tactical Air Navigation System Europe are familiar to all
(TACAN), Carrier Controlled here, and lend themselves to
Approach (CCA), and the even more uncertain
Automatic Carrier Landing prophecies. A good guess would



be that the enormous soviet command, control and
military establishment will not communications; battle
change very much or very fast. management; and recommaissance.
Even if the USSR is able to
proceed on the path of VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
liberalization and democracy,
its need for hard cash will at In conclusion, the launch and
least lead to the export of recovery of our heavy,
many if not most of their non- sophisticated, high performance
nuclear military technology, fixed wing aircraft is at the
Thus, soviet military hardward same time the source of the
will remain a reasonable greatest utility of carrier and
benchmark on which to measure the root of all its
wester requirements. complexities and much of the

cost. Great strides have been
I have spoken a bit on the made in recent years with
systems and interfaces of the vertical or short take off and
carrier, the battle group and landing aircraft. I look
the air wing. Research and forward to our next speaker to
development as it affects fixed learn more about these
wing carrier aviation drives fascinating and emerging
toward greater simplification aircraft. Yet, for the
in all areas. Aboard ship, we foreseeable future, fixed wing
are working toward lighter, aircraft still are the only
cheaper and less labor- airframes capable of the speed,
intensive catapults and range, and payload demanded of
arresting gear. Within the air seaborne power projection.
wing, we seek to "neck-down" These modern fixed wing
the number of types of aircraft aircraft - necessarily fairly
and weapons. The air wing of large and heave - will continue
the future could well have only to require the big deck
three basic airframes (F-14), carriers with which we have
F/A-18, S-3 for example) become familiar. Carriers can
performing all tactical be defended, and carrier
missions. Air-to-air weaponry aircraft can continue to
could very conveivably be penetrate dense and complex
reduced to one weapon from defenses to deliver their
three. Commonality in guided weapons - they have done it in
or "Smart" air-to-ground the recent past. But in truth,
weapons is also being pursued, this capability comes at an
with one or two airframe/power ever increasing cost. The
plant types being fitted with a challenge to fixed wing carrier
variety of warheads and aviation is to maintain and
guidance systems. This improve its combat
commonality will yield obvious effectiveness without pricing
benefits in procurement costs, itself out of existence.
maintenance, training and Utility must balance cost; cost
manning. must translate into combat

potential, combat potential
As far as the battle groups as must equal battle success. The
a whole, increased efficiency challenge then is improvement,
and effectiveness is being not necessarily replacement.
pursued in: ASW; search,
surveillance and targeting; In closing, let me state that I
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In closing, let me state that I
consider it a personal honor to
have been a part of 1991 AGARD.
Thank you.

I'd be happy to entertain any
questions.
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HELICOPTER/VS'OL SHIP OPERATIONS PERSPECTIVE

by

Rear Admiral R.H. Burn, AFC
Director General Aircraft (Navy)

United Kingdom Ministry of Defence
Room 337, St George's Court

14, New Oxford Street
London WCIA EJ

United Kingdom

My intention this morning is to comment very briefly on the first helicopter and Short
Take-Off and Vertical Landing (STOVL) operations in the Royal Navy to consider whether
defence policy has a place for these alternative forms of naval aviation, to look at the
roles they can perfots, and finally to highlight those areas which concern the chaps who
are lucky enough to be out there flying from ships today, to allow your minds to complete
transition from last night's paella to the purpose of this week's symposium, thinking of
ways to make aircraft operations from ships easier.

This picture hangs in my office in London and shows HMS AFRICA in January 1912
launching a short S27 from a ramp over the bow. I don't know whether this was the first
ever ski 3ump launch, but it must certainly have been a very early one. Unfortunately the
S27 did not have a vertical landing capability so there was in fact no way of recovering
the aircraft and strictly it falls outside my brief for today, but it is astonishing that
nearly 80 years ago the Navy was experimenting with these techniques.

The first British Navy helicopter to fly operationally from a ship was in January 1944
when a Sikorsky Hoverfly deployed on convoy escort duty aboard the DAGHESTAN a converted
merchant ship. Weight was a serious problem limiting fuel to 20 gallons and crew to the
single pilot. No weapon could be carried and the pilot even discarded his radio in exchange
for more fuel.

The first Jet STOVL operation from a ship at sez. was on the 8th of February 1963 when
Bill Bedford operated the P1127 from the deck of HMS ARK ROYAL, leading in the 1970s first
to the USMC taking the AV-SA to sea, followed soon after by the Spanish Navy.

The British Navy, following the government's decision to scrap our fixed wilg
carriers, developed the 20,000 ton Invincible class carrier to operate ASW helicopters and
to exploit STOVL aircraft for air defence in the form of the Sea Harrier which first
deployed operationally in 1980. At the same time the improvement in helicopter capability
led to a growing realisation that fighting effectiveness of frigates and destroyers could
be much enhanced with the addition of a heli.opter carried on board. So the Royal Navy has
specialised in helicopter and STOVL aircraft and has worked hard to develop both the
capability and safety of operation from ships.

Now that the cold war is over, the Warsaw Pact dissolved and the Soviet Union is in
disarray, the politicians ate clamouring for the Peace Dividend redirecting tax revenues
into health and education and beating swords into plough shares. Of course allocation of
resources must be political decisions, but as a military man looking around the world at
the growing instability and turmoil in so many areas and seeing the growing divide between
the US and Europe on the one hand, and Third Worid countries on the other, it makes no sense
at all to me to lay down our arms. The end of super power confrontation together with
economic recession has inevitably caused belt tightening, but I believe that governments
in the West will in the end find support to maintain an adequate defence capability,
although this must evolve from a design for confrontation in well-prepared positions, to
one equipped to deal with trouble spots anywhere in the world. The British Government last
year declared its policy for smaller but better forces and has emphasised the need for
flexibility and mobility. This is the emerging change in policy to which I would draw your
attention. Air power and sea power can provide this flexibility and mobility and I believe
that the future will see a growing requirement for naval air power to support military
operations in whatever corner of the globe trouble looms.

The Gulf crisis demonstrated the essential need for countries to work together to
enforce United Nations resolutions. By joining an alliance countries can contribute as they
did earlier this year by sending whatever warships they can make available. Not many nations
can afford large aircraft carriers and airgroups, but more are equipping their ships with
helicopters and the USMC, Spain, UK, India and the Soviet Union operate STOVL aircraft at
sea and others are showing a growing interest. These shipborne helicopters and STOVL
aircraft can make vital contributions in a wide range of roles and I would like to take a
couple of minutes to look at those roles.

The Lynx, operated by 10 Navies, is probably the most capable small ship helicopter
in the world. Control of the sea during the period of tension, before the outbreak of
hostilities, necessitates the ability to detect, identify and monitor surface contacts with
the aid of radar and passive vision aids, such as this SANDPIPER. It may be necessary to
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investigate ships cargoes and to send in boarding par t res using fast roping terhniques
demonstrated here by British Marines.

In the event of hostilities helicopters cani play a significant part in the electronic
war of deception and janming, or in surface attack using guns, or air to surface missiles

such as the Sea Skua employed so effectively against small Iraqi missile boats. They can

also be used for mine hunting, for detection and destruction of submarines using homing
torpedoes. Covert operations could also be mounted from ships using helicopters penettating
far into hostile territory.

In the British Navy we use the Sea King both in the ASW rcle and as a support
helicopter for casualty evacuation, working with Fleet Auxiliaries moving supplies, or for
supporting Marines in the mountains. We also have a Sea King in the air early warning role
developed during the Falklands camraiqn. And we shoucld not forget rescue, a task which
helicopters are regularly called up to perform. So there is a very wide rige of tasks
which naval hieicupters cal take on.

I think i have made the point that shipbcrne helicopters provide great flexibilily .and
Sr e rsow i nteygral arid indeed e~sntial part of the s1hip's weapon system. ira fact they
conti ilue -i ,ruhc l ;. thel availabiilty oii task is frequently crucial to tile succesful
execution of the task group's ubjectives.

STOVL aircraft allow Navies that cannot affurd une uf Admiral READY's Battle Gioups
to provide a naval force with fixed wing Qrggarlic dir defence aid attack Cdpability. The
Faikiad.d campaigil demoistLated the capability of a sinall force of Sea Harlies. Of course
they cdll dlbo peLfurmi a valuable recollnlissanlce dnd ail tu surfdce Rissile attack usinig Sea
Eagle or similar weapons. Tire indian Navy is equipped With a very similar aiLcraft t tlhe

Royal Navy.

Tile USMC arid the Spanish Navy have developed tire STOVL concept in support of g',Jid
forces, allowing tire dircraft to operate flue tire siip or deploy to forward gtourid bares

The AV-SB is a highly capable ground attack aircraft arid was used to good effect iii the
Gulf. Tue italian Navy has also ordered AV 8B.

OpeLatiun of STOVL aircraft fros shripo is still ielatively novel but iL irs matured
sufficieitly tu have successfully deiurulstiiat its potential did I hve rio doubt whatsoever
tiiat iris concept will eventually replace cuotvertiuoral fixed wintg aicriaft at sea. I say
e-entcaily, iL ray take quite a loity time, but idlye aIcraft carlier and di groups are

very expensive to buy arid to operate arid SGOVL offers a cireaper alterirtive.

1 hope hat I have said enough abuut the cortributluil that ielicupte arid STc VL
auroraft r'uw make to naval :perat ions thrurjh the sarry rules hey perfuim, to rake you
applecrLte tIat if the cui,irvaiid iS depxived oi theii se vices by ougi seas, ol by fo g. ojr
by sou utheL factor, htie effective c'apabiluty of tire forc we Will e sLiously dowgiaded.
Thus the ability tu opeLdte, to iunch arid recover in high arid low teliperatuies, by day arid
by right ini the hutle weatiher cudit ios fiequeirtly encounter d at ea is of key

ispor t lce.

if We cal expald tile opelatllg envelope at low Cost arid gain all iriciease ill airciraft
dvilabriity we hrave relised a sigyrifiant increase in the ships fighting effectiveness;
a ihigi returL i for a slal 1 irIveStllerit.. A -itihei s-rnple exarnrple would be the ability to
upulate by night which approximately duublns availability ad may pLesent a lgrificanit
tactical advantage. I believe it 1i a fact that iieitheL tire US Navy :nor the Japaneso had
air effective night flying capability fiM thll ships until quite late ill World War II.

Faced with cunditlons endangeriny safety of Upelatiun tire corrmnnaid will on occasion be
under great pressure to Lake a chance. Almost exactly 50 years ago on the night of 24 May
three Fulilrars were launched fLus HMS VICTORIOUS in appalling weather in the sealch for the
Bismalk in tire full knowledge that their recovery was at best going to be difficult. Two
of these aircraft sighted arid reported the Bismark but only one of tire thriee was
successfully recuvered on board. On their return the other two failed t make visual
contact with VICTORIOUS arid subsequently dilhed and were lost.

Another example of pour aircraft availability was seen in the 1950s before steam
catapults were developed when high ambient temperatures arid low natunal wind states
frequently precluded the launch of jet aircraft frum conventional carriers. These days
STOVL aircraft also have to watch high ambient temperatures very carefully particularly with
respect to hover weights Lor landing.

It has often been said that 9ilOths of success in war is all about getting the right
thing in the right place at the right time, but if you cannot use it when you get there it
could be crucial, so ability to operate ini ,rii6t any uunditiuiis is of key imrportance if
full operational capability is to be exploited. So what are the factors which limit
availability? Let me first consider helicopters and then move on to STOVL aitcraft.

It may seem a rather obvious thing to say, but launching aircraft is intrinsically
easier than recoverLing them back on board first and foremost because the aircraft starts
with the ship and does not have the problem of locating it in the fog or reducing relative
motion to zero in high sea states.

Problems for helicopters begin with high wind speeds which can damage blades during
spreading and rotor engagement. Perhaps this is more engineering than flight mechanics,
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but the take off manoeuvre itself can be limited by wind particularly if required to take
off out of wind when tail rotor control power can become critical. If a pilot chooses the
wrong moment in the ship/wave cycle to unstick then there is risk of an expensive gearbox
over torque while attempting to establish an initial rate of climb to clear the deck
quickly. This boils down to a need for adequate vertical agility or the product of engine
response and specific excess power. Life would also become easier if transmissions were
more damage tolerant to overload. But in general if you can spread and engage the rotor
and if you can predict ship motion quiescent periods, take off should not present a problem,
even without plenty of excess power.

To get the most out of the aircraft ship combination the command needs real time
information on relative wind and on ship motion presented in a user friendly form against
a plot of operating limitations. Coupled with computer prediction of ship motion this would
allow selection of the most favourable launch condition and would represent a significant
step forward.

Once safely airborne, transition to the climb and transfer from outside visual
references to flight instruments is a manoeuvre involving risk particularly for single pilot
operations at night. How nice it would be to engage autopilot for the transition away.

Now after 4 hours out there over the cold grey stormy sea it is time to think about
recovery, something to eat, and a warm bed when safely back aboard. Finding the ship in
these days of satellite navigation and other extraordinarily accurate systems should not
be a problem, but its worth a mention, if nothing else in tribute to those bold Fulmar
pilots of 50 years ago who failed on a dark stormy night to locate the VICTORIOUS.

Even these days, tired and uncomfortable after a long sortie transferring from
instruments to visual contact with the ship in low visibility, or in heavy turbulence, its
not difficult to lose concentration on altitude and fly into the water. Surely if we can
arrange automatic transition to the dunk to operate sonar, it should not be difficult,
knowing the wind direction and relative position of the ship, to organise automatic
transition to the hover alongside, where visual contact with the deck can be established.
This must be an early and I would have thought easily achievable objective with today's
technology. Only the decision to specify the requirement and to fund system development
is needed. Helicopters like the MERLIN are expensive and sophisticated machines. After
a long sortie in adverse conditions we must ensure that the pilot has every assistance in
successfully
completing his recovery which in some circumstances can present a high work load.

Whether we have autopilot control to the hover or not, a ship mounted visual aid giving
the pilot glide path infoimation during fiial approach and transition to the hover is an
essential requirement for safe recovery. With attention divided between cockpit instruments
and the outside world, glide path information is of key importance and in the British Navy
we are currently working on an improved stabilised device with modern optics.

Having arrived in the hover with good visual contact with the deck, what problems
remain. We need to position the aircraft over the landing spot and make a controlled
descent and touchdown. Sounds easy, but in a heavy sea landing on a small deck in a gusty
wird especially at night can be quite an interesting challenge.

First the pilot needs to be able to identify the correct hover position over the deck
and to assist him he needs some visual alignment aids. Most landings especially at night
are done facing in the same direction as the ship so that the pilot can use tha ship's
structure and any lighting aids mounted on the structure for reference. Of course it is
nut just a question of finding the right position, but of being able to detect relative
motion between the aircraft and the ship so that the pilot can instinctively determine what
control inputs to make to hold the required position for touch down.

Some Navies prefer a haul down system of recovery. The British approach is to leave
the pilot in full control but whatever technique is employed the pilot needs to have good
visual cues to tell him where he is in relation to his target landing spot and to provide
guidance in a way which will make it as easy as possible to maintain a good position in the
presence of ship motion. There is plenty of scope here for'inventive minds to improve
visual aids.

Given that the pilot knows where he should be, the next problem is having sufficient
control power to hover safely in close quarters with the ship and this is where the strength
and direction of the wind become particularly relevant. The ship helicopter operating
limitations or SHOLs shown on this diagram will be familiar to most of you and depict the
limiting wind strength and direction. Add to this the agility required to hold position
with ship motion, and the envelope gets smaller, and at night it gets smaller again.

Only the ship can know the relative wind and ship motion at the landing sight and must
make the decision to attempt recovery. But is the command provided with accurate
information and can he assist the pilot by predicting quiescent periods of ship motion.
The facts are that British Navy ships are not equipped with adequate ship motion sensors,
or computers to aid prediction and this deficiency will lead either to excessive caution
with loss of aircraft availability or to limit exceedencies and risk of accidents.

And what about aircraft agility to maintain position in free hover over a pitching,
rolling and heaving deck. In the Sea King and Lynx we have two very different helicopters.
The Sea King is basically slow to respond particularly to collective demands and this poor
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vertical agility is a major limitation when operating from small ships in heavy weather.
The Lynx on the other hand has excellent agility and it is perhaps this characteristic more
than any other which has made it the popular choice as a small ship helicopter for a large
number of navies. However we must keep an eye on weight growth over the 20 or even 30 years
that our aircraft are now rmiuired to remain in service. Progressive increase in weight
will erode vertical thrust margin, and if engines are uprated we can run into gearbox
overtorque problems.

Touch down at last: I am sure that designers in the 199Gs will provide landing gear
capable of absorbing heavy vertical loads and will not overlook the lateral loads that will
from time to time be experienced in difficult conditi,ns. Pilots are not always completely
fool proof.

Having arrived on deck it is important to stay there and not to start sliding towards
danger, so we must have a well engineered retention system to ensure safe operation with
high winds and deck motion. In limiting conditions the final hover and landing is a
demanding task involving response through aircraft controls to a complex system of ship
motion, wind and turbulence. Its asking much of a tired pilot, perhaps with a poor field
of view and peering out through salt spray on the windshield to get it right every time.
Would it not be possible to automate the landing phase? As a pilot this idea makes me
nervous, both because a good landing is very satisfying to achieve and I would not want to
be out performed by a flight control system and because I wonder whether it would be
possible to make it really reliable. Could we afford to develop such a system? I don't
know the answers, but question must certainly be asked.

Summarising the areas that need to be addressed for helicopters, recovery is the
limiting task, the aircraft needs to know the relative positiun of the ship 6nd the required
final approach heading. Good visual aids should be provided both for glide path control
during transition to the hover and 1u enable accurate positioning for touch-down. Airciaft
aqillty, particularly in the vertical needs to be adequate to maintain the required posttion
ovei a moving deck and automation of tiazsiLton to the climb, of final approach and
transition to the hover and of the final landing phase should be considered. An ability
to predict quiescent periods during heavy ship motion would also be must helpful.

Moving on to STOVL aircraft one is inclined to think immediately of Harriet
derivatives, which is why I have chosen this picture of Russian Forgers and then of course
we should aiu rteconlise the ti1L-rutor Osprey, shown here duiring recent trlals In USS Wasp.

But the HarrieL in tihe form of the Matador, AV-SA and B, Indian FRS Mk 51 and the Sea
Harrier have given us the experience on which my comments are based.

In the eatly days we were quite concerned that free take off might produce hantdliny
difiiculties at the deck end, where the pilot rotated the nozzles and took coritiol of
aircraft attitude simultaneously. il practice these fears proved to be unfuunded. The
aircraft is in fact quite tolerant, especially off the ski jump where onl more than one
occasion pilots have been known, instead of rotat*ig tie rnozzles, to confuse the onLt-ici
and to close the throttle, albeit briefly and still to fly away sa~ely.

For take off these aircraft do require three or four hundred feet of deck run to get
airborne with a full weapon load and keeping straight, if the ship is rolling, can be a
concerii and a pitching deck can reduce perf-nmance safety margins if you leave the rasilp at
the wrong time in the cycle.

STOVL operations depend heavily onl thrust to weight ratio and the community is always
hungry for more thrust especially in high ambient temperatures whee engine performance
falls off. 'Thrust is a must, lift is a gift' they say, but of course as soon as you give
them more engine thrust they bolt on more weapons or bigger fuel tanks and you are back to
where you started.

Tie difficulty of recovery in adverse weather is where the main cause of lost aircraft
availability can be found. Out at sea with no diversion or alternate to fly to, failure
to recover means a lust aircraft and perhaps a lost pilot as well and jet fighters cannot
afford to allocate very much fuel, by which I mean very much time to missed approaches.
This makes the command rather cautious about launching Harriers if the weather is likely
to be at all marginal for recovery. So if we could approach a zero/zero recovery
,capability, aircraft availability to meet operational priorities would be enranced quite
significantly.

Like a helicopter the STOVL aircraft must slow from its approach speed to the hover
alongside the ship. Aircraft handling charateristics during this manoeuvre are such that
it is best to make the transition in visual contact with the ship, transferring from cockpit
flight instruments to external ship mounted visual aids at about half a mile, but still
keeping one eye on engine temperature, attitude and late of descent. It should not be
difficult to provide the aircraft with continuous information regarding the relative
position of the ship and thus throughout the approach to enable the aircraft system to
compute and display approach guidance. Indeed MADGE in the Sea Harriet does this very well.
To give a zero/zero capability the final approach and transition would need to be automated,
bringing the aircraft to the hover alongside the ship at which time the pilot would take
control using visual guidance from the ship. Those unfamiliar with the Sea Harrier might
be surprised to know that it has very low authority stability augmentation making it
difficult, or should I say expensive to automate the transition, but for a future design
the message is clear - automated transition to the hover.
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In the hover and landing phase jet-borne flight does not provide the same agility as
rotor-borne flight. But of course the bigger ships from which Harriers operate do not jump
around like frigates. Provided the ship holds a course which gives minimal turbulence over
the landing spot, control margins are generally adequate, although there is sometimes
insufficient power available to compensate for a late ship heave and this can lead to damage
to the landing gear.

However, at night it gets more difficult. Ship motion is hard to deal with and tends
to drive the pilot to over control in the hover. Here is an interesting challenge, to
devise visual guidance which will compensate for ship motion. Or maybe we should go for
fully automated hover and landing. But we would need to be able to justify the considerable
expense involved by demonstrating a very considerable expansion in operating envelope. But
would this be value for money, would we really gain very much for the cost - another
interesting question.

I will not be forgiven if I fail to comment on engine thrust. The most important
things in a Harrier pilot's life are launch weight and hover weight and of course more
thrust makes all fighter pilots happy. But the facts are that engine power is very
expensive and experience over the last 10 years suggests that additional thrust will quickly
be consumed by the overriding requirement for additional operational capability in the form
of extra weight and the unfortunate pilot is left with much the same thrust to weight ratio.
Harrier operation is regulated to ensure that adequate thrust margins are preserved both
for launch and for vertical landing in all conditions. Yes of course we want better thrust
to weight ratio and I am sure that advances in engine technology will be able to deliver
improved performance. I would be surprised however if power to weight ratios emerged as
a central issue in your deliberations this week.

To conclude, I remember my closest encounter with an early end to my naval career was
when trying to get back aboard at night in bad weather. Glide path contlol went to pieces
and I got too low when trying to identify visual cues from the ship. Reduction of workload
on final approach remains a priority today both for helicopters and STOVL, automation tu
the hover alongside would be a real advance. Coping with ship motion with better visual
aids and the ability to predict quiescent periods are also capdbilities which we need.
Perhaps ships should be designed with landing spots positioned where ship motion is least
and perhaps more use should be made of ship stabilisers. But if we are to extract the
maximum ship/aircraft operating capability with safety, the command must know what the
actual prevailing weather conditions are in terms of the limiting parameters arid this
information needs to be displayed to him in a user friendly form.

I believe aaval aviation will continue to attract funding in the troubled world in
which we now live. Helicopters and StOVL aircraft can perform many essential roles and
provide affordable alternatives to conventional aircraft and big aircraft carriers. But
operations from small ships especially in bad weather, can present a number of difficulties
and limit fighting effectiveness.

Ladies and Gentlemen there is plenty of scope for your skills and inventive powers to
find ways of reducing pilot workload, of extending operational limitations and of ensuring
the safe recovery of our crews. I wish you a productive and successful symposium.
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1. SUMMARY. Updated ship motion criteria for tions.
conventional fixed wing aircraft launch, recovery and 3. DEFINING THE INTERFACE. The aircraft-
handling operations are presented. The criteria were ship interface is definea in terms of ship motions and
required to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed airflow around the flight deck and their effects on air-
hull modifications for USS MIDWAY (CV41). Abal- craft operations. Referring to Figure 1. the ship mu-
anced approach was used to develop the criteria; in- tion responses to a seaway can be broken down into
cluding a review of existing criteria, an airdepartment six components; three translational (surge. sway and
workshop, motion measurements during aircraft op- heave) and three rotational (roll, pitch and yaw) about
erations aboard USS MIDWAY and USS CON- a center of motion. The center of motion is assumed
STELLAIION, flighit simulations of aircrafE recov- to be the center of gravity (CG) of the ship. For the
ery, and a study of the sensitivity of operability calcu- typical aircraft carrier, the center of gravity is located
lations to changes in the criteria. Deck attitude (ist somewhat aft of amidships and a small distance below
and trim) and wind limitations are discussed. Sample the waterline.
results are presented to show how the criteria are
used to evaluate the effects of hull improvements in a
typical operating area of the ocean. It is shown how
the criteria may be used in on board motion displays
to guide the ship operator to best speeds and headings
to avoid deck motion effects on operations. H sME

2. INTRODUCTION. At the heart of a U. S. Navy lxuy
carrier battle group is a large deck carrier that must 5 7
support aircraft operations in all kinds of weather. To /

assure interoperability in a joint North Atlantic //

Ieaty Organization (NATO) task force, other navies
have similar requirements for all weather aircraft op- R )

erations. In this paper, we focus on how level the
flight and hangar decks must be and how much deck
motion and wind over deck are allowed before air- num ,. Sacm- neco
craft launch, recovery, handling and maintenance be-
come degraded. Quantified criteria for deck motion,
deck attitude and wind over deck are essential for the
design of ships which will fully support aircraft opera- The rotational motion components at any other point
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on the ship are the same as those at the CG; but the
longitudinal, transverse and vertical components of
the translational motions contain algebraic combina- oCeNASW O N

tions of surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw de- EA PoNo COMAsoNS

pending on how far the point is from the CG. The - -

motions are typically defined in terms of displace- ENRONM 

ment amplitudes, although velocity and acceleration ..... o.E otE rY

figure in some of the criteria discussed below. Also SHIP MOTIONS

important to aircraft operations are the steady deck CONI HU oN OPERATOR TRAININGH F U R AL O O P IA T O w TI N N

attitude and wind over the flight deck. The steady
deck attitude is defined in terms of trim (bow down or ACTIVE OPERATOR

stern down) or list (port or starboard down). The ef- GUIDANCE

fect of heel when the ship is in a turn is similar to that
of list. Wind over the deck is defined in terms of rela- mztgS conMsAinoAs NM W IN SA.

tive wind, which is the vector sum of the true wind and PRODUCTS

the ship speed and direction, as shown in Figure 2. 1 FIGURE 3 SEA KEEPING EvALUATON METIODOLOGY

For aircraft carriers the OPERATING SCENARIO
relates to what the ship is required to do to support
aircraft operations. The WIND AND WAVE ENVI-
RONMENT is defined by the statistics of occurrence

A ,of various wind speeds and directions and vai-ious
wave spectra. The U.S. Navy relies on wind and wave

- - "-"occurrence statistics that were hindcast using a Glob-

A .... _ - .al Spectral Ocean Wave Model (GSOWM) (I).
HULL CONFIGURAT1ON comes from an exten-

MAN VIEW CARRI ER sive data base on hull shapes for active ship classes
weigh distibuconp dataind.Fo appendag aessies,and many concept designs. For seakeeping analysis.

NMRLWMweight 
distribution data and appendage shapes sizes

sW INDvr and locations are also included.
woo. EIhAlV WD (OR W- ovE-DECE )
AW. RE -,,, In the 1970s, the U.S. Navy turned its attention to de-.11 RECOVERY RE AD-Wg lD

, IGUR. WIND OE DC signing smaller, less expensive aircraft carriers and air
capable ships. The design community looked at the
operational characteristics of several aircraft types,
including those that were capable of vertical and
short takeoffs and landings. They developed generic
wind over deck and motion limits associated with air-

4. EVOLUTION OF DECK MOTION CRITERIA craft handling, weapons loading and maintenance for
PRIOR TO 1986. The evolution of seakeeping per- a wide range of hull sizes and types. The resulting
formance evaluation in the design of aircraft carriers SHIP MOTION CRITERIA are summarized in a pa-
was closely linked to the development of computa- per by Comstock, Bales and Gentile (2) and are listed
tional methods for assessing the performance. The in Thble I and Figure 4 (2). These criteria were as-
methodology that evolved is depicted in Figure 3. sumed tobe complete and adequate. The motion lim-
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its were defined in terms of the average of the highest scenarios and the ship motion criteria.
one-third (or significant) single amplitudes, and rep- S. USS MIDWAY ROLL MOTION PROBLEM. In
resented the highest levels at which performance ef- 1986, USS MIDWAY was fitted with a blister that c.x-
fectiveness was still believed to be 100 percent. tended 2/3 the length of the hull and from the flight

deck to well below the waterline, as shown in Figure
5. The beam at the waterline was increased by 6 me-
ters (20 feet) to 43 meters (141 feet). An earlier blis-
ter had been installed in 1965-67 to accommodate an
angled flight deck. The 1986 blister was installed to
bring the hull up to strength standards needed to sup-
port a flight deck that had grown significantly in size
over the years and to meet standards for surviving
hull damage. Also, the blister extended below the
waterline to increase buoyancy and, thereby, reduce
draft in hopes that lowered aircraft elevators would
be less subjected to wetness. At the same time a cent-

rL (ko-, - I s53 k. erline fin was added at the stern to give the ship better
directional stability for aircraft recovery.

FIGURE 4. GENERIC RU ITflV WIND ENVELOPE
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(4.7 RV t. Ricketts and Gale discuss in more detail the greatly

accelerated program to design and build the blister to
• u ..mm~e,.... ,,*=meet a scheduled overhaul period (5). The design

goals for strength, draft and directional stability were
Slender ship theory, as programmed into the U.S. met by the new blister and fin. But, when USS MID-
Navy Standard Ship Motion Program (SMP) (3), is WAY came out of the yard in late 1986, "it quickly be-
used to compute ship motions for all headings and came obvious that the deck motions were often unsat-
speeds into all anticipated combinations of wave isfactory, as reported almost immediately by the ship,
height and modal period. This information is incor- and a totally unexpected phenomenon, excessive
porated in the U.S. Navy Seakeeping Evaluation Pro- flight deck wetness, was experienced. While the deck
gram (SEP) (4) to COMPUTE OPERABILITY motions met the existing criteria, they sometimes
based on the computed ship motions, the statistics of precluded safe handling of aircraft on the flight
wind and wave occurrence, the specified operating deck".(5)
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6. APPROACH TO IMPROVING MIDWAY OP. 6.1 Air Department Workshop. The initial problem
ERABILITY. The roll motion and deck wetness prob- faced by the criteria working group was the lack of val-
lem described above for USS MIDWAY was essen- idated operational limits. The decision to conduct a
tially a hull design problem. The program that was AirDepartment Workshop was driven by the require-
planned and executed to solve the problem was ment to develop a comprehensive a set of criteria as
named the MIDWAY Motions Improvement Pro- quickly as possible. The Air Department Work hop
gram (MMIP). Many different ideas were explored to was convened to bring those with a history of ha nd.,-
modify the blister or add other means for stabilizing on-experience together to discuss ship motion in-
the ship. The most promising in terms of perform- pacts on operations and identify those which were
ance and cost were taken to the detailed design stage, controlling.
so that one could be selected and built, given the The vorkshop itself was conducted over a two day pe-
availability of repair funds. Any ideas that would ad-
versely impact powering, maneuvering, weight or hull god.dDuyingndayone, teaticpants wer her-stregthwer eliinaedgated by functional specialty (launch, recovery. han-
strength were eliminated. dling, etc.) and asked to develop consensus values for

The MMIP team recognized that accurate deck mo- three criteria:
tion criteria were essential to determine how much a. An optimum level of ship motion - The level
improvement was achievable with each design fix. A at which specified operations can be routinely con-
criteria working group was formed to plan and ex- ducted foran extended period of time. Above this lev-
ecute a program to comprehensively evaluate existing el, ship motion becomes a factor in the decision to un-
deck motion criteria and recommend improvements. dertake an action.

b. A difficult level of ship motion - The level at
Besides the authors, the working group included rep- which specified operations can be conducted, but ship
resentatives of the Aircraft Carrier Ship Acquisition motion dictates the timing of critical evolutions. Ex-
Program Office at the Naval Sea Systems Command, tended operations in this environment are possible.
(NAVSEA) the Surface Ship Dynamics Branch at the but will degrade the efficiency of the airwing over a
David Iylor Research Center and JJ. McMullen, a long period of time.
private Naval Architectural firm. The working group c. A limit case of motion - The level at which
planned and executed a six month program that in- operations can be conducted, but only with extraordi-
cluded the following tasks: nary effort. Ship motion is the dominant factor in any

evolution. This is the point at which suspension of op-
a. Identify critical motion parameters, erations or reduction in operational tempo would be

b. Conduct an air department workshop, considered under normal circumstances.
c. Review the literature on aircraft launch, On the second day, all attendees met as a group andrecovery and handling, the individual functional areas compared responses.

The intent was to stimulate a dialogue which would

d. Conduct aircraft recovery simulations, serve to validate assumptions, correlate responses

e. Assess performance at sea with a ship motion and integrate the various disciplines to form a uni-
recorder, form position on limiting values for air operations.

f. Assess motion limits on smaller aviation The results of the workshop are presented in Tables
ships, II, I11 and IV. The workshop also identified other lim-

g. Do criteria sensitivity study, and its in the areas of aircraft maintenance (aircraft jack-

h. Assemble improved deck motion criteria ing, system calibration, corrosion control, engine test-
ing), fueling (ist/trim control), and ordnance handl-

The working group called upon operating personnel ing (lifting ordnance, dolly control) which tended to
in the fleet and engineers at various Navy laboratories correspond to the limits specified for aircraft handl-
to provide technical information and direct support to ing.
complete each task. Their contributions are noted in
the discussions below. The results of selected tasks The following general observations are relevant:
are discussed in the sections which follow. The key a. Roll amplitude and period most significantly
task was the air department workshop. impact aircraft handling.
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aircrart from the landing area.

W~. I m. k oAmahRoo..Icin b. Because of" if ,Aan aircraft carrierlim-
RoilPooodl ~ -its may be locat: n specific. Conditions which pre-FICUI IJ~f CAM clude -volutions on number four elevator may have

P. rW 2 e 20 0.1( impact ont launch.
RanA#t. o - dg 2~ c. Motions combine with environmental fac-

Decatue A.,oomto No rem- - h -ba Moeion tors to limit specific phases of the operational scenar-~ A6.o~o N roococ - - io- and ultimately the operational capability. Spray,
Plbds A-tio No10 Deswe: bo, Motion and the resulting wet deck, rapidly degrades handling

pith_____6__= m IS conditions.
Plglb Aapii: 3.o6 I.Sa (3 ft) 3m (10 ft) d. Pitch amplitude and period most significantly

1/t.4 4 d"; Up by the Smit. impact launch and recovery. In the launch case, the
i period must be predictable and long enough to insure

Wkid o- DeWk 5 Will ___ ______ I that the aircraft leaves the flight deck during the up-
SVra cooftcm rHoe Coeaomllig ward swing of the bow in order to avoid excessive sink.
Sos, Allo.& 2 L5 n 5R 3.5. a (1 t) 4- B(5f) -The amplitude is constrained by the resultant spray.

_____tam _o_ 15 m In the recovery scenario, pitch amplitude is limited by
11mwPm. h~r S~e 15. . the mechanical stops in the Fresnel lens. Pitch period

Romp Motion- 3.7 55 .(3J a) 25 a (I h) +31-43 is constrained by the Landing Signal Officer (LSO)
(laf-I it) reaction/communication/pilot reaction time.

.NCITMe. Wind over deck significantly impacts handl-
?.Feooeobhproirnblo ing limits. D-aditionally, wind over deck has been a

L. Itiom dprobieaiof of omr sopam reqlelog controlled variable in launch and recovery, i.e. allow-
3. ILSOutim iemtalti m orm"aa~o able envelopes have been published. Tbis tends to

0 O-b o).2ome+e-4mmacpt.6boaNa constrain course and speed to head winds and seas
Wa lmbooim r,~* and low periods of encounter - both of which tend to

4. m , ' Iminimize ship motion. In the handling case, course
5. Comnmiid m.mo
6. DtilbyLAO... 1OP~ O 1m. and speed tend to be driven by transit requirements,
7. Affarlill m OWLm which can result in wind loadings, both on the ship

and the aircraft, which significantly impact the ability
to move aircraft. The limit decreases rapidly with wet
decks
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f. Heave and sway uniquely impact recovery, the optimum level of motion). Pitch, roll, and ramp
Sway will tend to increase the tendency for off center displacement are defined in terms of significant
engagements, resulting in more inspections and single amplitude values to support the design process.
maintenance of the arresting gear. Heave, in combi-
nation with pitch and the other motions, results in It should be noted that the workshop specified roll pe-
ramp displacement. Ramp displacement, no matter riods in the 20 to 24 second range. Their frame of ref-
how achieved, is the governing criteria utilized by the erence was a list of inclining experiment roll periods
LSO in recovering aircraft. Ramp displacement and provided by the Naval Sea Systems Command. Data
velocity can, in extreme cases, generate aircraft land- collected by the Naval Air Test Center (NATC) dur-
ing loads approaching landing gear limits. ing Precision Approach Landing System trials indi-

The results of the workshop were submitted to five cated that these values were typically two seconds
post command carrier (CV) captains for review. The longer than experienced in the open ocean. Roll peri-
command screen agreed that the numbers were ods were adjusted to reflect the NATC data.
"about right." They felt that roll and trim control
were important and that aircraft handling was most 6.2 Literature Search on Aircraft Launch, Recovery
often the controlling process. List above 1/2 degree and Handling. In the search for historic data on the
tended to cause drift port or starboard during run out effects of deck motion on aircraft operations, little
on recovery. This could be used to the ships advan- was found on aircraft launch. No data were found for
tage if necessary. They recommended that the ship be aircraft maneuvering on deck. With regard to vehicle
designed to operate in a moderate sea (SS-4) with an operation, material available included specification
accurate method of predicting ship motion in higher data (6,7) and operating criteria (8) for several items
sea states. of deck handling equipment, test results for the in-

ception of skidding or tipover from dynamic tilt table
Upon completion of the command screen, an initial experiments on weapons handling gear (9), specifica-
set of proposed design criteria, shown in lble V was tion data for non skid deck coating systems (10), and
developed. The design criteria are specified for mod- additional data on existing and proposed tractor capa-

bilities. Deck inclination and acceleration limits
Tbiv- W.nkw Oi,,Cn found in these data varied, but were generally above

i oRAo, S 4 1 those indicated by the fleet operators for roll and'2 [ > ____, _ -I pitch amplitude and period effects on aircraft handl-

_ _ _ 0_ ring. However, the data did not address the effects of
b , 1 wet or oily decks.•ihfto 10-e ....

SoThe only significant study on aircraft recovery was the
I < 10dn Naval Warfare Analysis Group (NAVWAG) Study

0(11). Referring to Figure 6, aircraft recovery factors
considered in the NAVWAG Study included hook-
ramp clearance, touchdown vertical velocity, arrest-

J b ing gear engagement speed, and touchdown lateral

i V..*- R- j <50"5h offset. Of these, ramp clearance and touchdown ver-
tical velocity were found to be most directly in-
fluenced by ship vertical motions; and the NAVWAG
study developed equations to relate these motions to

erate (sea state 4, 4 to 8 feet significant wave height) flight deck dimensions in the landing area and ex-
seas with a limit value applicable to the maximum op- pected statistical variances in the aircraft flight path
erable sea state (design criteria are synonymous with and landing velocity.
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PIGURE 6. GLIDE PATH GEOKM

Experience was the key to makung the simulated
T-2C aircraft fly like a fighter and the motions of the

Substituting landing survey data taken aboard ship by USS FORRESTAL flight deck look like those of USS

test personnel from the Naval Air Development Cen- MIDWAY. The Naval Air Test Center (NATC) in

ter between 1968 and 1982 into the NAVWAG equa- Lexington Park, Maryland provided two test pilots to
tions lead to a ramp vertical displacement limit of 1.7 fly in the simulator and two engineers to evaluate the
meters (5.5 feet) significant single amplitude. Simi- pilots' performance. Both pilots had tours as fighter
larly, the touchdown vertical velocity limit for the pilots on USS MIDWAY before the blisters were in-
deck was determined to be 1.4 meters/second (4.7 stalled. One was a test pilot on the NATC test team

feet/second) significant single amplitude. The verti- that conducteddeck qualificationson USS MIDWAY
cal velocity limit was initially considered to apply at when she left the yard with blisters installed. His ex-
the center of the cross deck pendant array. However, perience made a realistic simulation of USS MID-
in response to the need to limit vertical velocities WAY deck motions possible.

even in the event of low approach, this criteria is For the simulated aircraft recoveries, deck motions
applied at the ramp. were simulated as combinations of roll, pitch, yaw and

heave motions. Each motion component was repre-
6.3 Aircraft Recovery Simulations. The objective of sented as a simple sinusoid with its own amplitude
this task was to assess roll, pitch and deck edge dis- and period. Amplitudes and periods were selected
placement limits using carrier landings ina flight sim- from U.S. Navy Standard Ship Motion Program
ulator. (SMP) predictions for the pre-blistered MIDWAY

(Hull 0), post-blistered (Hull X), and a concept
The Visual Technology Research Simulator (VTRS) which involved notching the hull at the waterline
at the Naval Training Systems Center (NTSC) in Or- (Hull A) that was being considered to fix the MID-
lando, Florida was chosen to gather initial data on any WAY roll problem. A ship speed of ten knots and
difficulties introduced by flight deck motions on air- heading relative to the waves of 45 degrees were se-
craft recovery. VTRS includes a Conventional Take- lected as typical. for the worst roll motions encoun-
off and Landing (CTOI.) simulator that makes use of tered during aircraft recoveries in the Northwest Pa-
a fully instrumented T-2C Trainer cockpit inside a cific Ocean. For sea conditions, 2.5 meters (8.2 feet)
sphere. An image of the USS FORRESTAL which is (high Sea State 4) and 4.0 meters (13 feet) (high Sea
typical of a large deck carrier, is projected in a rectan- State 5) wave heights and 11 second wave modal peri-
gular area of the sphere in front of the pilot, as shown od were selected as typical of the swell-corrupted
in Figure 7. seas in this area. It was reasoned that these ship and
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sea conditions would serve to emphasize the effects HIHS47.NXNu

of varying roll amplitude and period between the dif-

ferent USS MIDWAY hulls. i0

0
To measure the effect of deck motions on each pilot's , ,
ability to land, each pilot was asked to score each 41 . 3. RL

landing attempt according to the Handling Qualities ROLL OD I-) OPERI fo..

Rating (HQR) Scale listed in Thble VI. For each land- .-Ao

ing attempt, the wire engaged or bolter (missed wire 4l±. o

and fly off) or missed deck was recorded. . 0

S I I S 4 5
NOLL AMPL|UDIO (:W5

(b) FUNCION OF ROLL As.ILr1.'0E

FIGURE 6. ROLL NIOTION EFFECTS ON HANDUNG QUALITY
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The results of the simulated landings included the pi. , ra 'agm

lal ~ ~ A AT€ ? W" vmt#

lots' handling quality ratings which are plotted in Fig- sm IW. MIWA C~wV 41 - anSENsoR LocnOF4

ure 8 as a function of roll period and roll amplitude.
Hull X was rated worst. Hulls A and 0 were rated
nearly the same. Wire engagements, boiers and

missed decks occurred on Hull X, but the pilots were
still able to land some of the time. Landings on Hull
O came closest to the ideal of wire number 3 engage- During the course of the MIDWAY Motion Improve-
ments. These data are too limited to put numbers on ment Program, interest in verifying the criteria at
roull (oranyothermotion)criteria, but tend tospport more points on the flight deck lead to repositioning
the criteria the fleet operators recommended above, accelerometers. Measured longitudinal accelerations

shad been very small, so the longitudinal accelerome-
6.4 At Sea Measursments. Within one month after ters from all three triaxials were moved. One was re-
reports came in that US MIDWAY had roll motion located to the centerline of the ramp and reoriented
problems, the David hylor Research Center (DTRC) to measure ramp vertical motion. The other twowere
in rethesda, Maryland installed a ship motion re- relocated at the port catapult and reoriented to mea-
corder (SMR). Roll, pitch, speed and course signals sure lateral and vertical acceleration. In addition, the
were brought in from the ship's own sena os. In addi- opportunity presented itself in April 1987 to measure

tion, tfrial accelerometers (that measure longitudi- motions on another, larger, carrier. USS CONSTEL-
nal, lateral and vertical acceleration) were mounted LATION (CV 64), which was operating in company
in three locations as shown in Figure 9. with USS MIDWAY. The ship's own sensors were

WTI

R2

i--
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tapped to measure roll, pitch, ship's course and ship's ability comparisons between the current MIDWAY,
speed. A triaxial accelerometer was provided to mea- proposed fixes and a larger carrier, USS KIMTY
sure accelerations in the forward Internal Communi- HAWK (CV 63). USS KITY HAWK is in the same
cations (IC) room where the computer was located, ship class as USS CONSTELLATION. Three sets of
The data obtained allowed some conclusions to be criteria listed inlMble VII were thus evaluated for the
made on the effects of roll motion on aircraft handl- preblistered USS MIDWAY (Hull 0), postblistered
ing. (Hull X for existing), notched (Hull A) and USS

KITTY HAWK (CV 63). The roll criteria were
Deck inclination results from static trim or heel and picke HAW Cv 6) he roll rita weredynaic itchor oil.'flnsvrse cceeratonsare picked off curves of roll versus roll period that were
dynamic pitch or roll. Transverse accelerations are developed during early phases of the Motion Ir-the result of roll amplitude and period; with higher provement Program. As a simple model, it was as-
accelerations resulting when roll periods are shorter. sumed that a specific ratio of lateral to vertical accel-
Vertical accelerations are the result of heave and eration would lead to aircraft skidding or tipping. A
pitch amplitudesand periods. The combined effect of former aircraft handling officer aboard USS CARL
deck inclination and transverse acceleration is to put VINSON (CVN 70) had reported that aircraft move-
a lateral force on the aircraft or handling equipment, ment became difficult to dangerous when he read 3
and in the limit cause the aircraft or equipment will degrees of roll on the clinometer in flight deck con-
skid or tip. The effect of vertical acceleration is to trol. CVN 70 has a natural roll period of 21 seconds.
make the equipment effectively lighter (or heavier) Taking a constant acceleration ratio down to the 12
and change its adhesion to the deck. From several second natural roll of USS MIDWAY, yields 2.3 de-
measurements, movement of aircraft was accom-plismeto, ovemn .1ogflat aiclrati but acgrees roll which falls in the acceptable range of signif-
plished to above 0.1 g lateral acceleration, but was icant amplitudes reported in measurements dis-suspended when these accelerations reached 0.15 g. cussed above. This curve is shown in Figure 10. In the
If we apply these acceleration levels at the outsideforardcomr o te agle dek, hecorresponding first set of criteria (Set 1), only this roll curve was in-
forward corer of the angled deck, thresp nding troduced to change the criteria from the Sea Basedroll angles are 3.5 and 5.25 degrees, respectively. Sta Air Study (6), which also included the generic relative
tistical equations allow us to relate these maximum wind envelope shown in Figure 4 for aircraft launch
values, that occurred during periods of a few minutes and envery, she in F ig ro metingsof eposre i bem qurteingseasdurng trns to and recovery. In the initial Working Group meetings.
of exposure in beam quartering seas during turns, to numbers were changed to reflect historic data and air-
corresponding significant values (averages of the one craft launch and recovery bulletins. These are listed
third highest amplitudes) that would occur when the in ible VII as Set 2.
ship is on a straight course at constant speed, where
we would normally apply our design criteria. There- Uhh V C,.,. S,, s.*
by, the range of 0.1 to 0. 15 g maximum lateral acceler-
ation, would lead to roll criteria in the range of 1.8 to s. 30 ,
2.6 degrees significant single amplitude. This tends to I C_.

support our chosen criteria of 2.0 degrees for aircraft m f.
handling on an aircraft carrier with the shorter roll A t Z3 0 . 2o

period characteristic of USS MIDWAY. 2MA .7 0. 1 1
cv U 3.0 3.0 -

Aircraft launch and recovery presented no difficulties MMAI .g 1o [ IAcv41

during the January and April 1987 measurement peri- L cv,

ods. Pitch motionswerewell within liUmits for catapult Ma_ ___ _.1 S_7

launches and for stabilizing the optical landing sys- I- o C1
tern. Similarly, ramp vertical displacements and (7)

touchdown vertical velocities were well within limits t ( m W.
for aircraft recovery. .,,, 10.

6.5 Criteor Sefitifl Stmb Because the criteria t a

evolved during the MIDWAY Motions Improvement ,_____
Program, there was interest in determining how RWW . o. 3 5
much changing the criteria effected predicted oper- -

I1
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Criteria Set 3 reflects further refinement from the air Hull X was mainly limited by roll, the reduced roll
department workshop, including the more restrictive limit causes a significant decrease in operability.
curve for roll shown in Figure 10. The computation
process described above and illustrated in Figure 3
was used with wave height, wave modal period, and
wind occurrence statistics for the North Arabian Sea
in June through August (worst season) to produce the
operability bar graphs shown in Figure 11 for aircraft

i

handling and launch and recovery.

.-
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Criteria Set I leads to the conclusion that, forall ships

except Hull X, pitch limits operability approximately
80-90 percent of the time, with roll limiting the re-
maining time. For Hull X, the degraded roll perform- I should be noted that the criteria we ultimately
ance results in roll limiting 78 percent of the time. adopted were less restrictive in that the lowest roll
The result is significantly lower operability for Hull X limit was 2 degrees significant amplitude, indepen-
relative to all other ships. For Criteria Set 2, the i dent of roll period.
nificant change from Criteria Set I is the doubling of
the pitch limit to 2 degrees. Since all ships but Hull X 7. UPDATED DECK MOTION CRITERIA. The
were limited most of the time by pitch, this results in a end results of all the studies discused above are the
significant gain in operability for all but Hull X. Hull criteria for deck motion listed in 'ble VMI and the
X improves very slightly because of the doubled pitch criteria for deck attitude listed in "Tble IX. For wind
limit gain in those few cases where it is pitch rather over deck, a limit of 35 knots applies for aircraft han-
than roll limited. For Criteria Set 3, the significant dlingand the limits specified in bulletins for each air-
change relative to Set 1 is the reduction in the roll craft and ship combination control for aircraft launch
limit. This reduces the operabilities of HullsO, Aand and recovery. These criteria were put forward jointly
CV 63 some since in those few cases where they were by the Naval Air Systems Command and the Naval
limited by roll, they are now more limited and in some Sea Systems Command (12,13) and we approved by
of the cases where they were pitch limited, they are the Office of the Deputy Chief of Naval Operatiu
now more limited by the reduced roll limit. Since for Air Warfare (14)

t-
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craft operations degrades gradually as motions be-
come more influential.

TvAW cvIOLCwX qoMau m cu d. Ramp horizontal and'vertical displacements
and touchdown point vertical velocity limits are spe-

,,kU ioh i. cific to aircraft recovery. Roll and pitch limits apply to
Ap all aircraft operations (launch, recovery, handling, se-

n.9 A.Flftft s..moaMo- lected maintenance and weapons handling).

NN" , R. >, se. Pitch and roll amplitudes, ramp displace-
. Sii 2 . 1 ments and touchdown point vertical velocities are ex-

" HI . pressed as significant single amplitude (SSA). It has
5 (3 ft) been found that the observer will characterize ship
(". 0 . motion in terms of its significant value. There is

ii .5 ft) (loo0 greater than 90 percent probability that peak values
sP'"m AMO <' gok will not exceed two times the SSA in one hour of op-
_ _ _ _ _ I' eration at constant ship speed and heading.

VMW V. ,.h, mi .i4(,417 f. Criteria are met when ship motion signifi-
_ _cant amplitudes do not exceed the values listed and

NMowM,..,qpa o* ship response periods are not less than the values
listed.

g. Deck conditions for mid cruise are assumed
in applying the criteria. The deck has wet, worn non-

k EX C N U-9 rof C-. skid surface with some imbedded petroleum, oils, lu-
bricants and salt. Worst case combinations of envi-

unnswmd Am' ' LAMO" %W, i ronmental factors (fog, rain, snow, ice, etc.) are not
, , oassumed because they do not occur often enough.

I'm bya,. Bw o2dq Uo h. No distinction is made between daytime and
nighttime operations.

s i. The criteria are based primarily on aircraft
< I d operations at the flight deck level, but recognize the

'___________________.__ _ effect of motion on maintenance, weapons handling
and aircraft handling on elevators and the hangar
deck.

j. It should be noted that ship operators judge
roll amplitudes from clinometer readings that are
typically higher than true readings from the ship's
gyro. The largest clinometer readings are those from
the bridge which is several decks above the center of
motion of the ship. Readings as high as two times the
gyro readings have been observed during high ampli-

The following comments amplifies the criteria listed tude, short period rolls at this point. Seakeepmg op-
in "bble VIII: erability analysis results reflect true values compara-

ble to the ship's gro values. Care must be taken
a. Values for unrestricted air operations must when relating clinometer values to true values of roll

be met by any carrier through Sea State 4, 1.2 to 2.5 amplitudes.
meters (4 to 8 feet) significant wave height. The lev-
els define motions which permit air operations to be Each of the criterion values listed in bble VIII is ex-
routinely conducted for extended periods of time. plained as follows:

b. The limiting values specified describe the a. For natural roll periods down to about T sec-
motions during which air operations can be con- onds. movement of aircraft is posible on a continu-
ducted, but with extraordinary effort. Under these ousbasisif the roil anglesare lessthan2degreesSSA.
conditions, ship motion becomes the dominant factor If roll angles exceed 2 degrees, then roll becomes an
in any evolution. These criteria will be used to deter- important factor.
mine carrier operability in higher sea states In practical terms, an aircraft move must be com-

c. Between the two values, performance of air- pleted within 114 cyde; thus, a 20-second roll period
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affords a 5-second window in which to move aircraft. speed and heading. At the 2 degree limit value for
A 4 1/2-second window is assessed as being limiting, pitch amplitude, aircraft must be launched on the up-
which leads to an 18-second minimum roll period, swing portion of the pitch cycle. Apparent pitch peri-
Figure 12 graphically depicts the criteria. Three de- ods of 15 seconds or greater are considered necessary
grees of roll amplitude can be accommodated with to safely launch aircraft under this condition. In a typ-
significant difficulty if the roll period is greater than ical launch scenario in high seas, the ship is slowed
20 seconds. Below 18 seconds, 2 degrees is maximum. down to limit wind over deck. This increases the ap-
In the range of 18 to 20 seconds, the ability to work parent pitch period and increases the probability of
with ship motion isa function of the crew's experience meeting the criterion shown in Figure 13. Below 10
and ability, seconds, down to about 7 seconds, 1 degree of pitch is

maximum. For aircraft recovery, the limit value of 2
degrees corresponds to the limit on the FLOLS sys-
tem. Below one degree amplitude, pitch at apparent
periods experienced during flight operations is not a
problem for either launch or recovery. For large deck
carriers, 2 degrees of pitch also corresponds to a bow
displacement that is large enough to generate deckwetness and spray. For USS MIDWAY and her sister
ship USS CORAL SEA, where the flight deck is sig-
nificantly closer to the water surface, this limit must
be reduced to 1 degree. Thus pitch is also a limit for
aircraft handling.

E I.FI an pa.toiStIDA n hrsse

b. The landing signal officer can see horizontal

displacements of the ramp which result from a combi-
nation of sway, roll and yaw. Horizontal displace-
ments less than 1.5 meters (5 feet) do not cause off-
center landings.
However, as the horizontal displacement approaches , I

4.6 meters (15 feet), off center landings become more ' - U U

likely, risking damage to arresting gear and other air- A Mf ft*

craft. The criteria apply to the total horizontal dis- iIS nir~cOmi

placement.
c. Ramp vertical displacement consists of the

combined effects of pitch, roll and heave. At the limit e. The maximum allowable relative vertical ye-
value, the motion exceeds the capability of automati- locity between the aircraft and the deck is driven by
cally stabilized Fresnel Lens Optical Landing System the strength of the aircraft's landing gear. The sink
(FLOLS), increasing the risk of aircraft ramp strikes. rate of the approaching aircraft uses up part of the al-
For the limiting value, fleet feedback indicates that lowable velocity. The strength margin remaining sets
+ 3.0 to -4.6 meters (+ 10 to -15) feet is acceptable. the maximum allowable deck velocity. Landing sur-
This has been further restricted to + 3.0 meters (.± vey data indicate that landing points can be described
10 feet) SSA since ship motion amplitudes are equally as a distribution, centered within the region of the ar-
distributed about the mean. resting wires and bracketing the design touchdown

d. Pitch affects launch, recovery and handling point in distance from the ramp. However, since a
of aircraft. Figure 13 illustrates the pitch criterion, significant probability exists that aircraft will touch
The apparent pitch period is related to the ship's peri- down as far aft a the ramp, to be conservative the cri-
od of encounter with the dominant waves in the sea- teflon is applied at the ramp. The vertical velocity cri-
way and is thus dependent on sea state as well as ship terion is a single value because, once the landing gear
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is fully compressed, the risk of damage is suddenly WOD is increased, turbulence increases and adds to
present. the pilot's workload to maintain the proper aircraft

attitude attitude. Also, increased WOD is achieved by in-
The following comments apply to the deck acreasing ship speed, with associated costs. Half a de-
limits listed in Table IX: gree of stern trim represents the maximum allowable

a. The steady state angles of trim and list will based on pilot workload. Pilot workload is little
vary with the ship's loading condition and the state of changed between 0 and 0.25 degrees of trim. Thus
the list compensation system. 0.25 degrees is the limit for unrestricted operations.

b. Trim changes with increasing ship speed (by c. The list limit is driven by the tendency of an
different amounts for different carriers). The dynam- aircraft to drift during recovery runout. List in excess
ic trim of a ship at a specific speed must be utilized, of the 1 degree limit will result in unusual catapult
not the static trim, in assessing operability, wear patterns. Below 0.5 degree, recovery drift is

within manageable limits.
c. Further work is needed to determine the cor-

rect way to assess the combined effects of pitch and For aircraft launch and recovery, wind over deck lim-
trim as well as list and roll. A simplified approach its must be within those published in launch and re-
would be to add pitch or roll amplitudes to the values covery bulletins. Typically, course and speed restric-
of trim or list, and compare the totals to the criteria tions are required to achieve 15 to 35 knots wind over
values in Tibles VIII and IX. deck with 8 knots maximum crosswind relative to ei-

d. Aircraft carriers heel during turns. While ther catapult or angle deck centerline for the most
aircraft launches and recoveries are not done when sensitive aircraft type. For aircraft handling, a maxi-
the carrier is maneuvering, aircraft respotting is nec- mum of 35 knots WOD is applied at all headings. In
essary at these times to maintain the required operat- the evaluation of carrier designs. WOD and deck mo-
ing tempo. Operationally, the ship will often be
slowed before it is turned to minimize heel. A com- tion limits are applied at the same aime.
puter simulation is being developed to determine the Salt water spray on the flight deck and wetness and
effect of heel and roll in turns. At the present time, if spray on aircraft elevators and in the hangar must be
the ability to handle aircraft during a turn needs to be
analyzed, the approach outlined above for combining minimized. Green water precludes air operations,
list and roll should be utilized. However, most air- and spray can cause serious disruption to both flight
craft handling operability assessment will assume the deck operations and corrosion control. Wet hangar
straight course since turning represents a small per- deckscomplicate maintenance actionsand also add to
centage of the ship's at-sea time. corrosion problems. Careful design of the carrier hull

Each of the criteria values listed in Table IX is ex- form and above-water features, such as sponsons.
plained by the following notes: hull flare and elevator guide rail fairings, must be

combined with minimizing motions to reduce spray
a. The limit value of0.Sdegrees trimby the bow and wetness.

is driven by sink off the bow considerations during air-
craft launch. For aircraft recovery, the FLOLS stabi- When underway at any speed, most aircraft carriers
lization is unrestricted by trim only up to 0.25 degrees. are directionally stable. However, any directional in-

stabilities that do occur will add to the ship motion,
The FLOLS hasa lower stop that limits the lens'trav- principally yaw. One result is the familiar "dutch
el to stabilize pitch to 1.25 degrees below the glide rolls" that make it more difficult for pilots to land
slope when the deck is trimmed level. Tim by the their aircraft. USS MIDWAY, prior to the 1986 blis-
bow uses up an equivalent part of the travel. Above
0.25 degrees trim, experience hasshown that FLOLS ter, had a significant "dutch roll." This was largely

pitch stabilization begins to be restricted too much. corrected by a stabilizing fin that was added in 1986.
Pitch amplitude begins to exceed the remaining lens The effect of any directional instability must be added
travel from time to time and the projected ball which to the ship motion induced horizontal ramp displace-
the pilot uses to maintain glide slope begins to ment and the total compared with the criteria value.
bounce. Tim by the bow reduces hook-to-ramp
clearance and increases bolter rate. . SAMPLE DESIGN EVALUATION. 7b illus-

b. Compared with zero trim, the 0.5 degree lir1- trate use of the criteria, a proposed fix for USS MID-
it value of trim by the stern increases the minimum WAY was evaluated using the pr shown in Fig-
wind over deck (WOD) for reooveries y 10 knots to ure 3 and discussed above. During the MIDWAY
maintain acceptable landing loeds. As the minimum Motion Improvement Program, several concepts
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were put forward to fix the roll problem. All concepts In the example, aircraft launch and recovery are
were evaluated against a comprehensive set of naval grouped into one scenario where the ship must be
architecture considerations, including hull strength headed into the wind to bring it within the envelope
and survivability, weight distribution, resistance and shown in Figure 15. For this example, the predomi-
powering, noise, maneuvering, deck wetness and hab- nant direction of the sea is assumed in line with the
itability, as well as seakeeping. Details on these con- wind. This will exclude the occasional swell that may
cepts and considerations are contained in the paper come in from a different direction from a distant
by Ricketts and Gale(5). Suffice it to say that the cho- storm. Aircraft handling is represented by the other
sen concept was to notch the blister at the waterline scenario where all ship speeds and headings are as-
in as far as structurally feasible to raise the roll period sumed equally likely.
into a range where resonant roll would be exited
much less often by the encountered seas. This notch,
shown in cross section in Figure 14, would raise the
roll period from 12 seconds to 15.7 seconds. By com- For the operating environment, we chose the Norh-

parison, USS MIDWAY before the blister was in- west Pacific operating area in January through

stalled had a roll period of 18.6 seconds. In this exam- March, the three month period with the heaviest

pIe, all three hulls for USS MIDWAY are compared weather of the year. For this area and season, the sta-
with a large deck carrier, USS K=ITlY HAWK (CV tistical distribution of significant wave heights is

63), which has a roll period of 22.2 seconds. shown in Figure 16.
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Noteworthy is that Sea Slate 5, which ranges in signif-

icant wave height from 4to 6meters (12 to 18 feet), is
exceeded 35 percent of the time. The distribution of
wave modal periods is shown in Figure 17. The most
frequent wave modal period is near the 12 second nat-
ural period of the blistered USS MIDWAY. For the
evaluation, the statistics are assembled into percent-
ages of time that various combinations of discrete

ram.n, t~m.*wave heights and modal periods oocur and that vari-

& ~ ~ (M 30mll ll lm~

mm m~ otis combinations of wave height and wind speed oc-
na I~mam~mlU uusuuaeucur
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The U. S. Navy Standard Ship Motion Program With the motion responses calculated for all combi-
(SMP) (3) is then used to compute ship motions for all nations of wave height and modal period, the limiting
four hulls at all headings and speeds into all antici- values listed in 'libles VIII and IX and Figures 12. 13
pated combinations of wave hei",, t . modal period. and 15, and the statistics of wind and wave occurrence
For one of these combinatioun, 5. meters (16.4 feet) from the chosen operating area and season are put
wave height (Sea State 6' jn-' 13 seconds modal pen- into the U. S. Navy Seakeeping Evaluation Program
od, and a ship speed of 10 k ots, roll motion is plotted (SEP). For our example, the results are shown in Fig-
versus heading rele' ve to the sea in Figure 18. This ure 19. Not surprisingly, the largest differences in op-
case highlights the significantly larger roll response of erability show up for the aircraft handling scenario
Hull X in beam seas than that of the other hulls. Also where all speeds and headings are equally likely. The
it can be seen that a maximum notched hull (back to roll response of Hull X is the largest contributor to its
the 196- shell at the waterline) significantly reduces low operability. On the other hand we assumed head
the roll compared to that of Hull X. For reference, seas for aircraft launch and recovery where roll mo-
the two degree criteria limit line is drawn on the fig- tions are minimum. If we considered the small per-
ure. The roll of Hull X exceeds the limit at all head- centage of time that seas and winds were not aligned
ings. or that we had seas corrupted by swells from other di-

rections, the operability numbers would be somewhat
lower and Hull X would appear with the lowest value.
In any case, Hull A appears to be a good solution to
bring the USS MIDWAY back to performance the
ship had before it was blistered.

It should be pointed out that funding limitations in
Fiscal Year 1988 precluded fixing USS MIDWAY.

A word of caution here is that the criteria were used
as if every operation were carried out 100 percent ef-
fectively up to the limiting wind or motion, and zero
percent after that. Thus, the percentage values
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shown in Figure 19, cannot be considered absolutes plausibly at point A on the chart, where the signifi-
for operational planning even though they are good cant roll amplitude is predicted to be above 3 degrees.
for design comparisons. Additionally, the percentage The ship's captain reacted with a "20 degree course
vaiues assume average statistics for wind and wave oc- change to put seas on the stern," represented by point
currence over the season chosen. Separate calcula- B on the chart which is in a region of much lower roll.
tions can be made for the ship's capability to operate Given the display, the ship's captain may have se-
in, or at least ride out a specific storm. That these cal- lected a course which avoided the high roll potential
culations are possible to make on board ship and be region.
displayed to guide the ship operator is the subject of
the next section.
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DTRC has developed a version of the U. S. Navy
Standard Ship Motion Program that runs on a person-

9. ACTIVE OPERATOR GUIDANCE. Sudden ex- nal computer (PC) and can, therefore, be used with9. ATIV OPEATO GUIANC. Sudenex- the ship motion recorder on USS MIDWAY, or any
treme motions, particularly roll motions, have sur- the shi er on the funds or aly

prised the ship's force on USS MIDWAY during air-
craft operations. Most of these surprises have oc- Polar diagrams can be computed and displayed in col-
curred when the ship was maneuvering. Aircraft mis- or for any desired motion response. An initial color
haps (tipping or skidding) resulted from sudden oc- code was adopted for easy identification of motion
currences of extreme rolls when the ship was turned problem areas. Green was selected for regions where
through beam seas. The ship's force may have the selected motion has little or no effect on opera-
avoided these mishaps if they had foreknowledge of tions; yellow for motions up to the limiting value for
expected roll amplitudes as functions of ship speed air operations; red for motions exceeding the limiting
and heading, as shown in Figure 20, which was coin- value; and brown for motions far exceeding the limit-
puted to represent sea conditions USS MIDWAY ac- ing value. The program is also written to accommo-
tually encountered on 12 January 1987. At the time, date swell from a different direction than the wind
the ship was steaming due North (001 degree head- driven sea. Given the true wind speed and direction.
ing) at 30 knots into 24 meter (8 foot) seas with 9 sec- polars can also be computed and displayed for ship
ond period coming from 255 degrees. The bridge re- speeds and headings required to achieve the launch
ported reading a sudden 15 degrees of roll on the and recovery wind envelopes for various aircraft. An
bridge clinometer. At the same time, the trial team example is shown in Figure 21 for the USS CON-
from DTRC read 7.7 degrees from the ship's gyro- STELLATION (CV 64) in 3.7 meter (12 foot) seas
scope. Noting that maximum roll could be as high as with 11 second modal period coming from 135 de-
two times the significant, a value of 4 degrees fits grees. The wind is at 22 knots and is coming from 132
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degrees. There is no swell. In addition to roll. pitch. The values developed represent design criteria. and
vertical displacement at the ramp, and ship speeds are not to be construed as operational limits above
and headings required to put an F- 14 aircraft into its which air operations will not be conducted. Opera-
wind envelope are also displayed. To achieve the best tions can, and will. be conducted under more severe
results for displays like these, the meteorological offi- conditions if the operational situation dictates. De-
cer should supply the best information he has on wind pending on the levels of training, experience and
and sea conditions, from some combination of weath- leadership on the flight deck. the ship may operate
er messages and expert observations, routinely in significantly worse environments than

The active part of this operator guidance system com- specified. It is intended that the design criteria en-

es in two ways. The measured motions at different compass an expanded operational envelope without

headings into adequately defined sea conditions can being overly conservative. The use of any "design"

be used to calibrate the computed polar diagrams. criteria to develop "operator guidance" aids must be

With experience on what motion levels do and do not approached with the full involvement and concur-
limit air operations, the ship's force can adjust the cri- rence of the operators impacted.

teria. When this is done on enough deployments to 11. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. The efforts of
get a good statistical sample, our criteria may be fur- many who contributed to the development of the
ther improved, deck motion criteria for aircraft operations are deeply

10. CAUTIONS. The criteria developed reflects appreciated. It is not possible in this paper to ac-
the capability to conduct modem "big deck" battle knowledge everyone by name. So the authors would
group operations as currently practiced by the U.S. like to acknowledge a few who made contributions.
Navy. Acceptable design values are, in the final analy- Erich Baitis, DTRC Code 1561. directed the efforts of
sis. a function of the desired operational capability, several engineers and technicians to instrument two
Any application of these values, or more importantly carriers to measure ship motions. He made several
this methodology, must return to the operational sce- visits to the ships, traveling half way around the world
nario and revalidate the governing assumptions. each time.
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The Aerodynamics of Ship Superstructures

J. Val. Healey,
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics,

Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
California, U.S.A. 93943-5000

Preface
After seventy years of naval aviation, a belated understanding of the aerodynamics of ships is
slowly emerging, The essence of the message is that typical superstructure configurations are
extremely poor aerodynamically. This means: safe operating envelopes that are severely and
unnecessarily limited; exposure of pilots and crew to unnecessary danger and; blade strikes
that occasionally result in the complete loss of a helicopter. The airflows around these poor
configurations contain many recirculating zones, bounded by shear layers that emanate from
the sharp edges of the superstructure. These zones vary enormously in size in an intermittent
manner, giving rise to unsteady flows with extreme velocity gradients and turbulence intensity
levels that are too high to be measured with hot-wire anemometers.

The only sensible conclusion one can reach after several years of studying the aerody-
namics of both non-aviation ships and carriers is that the non-aviation ships are completely
unsuited to efficient interfacing with helicopters and carriers could be greatly improved. The
very common boxy-hangar/aft-flight-deck combination is an aerodynamic disaster and should
be abolished.

A new generation of aerodynamically efficient ships should be designed, which means
integrating aerodynamic analyses into the design process. Testing of a prototype in a suit-
able simulated atmospheric layer should reveal any aerodynamically undesirable features of
a design and any addition to the cost would be miniscule. Expected payoffs should include
virtually no interface testing, much wider operating envelopes than exist at the present time
and the elimination of blade strikes.

Preliminary ideas for new ship superstructures are being developed. It is proposed that
flight operations be conducted from a flat expanse of deck, and that landings be made on a
platform that can be lowered for storage below deck level. The edges of the deck should be
aerodynamically designed - rounded or chamfered to minimize or prevent recirculation zones
and relatively low wind velocities over the deck can be obtained by suitable slatted wind-
break fences. The effect of helicopter downwash on such fences must be carefully studied.

Ideally, on grounds of cost and convenience, simulation of the interface should be based on
numerical predictions of the airwake. However, most practical computational fluid dynamics
codes available today are based on the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, which cannot
predict the spectra of the velocity fluctuations. Without the latter, the response of the he-
licopter to the turbulent wake cannot be predicted. Spectral and eddy simulation methods
hold considerable promise for the future, but today they can be applied to simple geometries
only.

It is very likely that, in the near future, a multi- point turbulence model for helicopters
will be required. One already already exists for airplanes but it based on spatial correlations
that are known empirically for flight in the free atmosphere. No such relationships exist for
the wake of a ship or structure. Experimental correlation data will then have to be obtained
from the wakes of ships or ship models.
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Abstract in atmospheric properties with elevation. To make aerody-
namics problems simpler, instead of assuming that the ve-

After seventy years of naval aviation, a belated understand- hicle moves through the atmosphere, it is usually assumed

ing of the aerodynamics of ships is slowly emerging. The that the vehicle is still and that the air flows past it. Un-

lack of such understanding, and undoubtedly other reasons, der the usual zero- turbulence assumption and steady flight

has led to superstructure configurations that are unsuited at some fixed altitude, there is no difference between these
to adjacent helicopter flight. This has resulted in severely flows. Near the ground, however, when the wind speed can

limited safe operating envelopes, danger to pilots and ship be about the same as the vehicle's, the difference can be

personnel and blade strikes that occasionally result in the quite profound, except for the case of a ship steaming in a

complete loss of a helicopter. The airflows around ships calm atmosphere.
abound with recirculating zones, bounded by shear layers When a storm rises, winds blow over an initially rel-

that emanate from the sharp edges of the superstructure. atively smooth sea, and the interaction between the two

These zones vary enormously in size in an intermittent man- whips the water waves to greater heights, while increasing

ner, giving rise to flows with extreme velocity gradients and the turbulence in the air. There is an ultimate equilib-
turbulence intensity levels that are too high to be measured rium state between the fully developed water waves and

with hot-wire anemometers. This complicates the situation the velocity and turbulence profiles in the air. Apart from
because, at the present time, a database for simulation can contamination of the air by water spray, the wave motion
be established only via measurement. The essential ingre- interacts with the air in the same manner as a land surface

dients for the aerodynamic design of new ships have been with an equivalent roughness - approximately a desert.
proposed and some suggestions for the improvement of the Wind that blows over such a roughness develops a
aerodynamics of existing ships have been made. Correcting sheared profile and can have turbulence levels thirty times

an aerodynamically poor ship is no substitute for the incor- higher than the level in most wind tunnels, which are usu-

poration of aerodynamics into the ship design process. ally set up to simulate a uniform velocity profile with the
minimum of turbulence. The shear implies a vorticity dis-
tribution that decreases with height, whose effect is primar-

1 Introduction ily the generation of a number of "horseshoe", or "neck-
lace", vortices that form around the base of a body im-

It is an extraordinary fact that, although naval aviation has mersed in the layer and trail downwind.

been with us for over seventy years, there is still a profound Unfortunately, the differences between flows around bluff

ignorance of ship aerodynamics. The reason for this ap- bodies exposed to uniform and sheared velocity distribu-

pears to stem from a combination of factors, one of which tions are not well documented. Important studies were

is a short-sighted view of the problem. Instead of fund- made on rectangular blocks by Dianat and Castro [1,2] and

ing fundamental studies of the underlying problems, poorly showed definite differences. It appears that a body sub-

planned piecemeal approaches have been taken, which have merged in a thick boundary layer i.e. a simulated atmo-

squandered resources and brought the solution no closer, spheric layer, with one face directed upwind, has a stagna-

This undoubtedly led to the perception that the problems tion point very roughly at two thirds of the height. Below

have no solution and to a reluctance to commit further re- this point which, of course is really a zone, because of the

sources, unsteadiness, the flow is directed downwards into the vor-

A second important factor is that the nature of the prob- tex and, above the point, the flow goes towards the top.

lem has its roots in meteorology and in an obscure branch of In a thin boundary layer, i.e. what one obtains in an at-

aerodynamics, known as "bluff-body-aerodynamics", which tempt at a uniform profile, a similar horseshoe vortex exists

deals with airflows around blunt bodies that have massive at the foot of the structure, but it is now only a very small

separated regions in their wakes, fraction of the height of the body and, on most of the body,

Airflows around bluff bodies, such as bridges and sim- the flow stagnates on a vertical line at the mid upwind side

ilar structures have been studied for over a century, but and moves horizontally towards the front edges. Near the

it was only since the advent of relatively flexible high-rise top front, of course, it will also flow upwards, and in some

buildings that extensive studies of the flows around such circumstances the flow there will be somewhat similar to

objects have been conducted. The early to mid 1970's was that from the thick boundary layer.

the most fruitful period and was spurred on by problems In the thin layer, the freestream turbulence level is al-

with the high-rise buildings and, because of oil scarcity and most negligible, but this does not mean a smooth flow in

costs, the need to reduce the drag on ground vehicles. Un- the wake. The shear layers that leave the sharp edges of the

fortunately, politics and the return of cheap oil, later i;i the body possess an inherent unsteadiness that still generates a
lateunatey, eraseost o the rr a ohighly turbulent wake. In the thick layer case, the flow pat-
late 1970's, erased most of the programs. terns are somewhat different [1,2] and the shear layers are

A further, and perhaps the most significant factor, is th.t now buffeted externally by the freestream turbulence which,
ships are designed by naval architects, whose specialty has in general, yields a quite different flowfield. Meroney [3], in
little relation to the aerodynamics of helicopters. There a recent review of modeling flows about buildings, suggests
is no pressure on them to design the ships with serody- that the major influence of the feestream turbulence is on
namics in mind, presumably because those involved in the the separating and reattaching shear layers.
procurement process have an equal ignorance of the reasons As will be reported later, the turbulence levels measured
for the problems in the ship/helicopter interface. Undoubt- in the wake of a ship model, in a thin layer, maximize dose
edly, over decades, enormous efforts have been exerted by to the ship and die away with distance. The values mea-
ship designers and procurement personnel in an attempt to sured in the wake of the model, in a thick layer, minimise
satisfy all the competing interests. It is unlikely that the near the model and increase with distance from it. This
addition of another element into the competition will be information alone would appear to be sufficient to estab-
welcome. lish that a uniform velocity profile does not model the flow

Traditional aerodynamics is usually taught in college, around a ship, except for ship-generated winds. Detailed
with little reference to meteorology, apart from the changes analyses of the modeling of atmospheric boundary layers

i
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are given in References 4 and 5. The former established that flight-deck. This point is probably located in the slower-
the modeling of the layer in a Naval Postgraduate School moving lower levels of the shear layer that leaves the hangar
(NPS) wind tunnel is quite satisfactory. roof. It is probable that the reading is outside the capacity

of the instrument. The general trend is for the turbulent
energy to decrease slightly as the ship is approached. The

2 The W akes of Ship Models trend for the v-spectra (not shown) is somewhat different,
with the zero point having a very energetic flow in a band-

2.1 The Relatively Far Wake width near 50 Hs. At this point, however, the energy drops
off more rapidly with increasing frequency than for any of

Experience at NPS [4,6,7] indicates that the near wakes of the other points. Again this reading could be beyond the
ship models are characterized by steep velocity gradients, range of the instrument. The w-spectra (not shown) look
unsteady recirculating flows, high turbulence levels and very similar at all five points, there being little more than
contain significant amounts of low-frequency energy. Pre- a factor of two between any of the curves.
liminary studies [4] were made of the flow around a model The results for all three spectra show that the turbulent
of a DD-963, along certain helicopter landing paths, to a energy levels peak somewhere between 10 and 100 Hz. and
point About 2/3 of the hangar height over the touch-down then decline rapidly to relatively small values at I KHz.
point, in a simulated strong-wind condition. The 3-d hot- To transfer this information to the corresponding full size
wire anemometer measurements were made at 17 points, ship, these frequencies should be divided by twelve, which
each 1/16 of a ship length apart, aft of the touch-down was the Strouhal number, indicating that the energy peaks
point. These points were denoted by 0 over the latter point are roughly in the range of about one to eight Hz. and that
and 16 at one ship length away. The velocity components there is usually little turbulent energy above about 100 Hz.
were made nondimensional with the along-wind speed u. The region that includes points 0 through 4 is considered
recorded at the ship anemometer for each yaw position and the near-wake and will be discussed further in the next sec-
the turbulence intensities were formed by dividing the rms tion.
values by the same value of ua. Only the zero yaw results
are presented here and more details are given in Reference
4 2.2 The Near Wake

In the discussion that follows, it is assumed that the start
of a run is one ship-length away from the touch-down point The very high levels of turbulence over the flight-deck ren-
and the "% point" is a percentage of a ship-length aft of the ders extremely valuable, flowfield information obtained by
latter point. The along-wind component u/u. of the mean means of flow-visualization techniques. The most useful of
velocity as a function non-dimensional distance aft of the the latter include the use of fluorescent minitufts attached
touch-down point is shown in Figure 1. There is a gradual to the body surface and the injection of visualization con-
reduction from about 90% of the ship anemometer reading, taminants such as neutral helium bubbles and smoke. Fig-
at one ship length away, to about 40% of that reading over urc 5 is a good example of the utility of the minitufts at-
the touchdown point. As the ship is approached, the gradi- tached to a body which is then exposed to the wind tunnel
ent becomes steepest between the points 2 and 4 (10-25%). flow and illuminated with ultraviolet light. In this case,
The transverse, w/u., and vertical, win,, components are the body was a generic destroyer, constructed with blocks
shown in Figure 2; the transverse component is always very and a bow section attached. To apply this technique, the
small, starts at a few percent of a. to starboard and grad- model is first painted a flat black and has a grid of pencil
ually declines to zero as the ship is approached. The verti- lines drawn on the surface. The tuft threads are then gen-
cal component, is almost zero from the start (point 17) to tly stretched along those lines and a very small dab of glue
about point 12 (75%) and then there is an increasing down- placed at the intersections of the lines. Finally each thread
flow until the maximum of about 15% of u. is attained, at is cut with a very sharp knife to one side of each glue point.
about point 2 (15%). The downflow then decreases to zero The minitufts align themselves with the local flow direction
over the touch- down point. on the surface and, because the photograph exposure was

The corresponding turbulence intensity profiles are a couple of seconds, a fan shaped blur at the end of a tuft
shown in Figure 3. All three turbulence intensities lie within indicates a very turbulent region. In Figure 5 the model
a range 6% < u/u. < 8% approximately, until point 5 was yawed 30° 

to starboard. The tufts inside the leading
(25%) is reached. Thereafter, all curves decline steeply to edge at the bow show a separated zone that extends about
zero over the touch-down point. It is interesting, but not one quarter of the width, where the flow reattaches. Inside
too surprising, that Fortenbaugh [8,9] derived an airwake the zone, the flow goes aft in a helical motion. The extent
model, for simulation of the flight near a DD-963, from of the separated zones are dearly evident in the wakes of
measurements made in a uniform, almost zero-free-stream- the superstructure *blocks.
turbulence, flow. It indicated that the turbulence intend- Helium bubbles are an effective method of illustrating
ties increased from almost zero about one ship-length away the streaklines in the broader flow. However, photograph-
to a maximum over the flight-deck. This is the exact oppo- ing them does not reveal nay transient nor unsteady phe-
site of the trend indicated above. nomena. The principal disadvantage of helium bubbles is

It is essential that the turbulence intensities based on the that they reflect only about 5% of the incident light and,
local velocity components be less than about 30%. The re- if injected upstream of the model, they tend to avoid the
suits indicate that this is the situation at distances at points recirculating regions. Useful information can be obtained
5 through 17. There are considerable deviations from these from injecting the bubbles into the wake of the model from
conditions as the ship is approached, shedding doubt on the a point on the floor of the tunnel. Watching them rise along
accuracy of the measurements. the hull on the lee side of the model and frequently crosing

The spectra for this zero-yaw run is shown in Figure 4 for the whole of the deck, in the upwind direction, is a inter-
the along-wind component only. The spectra at five points esting experience.
0,1,4,8 and 16 are given. It is evident that there is little Figure 6 represents, via helius bubble stkeakline, the
along- wind turbulent energy at the zero-point i.e. over the wake vortex of the generic destroyer yawed dightly to port.

------------------------------........- --
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This vortex is relatively small for small yaw angles but be- the point at which the cycle began and the process starts
comes quite massive when the yaw'reaches about 45* . Fig- again. The period for this was 1/5 of a second approxi-
ure 7 shows the flow over the aft flight-deck of the U.S.S. mately, which corresponds to about 2.5 seconds full scale.
Tarawa. The extent of recirculating zones are frequently This period is not related to that due to vortex shedding
marked by bubbles that stop in mid-air and reverse their from a 2-d body with the same section as the hangar.
directions. However, this extent varies substantially in As the yaw angle increases beyond 500, this zone reduces
time. The out-of-focus bubble traces in the right side of the in size. At 70*, the flow does not detach from the hangar
picture indicate a wake that extends to about double the face, but the stagnation point oscillates, in an intermittent
hangar elevation. Figure 8 illustrates the flow over the bow way, between points at about 80% and 90% of the beam
of the generic model of Figure 5 when yawed to port. The from the port edge. At 700 and above, the recirculating
region with many bubble traces, at about one third of the zones 2 and 3 play a prominent role, with the port bound-
width of the bow from the starboard side, is evidently the ary of region 2 intermittently coming upwind to about the
boundary of the reattachment zone. The flow in this type ship's axis.
of region is discussed later. Figure 9 shows a long exposure At 900, region I detaches from the hangar face at the
photograph of the flow over the flight-deck of the DD-963 starboard edge, as in the 500 case, but is now much smaller
at zero yaw. It is clear that there is a recirculating vortical and less vigorous. The boundary of region 2 oscillates in-
motion that covers the front half of the deck. The bright termittently about 2/3 way upwind across the deck, and
patch on the left upper side of the picture is the region over region 3 reaches about 1/3 to 1/2 the hangar height. The
the hangar, through which most of the bubbles enter. It region around the blade periphery now becomes strongly
is also clear that the flow is very non-uniform well aft of influenced by the gyrations of the flow in these two regions
the deck. This recirculating zone is similar to that shown and, hardly at all, by region one.
diagrammatically in Figure 10 for the U.S.S. Wabash. At 110*, at which blade strikes have occurred, region one

Injection of smoke on the upwind side of the model is is confined to the forward 20% or so of the deck, region 3
a good way to simulate a ship in a fogbank but does not now dominates the flow around the rotor, and region 2 oc-
reveal much information. The smoke is best injected into casionally pulses onto the deck and retreats again. Region
the regions of interest through fine tubes and it reveals the 3 oscillates intermittently back and forth across the deck,
streak-patterns in confined areas better than the helium varying is size all the while. The flow through the rotor
bubbles. It does scatter fairly rapidly but, nevertheless, the blade is largely the flow exterior to region 3 and obviously
video pictures can give a reasonable picture of the flowfield. fluctuates strongly with the motion of that region.
Unsteady phenomena, within a certain range of frequencies It is uncertain how much of the intermittent fluctuations
can be detected by slow-motion and single-frame play. that exist over the flight deck are due the the ship itself

A recent study [7] was conducted at the NPS, of the flow and how much accrue from intermittency in the artificial
around the hangar and aft flight deck of a supply ship, in atmospheric boundary layer. It is known that these inter-
an effort to determine the cause of helicopter blade strikes. mittencies occur in the freestream wind tunnel flow more
It involved extensive flow visualization, and some hot-wire frequently than they do in the atmosphere. Correlation
measurements around the locus of the tip of the blade, at studies could be made to differentiate those due to the
a station where most strikes occur. A range of flows, from freestream flow from ones associated with the separation.
the port side, were studied for ship yaw angles 00 to 10 0'
and a small- diameter wire was placed around the blade-tip
locus. 3 Hot-wire Measurements over

It was found that the helium bubble flow visualization
method can miss important unsteady phenomena occur- the Flight Deck
ring over the flight deck. A combination of smoke injection
and slow-motion replay of video tape revealed an almost As was mentioned above, it appears that the capacity of the
periodic flapping of a shear layer that emanated from the hot-wire anemometer was exceeded near the ship. Even
aft vertical corner of the hangar at one yaw angle. At zero if one uses wind tunnel speeds that are sufficiently high
yaw, the flow is symmetric about the ship axis as shown in to register on pressure probes, with appropriate resolution
Figure 10. The major recirculating zone covers the aft face and accuracy, such readings are in considerable doubt, if
of the hangar and there are minor ones, not shown, inside the turbulence intensities, based on the local velocities, are
the edges of the deck. greater than about 30% [11]. To check the previous doubts,

A generic sketch of the flow over the flight deck for non- further measurements were made over the light-deck of the
zero yaw angles, is shown in Figure 11. Three separated AOR at four points around the blade tip locus of the plane
regions are indentified in the figure. The sizes of the recir- of the aft H-46 rotor: forward 1, starboard 2, aft 3 and port
culating zones and their intensities vary considerably with 4 for the same range of yaw angles discussed above. The
ship yaw angle. At small yaw angles, region I is by far the measurements were referenced to the value of the reading
largest and most vigorous. It tends to fluctuate, mainly in taken at the ship anemometer elevation for each yaw angle.
an unsteady way, but for the 50* case, it was almost peri- The plane of the rotor was about 2/3 of the hangar height.
odic. The reattachment point on the hangar face started The general trends predicted by these measurements
the cycle about 1/4 way across and gradually moved to star- were as follows: the along-wind velocity components at
board and the zone increases greatly in size. Approaching all four points generally increase from about 40% of the
the edge, it detaches from the hangar and the shear layer ship anemometer speed at zero yaw to about 95% at 110*.
swings aft, pivoting at the port edge of the hangar releasing The transverse components generally decrease slightly to
the recirculation in the form of a vortex which then crosses about 40* yaw, increase to a maximum of about 15% of
the deck diagonally, aft and starboard. As the vortex moves the ship anemometer speed, then drop sharply to 9W and
away, a massive surge of luid flows in forward of it from the rise agan. Generally, the transverse components ae never
wake of the ship, extending this zone to about two hangar greater than about 20% of the ship anemometer speed. The
heights. The sone then collapses, and the shear layer at general trend for the vertical velocity components was to in-
the port edge swings in towards the hangar, reattaches at crese from about seo at zero yaw, to a maximum of about
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40% of the ship anemometer reading at 1100. This is re- with multi-hulls and with a large storage volume near the
markably high. water surface is part of the answer. The avoidance of the

The turbulence intensities, which were formed with the usual boxy hangar would be a good step in the design pro-
rms values of the fluctuations and the ship anemometer cess. A flat expanse of deck at a relatively low elevation
speed, behaves more erratically than the velocity compo- could have little in the way of separated flows, apart from
nents. The alongwind values generally increases to a maxi- the edges, which are discussed below. Landing on that deck
mum of about 17%, at about 300 to 500, and then declines on a platform that could be lowered below with the hel-
to a value in the 6 to 12% range. copter, is a possibility. High wind speeds can be controlled

However, it must be stated that, while the above process by 50%, or thereabouts, slatted fences, so long as there is
of forming the turbulence intensities, with the freestream no recirculation.
wind speed measured at the ship anemometer, lead to per-
fectly reasonable turbulence intensity levels, it is also an 4.2 If a Boxy Hangar must exist
excellent way of camouflaging hot-wire readings that may

be garbage. This is, however, often the "engineering ' ap- If the current hangar/flight-deck combination is to be re-
proach to such problems. Unless the turbulence intensities taned, the flight deck should be placed, preferably, well for-
formed with the local components of the velocity are all ward or well aft of the hangar, which of course increases the
less than about 30% (10,11], the readings are questionable, problem of storing and retrieving the helicopter. Box-like
Most of the measurements indicated that the rms values hangars should not be used without substantial rounding
of the fluctuations were a reasonable size and, that the or chamfering of the edges. It probably would be better
frequently-measured turbulence intensities of several hun- to place, forward of the hangar, a fairly open light deck,
dred percent were due to very small mean velocity compo- through which some of the approaching wind could pass.
nents. A laser doppler anemometer could probably do bet- Helicopter pilots are very uncomfortable with a massive
ter here. One far less expensive alternative is a pulsed-wire structures coming towards them while maneuvering to land.
anemometer, which is well documented by Castro (11) and If the landing deck were at or near the hangar roof elevation,
Bradbury and Castro (12]. This is a time-of-flight device the turbulence and recirculation problems would be far les
that has no ambiguity in determination of the direction. thun at the level of the hangar floor and the pilots would
A thermal pulse is generated at a pair of electrodes and is feel better because of the absence of the hangar face. The
picked up by a sensor wire. A timing circuit determines the helicopter could then be winched into the hangar or lowered
time of flight across the known separation distance, to the level of the hangar floor and rolled into the hangar.

A flying wire anemometer would resolve the problem The Soviet Kirov class cruisers appear to be the only ships
of low velocity components. It is essentially a hot-wire to which aerodynamic design is likely to have been applied.
anemometer mounted on a sled that flies along a support Interesting features of that ship include streamlined super-
wire or wires through the region whose velocity field is to structural elements placed well forward of the flight-deck
be mapped. Melbourne has extensively developed this in- which means a minor wake effect at the flight deck posi-
strument and it is discussed in a book by Perry (13]. The tion. The flight-deck is placed aft and sunk below the level
motion of the probe itself imposes a large mean velocity on of the main deck. However, that drop is relatively small
the flowfield, rendering possible, the measurements of very and the aft hangar face slopes aft down to the flight-deck.
low velocities. Although this instrument would be a good The aerodynamic design could be further improved by in-
choice for measurement of the very low velocities, there creasing the slope, but this introduces new problems.
would be still be problems of resolution of the low frequency
turbulence because of the short sampling times. 4.3 The Edge of the Deck

4 A oResearch is required to determine the optimum shape ofA new Geneation of Aerody- the edge of the flight deck. As discussed above, there is
namically Efficient Ships ? a recirculating region inside these edges, whose size and

intensity depends on the ship yaw angle. It is likely that
Because of their very poor aerodynamic performance, a new these lows can be adequately controlled by rounding of
generation of aerodynamically efficient ships should be de- chamfering the edges.
signed. This means that aerodynamic analyses should be
brought into the design process. Testing of a prototype 4.4 New Design Procedure
in a suitable simulated atmospheric layer should reveal any
aerodynamically undesirable features of a design. Expected Following the lead of the general aerodynamics field, a
payoffs should include far less interface testing, much wider combined computational/experimental approach should be
operating envelopes than exist at the present time and the made to the design of both aviation and non-aviation ships.
elimination of blade strikes. The following tentative guide- The aim would be to determine the configurations that have
lines are proposed for a new generation of ships: the lowest levels of velocity and turbulence and the least

number of spated SO is the vicinity of the tight deck.
4.1 The Hull Configuration These studies, and an experimental validation of the final

version, would be a miniscule put of the total cost.
The ship and the flight deck should be kept as low as poe- Finally, it is interesting that a streamlined ship almo has
sible. Wind velocities decrease w the water surface is ap- a smaller radar cros-section, which suggests that stealth-
proached. The problem, however, is that, to minimie the and aerodyamiC-desg are complementary.
drag on ships, the length of the ship should be about ten
times the beam. Furthermore, the drag on the portion
of the ship sbove the water is far less than that on the 5 Improving Existing Ships
submerged pet. This memas that a large storage rgiou
above the water is desirable. Pealap the SWATH ship Without a doubt, poitioning the light deck aft of the ill
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shaped hangar is an extremely poor choice. It is important wind turbine. The wake of a wind turbine running in a
to try to address the question of what steps might be taken strong wind is a gentle breeze. A possible configuration,
to alleviate the problems on the very many existing ships without any protective handrails, is shown in Figure 13.
afflicted with this combination. These two figures are provided soley for the entertainment

of NAVSEA.

5.1 Adding a Porous Landing Deck

If sufficient space exists, the relatively open structure, men- 6 Simulation of Flight in the In-
tioned above in Section 4.2, might be retrofitted forward
of the hangar. With small ship., however, care should be terface
taken with the placement of a large man at high eleva-
tions; it could have serious implications for the stability of Ideally, simulation of the wake should be based on numer-
the ship. ical predictions. However, most practical computational

Erecting the open type of structure discussed above over fluid dynamics codes available today are based on the time-
the existing flight-deck, aft of the hangar, would probably averaged N avier-Stokes equations, which cannot predict the
improve the current situation but would not be as good spectra of the velocity fluctuations. Spectral and eddy sim-
as having it forward of the hangar. It was mentioned pre- ulation methods hold considerable promise for the future,
viously that, at some yaw angles, the wake extends well but today they can be applied to simple geometries only.
above the existing hangar of the AOR. Again the helicopter This leaves experimental measurements as the only source
would have to be lowered to the deck for storage or some- of complete wake data. Without the spectrum of the ve-
how winched into the hangar. locity fluctuations, the response of the helicopter to the

turbulent wake cannot be predicted. Since the wake is ev-
erywhere very turbulent, it is very unlikely that the use

5.2 Separation Control via Deflectors of mean flow properties alone in a simulator will give any
meaningful results. The time averaged codes, however, are

Some tentative attempts have been made at NPS to con- adequate for purposes of airwake tailoring or the aerody-
trol the flow around the edges of the deck and the hangar, usmic design of ships.
using curved deflectors positioned at the edges. It proved a Existing turbulence models for simulation are based on
remarkably successful way to control the flow separation at the assumption that the aircraft is a point man and that the
the edges of the deck but only aggravated the flow around turbulence acts at the center of gravity only. This is very
the hangar. Further work will have to be done here. It primitive and whatever success it is likely to have will be
is concieveable that the deflector was too small. Exten- in regions where the velocity and turbulence fields change
sive studies have been made of the use of deflectors in an very little across the physical extent of the aircraft. For a
attempt to control of the separation on a backward-facing helicopter the gradients must be sufficiently small to give
step [14]. The step was intended to represent a simplified small changes only across the rotor disk. It is noted that
model the flow along the axis of a zero yaw ship over the the Spruance das destroyer is appmximately 170 meters
hangar aft-flight deck combination. The aim was to reduce in length and, hence, the points I through 17 marking data
the velocities and turbulence levels in the region where a collection sites are roughly 10 meters apart and the point at
typical helicopter rotor would operate. These deflectors 10% of a ship-length from touchdown corresponds to about
were fiat, or curved and included a range of widths (for the 17 meter. away and would be approximately the diameter
flat ones), radii, turn angles and porosities. Many deflec- of a large rotor. The diameters of a number of helicopter
tors aggravated the flow and it has to be concluded that the rotors are marked on Figure 3 to indicate a scale. The veloc-
problem has no simple solution. Reynolds number model- ities, turbulence intensities and spectra should not change
ing must be considered in these types of studies, since the significantly across theme diameters. The data referred to
flows are no longer those over sharp-edged bluff bodies, for are single-point, taken along the line of fight, and steep gra-
which the flow pattern remains constant for beam-based dients may exist in the transverse direction. Measurements
Reynolds numbers in excess of about 10,000. Retro-fitting along adjacent parallel flight paths would be necessary to
ships with separation control devices is likely to be a very determine the extent of these variations. For the 30 and
laborius process. 330* yaw positions, the gradients are significantly steeper

[4,15] than for the zero yaw results presented here.
A multi-point turbulence model for airplanes already ex-

5.3 The Shelterbelt Approach ists [16]. The basis of this study is the asumption that
the turbulence acts at five point, on the airplane: the nose,

The interface problems are caused by high values of the center of gravity, two points on the wings ad at the tail.
relative wind speeds. The problems could be alleviated However, it is based on spatial correlations that are known
or solved by passing the wind that approaches the ship for flight in the free atmosphere. No such empirical relation-
through a *shelter belt' that would dissipate the k-aetic ships exist for the wake of a ship or structure. Application
energy of the wind by first formiag large turbulent eddies to a helicopter will probably involve points at the center
and then smaller ones and finally the destruction via vico- of gravity, the tail and some minimum number in the ro-
ity of the latter. Figure 12 shows the shelterbelt approach. tor plane. Experimental correlation data will then have to
The engineering equivalent would be a "forest" of masts, of be obtained from the walme of ships at the corresponding
various sizes, densely dustered around the hangar roof and points. It would be instructive to obtain these data from
along the port and starboard sides, the wake of a model carrier and apply the existing multi-

Since the basic problem arises because of high levels of point model to simulating carrier landings. Recent inquiries
wind kinetic energy, as the sharp hangar sad deck edges by the author failed to uncover amy evidence that imula-
are approached, a possible solution is the deployment of a lions of carrier light operations have ever been bnsd on
device to reduce that energy. Such a machine is cad a airwabe dat Altenatively, a multi-point hecopterm
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might be developed that is based on some extremes of the Flight in the Wakes of Structures" To be pub-
existing atmospheric data. These studies would represent lished.
an intermediate, confidence building, step between the final 5. E.J. Plate in "Engineering Meteorology", El-
stage that involves the multi-point helicopter model and the sevier Scientific Publishing Company, Amster-
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Figure 5 Flow-visualization with Fluorescent Ninitufts

Figure 6 wake vortex shown by Helium Bubbles
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Figure 7 Helium Bubble Streaklines on U.S.S. Tarawa

Figure 8 Bow Reattachment shown by Helium Bubbles
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Figure 9 Vortical Flow over the Flight Deck of the DD-963
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WIND APPROACH DIRECTION

Figure 10 Flow Pattern on U.S.S. Wabash at Zero Yaw

Figure 11 Generic Flow Pattern On U.S.S. Wabash at Nonzero Yaw
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Figure 12 Have Forest Will Travel

Figure 13 Have Windturbines Will Travel
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SHIP AIRWAKE MEASUREMENT AND MODELING OPTIONS FOR ROTORCRAFT APPLICATIONS
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SUMMARY INTRODUCTION

Ship airwake is important in Ship airwake is the key parameter in
defining rotorcraft/ship operational defining rotorcraft/ship operational
limitations and in predicting those limitations and in predicting those
limitations using analysis and limitations using analysis and
simulation. Accurate real-time ship simulation. In this study, the ship
airwake models are required to airwake is defined as an arbitrary
support pilot shipboard landing volume surrounding the ship, as
training in aviation training shown in figure 1. The airwake
devices. Increased emphasis must be volume size is determined by two
placed on obtaining quantitative factors: (1) airflow disturbances
full scale airwake data and in caused by the ship that are
quantitatively evaluating ship perceptible to a pilot, and/or (2)
airwake simulation models, approach and landing patterns
Quantitative ship airwake data required for the aircraft to operate
measurement equipment ranges from aboard the ship. Final approach and
hand-held mechanical sensors, to landing are the flight phases most
propeller anemometers mounted on a influenced by the ship airwake.
mast, to possible laser velocimeter
and other options in the near The ship wind over deck (WOD) speed
future. Wind tunnel and and direction are obtained from the
computational fluid dynamics options ship's anemometers', and are the
are also possible candidates for vector sum of ambient wind and ship
ship airwake data generation. It is speed. Variations in the WOD are
important to compare the different often called "gust spread" by the
techniques for obtaining ship ship crew. The pilot may refer to a
airwake data and evaluate the turbulence level associated with the
utility and strengths and weaknesses freestream air or with airflow over
of each technique. Many activities ship superstructure elements. The
in the U.S.A. and in other countries sharp corners associated with the
are involved in rotorcraft shipboard ship superstructure may produce
landing flight test, analysis, and vorticity of a certain size,
simulation. The Naval Air Systems strength, frequency, and location.
Command (NAVAIRSYSCOM) and Naval Air
Test Center (NAVAIRTESTCEN) are BACKGROUND
sponsoring several FY91 programs
which should contribute to the Helicopter/ship operations got
overall rotorcraft/ship modeling started in the U.S. in 1943, but
database, were not formalized until much

later. The H-2 Light Airborne
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Multipurpose System (LAMPS MK I) attempt at ship airwake flow
started operating aboard the FF-1052 visualization during an H-46 rotor
class ship in about 1970. engage/disengage test aboard USS
Helicopter/ship or Dynamic Interface GUADALCANAL (LPH-7) in 1974. The
(DI) testing was initiated by medium used was smoke, generated by
NAVAIRTESTCEN, during the same Mk 25 smoke grenades. Two grenades
timeframe, to define aircraft were mounted vertically 18 in. apart
operational limitations in the on a 15 ft pole which was hinged to
shipboard environment. With the a 3 ft X 3 ft plywood plank and
advent of the H-60 LAMPS MK III secured with 3 guy wires. The smoke
helicopter in the early 1980's, the grenade/pole assembly is illustrated
tempo of aircraft/ship operations in figure 2.
increased dramatically. The large
number of aircraft types and ship The grenades produced 2 streamlines
classes requiring testing, combined at the approximate height of the
with difficulty in controlling test H-46 rotor. Motion pictures were
conditions at-sea, resulted in the taken as the streamlines passed
DI program initiating an analytical through the static roto-s, and with
approach in 1983. The goal was to the flight deck clear. The smoke
accelerate conventional DI flight tended to dissipate rapidly,
testing, plus use analytics and especially in gusty conditions. Some
real-time simulation to supplement drawbacks of the Mk 25 smoke grenade
the flight test effort, as discussed are its short duration of
in reference i. Although testing was approximately 30 sec and the use of
accelerated, instrumentation were a pyrotechnic device aboard a ship.
not available to measure aircraft The grenade/pole assembly was set up
flying qualities and performance in proximity to fueling stations,
(FQ&P), or ship airwake and motion and some concern was raised about
parameters. In 1991, renewed program the security of the assembly. At one
sponsorship spurred on work to point during the flight test, one of
develop rotorcraft simulation models the grenade canisters detached from
for pilot training and for the assembly and struck the
supporting flight testing. The key aircraft. This technique was not
to the new initiative focused on employed in subsequent flight tests
quantitatively measuring the airwake because of its substantial
of selected ships, and on developing disadvantages.
real time ship airwake models for
piloted simulation. Another method for visualizing

streamlines in a ship airwake
SHIP AIRWAKE MEASUREMENT OPTIONS applies "streamers," which are thin

ribbons of colorful plastic about 3
NAVAIRTESTCEN Test Exoerience in. wide and 30 ft long, attached to

the periphery of the hangar face of
The study of ship airwakes tends to a single landing spot ship. Figure 3
fall into two broad categories: flow illustrates the streamer arrangement
visualization and flow measurement. about the hangar face. As one would
Flow visualization by its very presume, turbulence, downdrafts, and
nature provides qualitative reverse flow regions can be depicted
information about the flowfield, clearly, although only specific WOD
whereas direct flow measurement conditions would produce acceptable
gives distinct windspeed/direction results. Winds below 10 kt would
data on discrete locations in the tend to make the streamers hang
flow. loosely, and winds greater than 35

deg relative to the bow would
The NAVAIRTESTCEN Rotary Wing produce incoherent and nonrepeatable
Aircraft Test Directorate made an streamer motion. Once again, the
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"streamers" technique had more trying to fill the bubbles with a
limitations than benefits, and the colored substance. The outcome was a
bubble technique was adopted. non-pyrotechnic smoke produced by a

smoke machine, although the idea is
The "soap bubble" technique uses hard to implement. There is an
commercially available soap bubble ongoing effort at NAVAIRTESTCEN to
solution and large multi-hole bubble build a bubble machine which is
wands to produce countless bubbles capable of filling the bubbles with
averaging 1 in. in diameter. The smoke. The other attempts involved
test engineers' locations depends various photographic techniques
upon the class of ship and WOD including infrared photography and
conditions. The most common special filters to enhance the
positions are port/starboard and background. These techniques are
directly above the hangar face. The being refined and may be used in
general procedure is to produce conjunction with the smoke bubble
bubbles for 1/2 to 1 min. for each machine.
WOD condition, videotaping from
above or abeam depending on the Salt, lack of humidity, and low air
bubble source locations and lighting temperatures are the Achilles' heel
conditions (figure 4). of bubbles. In a shipboard

environment filled with salt spray,
The soap bubble technique is bubbles tend to break within 10 ft
superior to other flow visualization of the source. On very dry days, the
techniques in its ability to provide air draws the moisture out of the
an accurate representation of the bubbles, causing them to break
airwake far beyond the fantail of prematurely. A perfect day for
the ship, depending on a number of bubble flow visualization is right
environmental conditions. Another after a thunderstorm or rainshower.
advantage of bubbles is the absence Subfreezing temperatures will cause
of pyrotechnic and environmental bubbles to break in the airwake.
hazards. Minor chemical adjustments Nothing has been found that is
to the bubble solution will make the capable of lowering the freezing
bubbles stronger and able to point of a soap bubble solution
withstand higher winds without without seriously degrading its
popping- ability to form bubbles.

A fundamental problem with soap Ship airwake measurements are
bubbles is that they are usually made in conjunction with DI
transparent. Many times, photography testing. The procedure is quite
cannot provide accurate imaging simple; "airwake mapping" involves
unless focused upon a particular one or more test engineers with
area, or the day is bright and hand-held mechanical anemometers
sunny. Several attempts were made to taking measurements at specific
create more visible bubbles. This locations on and around the flight
effort involved mixing the soap deck. A sample grid of flight deck
bubble solution with a colored measurement locations is illustrated
substance, such as fluorescent ink, in figure 5. The engineer waits for
dye, or luminescent fluid, a steady reading and then radios the
Everything in this category windspeed and direction information
interfered with the soap solution's to an engineer in the ship
ability to produce bubbles. When Helicopter Control Station (HCS) or
bubbles were produced successfully, debark control where it is recorded.
the walls were too thin to create When all of the locations on the
any appreciable color difference. At flight deck have been measured, a
this point, the focus shifted from new WOD condition is chosen. A
trying to dye the soap solution to sample computer-drawn vectorial



representation of an AE-26 class aboard USS NIMITZ in 1975, as
ship airwake on the flight deck is discussed in reference 3. The
presented in figure 6. demonstration was conducted in

conjunction with NAVAIRTESTCEN
Hand-held mechanical anemometers Automated Carrier Landing System
provide a starting point for (ACLS) certifications, and the LDV
obtaining quantitative ship airwake was configured to scan along glide
data. The next step involves getting slope. Fifteen seconds of 1-Hz
an analog or digital signal from a line-of-sight velocity data were
3-D anemometer to obtain airwake recorded for manually stepped range
data as a function of time. Several scan angles of 1.5 to 5.5 deg, in .5
of the 3-D anemometers may be deg increments. Subsequent
mounted on a mast or other device to NAVAIRTESTCEN ACLS testing did not
obtain 3-D airwake measurements at use this LDV.
different heights for a particular
location on the ship flight deck. Wake Vortex. One of the early laser
The mast may be designed to be systems was used for detecting the
movable to obtain data at different wakes of fixed-wing commercial
locations on the ship flight deck, aircraft landing at Kennedy
as demonstrated by the systems used International Airport. The results
in Australia and The Netherlands. A of this work are presented in
final step might involve a references 4 through 7. During this
non-intrusive sensor that could measurement program, backscatter
quantatively measure the airwake coefficients greater than 10-8 per
volume surrounding the ship. Some meter per steradian (m-lsr-l) were
sensors, like lasers, can be used to routinely observed, and some
scan in range, and can be mounted to measurements went to lO-6m-lsr-l.
sweep in azimuth and elevation. The These tests verified that the
key is to record accurate 3-D, point backscatter was high enough for an
source data at a frequency high LDA to work.
enough to analyze both mean and
turbulent WOD components. It is A surface-acoustic-wave delay line
important to review laser and spectrum analyzer was used as the
related system programs to determine signal processor. This device
their application in optimizing ship provided detailed spectral
airwake measurements, information which could be analyzed

in detail after the tests. The
Laser System Test Experience project also demonstrated that the

vortex cores could be located in
Previous Work. Carbon dioxide laser range with a precision of about one
components and system functions are fifth of the range resolution.
summarized in appendix 1. The carbon
dioxide laser doppler velocimeter Helicopter Remote Wind Sensor (HRWS.
(WDV) or laser doppler anemometer A small laser homodyne system
(LDA) has a rich heritage as a (single laser system) was used for
research instrument in field tests, measuring the rotor wash of
In 1980, many of the early results helicopters in a program at White
were documented in the reference 2 Sands Missile Range, New Mexico.
review article. These programs have This program demonstrated the
considered atmospheric backscatter, ability of a homodyne system to
attenuation, vibration environments, withstand the vibration environment
and operational issues, of a UH-1 helicopter (reference 8).

This system introduced a smaller,
Ship Airwake Measurements. A air-cooled laser to the measurement
feasibility test demonstration using of atmospheric winds (reference 9).
a mobile Lockheed LDV was conducted
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LDA Testing at NAVAIRTESTCEN return as determined by the spectrum
analyzer, and (3) ability of the

NASA Ames procured a 5 W CO2  frequency tracker to track the
Raytheon laser designed for accurate signal and produce the required
3-D true airspeed measurements in a output to the computer for
helicopter for flight control processing.
systems studies in the early
eighties. The unit was never In the early tests at NAVAIRTESTCEN,
successfully demonstrated on a NASA locking performance was equally
Ames helicopter. NAVAIRTESTCEN good, both in the laboratory and on
borrowed the unit in 1989 to the pace vehicle. The pace vehicle,
demonstrate low speed helicopter at speeds of up to 60 mph, and the
application and ship airwake generator operating in the back of
measurement application. The the truck, a few feet away from the
application is being developed in system rack, provided a relatively
conjunction with Northeastern hostile environment in which to test
University and the Naval Air the system.
Engineering Center. A laser flight
test program was scheduled at In later tests, the performance fell
NAVAIRTESTCEN for the summer of off, and the lasers remained locked
1990. The test plan provided for a less than half of the time. The
gradual build-up to the helicopter problem was traced to a beamsplitter
test, beginning with the ground in the transmitter path, which
tests, followed by testing aboard a apparently had moved slightly. A
pace vehicle, and finally the small change was made in this
helicopter tests. beamsplitter, and the system then

locked as before.
Ground Tests. The ground tests
consisted of setup and measurement The issue of locking is a major one,
of system parameters after since it will determine the
transportation of the LDA from viability of a dual-laser system for
Boston to Patuxent River. The remote wind measurements. Such
signal-to-noise ratio was measured measurements have been made in the
from a spinning sandpaper target, past from aircraft including
and verified to be 65 dB. This helicopters, from fixed ground
demonstrated that the system had not stations, and from moving ground
suffered misalignment in travel, vehicles, with single-laser systems.

The problem with these systems is
Pace Vehicle Tests. A pickup truck that they do not determine the sense
was used as the pace vehicle. Prime of the Doppler shift, and the
power was provided by a small resulting velocity is ambiguous with
generator with an 18-amp capacity. regard to sign.
The major goals here were to
evaluate the performance of the Trackina. Initial measurements from
locking system maintaining the two the pace vehicle were made using the
lasers at the desired offset ground as a target, by raising the
frequency, and to determine the back end of the system so that the
performance of the tracker. Neither cone axis was 9 deg below the
of these tests could be completed in horizontal. This allowed most of the
a stationary ground test. scan to intersect the ground,

although at different ranges. The
System Performance. Three major trees along the runway occasionally
system performance issues were provided sufficient target to allow
evaluated during this test: (1) a full scan of ground data to be
locking performance of the two obtained. Signal-to-noise ratios of
lasers, (2) strength of the aerosol up to 40 dB were obtained from
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ground returns when the system was acquiring a similar system for
focussed at ranges beyond a few future ship airwake testing. It is
meters. important to maintain airwake test

equipment commonality, where
The frequency tracker locked on the feasible, to enhance future
desired signal in rooftop tests at international cooperation and data
Northeastern University, and against exchange.
sandpaper targets in the laboratory,
in addition to a signal generator The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)
which was used in the laboratory. In has proposed using a sonic
all cases, there was a significant anemometer, and other sensors,
axial velocity component, so that suspended approximately 100 ft below
the signal was always far removed an airship flying in formation with
from the narcissus return (see a ship. The primary purpose of the
appendix I) from the secondary of experiment, as discussed in
the telescope. In the tests on the reference 12, is to make microwave
pace vehicle, the system was mounted scatterometer and oceanic
transverse to the path of the surface-flux measurements.
vehicle, so that the Doppler shift
passed through zero twice during The Georgia Institute of Technology
each scan. This resulted in is investigating the use of spatial
considerable difficulty in tracking correlation velocimetry in measuring
the signal. Two reference notch 2-D unsteady flows, as discussed in
filters were evaluated. The best one reference 13. This technique
was selected for the tests on the involves seeding the flow,
pace vehicle, but it was not good illuminating the seeded flow with a
enough to provide reliable tracking. narrow-width light source, and
Typical plots of frequency as a recording flow movement with video
function of range show two cameras.
consistent frequencies at which
tracking occurred, one slightly A considerable amount of ship
above, and one slightly below 25 airwake data could be obtained, in
MHz. These correspond to the slight conjunction with DI testing, if the
sidebands of the narcissus which are test helicopter had an accurate 3-D
visible above the noise, low airspeed sensor. Current

helicopter pitot-static systems are
Alternatives to the tracker include not usable below approximately 35-40
a Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) delay kt indicated airspeed. Emphasis
line spectrum analyzer, a filter should be placed on portable
bank, and digital signal processing. rotorcraft flying and performance
A SAW line was available for these data packages, which include the
tests, but was limited in dynamic capability to record accurate 3-D
range, and in any event, could not airspeed data for speeds down to
be used in vehicle tests because of hover.
a lack of prime power.

SHIP AIRWAKE MEASUREMENT LIMITATIONS
Additional Airwake Measurement
Exoerience Flight Test Activity Test Eouinment

Reference 10 describes the ship The anemometers used in ship airwake
airwake measurement experience of measurements have problems ranging
Australia and reference 11 describes from poor portability to
the experience of The Netherlands. environmental sensitivity and slow
Both countries use Gill UVW 3-D frequency response. Limitations of
propeller anemometers mounted on a each particular anemometer type will
movable mast. NAVAIRTESTCEN is be discussed in detail.
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Ship Anemometers: Current ship particular sensor unit is usually
anemometers are a product of 1940's mounted on an 8 ft pole and moved
technology, and are always found in about the flight deck to get airwake
pairs aboard aviation capable ships. data.
The most common location is about 4
ft to 6 ft above the yardarm on the The most prominent problem with the
port and starboard sides. The ion beam anemometer is its
anemometer system is made up of vulnerability to salt spray.
three components: sensor, Erroneous output may be produced in
transmitter, and indicator, as little as an hour when placed in
Windspeed and direction information the shipboard environment, depending
is sent to indicators on the bridge, on the sensor location and sea
helicopter control station, and state. This erroneous output will
debark control station (depending on continue until the sensor needle is
ship class). Ship anemometer rinsed with clear water and
windspeed and direction information adequately dried.
is also known as the wind over deck
or WOD. WOD speed and direction form The specifications state the
the basis for DI launch and recovery accuracy of the ion beam anemometer
flight envelope definition, as approximately ±2 kt in the 0-50

kt range, with a frequency response
The sensor looks like a weathervane, of 2 Hz. In the field, however,
and measures 2.5 ft long. It has a coherent data was collected at
stated accuracy of ±1.5 kt for winds windspeeds ranging from 10-40 kt.
below 45 kt, ±2.0 kt for windspeeds The output is erratic at windspeeds
between 45 and 60 kt, and a maximum between 5 and 10 kt, and scattered
capability of 90 kt. Ship below 5 kt. Questions have been
anemometers are usually calibrated raised as to what frequency response
once a year to help ensure proper is optimal for ship airwake
indications and consistency. measurements. An anemometer with a

high frequency response (on the
Ion Beam. The TSI model 204 ion beam order of 100 Hz) will reveal
anemometer has two main components: individual velocity fluctuations of
a wind sensor and a shed vortices rather than aggregate
processor/display unit. The wind values. A limitation of the sensor
sensor uses the method of ion is its 2-dimensional capability;
deflection for measuring ambient having the third velocity component
windspeed and direction. A finely would provide a more accurate
ground needle, located within the representation of flow conditions.
sensor unit, injects ionized
molecules into the moving airstream Sonic. The Applied Technologies
in a direction perpendicular to the sonic anemometer has two main
flow. The ions then strike an ion components: a wind measurement "S"
collection electrode after being style probe, and a processor/display
carried downstream and traversing unit. The probe consists of three
the gap between electrodes. The pairs of orthogonal transducers,
disk-shaped electrode is made from a illustrated in figure 8. The probe
carbon coated ceramic substrate and measures windspeed by sending a
has four connections on the edges of sonic pulse across the space between
the disk, illustrated in figure 7. each pair transducers. The speed of
The flow of the current from the sound is then altered by the
center of the ion beam will be velocity component of the wind
disproportionate to each of the four parallel to the transducers. The
contacts. Through a complex processing unit then measures the
mathematical relationship, windspeed time of the pulse and ambient
and direction can be derived, This temperature and calculates
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windspeed. The unit is models for rotorcraft/ship analysis
self-calibrating (by electronically and simulation. The goal is to
measuring the probe transducer supplement rotorcraft/ship at-sea
distances) and employs an algorithm testing and enhance operational
to take account for the turbulence flight trainer capability in
produced by the probes in the training pilots for the shipboard
flowfield. landing task. Rotorcraft simulation

limitations are discussed in
The sonic anemometer has completely references 14 and 15. It is
sealed transducers and is virtually important that limitations associat-
unaffected by the harsh shipboard ed with the rotorcraft math modal,
environment. It has an excellent low simulator cockpit, visual system,
airspeed measurement capability motion system, aural system,
boasting an accuracy of ±50cm/s. The environmental models, and host
sensor measures the flow at a rate computer be evaluated. Environmental
of 100 samples per second, with the models (ship airwake, ship motion,
processor computing the average of etc.) must be quantitatively
every 10 samples, and has an output evaluated. Airwake model development
of 10 Hz. may be based on full scale data,

wind tunnel data, computational
There are two fundamental problems fluid dynamic (CFD) data, ship
with the sonic anemometer. The upper geometric data, or other data
limit of measurement is about 40 kt, source. Full scale airwake data must
and the processor and associated be used in validating a ship airwake
hardware are cumbersome. Vibration model.
tends to produce "noise" in the
output, but can be easily removed. Full Scale Airwake Data

Mechanical. The Kahlsico model Full scale ship airwake measurements
03AM120 indicating totalizer cup require appropriate airwake
anemometer, illustrated in figure 9, measuring equipment, a ship
is hand-held and measures 11 inches available in an area of high
high and 3.5 in. at its widest probable ambient winds, plus an
point. Three hemispherical cups are engineering test team. As discussed
employed, which rotate on a shaft, previously, airwake measuring
The rotating cups produce a magnetic equipment ranges from mechanical
field proportional to windspeed, hand-held sensors to, perhaps in the
which activates the near future, lasers that can record
measuring/indication system. This accurate, 3D non-obtrusive airwake
indicating system has a needle data. As noted previously, Australia
pointer which moves across a and The Netherlands use Gill UVW
cylindrical scale, fully visible propeller anemometers attached to
through a 180 deg plastic window, movable masts to get airwake
with 5 kt and 10 deg divisions. In readings at two or three heights
low winds, 0 - 20 kt, the direction above the ship flight deck.
indicator in the anemometer swings NAVAIRTESTCEN has conducted over 140
sporatically and does not provide a at-sea DI tests since 1970
good directional indication. (reference 16), but only

approximately a half dozen of these
SHIP AIRWAKE MODELING OPTIONS tests were primarily oriented toward

collecting airwake data. Airwake
Rotorcraft Reauirements data were measured, primarily using

mechanical hand held anemometers,
Ship airwake measurement and and presented as shown in reference
modeling options are directed toward 17. NAVAIRTESTCEN is acquiring a
producing real-time, high fidelity Gill propeller anemometer system,

t1
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similar to that used by the modeling effort.
Australians, for FY91. Other ship
airwake measuring sensor Computational Fluid Dynamics
development, including lasers, will
be monitored. CFD involves nonreal-time numerical

solution of partial differential
Wind Tunnel Data conservation equations to obtain

flow and pressure/temperature data.
Wind tunnels have been used for a Unlike point source full scale or
long time to support aircraft wind tunnel data, CFD techniques can
research and development programs, be used to generate the complete
Wind tunnels can reduce the logistic ship airwake for a specified WOD
requirements for obtaining ship speed and direction. Generating ship
airwake data, compared to full scale airwake data using CFD techniques is
data. Boundary layer wind tunnels computationally intensive, requiring
are required for ship airwake data several hours of CPU time (depending
analysis, and the wind tunnel data on the type of computer) for each
must be scaled correctly and WOD speed and direction condition.
compared to full scale data. Determining the effects of ship
Boeing-Vertol ship airwake data motion on ship airwake presents
(reference 18) were used as the unique problems for wind tunnel and
basis of early simulation airwake CFD approaches.
models. This data has been
criticized because the wind tunnel The Naval Air Development Center
did not employ an atmospheric initiated a program in 1985 with
boundary layer. References 19 and 20 CHAH of North America, Inc., to
discuss qualitative smoke tunnel and generate ship airwake data for scale
wind tunnel studies conducted by the model DD-963 and LHA-1 class ships
Naval Air Engineering Center. using the CHAM PHOENICS CFD code.
Another example of qualitative flow The unstructured PHOENICS code was
patterns, this time using a set-up using Cartesian (vice body
watertunnel at David Taylor Research fitted) coordinates with the ship
Center, is presented in reference boundaries represented by blocked or
21. Wind tunnel airwake data partially blocked cells. Reference
obtained by the NRL in the mid 28 notes that the CFD DD-963 data
1980's used the British Maritime compared favorably to 1977 Boeing
Tunnel in Teddington, England. This Vertol wind tunnel data, even
boundary layer tunnel was used to indicating the presence of the wind
obtain data on LIHA, CGN, and CV tunnel probe measuring hardware.
class ships, as discussed in Full scale cases were executed,
references 22, 23, and 24. Although using an assumed boundary layer, but
over 18,000 LHA airwake data points the results were not compared to
were recorded, none of these data full scale data. This work was
have been reduced or made available repeated in 1987 for the LHA-1 class
to other organizations. Recent Naval ship. The goal was to compare the
Postgraduate School (NPS) wind CFD results to NRL BMT LHA wind
tunnel flow patterns for the DD-963 tunnel data, but the wind tunnel
class ship are presented in data were never made available
reference 25. Quantitative DD-963 (reference 29). NAVAIRTESTCEN is
airwake measurements were reported revisiting the previous CFD ship
in reference 26, and reference 27 airwake work during FYl to
summarizes the early NPS ship determine application to ongoing
airwake wind tunnel effort. The NPS flight test and simulation efforts.
DD-963 ship airwake data will form A FY91 internal NAVAIRTESTCEN
one useful source of data for the program also focuses on near-term
NAVAIRTESTCEN real time simulation LIA ship airwake definition using
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different CFD approaches. An initial helicopter flight test program and
comparison between NPS wind tunnel on improving OFT/WST testing
data and CFD data for wind over the techniques. The full effect of the
bow of the DD-963 ship is presented ongoing programs related to ship
in figure 10. airwake measuring and/or modeling

will not be felt for another 2-5 yr.
Rotorcraft Simulator ShiR Airvake Near term (FY91) NAVAIRTESTCEN
Models projects include acquiring

anemometers to help measure the ship
Operational Flight Trainers (OFT's) airwake, acquiring limited wind
and Weapon System Trainers (WST's) tunnel and CFD airwake data, and
exist for practically all U.S. Navy sponsoring work to develop a
and Marine Corps rotorcraft. Ship preliminary real-time ship airwake
models are included in the trainer for the DD-963 class ship. At the
visual system data base for same time, work is being conducted
helicopter shipboard operations in conjunction with the Naval Air
training. Shipboard landing training Development Center to implement an
has been severely limited due to Army/NASA Ames H-60 blade element
lack of visual system scene helicopter model at the
detail/resolution and field-of-view, NAVAIRTESTCEN Manned Flight
lack of accurate ship airwake Simulator (MFS). Work is also being
models, and air vehicle models conducted with the Naval Training
incapable of demonstrating the System Center to better define
correct response to the airwake. The existing OFT/WST ship airwake models
airwake models included in these (reference 15). Work to define the
trainers have not been effect of turbulence on rotorcraft
quantitatively evaluated and have handling qualities (such as
not been validated using full scale reference 30) may provide a starting
test data. Early flight trainer point in developing real-time ship
visual system and air vehicle math airwake models. Many ongoing U.S.
model limitations helped to mask Navy small business programs,
ship airwake modeling inadequacies, including the following:
Simulator visual systems have
improved dramatically and helicopter a. Helicopter main rotor blade
aircraft math model developments are element and disk comparison.
starting to use rotor blade element
approaches. An overall increase in b. Helicopter tail rotor blade
trainer model fidelity will require element and interference models.
better full scale data for model
validation. Specifically, helicopter c. Portable simulator evaluation
flight testing should be geared package.
toward collecting individual rotor
blade motion and load data during d. Modeling the DI scenario.
standard FQ&P testing. The DI
program should focus on getting full e. Portable helicopter FQ&P data
scale ship airwake, ship motion, and package.
aircraft FQ&P data during at-sea
testing. A good full-scale test data f. Portable ship motion/airwake
base will provide more credibility measuring package.
to modeling the rotorcraft shipboard
landing scenario. These programs should help build the

airwake data base and also improve
Future Options flight test and simulation programs

that relate to the airwake problem.
Future program options are focused
on supporting NAVAIRTESTCEN

.1
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CONCLUSIONS non-obtrusive ship airwake measuring
sensors, including lasers, etc.

Ship airwake is the key 
parameter in

defining rotorcraft/ship operational Review wind tunnel, CFD, etc., ship
limitations and in predicting those airwake data and determine the
limitations using analysis and strengths and weaknesses of each
simulation, approach and how the results compare

to full scale data.
The soap bubble technique is
superior to smoke grenades and Develop quantitative test techniques
streamers in full-scale flow and evaluate the ship airwake models
visualization techniques by on existing rotorcraft simulators.
providing an accurate representation
of the airwake far beyond the Work to develop/acquire accurate
fantail of the ship. real-time ship airwake models that

can be used to supplement at-sea DI
Nonobtrusive 3-D ship airwake flight testing, and that can be used
measurements using carbon dioxide to enhance rotorcraft flight
lasers or other sources need to be simulator shipboard landing
demonstrated. training.

Analytical tools and data are Work to develop modular, real-time,
available to perform a more careful blade element rotorcraft models that
carbon dioxide laser design. More can be used to demonstrate the
detailed computer codes are effect of accurate ship airwake
available now to evaluate the system models.
design in detail which were not
possible in previous years. REFERENCES
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For additional information related to this paper, on the following topics:

1. Rotorcraft simulation or options to improve basic rotorcraft flight testing,
contact

Mr. Dean Carico, RW04B
Rotary Wing Aircraft Test Directorate
Naval Air Test Center
Patuxent River, MD, USA 20670-5304

Telephone (301) 863-1382, A/V 326-1382
FAX (301) 863-1753

2. Helicopter/ship Dynamic Interface testing or test equipment, contact

Mr. Bill Reddy, RW40W
Rotary Wing Aircraft Test Directorate
Naval Air Test Center
Patuxent River, MD, USA 20670-5304

Telephone (301) 863-1345, A/V 326-1345
FAX (301) 863-1340

3. lASER system concepts, design, and testing, contact

Mr. Charles DiMarzio
Senior Staff Scientist
Center for Electromagnetics Research
235 Forsyth Building
Northeastern University
Boston, MA 02115

Telephone (617) 437-2034/8570
FAX (617) 437-8627
E-MAIL to CDIMARZIO@lynx.northeastern.edu

NOT,~~
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Figure I Ship Airwake Illustrated

Figure 2 Smoke Grenade/Pole Figure 3 Streamers Illustrating
Assembly Flow Patterns



Figure 4 Soap Bubble Technique
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Figure 6 Sample Ship Airwake Data
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Figure 8 Sonic Anemometer

Figure 9 cup Anemometer
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Figure 10 wind Tunnel and CFD Data comparison
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APPENDIX I

CARBON DIOXIDE (CO,) LASER REVIEW idealized system above, contains two
lasers, a transmitter and a separate

CO Operating Princiules local oscillator. The function of the
separate local oscillator is to

General LDA Principles. Velocity determine the direction of the
measurements with a laser Doppler velocity. The IDA is one of two
anemometer may be understood with the modular sensors built in the mid
aid of figure Al-l. This figure shows 1970's (reference AI-1). The LDA has
a typical idealized laser radar. Most the capability of scanning in range
of the energy from the laser and angle to determine the
transmitter is directed to the object three-dimensional velocity as a
being used as a target, which may be function of range from the sensor. A
either a hard target or the dust schematic showing the WDA layout is
particles normally suspended in the presented in figure Al-5.
atmosphere. A smaller fraction of the
transmitter energy is diverted toward The sense can be determined by using
the infrared detector and is used as an offset local oscillator. In this
a reference beam. Some of the energy case, the difference between the local
backscattered from the target, which oscillator and the signal is always of
is delayed in time and Doppler shifted the same sign, and the offset
according to the line of sight frequency corresponds to a stationary
component of the target's velocity, is target. The offset frequency must be
also incident on the detector. Figure greater than any frequency expected in
Al-2 illustrates the component of the signal. However, the lower the
velocity which is actually measured by offset, the better from the point of
the WDA. Single velocity measurements view of the hardware implementation.
yield only that component which is
along the line of sight of the laser The offset can be generated in one of
beam. two ways. First one may start with a

single laser, and shift the frequency
As described above, there are two of the transmitter or local oscillator
beams incident on the detector. The with a Bragg Cell. This device uses a
first is a reference beam of travelling acoustic wave, transverse
approximately one milliwatt in power to the light wave, which acts like a
at the transmitter frequency. The moving diffraction grating. A
second is the signal return beam which diffraction grating separates light
is offset from the transmitter into several diffracted beams
frequency by the Doppler frequency of representing different orders of
the target. This beam is typically at difraction. Each order represents a
a level of ten femtowatts. These two solution to
beams, as shown in figure Al-3, are
detected by the square law detector, (n)(lamba) - (d)(sin)(theta)
resulting in a peak at the difference
frequency. This corresponds to the where lambs is the wavelength, d is
Doppler shift generated by the target the grating spacing, and theta is the
motion. A typical atmospheric wind angle of difraction. The order is
return is shown in figure Al-4. defined by the value of integer n.

Each order will be located at a
Laser Doppler Anemometer. The laser different angle. The first order is
Doppler anemometer, also known as the increased in frequency by the acoustic
Laser Low Airspeed Sensor and frequency due to the Doppler shift
Processor (LLASP), is a heterodyne from the moving acoustic wavefronts.
system, which, in contrast to the Frequencies of up to 100 MHz are
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easily obtained. The requirements for Telescope and Scanners. The telescope
a Bragg cell are a high efficiency of is used to expand the laser beam and
conversion to the first order, and focus it at the desired location. The
purity of the order. That is, it is signal return will be strongest from
desirable to shift most of the beam to the range at which the beam is
the offset frequency, and to ensure focussed. Diffraction effects cause
that this order is not contaminated by larger beams to diverge less, leading
scattered light from other orders, to better focussing, and better range

resolution.

Initially, Bragg cells were used in

the 1970's in the local oscillator If the transmitter and reciever share
beam because of their poor efficiency a common aperture, the optical
and power-handling capability. The elements will unavoidably reflect some
"feedthrough" problem of unshifted of the transmitted light into the

light being scattered along a path reciever. If the transmitter power is
coaxial with the first order limited of the order of watts and the recieved
their utility. Successful signal is of the order of femtowatts
demonstrations were done only with the this so-called narcissus will

highest SNR, under ideal certainly be much larger than the
circumstances. Recent advances make it signal. A wire in front of the
possible to place the Bragg cell in secondary blocks some of the returning
the transmitter path, where the power reflected from the secondary. In
feedthrough problem is less important. spite of the anti-reflection coating,

a small amount of power (perhaps a
An alternative method of designing a milliwatt) is reflected. This power,
heterodyne system is the use of two called narcissus, is at the
lasers. Ln this case, the lasers must transmitter frequency, corresponding
be near enough in frequency for the to zero velocity, and will usually be
Doppler shift to lie in the passband stronger than the desired signal.
of the detector, receiver, and signal
procestor. Furthermore, the difference The range scanner consists of a
frequency must be known to the stepper motor and a belt drive, moving
accuracy required of the Doppler the secondary of the telescope to
shift. Two lasers can be frequency focus from 1 to 32 meters. The
locked or phase locked using a telescope has a refractive primary
discriminator-based feedback system or made from germanium with a focal
a phase-locked loop. In either case, length of about 15 centimeters, and an
samples of both beams are combined aperture of 10 centimeters. This is
togethe, on a detector, referred to controlled by a microprocessor,
here as the offset detector. The connected to the same LSI-11/23
resultin-g signal is used to drive the computer.
piezoeicctric transducer (PZT) on one

of the lasers to maintain it's
frequen!y with respect to the other.
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Signal -nd Data Processing. The signal
frequency is determined by a frequency Al-l. Krause, K. C., R. L. Chandler,
tracker. This device is a phase-locked C. A. DiMarzio, D. Dickson, and R.
loop, which scans in frequency to Donaldson, "Modular CO2 Laser Radars
locate the signal, locks onto it, and for Atmospheric Sensing," Presented at
tracks it as it varies during the Second Coherent Laser Radar
scan. The frequency (velocity) is Conference, Aspen, CO, of Jul 1983.
passed, along with angle data from the
scanner, to a microprocessor, A2-2 DiMarzio, C., Zaniboni, P., and
controlled by an LSI-11/23 computer. Simek, C., Jr., "LDA Tests at NATC,"
These are used to determine the three
components of the vector velocity, and Contract Report CD:485, Northeastern
from them, other relevant parameters. University, Boston, MA, of May 1990.
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PATHS OF TRANSMITTED BEAM

PATHS OF TcANSMITTED AND RECEIVED BEAMS

Figure A1-3
Beams Incident on Detector
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Figure A1-4
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MEASUREMENT OF THE FLOW DISTRIBUTION OVER THE FLIGHT
DECK OF AN AIRCRAFT CARRIER

M.Mulero
F.Gomez Portabella

Instituto Nacional de Tecnica Aeroespacial
28850 Torrejon de Ardoz, Madrid

SUMMARY 1. - PRELIMINARY WIND-TUNNEL TESTS.

The peculiar configuration of the
A study was conducted, under ship, with a prominent ramp in the
requierement of the Logistic Support bow, with a 12 degrees slope
Directorate of the Spanish Navy, on extending to approximately 150 ft,
the general configuration of the air produces a stron* effect on the air
flow over the flight deck of the flow over the flight deck, varying
Spanish Aircraft Carrier I Principe its influence as a function of the
de Asturias . bearing of the relative wind to the

ship.
The study was aimed at determining
the level of fluctuations of the In order to asses the validity of a
wind vector in certain points of the simulation in the wind tunnel on a
deck where operations of VSTOL reduced scale model, it was decided
planes and helicopters take place. to perform a series of tests on a

more simple geometrical modelsuch
It was decided to investigate the as a cube,tridimensional object with
possibility of making wind tunnel sharp edges as the vessel has.
testing over a reduced scale model Obviously, it was impossible to
of the ship and,later on,taking some reproduce the Reynolds numbers of
limited data over the actual ship, the real case,of the order of 10E8,
due to availability of dates and but, as the main important feature
cost reasons, expected was the separation of the

flow past the ramp for relative
Preliminary tests,to asses the bearings of the wind from 20 degrees
validity of the simulation of the port to 10 degrees starboard, it was
main flow features in the wind decided that a good proof of the
tunnelwere performed over a simple sensitivity of the simulation with
geometrical obstacle (square cube) respect to the Reynolds numbercould
and they showed a systematic be the lenght and shape of the
constancy in the shape of the cavity separated zone past the cube.If
and the wake as a function of the these do not vary as a function of
Reynolds numbers investigated ( from the wind speed,that means that the
2x10E4 to 5xlOES). reproduction of the flow
Tests were then performed on a configuration will not differ much
reduced scale model (1:100) of the from the real one in that range of
ship and data were gathered by means speeds and bearings of the relative
of hot-film probes and by wind.
photographing wool tufts attached to
the surface of the model. The cube was 300 = in side, and it

was tested from 1 to 23 mlsec (Re
Results show separation past the from 2xl0E4 to 5xl0E5).Wool tufts
leading edge of the ramp, which were attached to the faces of the
produces vortices that trail along cube and also to vertical wires on a
and over the deck to distances that frame placed in the vertical plane
depend on the direction of the of simmetry which extended 2H
approaching wind. upstream and 4H downstream of the

cube (H is the cube side).Pictures
Limited data of local velocities and were taken at exposures of 4 seconds
direction in the horizontal plane to visualize the amplitude of the
were obtained over the real oscillations at each point.Some
ship,which show the highly results are presented in Fi7.1-1.
disturbed flow in these points due
to the effect of the ramp and the
island of the ship.
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Also,hot-film anemometry data were taken in vertical profiles at
obtained along vertical lines in the locations I to 6 (see Fig.2-1) and
same plane of simmetry, from -3H to along the take-off strip.
8H approximately from the cube
centre base point and up to approx. A fixed hot-film probe was attached
2H in height from this point, to the model,on the same position
Although the probes used were not that the actual anemometers should
able to discriminate reversed be located in the mast, and was
flow,its indications were always kept facing the incoming free
sufficiently indicative of the flow.
configuration of the overall flow A tridimensional hot-film probe was
and the extent of the separated attached to a traversing system
bubble,as depicted in Figs.l-2 to I- running along rails in the top wall
4. of the tunnel, which permmited to

position the probe at any point
The values shown in Fig.l-2 ,are X,Y,Z in space with accuracies of
normalized to the free flow milimiters in each axis , being the
velocity,corresponding the lenght of overall dimensions of the sampled
the triangles to the local zone of 4000 mm (X) by 2000 mm (Y)
normalized velocity,their by 900 mm (Z).
orientation to the mean Beta and Data were taken at every point every
their aperture to twice the standard 2 seconds,sampling 20 times before
deviation of Beta. moving to next position,sampling all
Fig.l-3 shows the non-dimensional channels at the same time through a
standard deviation normalized by the sample and hold circuitry and
local mean velocity and Fig.l-4 then,digitized and stored via a 20
shows the vertical profiles for the channel data logger.These data were
standard deviation of the angle. then transferred to hard disk in a

PC,previously transformed to
Both sets of tests showed that the physical units by means of
separated zone extended to appropriated software and
approximately 2.95H downstream from manipulated to obtain mean values
the center base point,starting at and standard deviations.
the upper leading edge of the cube Final data for each point consisted
and reaching a maximum height of of: Local mean velocity and standard
1.24H at a distance of 0.5H from the deviation normalized by the mean
base point.being this configuration free-flow velocity; Mean and s.d of
independent of the free flow the horizontal and vertical angle
velocity from approximatly 3 m/sec (Alfa and Beta) of the velocity
up to the maximum investigated of 23 vector,plus the coordinates x,y,z of
m/sec.Based on these results,the each point.
simulation was conducted on the
reduced scale model of the ship in a An extract of the results are given
environmental wind tunnel of in Figs. 2-2 to 2-5, grouped by
rectangular test section,at a free points,showing the evolution with
stream velocity of the order of 5 the relative wind.In Fig.2-6 it is
m/sec. shown, as an example, the situation

in these four points for a bearing
2. - WIND TUNNEL RESULTS. of 20 degrees port.In these graphs,

port side wind is denoted by Br and
Data was,as in the previous starboard by Kr.
tests,both photographic and hot-film
signals.The results of the visual The variability of the horizontal
tests are qualitative,but very angle of the velocity vector with
instructive in respect to the height,denotes the presence of the
overall configuration.The hot-film trailing vortices originated in the
data are more difficult to interpret ramp.This is shown too in the
but give quantitative results in the results for the vertical angle,Beta,
points of interest, and the normalized velocity in
The tests on the model of the ship Flgs.2-7 and 2-8, where it is
were done therefore at a single presented, as an example, the
free-flow velocityvarying the situation in the Point number 3.
relative bearing to this flow from -
20 degrees (20 deg. port) to +10
degrees (10 deg. starboard).Data was

NMI*~~
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3. - MEASURRENTS ON BOARD. the approaching wind for eachrelative course.
Data were gathered on 

board the

actual ship during a 24 hour period. Due to the short time available for
The ship maneuvered so as to acquire testing on board the ship, it was
the relative intensities and not possible to measure the vertical
bearings to the wind that were profiles in the points selected,
required,typically 25 and 40 knots which would have allowed to compare
at 20 and 10 degrees port,0 degrees the results with the wind tunnel
and 10 degrees starboard.Each data.It is to notice from the wind
condition was mantained for tunnel results, the high variability
approximately 45 minutes. of the local wind vector in angle,

both horizontal and vertical, with
The neccesity of carrying out other strong gradients in the lower layers
type of tests simultaneously, and only reaching free wind
obligued to withdraw the sensor conditions at 30 or 40 feet above
mounts and cabling often,to clear the deck in most of the cases.This
the flight deck for these aircraft renders direct comparison a very
operations, with the result of a uncertain task, lacking more
malfunctioning of three of the information on the flow structure
anemometers,which couldn't be above the deck.
replaced in time and,consequently,
it resulted in a loss of data on
wind speed at these points. 4. - CONCLUSIONS

The sensors consisted of anemometers A fairly cmprehensive set of data
and wind vanes,mounted on top of a has been obtained in wind tunnel
telescopic mast (see Fig.3-1),able tests on a reduced scale model of
to position the sensors at 7 and 12 the Aircraft Carrier I Prlncipe de
feet above the deck.Signals were Asturiase.A limited amount of data
directed to a datalogger,digitized was gathered on board the ship.
and stored on hard dibk of a Compaq
portable computer. The effect of the frontal 'ski-jump'
Data on speed and horizontal of the ship has been shown to
direction of the local wind in the propagate downstream, affecting the
six points specified were taken flow conditions in the locations of
every 2 seconds.Another sensor operations of aircrafts.
system was moved along the take-off
strip,stopping at regular intervals These effects are different at each
and storing data in these points for point, depending on the relative
10 minutes at each position. bearing of the free wind, but remain
As said,data on wind speed was lost similar with different wind
for points 1,2 and 6 and for the velocities for the same bearing.
case of 0 degrees wind,for the take-
off strip.Due to proximity of points The data taken on board the ship,
3 and 4, a single set of sensors was confirm these obsevations, although
installed in between both (called data is too scarce to permit a
here point 34). direct comparison.
Data on the free wind velocity and
bearing were supplied by the ship's The 'cleanest" situation for the
sensors every minute,as well as point 3, where VSTOL aircrafts do
ship's velocity and absolute course. their final hovering till touch-down
Results for points 1 to 6 for the , seems to be for 10 degrees
horizontal angle of the local starboard, when the gradients, as
velocity,as a function of the well as the fluctuations in
relative course of the free wind, direction are minimum.
are given in Fig.3-2 for the two For point 5, where helicopters
velocities achieved:25 and 40 knots operate, there is no much difference
and the Fig.3-3 reflects the for any of the cases investigated,
standard deviation of this angle for while for the point 6, also an
the two cases.We can see there the helicopter area, the worst cases, in
similarity between both cases,in which data were obtained, are for 20
mean and s.d, denoting, as degrees port and 10 degrees
previously assumed, a relative starboard.
independence of the configuration of Point 1, being much more close to
the local flow with the velocity of the ramp, is quite sensitive to the

relative course of the wind, as can
be seen in Fig.2-2.
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A NEW METHOD FOR SIMULATING ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
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ABSTRACT bearing on vehicle response. In fact, for conventional

helicopters (advance ratio g<0.4). neglect of rotational
Simulation of atmospheric turbulence as seen by a velocity effects on turbulence modeling can lead to

rotating blade element involves treatment of erroneous prediction of turbulence and blade response
cyclostationary processes. Conventional filtering statistics (Ref. 2).
techniques do not lend themselves well to the generation
of such turbulence sample functions as are required in To determine the response of rotorcraft to
rotorcraft flight dynamics simulation codes. A method atmospheric turbulence in flight dynamics
to generate sample functions containing second-order investigations, a "Monte Carlo" type of approach is
statistics of mean and covariance is presented. Compared used to generate turbulence sample functions. This is a
to ensemble averaging involving excessive computer routine approach of passing white noise through
time, the novelty is to exploit cycloergodicity and constant-coefficient shaping filters (Refs. 3 and 4).
thereby, replace ensemble averaging by averaging over a However, for simulating cyclostationary processes it is
single-path sample function of long duration. The not practical because of the necessity of numerically
method is validated by comparing its covariance results constructing periodic-coefficient filter systems. An
with the analytical and ensemble-averaged results for a alternate approach is to represent the turbulence sample
widely used one-dimensional turbulence approximation, function as a series of cosine functions with weighted

amplitudes, almost evenly spaced frequencies and
BACKGROUND random phase angles (Ref. 5). The novelty of the new

method is the adaptation of the alternate approach for
Turbulence experienced by a helicopter rotor blade the generation of sample functions to represent

station can differ appreciably from that experienced by cyclostationary turbulence process as seen by a rotating
nonrotating stations such as the hub center (Refs. I and blade element By exploiting the cycloergodicity (Ref.
2). This is because of the rotational motion of the 6), it is verified that ensemble averaging over a large
blade; the sinusoids of turbulence waves that a number of sample functions can be replaced by temporal
translating and rotating blade cuts through are different averaging of a single-path sample function of long
from the sinusoids of turbulence waves that a duration.

translating hub center cuts through. This difference
translates into basic changes in the stoclastic structure To facilitate an appreciation of this investigation,
of turbulence excitations. For example, the vertical we mention that little information is available on the
turbulence at the hub center is stationary; energy is generation of sample functions of cyclostationary
concentrated in the low-frequency (<1/2P or 1/2 per rev) turbulence as required in the rotorcraft flight dynamics
region with rapid attenuation with increasing frequency simulation studies. One exception is Ref. 7, in which a
(Refs. 1 and 2). In contrast, the turbulence at a blade combination of digital-cum-arialog or hybrid computer
station, or blade-fixed turbulence is cyclostationary; its approach is used to generate sample functions of

frequency-time spectral density shows transfer of energy cyclostationary flapping response to stationary
from the low-frequency region to the high-frequency turbulence excitation. This contrasts with a fairly
region with occurrence of peaks at l/2P, IP, 3/2P, etc. intensive coverage of methods devoted to the prediction
(Refs. I and 2). This transfer of energy has appreciable of response statistics of rotorcaft idealized as linear

systems; such methods are not applicable to nonlinear

* Graduate student problems typical of flight dynamics codes. Thus, the
* Assistant Professor proposed method offers promise in finding applications
+ Professor to flight dynamics problems and in complementing
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development of analytical methods to predict response
statistics of rotorcraft using nonlinear model SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
representation.

Compared to the hub, an element located at radius
CORRELATION FUNCTION AND r and azimuthal angle W/ will experience turbulence

DISTANCE METRIC velocity with a time lag, At. given by

We follow the widely- used theory of isotropic, At = rCosw
homogeneous atmospheric turbulence and the Taylor's V (3)
frozen field approximation (Refs. 7 and 8). The
modeling parameters are the turbulence intensity, or, the where V is the relative wind speed. The turbulence
turbulence scale length, L, and the distance metric, k. experienced by the hub can easily be simulated by
Meteorological conditions dictate the values of the exciting a time-invariant filter driven by white noise. If
turbulence intensity and the scale length. The distance the frequency response of such a filter is given by
metric is defined as the relative distance between the two fhub(S), then the frequency response of a filter
points of interest on the lifting surfaces at two points in generating turbulence seen by the blade element,
time with respect to the atmospheric frame as shown in fblade(), is
Fig.1 (Refs. 7 and 8). Turbulence models are obtained
by calculating the distance metric and then using it in a sr cos W
fundamental correlation function, R0 . For this purpose f (s) = e V fh(S )
a number of fundamental correlation functions of the blade h (4s
form

We observe that e-srcOsWV distributes turbulence over
= f(a, L, the rotor disk when k is given by Eq. (2), which will

0 (1) be referred to as the Rotational Sampling Operator(RSO). Schematically,
are available for use, e.g., von Karman, Dryden, etc

(Refs. 1,2,7,8). -s rcos Wr

The most general representation comprises a three- White- e f hub(s) - Blade -
dimensional turbulence field; vertical, lateral (side-to- Noise Fixed
side) and longitudinal (fore-to-aft) velocities and the Turbulence
distance metric that accounts for spatial changes in all
three directions. The present investigation, following From the expression for RSO we notice that the
earlier studies (Refs. 1-3) considers only the vertical rtthenelresion fo rs w nceainh
turbulence velocities in level flight, heading into the radia velocity effects increase with increasingmean wind direction as sketehed in Fig. I. For radial distance and decreasing relative wind speed. Thus,

wted i g. the rotational velocity effects will be dominant at thesimulation purposes, the concept of time lag between blade tip for low relative wind speeds. Sample function
the hub center and a typical blade station in for the vertical turbulence at the hub center can be
experiencing turbulence is important. Preparatory to expressed at a sum of cosine series which is given by
illustrating that concept in the next section, we use a (Ref. 5)
simplified picture of spatial variation of 4 only in the
flight direction. N

As seen from Fig. 2, the distance along the x-axis Whub(t)= 2 V )i cos(o it+ i
covered by a point of interest between times t1 and t2 is (5)

= V(t 2 -t 1 )-r(cos 2 -cos 1 ) where Sttai) is the value of the two-sided, power
spectral density or PSD (corresponding to the

Here, 1 and 2 reprnt the azimuthal angle of th fundamental correlation function) of the stationaryblade at times tI and 2, r ist the it han e of the e tblence poce at the temporal frequency mi=(i-
clad t times nd2r istheeistanft t helemed n tiw2, 12 i ,.-.A In Eq.(5), the frequency band ofunder cosdrto fitim the enwr of rotation, and V is interest of the power spectrual density curve has been

the relative wind velocity. If this value of 4 is divided into equal subdivisions. Am, wnd Oi is the
substituted in the fundamental correlation function, we
obtain the temporal correlution of blade-fixed tiatinence phase of the ith spectral componen. If Oi is treted as a
(Refs. 2 and 3). random variable with uniformly distributed probability
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density between 0 and 2nr, this is equivalent to exciting form of the fundamental correlation function
the system with a band-limited white noise (Ref. 5).
Transformation of Eq.(4) in time domain is I

Wb(rt)=wh(t rcos R) R = 2 e L/2

hub V (6) (11)
for which the spectral density is

Combining Eqs. (5) and (6), we get So = 022 L

t 4+o 2 L2

N (12)Wblade(r, t) = 2 Y S(~)o o c ~
ib =l (o)Aw cos[o,(t The following numerical values of parameters are used:

rcosV ) +  Relative wind velocity(V) = 40 ft/sec
V Turbulence Intensity(o) = 5 ft/sec

(7) Rotor Radius (R) = 28 ft
Rotor Angular Velocity = 27.0 rad/sec

The above equation in terms of positive spatial Advance ratio (jI) = 0.1
frequencies wk and Aw can be expressed as Turbulence Scale Length (L) = 56 ft

N

w(r,t) = 2 S(Ok)A cos [k(Vt Only 20 terms in Eq.(8) are used to generate the sample
k=- functions. While Fig. 3a shows the analytical

-rcov) +(D ~correlation function, Fig. 3b shows the results of the
k] ensemble average of the correlation over 1200 samples;

(8) each sample is of length of 4 rotor revolutions. Figure
3c presents the same results obtained from a single-path

which gives an expression for sample function for the sample function of 400 rotor-revolution duration. In
vertical turbulence as seen by a rotating blade elemenL both the ensemble and temporal averaging cases, it is
The ensemble autocorrelation, R(r,t ,t2), for an element seen that all the essential features such as rms values,
of blade located at radius r is periodicity along the t-axis and decay along the r-axis,

where t is the average time and t is the elapsed time,
R(i,tJ,t 2 )=E(w(r,t)w(r,t2 ) (9) are predicted. Figure 4, a section of the correlation

perspective at t--0A375 sec from Fig. 3 shows that the
where El.) is the expectation operator. After sample functions generated using the new method
substituting for w(r,t) in the above expression and contain the correct correlation statistics.
simplifying, we get CONCLUSIONS

R(r,tl,t 2 )= J S0 (co)cos(oA)dta, (10) A new method for simulating turbulence sample
.oo functions suitable for rotorcraft dynamics applications is

presented. It is numerically shown that the method takes
where 4 is given by Eq. (2). into account appropriate second-order statistics of

turbulence as seen by a translating and rotating blade. It
can easily be integrated with any rotorcraft flight

NUMERICAL RESULTS simulation codes.

We now present numerical results of correlation at ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
the 0.75R blade station computed from Eq. (9) using
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results are compared with those from an analytical
expression of correlation function with distance metric k
given by Eq. (2). We use the following exponential
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Enhanced Displays, Flight Controls, and
Guidance Systems for Approach and Landing

R. W. Huff
G. K. Kessler
Naval Air Test Center
Patuxent River. Maland USA

SUMMARY manual and ausoland modes), aircraft display formats, data link
formats, and landing systan accuracies oe required to meet the

The United States Navy has had an ongoing objective to Navy's approach and landing objectives. These studies have
provide a safe and reliable approach and landing capability with included aircraft such as the F/A-18. F-14. and A-6. Aircraft
minimum interference from severe weather and sea state, and no display studies and developments have primarily consisted of
limiutaion due to low ceiling and visibility. In the past, efforts flight directors, situation displays, flighpath marker (FPM)
to achieve these objectives in the past have nor been as lead compensation (for aircraft dynamics), potential FPM. and
successful as desized due to the lack of integrated development range displays. The F-14D has incorporated the FPM lead
of landing guidace systems, aircraft flight controls (automatic compensation and potential FPM and will incorporate the flight
and manual modes), aircraft displays (flight director and director. Manual control modes which have been studied include
situation displays), data link (capacity), and aircraft and flightpath control modes which optimize the aircraft flightpath
shipboard sensors. The Naval Air Test Center (NATC) has been response to the stick inputs and apprach power compesator
involved with the development, test and evaluation of modes which command the engine power setting. Automatic
U.S. Navy landing systems for over 25 year.. In addition, we control modes for the landing guidance systems which have
are the flight certification activity for landing guidance systems been studied include replacement of the older aircraft autopilot
aboard aircraft carriers and amphibious ships, pitch command mode with a vertical rate command mode, state

his paper will pr t NATCs o w of te prsent and estimator control laws, and data fusion (blend or Kalman) filterThispape wil prsen NAT's vervew f th prsent cesuol laws.
future U.S. Navy displays, flight contron, and guidance
systems for approach and landing. The results of simulation In addition to aircraft displays and flight controls,
studies and flight tests concerning enhancements to aircraft monitoring of landing guidance data and integration of aircraft
displays and flight controls am discussed. The vrious tradeoffs and shipboard data are two area which significantly affect
and issues that must be considered ae also discussed. Tradeoffs approach and landing capabilities. Both require substantial
in landing system accuracy requirements versus integration of upgrades to the current data link formats. Integration (data
aicraft and shipboad data me explored, fusion) of aircraft snor data with ships inertial data provides

the best estimate of aircraft position and reduces the accracy
requirements of the landing guidace date. Irpemnentation of an

NOMENCLATURE automatic monitor function comparing aircraft position data
from all landing guidance systems and aircraft sensors would

ACLS Automatic Carrier Landing System increase safety, reduce pilot workload, and increase pilot
ADA Angle of Attck confidence.
APCS Approach Power Compensator System
DMC Deck Motion Compensation
FLOLS Preril Laen Optical Landing Systemn LANDING GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
FPM Flighath Marker
HUD Heads-Up Display
ICLS Instrmnent Carrier Landin System The approaches to meeting the U.S. Navy landing guidance
INS Inertial Navigation System system objectives can be grouped into several categories.
MILS Microwave Landing System Primary gidance systems a o sys with the capability
NATC Naval Air Test Center to meet all the approach and landing guidance objectives.
nmi nautical mile Secondary guidance systems ae those systems with the
PFPM Potential Flighipath Marker capability to meet some of the approach aed landing guidance
SAS Stability Augmentation System objecOves or that complement th capabilities provided by the
TACAN Tactical Air Control and Navigation System "-smu sy tns. The eComay g1idao sysenn Include the
VIA Visual Landing Aid Tactical Air Control and Navigation (TACAN), Global

Positionng System (GPS), aircraft rate, bal NviWo
System (INS, and any aircrft uIig cmpon t mociaed

INTRODUCTION with other systems. Visual linding aid systms are those
e am mny i s tha -t be addred i developing shipboaid system which provide the pilot visual cus of the

an approach and landing capability such as desired visibility Wzcnft o
minmums, vehicle stability, spac available for shipboard and The above systems also can be categorized as air derived or
airborne equipment. communication requirements, shipboard ground derived system. Air derived sy are those that
and airbomre sensors, displays, multipeth evironment, ship damiv thet airraft position in the aimcaft Omod derived
motion, accuracy requirements. ad monioring. For instance, syms m athose thi dive *e here poiion the gsmnd
blending of sheraft mrtial data with he shipboard data redues or ship. As diaeused in do fSollowing p ,aaps. both types
the accuracy requiremen of the landing guidance data. In of systems have coumtpememats on the aincraft and ship. Air
addits, the visual lading aids should be uligned with the daived sysm have gemsaly unithad capacity while ground
other landing guidance systems and should have stabilization deived yawaen g ralylmisdv ionmor two aircr taa
modes identical to te landing guidusos symms. sme (miss a phased ar radar is mud). (mad derived

NATC has conducted many simulation studies over the last sytoms have demonstrated gluasca aucaim sumscm to
few yews to determine what command control laws (Right meet the Navy objectives while air derived sytemte need more
director and autoland modes), aircraft flight control laws (for development to meet all the Navy objectives (particularly
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Distance Measuring Equipment (DME) and multipath intended touchdown point relative to the ship's center of
rejecton). Some, of the other characteristics of the two systems motion, A more complete description is given in reference 3.

that~ ~ ~ a hav benviw dvanis aid disadvatagesan be
equalized wit adqut comunications. Phase aro -nem te pia landing systenm ilude.
systems could be developed that are capable of radar tracking a. Close-in Approach Indicator (CAI) MOD 2 - The CAI
(ground derived) and generating air derived signals MOD 2 isa - Optical ILaiding System (OLS) consisting
simultaneously. This would allow either a reduction in the of two vertically stacked light boxes located between
amount of shipboard equipment or art increase in redundancy. two sets of horizontal datumn lights. Each source light

The component; required for air derived systems we divided box contains ten vertically mounted light calls
between the aircraft and shipas follows. Th ftcmonns consisting of source lights, dichroic filter, fiber optic

we de lndig gidace ransittr, ME ranponer. coupler. and it=. The two stacked light boxes provide a
stabilization platform, inertial sensors. displays end Controls.,0cl mabl"dslysmlrt h LR
computer. and data link. he aircralt cotmponents are th meatball display. The CAI MOD 2 provides 2A deg
landing gindanosceivr - DE transponder. data link. displays elevaincoverage. The ineadiell opterates similar to the

and ontols.marial enir cmputr ad auopltFLOLS except that it has higher sensitivity in theand otiolsinetialsewr, cuipta~ ~ iddlte 1.6 deg of coverage it flashes in die top and
The components required for grotud derived system are bottom 0.2 deg of coverage, and it is tad in the bottom

divided between the aircraft mid ship as follows. The shi OA deg of coverage. The CAI MOD 2 is stabilized foir
competttin am the radar. inrial sensor, displays arid controls, ship's pitch and roll and has the potential to be
computer, and data link. The aircraft systems me the point stabilized for vertical heave. A more complete
tracking source (corne reflector or radar beacon), data link. description is given in refienrncs 4 mid 5.
displays aid controls. miailtl sanso comue anmd amtopilot. b. Horizontal Approach Path idicator (HAP[) - The HAPI

The componnt required for Visual Landing Aid (VIA) is a derivative of a British system which is designed to
system are the visual display, stabilization platform, inertial provide long range glide slope mnd lineup infotmationto
sensor. controls. and computer. The VIA nust be integrated the pilot. The HAMI consists of two individual light
mid fully compatible with the other landing guidance syatis source units positioned on the port side of the shi

slightly higher than the deck edge. Each unit contain a
red over white filter mid each unit is stabilized for ships

The primary curresit U.S. Navy landing systems abard the pitch mnd roil. The forward mid aft light source mnite are
large carriers me the AN/SPN-42J46 Automatic Comrim Landing Aligned to allow the pilot to fly a glide slope corridor of
System (ACLS). the ANISPN.41 Issumeent Carrier Landing about 3.0 deg. The forward light satur is aligned to 3.5
System (ICLS). mid the Preiel Lens Optical Landfing System deg and the aft to 2.5 deg. If dhe pilot maintains a red
RLX.S). over white presentation, he is within the glide slope

The CLS sesdatafroma Kbati concalcorridor. If he transitions above the glide slope corridor.
TheACS -daa hrna K hnd orica iantrackiti he see a white over white presentation. If he transitions

radar and ship motion sensors and performs the following below the glide slope corridor, he see a red over red
firictiont presentation. 'The positionin of die HAI light source

a. Derives stabilized aircraft position data units also allows the plot to we dhe HAP! for course
b. Cmpues nguar lidp" nersandautlard o (lght lineup information outside 1j2 rndn (0.93 in). When

b. routes anat ulutthe ers. md utliorite two iHt source wnits appear in line with each
director~~oter cothdeo uldeeros piot ined up on th ship's pot edge. A

c. Transmnits the errors commanids, mid control discretta to mo complete description is given in reference 4.
the ircrft va aUHF am lnk.c. Hover Position hIdicasir (HI) -The HPI is a derivative

The glidepath erors me sent to the cockpit displays and the of a British system which provides hover height and
autoland commands mre sent to the auitomatic flight control longitudinl position informato for vetical lIns
system. A radar beacon system on the aircraft provides a point The HPI is located to the side of the landing ws
source for the radar. The data flow is tihwn in figure l. A mor centerlinet and forward of the landing spot so that the
complete description is given in refrec 1. azimuth anglet from the landing spot to the HPI is

TheICL isa slitsie K had sannng ean sste. qroxmatly30 dfthrm tward downtldienrieline.
The ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~h ICIS isaspionsiitbstsittgbam5~eft of horiznta (green) mid verticalAnt elevation aniterm (stabilized for ship's pitch and roll) is (white over green over ember) dain lights mid a red

located at dhe aide of the landing are and the azimth -aIta-s-ma ~ l ti~ ne im (towards die direcion of
(stabilized for ship's yew and toll) is located at the stemn of dhe the landing spot) of the datom lights. The horicontal
shi under the landing centerline. No dat link or ranging and vertical danm lioat interect at tie starboerd lighit
systems w Eued. flu mr I decods ie agledataei h 'ant of the horitiontal dau mid the middle light of the
die samning beem and the resuling glidepath ano me am to vetia damans The aii"doo lights ame angled
die cockpit displays. A more complete descritio is given in p eaIau nins te Hase of A&g to don larift spot. As

rerne2. doe Ibrt move down the dark and duaost1 doe red
The FLOLS consists of a set of five vertically mounted Ieae.lihqpa Ioov 'aind upnqreldve

Fresoel lensn"ells with Integral source lights located toithe datia high. The heigh abwve dao* of Goe dam
between two amof hodiontal dlau light. The Plsalim g lars Hwad ieain of thasdialaeae light @ev
mid smum lights result k a liHt bar smia etall ")d which to the datum light am such that. mamtg that doe
moves aboe" or below the dtu Ight by an amount pilot has aligne do th 0bs with the landng aea
proportional to the angular aerer of the aircraft hom the glide omam he i aircraft at at the proper hove height ad
slope setting. The meatball is normaly msiber exept at the over bb landing spot whanm te tad rIaue %gh is in
lowest angles wher it Wuitioms to red. The Frea Calals Me fie with thei ,,neoo of doe vertical and horizbntal
stabilized for ship's pitch, roll, and vertieal heave of the dom lights. A mocre eoaqnleas daeripbi is given in

1 i4.



These other OLS'sar prmail installed abar amphibious~
assault ships.rK

The Signature Maniaged Air Traffic Control, Approach. and si T __

Landing System (SMATCALS) program was initiated by the 1 3j-)I 1+ )RorI' ~ vj
USN to addhess and solve the operationsl and system problems KO
it the current air traffic controL qiproach. and landing systemns.
The teclmnical objectives of this program ame to develop systm Where s is the Laplace transform operator, 

0
c is the

which: pitch command, Ze is the vertical error, and all the

a.PoiealwaLrcpbltfo custo gains and am constants we constant except for Kx and
Poieant wather cpbltfo aqusiti onansaia to Iteat saey Rwhichar range scheduled. The gamn and time

and eficintly.consar e normally different for eachs aircraft type.

b. Reduce the vulnerability of aircraft carriers and Tivetclreanbnkom ndotolawae
amphibious assault ships and their associated task imilar.
gmoup~ask force to detection aud localization. b. State estimator control law. Simulator studies of

Q Reucedievulnrablit of ircaftcarrersand various state estimator control laws have been
c. phReduce thesvulerailstyo a crafitm cmiesan conducted. Figure 2 shows a simplified version (the

amphbios asaut sipsto iliai~t ntssies.tested version combined the centerline range and lateral
d Allow ships and aircraft to be electromagnetically position axis) of the lateral control law

compatible with other United Stae =Wd allied forces, implementations. A conventional ACLS aircraft
For the last several years. system concept studies and autopilot was used. The expected aircraft lateral

acceleration respons was modeled with a second orderexperiments have been conducted to examine advanced filter for the bank conunand lateal axis. The expected
technologies and designs to meet the SMATCALS program arrf etclrt epnewsmdldwt hr
objectives. Contracts will likely be let in 1992 to build oirderaftvertifolra hepconuandmovertle ais axis.d
SMATCALS technology demonstratos for tests in 194195 ode i for atwe optchn comnvrial coin u.aw

Futue QlkdLangingSysemsno significant improvements were obtained in the
tradeoff between aircraft glidepath deviations due in

Concepts for future OLS's we being developed and evaluated turbulence and cosmndt prurbatins due to landing
by the Naval Air Engineering Center and NATC in the system trucking errors (noise). However, significant
Improved Carrier Optical Landing System (ICOLS) progran ipoana=s were obtained in the initial capture of
The primary goals have been to improve the long range &Ipa Tis a past i y important in the lateral
capabilities over current optical landing systems with a mwostblyprle pevnthrllcmad
secondary goal to improve the glide slope indications ut cloan coniso w Samiit rombing lrev thelroll cmman
to touchdown. ICOLS concepts which have shown promise point. This can result in an unacceptable tradeoff
include the following. between centerline capture performance and

a. Modifying the standard FLOLS by adding additional partirbations in roll comunand for landing system with
Fresnel lens cells to provide increased glide slope larg tracking arrs. Figure 3 shows a large reduction

sausiivit andcoveagein roll command peituibationa with a state estimator
control law which also has far superior centerline

b. Adding a Laser Glide Slop Idicator (1.0) near or capture performance. Limited flight amst have been
abeam the FLOLS location to provide an amber light cnutdwit a state estimator control law in the
indication when close to the glide slope, a green light Marine Air Traffic Control Approach, and Landing
indication when high (flashing green when excessively System with promising results.
high) and a red indication whan low (flashing red what
excesively low). c. Data fusion (blAd or Kalman filters) control laws: As

c. Adding a Lase Centerline Localize (LCL) on th discussed in the foflowing pugpl, aignuficars oontrul
Slaw advatages areobtainad whet adduiional sensors wecenerie uderdo ft endngam ockedg toproide usd t mesur aionit a d noawe (paramrs). An

precise centerline linaqi cues at ranges of up to 10 mm INS is a highly desirable sanuor dhis to its accuracy andl
(18.3 I=s). This system provides an indication whether the number of aircraft statss measured. Valus U.S.
the aircraft is on centerline (anher light) to the right Navy programs have studied aid utilized data fusion
(red light), Or to thme left (green HgIA, noIO ls control laws. Figure 4 showsa a geneic desa fusion
to indicate the aircraft distance from ceneli (steady coinrl law. A flight M program coutetd in dIe early
now cortarlizie, mcressfig flash rate with distance off 1970's with dwm Hong Voltcle, Versatile Automatic
aOucilneS) Couerol (HOVYAC) mymin a UN-INI hIliqr used

C2=nLaW~ blunt fils in the - - Araf nplattor qsah with
Thre prncipl cntrl la tyes hve in TACAN, prototype Microwave Laninga SystemTlvf prncial ontol aw ype hae ben xplred(MLS, nod AC13 (rdWne 6).A ACLS vertical ratsvarious U.S. Navy landing system programns to generate 1111opiloa do" I program with F41 ts F-4S

comiani~ds woitull sliepdi~ aro airlias in the lat 1970s (refinnce 7) sue a blad

a. Conventional control law. In thme currant ANISPN4WM filter in the autopilot for ACLS approachas and
system the pitch (or vurtical rate) and bath comunands landings. An MLS delopn t prgrm in tdo lat
we conmputdby proesing the vertical aid laral assess 1970's with an F-U airplane (viaimnc 8) wad a blesS
through conventional digital shaping filters. The filter in ie sompilot for approethes with a rowotye
standard pitch cornun control law is of the following MUS. A blaid flter was used in a grind eool

fr.compoe for amace a. whM doMthe odams
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Uznanned Air Vehicle in the late 1980's. A program (needles) am currently displayed simultaneously on the F/A-li
underway with the Multi-Made Receiver system in a aid F-14D HUD's; however. all other aircraft must switch
F/A-18 arplane is designed to use blend filters in the between the two sources of Landing guidance data. The pilot
aircraft autopilot for approaches with commercial also monitors other guidance data such an range to touchdown,
Instrieeit Lending System (ILS) MIS. and ICLS. altitude, mid rate of descert duing tie approach. Moiting all

Aimaf~h~.~iing~ygajw~mOfdths data takes lime and inceases pilot workload.

A vaietyof temsnee to e cosidred hen Automating the mnitoring of die landing guidance dataA vriey f iem ee tobe onideed _he would increase safety. riduce pilot workload, mid inraepilotimplementing die data fusion blend (or Kalmnan) filters and confidence. Implemntatioun of an automatic monitor function
control laws. How will die data fision fibters be reconfiguredi requires changes in die uplink mid downtlink of die current data
the event of data dropouts? Wrhat sensor am available? How link system. If die comrisons of die varius leading guidlance
=eliable are die sensors? How accurate am die sensors? How data wese done mn die aircraft an uplink data link change is
much data link capacity is required (number of praetrs require If die comtparisons of the various laing guiduice data
resolution, update rat)? What me the tanusport delays? were dosne on dieshp, a downlink data link change is required.

As indicaed in figure 5, utilizing sensior daa in addition to The optimum solution would be to do die comnpariaons in both
the Landing guidance data in a blend filter (data fusion) to places to icrease die redunidanicy. The componson of die ai-
provide a better estimate of the aircraft state has many derived Nid gromd-derived Landing guidance daa along with die
advantages. Higher frequency error components of the landing other aircraft sensors would be done in a computer and sleet
systen data can be greatly reduced i at lended data. However. both die pilot and die ground controller if errors got outside of
low frequency, or bias aeaos cmnnot always be elimnated. Thw specifid limits.
improved blended data quality (reduced errors mid time delays) io~Mnim on nart versus Docvk Motion Prediction
sent to the cockpit displays will provide the pilot with better
situational awareness. The pilot or automatic control gains can vessShajro
be increased to take advantage of the reduced errors and tim As mentioned above, one current problem is that the
delays in die blended data. Control law mieagrator terms can FLOIS glide slope Is stabilized for heave (except for die heave
sometimes be reduced in gain or eliminated by utilizing the motion of the ship's center of motion), while the ACLS
bias estimsas fhom die blend filter. The lajinoved conuol laws autolmid DMC mode conmmnds the aircraft to fly in *wee with
will resul in betrperformance for eithe automatic or flight the shi'& heave. lne saond DMC moe& works ve i well and
director Approach. The improved pilot situaticAl awareness mid is able to minimize variations in touchdown position and
control performance should enable improved operational vertical velocity relative to the moving flight deck. The
capabilities such as being able to operate with higher levels of FLOLS does not mininize variations in either of these
turbulence, increased ship motion, or reduced visibility parameters. However, although limited mned flight
minititVs The data blend filter inorporsssd in the HOYVAC simulation efforts have been prmiusi nee insme conacern
F-4S ACLS vertical rate saiopilot. mid Pioneer Uhnnned Air that a minks] flight director DMC mode may not work as well
Vehicle (see above paragraph) all demnioeried greatly improved or be acceptable to pilots. An ahunatie being considered is to
perforaunce in turbulence. continuously predict what die flight deck heigh will be whmn

As ahown in figureS5. other inis besides data fiokn need die aircraft arives at touchdown. The comnnidad glide slope
to be considered when attempting to obtain the most wudb rnltdvrial triga bu 0sct
operational capability. More intgrated displays of key monitor termite at die predicted touchdown point height The accuracy
data and taomated comparisonsof related data will mpoee ofthrdie -ioudidown heighitwould uiov e a arcraft

pilo siuatona awaenes. ligt dseco dsplys ore neus touchdown. However, a problem with this alternative is

advanced flight control laws (and more reaposisive wid stable ddteFA3wudrqiedetrst ocdw hc
aircraft responses) will improve the autopilot's or pilot's rqires doat iane toucdown bemed
ability to follow the commanded flighipath over what can be Aim m . L .i~ i g y
achieved with basic situation displays and control laws. The
ability to operatte with higher ship motions mid reue pilots harve expressed a strog desire to have die FLOLS
visibility minimum are currently hampered by poo arnd electronic leiding systems (ACLS and ICLS) aligned to
integration of die various Landing sysem m- cockpit displays. within 0.15 dig (V/2 of a FLOLS "meatball") in order to
One problem in this area is the differences in heave mnatan coinfidaici in the various landing systems. The
stabilization between die FLOLS and ACLS glide slopes. The primary problem with m-tamng thas alignment accuracy
FLDLS glide slope is stabilized for heave (ex-Apt for tdn heave aboard ship has beei die utilization of varo" independent
motion of the slip's center of motion) The ACLS glIde slope moiizto gyr sytm for die differant totdliig systems.
is completely inartially stabilized nuntil die final 12 me of die 'The obvios solution (besides usin more aegyro's;) is to
If rai wheat die alind deck mothion utmipamsiw (DMC) providesa cenal proessor which unakns ons frit al the gyro
mode Cotnuodse iiaicrft to fly in phase with the heave of sores wuio tham and 09iso tim "bae" gyro source to
die touchdown point Another problem is tine inability of die all the Landing systiem. Another problem is that in FLOLS is
ICLS to provide a monitmor capability to touhnm due to alignied to a dock inference plain while the electronic syses
misaligamoent with die ACLS coamWAined glid slope and muliied to die refeenc pian Of the gyro SW-
drneocn~e i stabilization, The misaliginment results becamse
die ICLS glideslope cano be corrected for the autenna to
touchidown offset due to lack of DME and offset data in the FLIGHT CONTROLS

hm .i.hil miuwauiiu dins The amna* flight control laws used irk all of tine current
Mntorn Of apro achnd loading guidance data Is ACLS capable ihtr except fior 6&n F/A-i, -t pubc and

cuirrently done by die pflot, He utilze die heads-up display bank cotmmand ontrol lhriar ta One sow ns hown in fixure
MHM) and other cockpit displays to monitor the alpiroachi. The 6- ''h- coto 1- utlz aVnt otitnds and attitde rote
ACLS situation data (tadpole) aid the ICLS situation data fedbc an une ihd data link ,orr to fly die

aircraft to the commanded glide slop aid coetula. This type
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of control system is very susceptible to air turbulence and is similar to the PCAS. The RCAS provides a roll rat
ship's burble. Typical shipboard longitudinal touchdown response proportional to stick displacement
dispersions (1 sigma) range front 40 to 60 ft (12 to i8S m) and The PFPC mode. shown in figure 11. consists of ablend of
glid slope dispersions range from 3 to 6 ft (I to 2 at) in arcraft motion feedback terms which wre compared to an
moderate turbulence. These dispersions result in a significant augmented stick command term. The combination of the

usambrof qgxoa~ies hichme uncceptbletoedieator in die stick command tamn with the flightpath team
The WA-iS ancoporses the vertical rate (H-Dot) auotoatic; results in a flightlpeth raue respons to stick displacemeoaL Thet

flight control law shown in figure 7. which utilizes pitch rate proportional pert of the stick command tan together with the
and inertial vertical rate and acceleratiton feedback ss trned mechanical path provide lead in the flightpath rate response to
with the data link command to fly the aircraft to the stick displacement. The pitch rate slid either vertical or normal
commanded glide slope. This type of system perform very acceleration provide damping. The roll compiensation term
well in wind gusts. turbulence and burble due to the inertial minimizes fligitpath variations during b .iA.mAm comaplete
feedbacks. Typical shipboard touchdown dispesions averge 25 descriptiton of these enhanced flight control modes a contained
ft (7.5 in) for dhe P/A-IS 8 ad glidepath dispersimn wre minimal in reerawe 11.
(1-2 ft (03-0.6 at)) in moderate turbulence. Simulations of Pilot evaluations during the simulations have indicated
other aircraft with this type of system have predicted significant prefkerces for these enhanced modes over the SAS
performance equal to or better than tne F/A-is pefrmne currently flown in these aircraft. The combinationt of PFPC
Figure 8 shows A-61! simulation tine histories of glidepath with RCAS habe the mos prfere mode Using the
disperson durring step gusts with the pitch command Matpiot Cooper Harper Handling Qualiie Ratn Scale OWQ). Pilots,
sai the H-Dot autopilot. As can he seen, the H-Dot autpilot onteargertehimde20pnsbterhntecuri

nuls ot te aor uchquikertha th pich ommnd SAS. The HQR improvement is even more with higher
autopilot. turbulence evels.

Manual Flight Controls AgwlPwrCmfA X

The older mantual flight control system normally uitilize a The Approach Power Compensator System (APCS)
Stability Augmentation System (SAS) with attitude rue- installed in U.S. Navy aircraft is designed to contal airplane
feedbacks in the various axes to augmient the aircraft shr AOA iA aVugmn vertical flighitpsdi conitroll during all phases
period datmnping. These c-1a systemns typcally masult in hig of die approach aid lading by conunding the engine pow
pilot workload and degraded glidepath performance in setting. Typical curtAPCS control law design include die
turbulence. Over the last 15 years, enhuncernens in the manual
flight controls for approach and landing have been investigated following inpsa tuI-.
anid sometimes implemented ink fleet airplanes. a. AOA for die printery feedback.

The current F/A-is airplane utilizes a Command b. Integral AOA to elimninate biase and to insure that the
Augmentation System with t following feaizes: AQA will ram an die amnunal reference AOA.

a. A longitudinal control law with sngla of attack (AOA) c. Normal acceleration to ugnent the flighipah damping.
and pitch rate fecedbacks to help the pilot maintain the ~pe n ic aes rvd
reference trim AOA durough the pitch axis and to d~ -lvliseioa pom a ic rmt rvd
prviepic damping. ln n o ocatpthmores

b. A latera conroal law with roll ra feedback mid a rudder a. Bak angle to provide a fesed forward a= rn providle the
to rOil interctoect to provide roll damping and turn steady samt det requred for aircrnft bank musuives.
coordination. Separate APCS control laws m generally needed for pilot

c. A directional control law with lateral acceleration and diarao te aid tamd oppde Figur a 2ihow &loc
estastedl sideslip rate (base on roll rate, yaw rate. daia fteAC sdi wFA1 *
lateral accelecration. said dynamic pressm) feedbacks to A properly designed APCS will reduce Pilot woarkload by
provide directional dumping. enabling him to cocentrate on making pitch corrections to

These control laws provide a subatimiial unprovanrm an pow control verseca flightmath moed of having to control both
apprtac flmS nh--orprev Nay oplam. urd flightpath mid ADA/arspeed. Howevrar this pilot technsique is

apprachflyng qaliiesove preion Nay -diffoe.IZ from the stnmil U.S. Navy pilt sclunlqveof making
infomatin iscontinedin rferiacet0.onule or-ections to control vertical flighqath and pitch

In the longitudinal axis, the two modes that have beeni corrections to control AOAjsirspeed. Therefore, same pilot
evaluated in A-6 and F.14. sinmulations am a Pitch Command retraining is required to adapt in the tedunique reqired for
Augmentation System (PCAS) mode and a Precision APCS Iprahs ThMe best APCS is not necessarily the ons
Flhtath Control (PFPC) made. In the lateral axis. a Roll with don tighas AOA coirc bot is the on with wh~ch 60

CommgaorAuin the aticon sem withS moe cha atiue pilt a mofin U&doe s s conrol while m m fate

islcma.The prS ode owini ut 9f th sics cofam tem of Sltioein orilfe ofeariosinScnto a
soata- woith athmema a ill& prvie c -in t pitc easem mlv assaIc nromy swt

respro toink isiacommand lbs pith rampitch provide NY10OeAslwt te ofC &D .--Ir l axsmmInm
mpag. rult in a ph fn -eimis p iwcn--tinproportionalw to wecak rlueni a Io~ A"W itgti a amw~m oe

collector~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lil omcaia ahpv la sd ic a eindar flg npaho lnihapeshn ralon"=es

varaon diring tuneri. The; RCAS mode. isow in fgure 10. a -lisv-W~e a fipla m t
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b. Deign the longitudinal axis coto last inimz was'ete~n H Dd~ltha okc ttmnel
fligtpah dviaion inturulece y uiliing with respect to dhe other neede to determine die mnitude of

flighipth aderialn aceion fbuenedbs thgde error. and (2) when properly scaled, the box would
fligispth ad vrticl aceleatinmmediateljg y, inict to the pilot -n unsafe condition. The

c. Optimize the APCS control law feedback terms to cierret scaling of the box is half of the full scale defictieri of
mmize, flighipath deviations in turbulence. These the coca softened display diog the last .00 It (1.2W0 i) of

terms include AOA. integral AOA. and normal or the approach. Prelimninary evaluations indicate that nics: pilots
vertical acceleiat prefer die box display to the noodle display. flie oum softened

d Optimize the APCS control law feed forward t.so box symbol shows preat potential for providig the situation
provide the doetd aircraft rsponse so Pilo commns. dat ire for approaces in 01A calinavisihility conditiomns
The APCS feed forward terms include thosetus
which can be weed to caloil ati dut required during
manourvers; and to compose, for the feedback terms. Tedynamics of the HUD PPM is critical in enabling the
These terms might include pitch attide. pitch rate, roll pilot to make agressive corrections during approach mid
attitude, roll rate, vertical rate. airspeed, ogtuia landing with minimal overshoots. Lead compensation or
control stick position control surface poiin.etc. q ick g of dhe PIA has been used to mignuen the PPM
The expected aircraft responses can be combined with diply. Without this augmntaation. die pilot aust ompensate,
the feedback: senna to prevent the feedack tunsarm for the laos in the aircraft flighqm esponse. wich results in

degraing he arcraf resonseto piot nreoos.eIpaw wokload and degraded qpproach puftorim-. In
degrdingthe imaf resonsetopids. addition during aggressive muuvua, the display will leave

the HMD field of view. The F/A-la PPM display incorporats a
AIRCRAFT DISPLAYS pitch raoe lead aems shown in figure 15.7Thi lead i s rat

optium for approach and lauding and will have lags in it
Current aircraft approach end lending displays we normally during iniives.

presented to the pilot on die HUD, although somes older ancraft
still utilize mechanical displays. These displays generally A much better lead compensation for the PPM during
consist of loading guidance situitio data (displayed anoedi), appoach and lening is a washed-out pic atitude lead turn as
AQA date (indexer or "E'hacet and other pertinent aircraft shown in figure 15. This lead term should be optimized
data such as attitudes, airspeed altitude and rate of descent. depenidetnth yp &asOf comil law augmntati as follows:
Thes displays have niot been well optimized or intgrated to L. For aircraft with a relatively weak level of flight cortrol
reduce pilot workload or enhanice pilot .omance during law augmentation (such so a pic SAS) which reques
approach and landing. The following paragraphs will discuss the pilot to actively damp the pitch axis. the time
the development of integrated aircraft displays which reduce onstant of die wash-out filter should be made, equal to
pilot workload and enhance performance. Additional the tim it take the aiucraf AOA to seaile back to the
information is contained in reference 11. approach AOA. This relationship between AOA. pitch

simlmnolattitude and flightpath sngl is derived in figure 16. In
the short torm, the "quickened" PPM mves; lIke pitch

Figure 13 shows a generic HUD foir approach mid landing. and ems be med by die pilot like a wastedin symbol to
The primary focal pon on the HUD is the PPM, which shows damp pitch motions. During aggressive pitch
the fliglupath of the aircraft. The moet used symbology on the maaners, the "quickened" PPM stays apprximtel
HUD (situation symbol, AOA indexer, and flight director stationary on the HUD and is lewss& lito leave die
symbol) moves with respect to the PPM. The landing guidance MUD field of vlew. The "quickened" PPM inidicates;
situation deati ciurrisly displayed on die HUD a needle for where the aircraft fliglapas will go once the shont tu
die ICLS data and asa tadpole, for die ACLS data. Both sets of AOA perturbatio caused by a pitch maneuver is
data are required for monitor purposes for low visibility eliminaed. The P-14D has this PPM washed-out pitch
conditions. Both are currently displayed as angular data to atiude lead -W-qmraie implained diring all fligh
touchdown with the display limits of ±lA deg vertca md regimes. For up and mwy fligh t i wash-out filter
±6.0 deg laa. The situation displays mr very difficult to fly time constant is scheduled with airspeed. Pilot
at ranges inside I mand (1.85 kin) when used s the primary cofiensi diring die flight teat progress indicate that

soreof guidlance during precision agpoaches. This is do pilots significomy prefer the quickanr PPM. The
primarily due to th. fact that the sensitivity of the display British have impkamomied a similar PPMA lead turn in
continuously increases vitil is reeches infinity at souchdown,. die AV-I Past Jet MUD.
To the pilot a certain ,nu-ectio at 1/2=!(' ora.caf9wt3areatvedstonelvl f lih
result in the same display change at 1/4 nmi (CA6 ) b. Foro licatwit greativel (su ron WM a f flight o
Figure 14 shows an approach, called course softening, to mooel law PPMuleubm shoasla Mb pm o
eliminate this display sensitivity problean. Cours softening sscam &aw PPe loal ngl ou besoptiized wim
basically changes the display of the daimbon data from angular theM stic is 1 reined s & Oi eeLFigr 1Sta ws a

display does twodthings () the display sntvty dewnot time hissoty. haom ans A-6 aiulatiosi of a PPM lead
chage luingdieIM4.=ft l.O i) o te __n display optimnized with a fliglip contrul mode, As

(2) the display imsfednaasly Mbk the pilot die g$e5 d an. In c, be a n fies1.d P almksd P
feet during the last 4.000 ft (1.200 en) of thd po a. I wd n accura.te $as aepsst sicond so
Unmited IhIe sead shipboard flight t have indiomi dot

pilots prefer the couae sodsorsed dsplsy, however, no extensive amiad atop in raooso to stick moam WM
lots have beandai don tonlectipqumativedata using the PPM with lead. doe pilot domtsi have to

compensat fr the leg in t10 flighsp MBPM he
A" limte eolman uon beebeaneondocted ofd th6mtk i wc eree out whin the PM mce

box symbol shown in figue 13 a a lormus o, the curem die desired ito fligqed mule.
hoizontal ndvetical needle for die hendi gulIonI situation
daa. The box symbol was implemented fo two rmocm: (1) it



aircraft's Acceleration along dhe flighspath angle. The PPPM
Fliht iretorshows the flighqiath agle at which teady stat velocity could

Thne flight director, shown in figure 13 as; a box with darm be achieved if the acnrnt threat mad drag am maintaied In die
dots. is a symbol on the HUD which "'directs" the pilot to fly approach couafiguralion. pilots can use dhe display as in early
the aircraft so that the PPM symbol moves inside the flight indication of the AOA bracket movmen. Pilots have found
director symbol. Mt will result in the aircraft capturiag and the display very useful during manual denoals approachaes and
following the landing system commanded slide slope and have conamented that "the PFPM is a backup APCS". This
centerline. The horizontal deviation of the flight director display has been evaluated an the A-6 ad F-14 simulations and
symbol from the PPM represents the error between the flight teated in the F-lAD. The PFPM is nod by the P-14D
commanded and aa bank angle and the vertical deviation pilots in all flight regimes. T7he PFPM i s aed by the pilot as
represents the mmu between the omanded vertical rate ad ndicatiotn of required changes in aigni power setting. Since
actual vertical rate. The flight director symbol also rotates an the APCS commands the enginae power sttning. the PFPM is
amotom correspondinag to the ermo between the bank command not displayed d&wing qop ches mae with the APCS.
and bank attitude to give an indication of the size of the bank I~mg eWznto
corrction required (prinarly useful for following large bank
comumads during centerline captures). 'The vertical deviation is The remainaing ame which requires further development is
scaled on the HUD so that it gives an indication of the vertical the presesntation of range to touchdown. Currenatly. TACAN
flaghtpath agle -rcto requiredi range to touchdown is displayed digitally in the lower right

Various simulation studies have been conducted over the coeofteHDashwinigr13Sneits A N

last 7 yewts utilizing A-6. F-14. ad F/A-lB aircraft. Results of data, it is only accurate to within 1/2 suni (0.93 in). This
these studies show that pilot workloadt is drstically reducedi an obviously is not good enough to support a OMt approach
glidepath promneis significantly imuproved when usin th capability. Thke ACLS range data is accurate to within 3 mn

plgt ierformspay. Fiue1mhwsacmaionoyia (l0ft), but is not currently uplinked to die aircraft. Somet
fligt drecor ispay.Figre 8 sowsa cmpaiso oftypcal limited simulation work has been done to develop an in-close

simulation approaches in Ufl rni (0.93 kmn) visibility with and rwdslywe o cuaerneifraina vial
without the flight director when the final bearing is only in the aircraft, but more work is required. Another approach
known within I5 deg. As seen by the lateral traces, te plt bing looked at is displaying either forward looking infrared
had a very hard time capturang the final bearing withou 1havilg sensro ilmtrwv aa mgso h ln

th flight director. Als., the glide slope control was not very with the dilay lte-ae Thisawouldgveso the iltD atua
good because amr effort was required for capturing th ia ouwietie dila dasta.tion forlow gviibilt actons

bearing. Pilots have commented that the flight director is by far usd-ewolprenainfrowvibitcniin.
the most impressive item that they have evaluated, even when 71srequires both the sensors and a Raster-scan HUD in the

compared to advanced flight ono law moes aircraft. It is amliktely that these sensors will be installed if they
are dedicated solely to landing because of the linmited space

The flight director implementation shown in figure 19 available for aisbom equipnent Therefore it is not envisioned
utilizes vertical rate and bank conmnands fromt the ACLS via that all the airwing aircraft will have thes capabilities.
the digital outlxtts of the Data Link and aircraft stae parameters
from the INS. Blend filters use aircraft vertical rate data from
the ACLS (when available) and aicraft heading to eliminate the CONCLUDING REMARKS
affect of biases by modifying the INS vertical rue- anbn All of the tachnology required to provide a safe and reliable
feedbacks respectively. This flight. director scheme, without thle ete svr wahrad-sae ~ciigiiiiy
vertical rate blend, is being implemented in the F-14D and will alwahr(eeewahradsasae / eln/iiiiy

be flight tested in the April - May 1991 timefrune. Without apparoach and landing capability (ason-ai and, possibly,
the vertical rate deta to eliminate bises in th IN.phi. manual) have been available, for some time. This capaibility
implementation will probably only enable app.oaches to requires the integrated development of landing guidance

100 fill/A ausi (30 im/A6 kmn). Another version of the flight system, aircraft flight controls ad displays, and higher
director control algorithms whc utlie ladn gudnca capacity data links. Sismulation studies over the last 15 year

linghae proven the effectivenes of enhanced fligt controls and
along with aircraft INS dat has been evaluated in th /A1 displays in reducing pilot workload, improving glidepath

sumlation. Thi air-derived adiesne requires atiliay du .from,. ~ ~ r tl wrms TePAI
die ship, such as ship's lesing and heave, and more pome n enhacin siuaionuai maimmatac aheproac1
iage data to enable approaches to touchdown. Ialaetto
of a flight director scheme using die current. AN/SPN-41 ~ aaiiiswith the H-Dot systern. The equipment required are

-~ dta). alandng uadtac systemn acurate to touchdown with range
(no axlaydt)along with TACAII range infonnation ' da andu aghigda nc a aaln ihupikaddwla
Predicted to allow approaches; to 200 ftitlf2 nmi (60 m/0.93 ds n ihcpct aelikwt pikaddwln

In). We are attempting to keep the integrators in the control caaiiist asatically monitor the landing guidance dama
laws set to zero. This is because the Pilo may not aggressively
bry to keep the fligt director cenatered ail *l.a final portion of REFERENCES
the approach. Vh= this is the case, the integrator can build up
a large bias and cause a flightpath amte when the pilot finally I . NAVELEX-0967-LP-30A-4300, Operational Logistics
triea to aggressively capture the flight director. Figure 20 Sumnary for ANISPN-42A aid ANISPN-42-T4 L anding
shows simulation approaches made with and without the Conatrol Cantral, of Jin 1979.
integratora set to zero in the control laws when die pilot did em 2 HPT36,Aot.1 pcfcton fMr98
keep the flight direcor centered at rmage. As -a by the lsaral 2 HP--39 NSN4 pcfcto.o e 92
traeI the integrasor built up an same that drove the aircraft off 3. NA VAIR 51-40ABA-8, Technaical Mauel - histalltimn
of the cassarlinis newr touchdown. Seris, Operaic and Maniunce hisamactionr. Ruael

LAS Optical LIn Syatus Mk 6, Mod 3.
4. NATC SA-61R-87. AV-SB Visual LIn Aid/Dack

The potential flighipadi markear (PFPM) 3ymbol is a C" Lightig Shipboard Installation Evaluatiou. Vaimr E. of
to die right of the PPM on the HUD showni in figure 13. The Jul 1987.
vertical displaceument of the PPPM firomt the PPM idicases the
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Figure 9
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Figure 10
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INTEGRATION DU PILOTAGE ET DES SYSI'EMES D'MDE A LAPPONTAGE
POUR LES OPERATIONS EMBARQUEES

par

B. Dang Vu, T. Le Moing et R. Cosles*
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Adrospatiales

29 Avenue de la Division Leclerc
92322 Ch~tillon Cedex

France

RESUME

Ladisponibilit~ op~lationnelle dun porte-avions dent pourune grande part A l'aptitudede ses dquipementsetde son aviation embar-
qude A opdrer dans un vaste domaine de conditions mdtdarologiques et dl'tats de la mer. Pour repousser les limites d'emploi dui futur
porte-avions franqais pour l'appontage des avions, divers dquipemnents ant dtd rdalisds ou sont en cours de dtveloppement: systtme de
tranquillisation des mouvements de plate-forme, syst~mc de prddiction des mouvements de plate-forme. syst~me de mesure tous temps
de la position relative de lavios..

L'impact des progr~sapportds parces nouveaux syst~mes sur les procidures d'appontage et sisrie pilotage desavions embarquds fu-
turs est prdsentt ici. Une nouvelle trajectoire d'appontage prenant en compte la pr~lction dui mouvement du porte-avions est proposee.
La consigne de penie de descente constante actuellement appliqude est remplacie par une consigne de guidage o4i ]a penite de la trajec-
toire et la vitesse de l'avion sont modifi6es en fonction de ldtat de la plate-forme prfvu & l'instant d'impact. de sante A respecter les con-
traintes de l'appontage (garde & l'arrondi. vitesse A l'impact...). L'inttgration des syst~mes d'aide A l'appontage avec It systtme de corn-
mandes de vol de lavion pelet d'envisager. soituin ode dappontage automatique. soit un mode de pilotage mnanuel avaned de type pi-
lotage par objecttf's. Lea premiers rdsultats de simulation nurnrique donnent un aperqu de l'amdltioration des performances de lappon-
tage en fonctian de Ia prdcisian de la prddiction dui mouveymn dui porte-avians.

1. INTRODUCTION

La phase de vol correspondant A l'approche et A l'appontage Sur un porte-avions eat particulikrementcritique. Elie exige delas part dii
pilate un pilotage trts prdcis pour amrve&A poser lavion dsns de bonnes conditions en in point situt A l'inttrieurd'une zone tr~s rduite et
bien ddlimitde sur le Pont dui porte-avions, et ceci en ddpit de Perturbations diverses: mouvemnents de Ia plate-farmne sillage adradyna-
mique

Pour permettre au pilate de rdaiser l'approche. un certain nonsbre dindicatians liii sont foum-ies A parit dui porte-avions cancernant
Ia position de son avian par rapport A Ia trajectoire naminale de descente. En ce qui concerne Ia phase finale d'approche, ccs indications
sont A Ihleure actuelle fournies principalement au traversd'un systtme optiqie d'aide A lappontage camposd dun miroiret de signaurt lii-
mineux que le pilate, doit maintenir alignis tout au long do lapprache. Le pilate est igalement aidd dana sa tiche par l'officier dappon-
rage qui peut liii dieter. Ie cas Echdart, des cansignes de pilotage depuis le Pont dui porte-avions.

Les techniques d'appontage actuefles sont bien 6prauvdes mais prtsentent toutefois encore des lacimes, notammenicrt par mauvaise vi-
sibilitt et par fart mauvement de plate-fannie. Pour repousser les limites demploi dui porte-avions pour l'appontage des avions, divers
systtmes antEtC rdalisdsouisontencoursdeddveloppetnent pourlIcfuturporte-avionsfran~ais: systtbnede tranquillisation des mauve-
ments de plate-formne, systtme de pr~diction des mouvements de plate-fame. systbnes de mesure tous temps de Ia position relative de
l'avion.. Par ailleurs, des progits sont antendus dans les domaines de l'instrumentation et des commiandes de vol des avions embarhuis
futurs (commandes de vol Electriques).

Limpactdies progas apportds parces nouveaux systanes nur lea proc~dures d'apporitage et nur IC pilotagede l'avion est prdsentE ici.
Grfice A la pr~diction dui mouvement du porte-avions, de nouvelles trjectosres d'approche pourront etre envisagdes pour pennettue aux
avion3 d'apponter par fart mouvement de plate-forme. Lapixintage autornatique paumr etre igalement envisagE grkce aux moyens de
meswre tous temps de I& position de l'avion par rapport au porte-avions. Les commrandes de vol dlectniques des avions embarques futurs
autoriteront une mise en oeuvre plus ais~e des modes de pilotage optimisds pourlIappontage. Ccx notivelles possibilites sont regroupees
dans tin concept intitult "Intigration dui Pilotage et des Aides &t IAppontage" (IPAP).

Cete conmmicatiaa est organiseen roin parties. La pretire pirsentc unc brtve revue de Httde ['atdans le damaine de l'appon-
tage. Dans Ia deuxie partie on preaente let probltmes spdcifiques lids k ]a trajectoire delIavion en phase drapproche. On propose en-
Site tine nouvelle procedure permettant atm avions dapoter en cas de met forte. La troisirme partie pr~sente un otitil de simvulation
devchpEprivaluer l'int~rtde cettc procedure. Onei smodblessuenuspoturlemouvensentduponte-avios, lesperturbations
assoctdeIe uvemntde l'avionetle nystcmintegrdE PAP. Apartirdesfesultatsde simulation numirique,on anayse rmfluencede
Ia pr~cision de Ia pr~diction dii mouvement dui porte-avions nor lea perfoemanea de l'appontage.

Actuellement i l'Aerospafialc-Divistons Hilicopttres, Marignane, France.
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2. BREVE REVUE DE L'ETAT DE L'ART DE L'APPONTAC.E

On decrit ci-apr~s succinctement Ies syst~mes d'aide A l'appontage actuellement en service, IS proc~dure dappontage actuelle, Ies
syst~mes IPAP existants et Ies 6quipements en cours de developpement.

2.1 Systimes d'aide I I'appontage sur Its porte-avions franqais

Les aides A l'appontage sont constitutes d'6quipements embarquds sur It porte-avions d'une part, sur l'avios d'aut part [I1.

A borddu nore-avions, quatre moyens song actuellement utilisis: leradard'appontage, Faptique, It sysitmeDALAS et la mired'ap-
pontage.

- Le radarest utilisd par l'op~rateur radar A bord du porte-avions pour guiderlIavion en approchejusqu1 l'acquisition visuelle de l'op-
tique, de suit on par mauvais temps.

- L'optique faursit au pilate laposition relativede son avion parrapport A la pente idalede descente. Le signaloptique apparaft au pi-
lote sous la forme d'une tAche lumineusequ'il doit aligneravecdes feux de rdftrence (figure 1). Le rdglagedu plan dedescente est obtenu
en agissant surl'inclinaison de l'optique et sursa position en hauteur. 11 eniste une optique de secourscommandee manuellement par lof-
ficier d'appontage et utiliste dana certaines circonstances : panne de lopfique normale, mer forte, silence radio

- L~e syst~me DALAS (dispositif daide A l'appontage parlaser) fournit A lofficierd'appostage la position de l'avion et a tendance par
rapport anae idtal de descente, grace A nroiscapteurs t~l~mftne dcartometre laser, camtra IR et camdraTV (figure 2121). Le rayon laser
)mis parl'Hmetteur ricepteur laserest dirig6 vers l'avion,qui ler~fIechitvers lertcepteuran moyend'un r~tror~flectenrmontd sur Ie train
avant de lavion.

-La mire d'appontage eat us trangle isoc~le peint sur l'extremitd avant de la piste oblique. Elle eat utiliae par lea pilotes d'appareils
tela Irs Super-Etendard pour effectuer un appontage au viseur.

A brd d Yaion:

-Un indicateur d'incidence du type BIP (Badin Idrac-Perineau) fournit l'incidence de manirre qualitative. Cest une boise A trois
lampes, ronge, vert et ambre; Ie vertcorrespond A inmcidence optimale d'appontage, le rouge A une incidence plus forte et l'ambre A nne
incidence plus faible. Cet indicateur est Ogalement reproduit A 1extdrieur de l'avion par une adrie de lampes montdes sur It bras du nuais
avant, de fagon qu'il soit visible du porte-aviona par lofficier d'appontage.

- Un viseur tete-haute fournit au pilate, sons la forme de n~icules projetds A linfini. lea informnations d'aide A l'appontage suivastes
(figure 3): horizon artificiel, reptrede pente rdglable,vecteurvitesse-air, repore d'incidence, 6chelle de cap, hantenrradio-sonide. Le pi-
loge doit maintenir le repore de pente aur ]a base de la mire peinte sur It pont du porte-avions. Lea reticules ayant une faible 6paisseur. It
moindre 6cart eat ddtectd, Ia tenne de peste eat plus prdeise.

2.2 Proekdure dapponlage actuelle

Le circnit dappontage A vue comporte un passage A trtborddn porte-aviona. un viragean vent, use phase avec ventarrirre dont Idecar-
tersest par rapport an porte-aviana depend dn type d'avion, puis us virage A partir du point I f0 jusqunA l'acquinition visnelle de l'opti-
que. et esfin use phase dapproche praprement dite comportant elle-mime use partie en virago et use lignec draise ( figure 4). II exsite us
annre type d'approche dite "CCA" (Centre de Contr6le dApproche) ob l'approche s'effectue dana l'axe de la piste d'appontage. Dans cc
cas, lavion eat guide par loperatenr radar A bard du porte-avionsjusqnA lacquisitios visnelle de loptique; Ia cadence d'appontage des
avians rat alora plns lente. La phase finale seffectne de faqon idestique au cas de l'appontage avec circuit.

L'approche finale a'effectue A tans de deseente constant et A incidence constante. L'inclinaison de laopdque et Ia pente affichean vi-
seurdoivent donc Etre rdglteaen fonction dn vent meaurd sur It pontdn porte-avionact en foniction de lavitessed'approche de l'avios ~fi-
gnre 5).

Lea techniques de pilotage de lavian dependent du syst~me d'aide A l'appontage utilisd (aptique an visenr). Dana lea dens cas, la te-
sue de pente eat asaurde par us pilotage coordonnt an motenr et an manche. Le tableau 1, estrait de [l11 rtsume lea corrections A etfec-
tner par It pilate appon tant A loptique. anivant lea di ffdrenta can de prisentation de l'avion en approche. ILe tableau 2, dgalement extrait
de IlI], masne nne technique de pilotage an viacur aaaez emnpirique qui permet de corriger une nrajectoire basso. L'officier dappontage
pent au ssi istervenir par voie radio ponr aider Ie pilate A recaler l'avion Sur la ligne dapproche, en Ini dictant directemnent des conaigne s
de pilatage. SilI juge que l'apprache ne peut etre rattrapde, l'officier dappontage envoie lordre de remise des gaz. Par fortniouvemen tde
plate -fortn, I a rtfdrence optiq ue est donnie par l'optique de aecours dont 'i nc linaison eat command6e manuel lenient par l'officier dap-
postage. Celui-ci penut sinai ajuaser It plan de descente qtse dais snivre l'avion on foniction d'une ceenaine anticipation du mouvemest dn
porte-avion.

2.3 lnt~gration du piloage et des aides A I'appoistage

Ancun systtine d'appontage int~grd nexiate encore A Iheiure actuelle sur les porte-aviona franqais. Ann Etata-Unis, les porte-avions
ant 6t6 iquipids an ddbutdea anndes7fld'un systtmed'appontage ausomnatiquecornme le SPN-42. A partirdesmsureade manvement de
Ia plate-fom, de menures de direction et de vitesse du vent et de tneanres radardu niouvementrelatifdle l'avion, Ie syst~mC genitre puis
tranamesparvoic UH~des ordresde tangageetderoulis I l'avion afinde IC maintesiraurla trajectoire idtaledapprache. Cesordres sons
rc~us par Ie synttme de liaison de dons~es (data link) de l'avian puis exdcutia an travees du systbme de pilotage automatique. Sur Ie plan
opirationnel, l'appontage autonatiqne a iti utilisd parlIespilotes eaentiellennent pourlFacquisitiondut syst~me optique. 11 na pas iti uti-
list ponr Ia phase finale d'approche A cause de son masque de precision.

2.4 Systmnes on court de diveloppernent

Un systtime de tranquillisation et de pr6diction des mouvements de plate-foinme (SATRAP) Cst en cows de dtveloppemnent powr It
futur pointe-aviona frarigais (PAN). Pour Is fonction tranquillisation. IC systtme utilise deux pairea d'aleron latraux et use paire de
gonvernailade direction pouirr~duire lesmouvetnentsdembanlie,de roulisetdle lacet. Le syst~me utilise anasi un dispositifde transfers
de masses pour r~duire It gite due au vent, aux d~placements de poids sue It pont et A I& girstion. Des essais AlIa mer sue use maquett A
lHchelle l/12du PAN ant permis d'tvaluer les performances obtenues [3]. Les mouvementsde tangage etde pilonnennent fonst interve-
nir des effortsaconsiddrableset leurs amplitudes ne penvent pas etre diminudesde manitfe significative. Des techniques de pr~diction de
cet mouvements ant itt dMvelp~s par l'ONERA/CERT [4,51 et le CAPCA [6]. Des essais Ila mer Sur use maquette de pr~dicteur in-
stailde sur It porte-avions POCH ant permit dl'valuer lts performances obtenues avee, lea deux methodes.
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Enccqui conceme les systtmes de poursuite et de mesure du mouvement relatiftde lavion, les informations Nlabor~es par le systbme
DALAS pourront etre re monties vers l'avion par une liaison niontaste (datalink) pour permettue l'appontage automatbque. Par ailleurs.
des travaux sont en cours A la SAGEM pour la rdali sation dun systtme airoporte permettant. grace u n traitement numnque de l'iage
du porte- av ions, de ddrerminer la position relative de l'avion par rapport au porre-avions 17]1. Dans cecas, lilaboration des ordres de gui-
dage pour l'appontage autrmatquc ne ndcessitera pas de liaison montante. D'autre part. le rnouvement absolu du porte-avioss pourra
Etre connu en combinant Ic mouvement relatifde l'avion avec le mouvement absolu dorne parne syst~me inertiel; ceci donneraIa possi-
bilitt d'implanter sur l'avion les algorithmes de prtdiction des rnouvements du porte-avions.

Conclusion: Les techniques d'appontage actuelles sont bien dprouvdes bien que des lacunes subsistent encore et que des progrts
peuvest emre rtalisds :

- La procedure actuelle (plan de descente fixe) peut cosduire. par mer forte, A des hauteurs de passage i l'arrondi dangereusement rt-
duites; pour 10 de tangage, l'arritre du pont peut s'ilever de 2 me~tres, alors que la garde normale AI'arrondi eat de 3 nittres. L'utilisation
de Ia praction des tuouvements de la plate-fort devrait permettre dditendre les limites opdrationnelles.

- Les corrections de trajectoire sont actuellement effectudes par le pilote & partir de rdfirences essentiellement visuelles. La mise au
point de systdines prdcis de mesure de position pouvant oprer dans des conditions m~tdorologiques difficiles devrait pernettre dgale-
ment ddiesdre les limites opdiationnelles avec l'appontage autrmatique.

- Le pilotage des avions embarquds actuels s'avtre assezdifficile car il ndcessite une action coordosnne au mroreur eti la profondeur.
Les commandes de vol electriques des avions embanlu~s futurs sutoriseront use implantation plus aise des modes de pilotage optimi-
sds pour l'appontage.

3. ETUDE PRELIMINAIRE DE LAPPONTAGE

On considere ici uniquement Ia phase finale de l'appontage (10 - 15 demikres secondes). Les contraintes spdcifiques i l'appontage
soss d'abord exprimids sous forme de relations math~matiques. psis appliqu~cs sur us cas sisnplifid de mouvement du porte-avions li-
mitd au tangage pur. A parsir d'une certaine amplitude du mouvement de la plase-fomine. la procddure d'appostage actuelle tie permet
plus de respecter Irs contraintes pricdestes. Use nouvelle procedure utilisant la pr~diction du mourvemrens du porte-avions ess alors
propos&

3.1 Contraintes speefiques de lappontage

Elles peuvens se r~sumer ainsi: l'avion doit survoler la poupe du porse-avions A use hauteurde garde suffisante. toucherle Ponten us
point pricis, avec use vitesse verticale A l'impactcompasible svec la limite de structure du train datterissage, etavec use vitesse d'entrde
dans le, brins comspatible avec la rdsistance de la crosse es Ia capacitt de dissaipation dtnergie du systtme d'appontage.

La costrainte de garde A l'affondi peut enre eaprinide par l'in~galiti suivante sur la pente de la rajecsoire (figure 6):
y <Ygarde = -( Hs+ HA -HB ) /LAB

ou : Y' : pense relative de [a trajectoire par rapport au porte-avions
LB distance arrondi-point d'impacs visd (bris)
Hmn hauteur de garde minimale de sicuritt

HA :hauteur de l'arrondi A l'instant de passage de l'avios au droit de la poupe
HB :hauteur du brin A l'instast dmimpact.

Rappelons que Ia peste relative yrest donsde par l'expression suivante:

r= VZ/ (V - Vsp)
Ot : V vitesse verticale de l'avios

V :vitesse atrodynamique de l'ayton
V~p :visesse du vent sur le pont du porte-avions.

La contrainte de vitesse verticaie & l'impact peus etre exprinide par l'intgalitt suivanse sur la pente de la trajectoire, (figure 7):

Yr ' 'mpac -( Vzmax + VzB)/ (V -VSP)
ois : Vzm : visesse verticale relative maximale admissible

VzB :visesse verticale du bris k l'instant d'impact.

Lescontraintesde vitessedentedans lea brinsd'une partde lisite ded&crochagede l'avion d'autre partspeuvent Etre exprimes par
les indgalitds suivantes : Vmis, < V< fm

3.2 Exemple aimpliff

L'exemple numdrique prtscnt ci-aprts perniet d'examiser lMvolution des contraistes pr&cidcnses en fonction de Ietat de la men.
Le pont du porse-avions eat suppost asninE d'un mouvenient de tangage sinusofdal:

0 =e0 sinns
o0a: 0 : assiette du porte-avions.
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L'inscant courant test repdrd par rapport Aun instant onigie t =O pour lequel I'angled'assietteest nul. Par la suite, tdiignera plus par-
ticuliRement l'instant darnondi difini par le passage de l'avion au droit de la poupe du navire. La hauteur de l'arrondi HA A l'instant d'ar-
rondi et la hauteur du brin HR & l'instant d'impact sont donn~es par les expressions suivantes:

HA =(LA.n+LBC)Oosin~t

HB LBCOsin(t+LB/(V-VSp))
oii : LAB distance arrondi-brtn

LBC distance brin-centre de rotation du porte-avions.
Le d~phasage entre HA et HB provient du temps mis par Ilavion pour parcourir la distance separant larrondi du brin.

La figure 8 prdsentelIdvolution de Ia hauteurde larrondi HAen fonctionde I'instantd'arrondi pour une amplitude de tangage de 0,5
(mer moyennement agit&e). Les variations de la hauteur du brin HR et de la vitesse verticale du brin VzB tont~galement trac~es. On en

d~luit les variations des pentes Igard, es?,mpact correspondant respectivettent aux contraintes de garde A larrondi et de vitesse verticale
a limpact. On constate que lapentede descente nominale de -3.S0satisfait les contraintes de l'appontage,quel que soit l'instant darrondi
Iorsque cet instant varie. 11 existe cependant une dispersion du point d'impact 6gale a (your figure 10)

Ax = HR / ( 0 + Yr )
Les valeurs maximales de la dispersion sont toutefois limit,(es pour une amplitude de tangage de 0,5':
-appontage court 2.53 m nt lu 'arri~re brin 1.
-appontage long 1.08 mn sur l'arrirre brin 2.

Pour une amplitude de tangagede "
0(meragitde), on constate surIa figure 9quel Icraintien dr lapente de descente nominalede -. 5'

ne permet plus de satisfaire Ia contrainte de garde A l'arrondi ~certainsintervalles de temps. Par ailleurs, les valeurs maximales deIa dis-
persion du point d'impact sont :

-appontage court 10,70 mn sur l'arritre brin I,
-appontage long 3,52 mn sur l'arridie brin 3.

La premiere valeur est trop importante et est le r~sultat dune garde A l'arrondi inauffisante.

3.3 Etude de Irajeetoires respeetant les contraintes

Pour satisfaire les conr-aintes de garde A larrondi et de pr~cision de l'impact. il faut thionquement rectifier la trajectoire de descente
de l'avion en fonction de la position du porte-avions Al'instant d'arrondi. On admetusa que les commandes de l'avion sur lesquelles on
pest agir sont le facteurde charge longitudinal nx rtile facteurde charge normal nz, cc qui suppose que les braquages des gouvemnes sont
pourvus de retours approprira. L'efficacitd de ces commandes eat discut& ci-apr~s.

Effct du facteur de chat-ec longitudinal

En supposantqse lesposifionsdu pontdu porte-avions aux instants darrondi et dimpact puissentfte prdditesavec une bonne prdci-
sionon peut envisager de retarder on d'avancer linatant darrondi pourque l'appontage ait lieu lorsque toutes les contraintes de lappon-
tage sont satisfaites. en particulier Ia contrainte de garde a l'arrondi (figure 9). En supposant trts grosaiiemerent qusune variation de vi-
tesse AV puisse ftre appliqu& instantandmrnt A l'avion, la variation de l'instant d'arrondi qui en r~suite eat:

Atgo 'tgo AV /Vr
ou tgo temps restant avant l'arrondi

Vr =V - VSP vitease relative de lavion par rapport au porte-avions.
Pour t.,o= 10 secondes, dur&e maximale suppose en-dessous de laquelle une bonne pr~diction du mouvement du porte-avions pent

ire obtenue. et pourAV=+ 5 os on trouve Atgo = * I s. Ces valeurs sontdvidemment thdorquescar il faut tenircompte du tempsde re-
ponse de l'avion h une sollicitation de variation de pouss&. Par ailleurs. compte tenu des contraintes sur lincidence de l'avion rt Sur lea
conditions d'impact. les 6carts tol~ris Sur Ia vitesse AV sont nettement plus faibles dana la rtaliti; :1 en est de m~me pour Ia durde maxi-
male de prodiction. Leffet d'une commande de fucteur de charge longitudinal appliqu~e dans le but de satisfaire les contraintes de lap-
pontage eat donc n~gligeable.

Effet du facteur de chance normal

Une action sur le facteurde charge normal Peere de miodifier ]a pente de l'avion. Or, 1examen de )a figure 9 montre que pour satis-
faire la contrainte de garde A l'arrondi. il suffit d'augmenter Ia pente de descente, dans lea limites imposdes par ia contrainte de vitesse
verticale A "'impact bien entendu. Le plandedescente doiten outre, passerpar lepoint vist surle Pont afin que lacontrainte de precision A
l'impact soit satisfaite. En supposantqu'une variation de facteurde charge normal puisse Wie appliqute instantan~ment A l'avionon pent
exprimer Ia dur&e minimale dejla mianoeuvre dechangement de plandedescente en fonction de lavariation de penterequise,de ladisper-
Sion du point d'impact A rattraperet du facteurde charge maximal dont eat capable l'avion. On pent m~ontreque la commande de facteur
de charge optimale est du type "bang-bang" et elle comporte une commutation comme indiqute sur la figure 11. La durte t1 de la ma-
noeuvre est expfimde ci-apr6s dans Ie cas limite oii l'instant d'artondi coincide avec l'instant out lavion atteint Ie nouveau plan de des-
cente (8J

i=2r- Q., - .V
gAn_



L'instant de commutation est donni par lexpression:

r~njgM 2gAn~ (1 d - IG .AX + LBO

o06 a assiette du porte-avions A l'instant d'impact

-flyo variation de pente requise
Ax dispersion du point d'impact A rattraper

Vr vitesse relative de l'avion
LB distance arrondi-brin

LBC distance brin-centre de rotation

nuax facteur de charge maximal de Ilavion.

La durde minimale de pr~diction n~cessaire pour Ic mouvement du porte-avions est alors donn~e par:
t impact tj + LAB Vr.

Pour one amplitude de tangage de 1I one variation de pente requise de -I *et une dispersion d'impact Arattraper de -14 n, on trouve
I= 2,80 s et t impacs 3,86 s en prenant Anzmx 0,2. Ces valcors ne sont qu'approchtes carelles netiennent pas compte du temps de

r~ponse do facteur de charge. En supposant qu'il e st de l'ordre delan seconde, la valeor de timpactrTeste toutefois dans Its limites actuelle-
ment envisageables poor Ia duree de prediction do mouvement do porse-avions.

3.4 Proposition d'une nouvelle proecdure d'appositage

L'itude prelirninaire precedente montre que la predction du mouvernent do porte-avions permet thdoriquemecntd'espirerd'ttendre
Ies limites d'emploi do porte-avions poor l'appontage par mer forte. On propose ci-apr6s one nouvelle procedore d'appontage tenant
compte de cette prediction.

- Au d&butde Ia phase d'approche, Ia procedure actuelle est maintenoc : pente de descente et vitesse constantes, riglies pour on vent
Sur le pont dontiC et one position moyenne alle do Pont,

- Qoand l'avion se trouve & unedistance A partirde laqoelle In positionet lavitessedo pontpeoventetre prdditesavec one bonne preci-
Sion. ]a petite etlan vitesse de l'avion sont modifides de faqon A satisfaire simoltandment Its qoatre conditions soivantes:

i) Ia hauteur de passage A l'arrondi doit Etue sopdricure A one valeur minimale de sOcuritC,
ii) Ia vitesse verticale I l'impact doit Etre infdrieore A one valeur compatible avec Ia limifte de structure do train d'anerris-

sage.
iii) ii doit y avoir impact effectif ao point visC do pont,
iv) Ia vitesse d'entre dans les brins et l'incidence sont limities.

- Au for et A mesore que l'avion se rapproche do porte-avions, Ie plan de descente ess re-ajostd en fonction doune meilleore connais-
sance do mouvement do pont (prediction sor on horizon de temps de plus en plus court).

La figure 12 prdsente dans It plan( (V, y) (vitesse aftodynamnique, pente relative) laconnrainte de gardie A l'anondi i) predite A I'mn-
slantd'arrondi et ]a contrainte de vitesse verticale ii) pr~dite A l'instant dimpact. Les instants d'arrondi et dimpact dipendantde Ia dis-
tance et de Inavitesse de I'avion, ces cont-aintes sont dtablies en tenant compte do temps mis parlFavion poorpasser de la vitsse actuelle A
one nouvellevitesseddsirie comprise entre lesvaleurs limites Vmnet Vmax (contraintesiv)). Lechoix de IapenteetdeIa vitesse opti-
males" estobteno en trnn ichaque instant Ies valeomsquidistantes aux. limites correspondant aux trois contraintes i). ii) et iv) d~ll-

nies recd~emmnt. ene vaeur centrale pernet d'assurer one bonne robustesse vis-A-vis des erreors : erreurs de predcindomue
ment do porte-avions. erreur sur le temps restans avant larrondi, erreur de modtle de ronse en vitesse de l'avion...

POUr permettne Ia nise en oeuvre de ces'e nouvelle procedure avec Its systtsnes d'aide h l'appontage actoellement en service, il est
n~cessaire de regler oIq' e inclinaison poor chaque appontage. cc qoi nest pas rfalist k Ihecure actuelle. Une autre solution envi-
sageable est Ia presentaindn It viseor tete-haute d'une mire calculc pr~dte sur laqoelle It pilote doit maintenir alignt on repire de
pente mobile mattrialisant ]a pente "optinsale" ;. connie le montre Ia figure 13.

4. OUTIL DIE SIMULATION DEVELOPPE POUR LETUDE DE L'APPONTAGE

La nouvelleprocedured'appontagepropoatese rdsuneen une consigne de guidage darta laquellela pentectlavitessede l'avion sont
modifl~es en fonction do mouvement ftuor pr~di do porte-avions. Cet conaigne est appliquee i partir d'un instant en-deasous duquel
on eatime qse Inaprdiction du mouvemcnt du porte-avions eatsuffisaznent fiable. On peut eetenti de choisir cet instant Iteplus tard pos-
sible car plua le temps restant est coort, meilleore eat la pr~diction. H faut cependant s'aaaurer que l'avion possbde lea capacitis de nsa-
noeuwre suffisantes pour effeenier Ies ultimneacorrections de trajectoire. Un outil de simulation a Wt dcveloppd poor perettre ditudier
ce compromis. grice i des modeles plus affints que cox utilisis dans lHtode prlimussaire pr~c~dente. Le programme est constcod de
modules modxlisant In dynarnique des diffdrents mobiles (porle-avions, avion). lenvironnemnent (boule, siflage a&Woynamique). It
fonctioxnnmnt du systbme d'aide A Iapontage et son interface avec It systeme de cosnmandes de vol de l'avton. Une premiere version
sunplifite de cea modules eat d~es'ite ci-aprts.
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4.1 Mouvement du pouie-avions et perturbations assocl~es

Mod~lisation du mouvemnent

La figure I4prtsente la structure gdnirale de la moddlisation retenue pour Ic mouvcmcentdu porse-avions. On se limite pour l'instant
aux mouvements de tangage etde pilonnement qui sont les plus importants. Le modcleestconstitud dun filtre houle etdun filtrenavire.
Le filtre houle. excite par un bruit blanc gaussien fictif. persnet de donner un spectre conveniabic au processus aldatoire que repr~sente la
hauteurd'eau. Lafiltre navire permetdereproduire ladynamiquedu porte-avionsenrdponsek Iexcitationqueconstitue Ishauteurd'eau.
Une representation d'Etat du modtle est donn~e par:

Houle i h Al Axh +Bh I xh : tat de la houle

h =Chxh 1) brit blanc
h hauteur d'eau

Navire in= An x + Bn I xn : tats du navire

Yn Cn xn Yn :sorties du navire (tangag ect pilonnement)

Prediction des mouvemsessss dc sangae et de pilonnement

Darts lNtude rdalishe par IONERAICERT [4). la methode utilisde pour la prediction comporte Ies; ttapes suivantes:
- Les param~tres du modole. c'est-&-dirt les coefficients des fonctionstde transfers, sontd'aborsl identifies A partirdenregistrements

de la hsauteur d'eau et des variables du mouvement du porse-avions sur une certaine durde.
- La prediction proprement dute est ensuise obtenuc par integration des equations du mouvement sans bruit de lensemble houle-

porse-avions, A partird'un itat estimd initial. La qualitd de la prediction de I'Etat du porte-avions A l'instant d'appontage est amnfliorte au
fur et A mesure du rapprochement de l'avion grice A use reactualisation die Finstant initial ct die Ilttat initial intervenant darts le modee.
L'instant initial est remplac6 par l'instant courant et lRtat du porte-avions est estimEi par un filtre de Kalman utilisant les informnations
provesans tic divers capseurs; disponibles A horti.

Ces algorithmes de prediction, qui ont &6 validds pardes essais A la mer. seront implantds dans Ie programme de simulation dans une
Esape ult~rieure. 11 est retenu ici pour l'instant un mod~le trfs simplifid de prediction, difini de ]a mani&e suivante :

- Les modales tie houle et tie porte-avions sons supposes parfaitement connus; Ia prediction ess obtenue simplement en integrant le
modtle dynamique utilisd pour Is simulation mais avec un bruit d'ente nul.

- Les sorties des modihes tie houle et die posse-avions sons suppos~es parfaitement connues dgalemnent, cequi permet une r~actualisa-
lion parfaite du modele de prediction sans recourir A un filtre de Kalman (figure 15).

Avec cc mod~le simplifi6 de pr~dicteur. Is precision tic prediction A un instant final tfest dornde par Ia variance des variables de sor-
tie diu navire :

P= C Q(sf) CT

avec Q =AQ+QAT+BBT

A 4A 0] B = I ho] T C =[O0Cn]

ct Q(to) = 0 A chaque rdactualisation du pr~dicteur.

Modlisation des nertrbations; atmosphdrioues

Las perturbations atmosphdriques sont constitu~cs essentiellement du sillage c'est-I-dire l'envirornnment mrodifii par la presence
tiu porte-avions et sen superstructures. Lemodtede sillage retenu pour l'instantcstcelui de la nosne amiricaine MIL-F-8785 C [9]. Des
essais en soufflere ont EtErdalisds ricemimnt surIa maquetic du futur porsc-avionsdansIa souffic Fl tie I'ONERA [10]. Lea essais
ons permia tie d~terminer le champ atrodynamique autourtiu porte-avions. notamnment aur l'axe d'appontage. grice ides sondages and-
moclinomestiques et diverscs techniques de visualisation. Ces resultas dessai seront incorpords ulttrieurement dana Ic modble tie sil-
lage du programme de simulation.

4.2 Mouvement de Iavion et appontage int~girk

Structure du quidaee-pilotage

La figure 16 prdsente l'arehitecture proposte pour un systtme instdgrd de pilotage lPAP dont toutes lea fonctions sont rdalisdes A bord
tie l'avion : mesure de la position relative de l'avion, calcul de la position abaolue du porse-avions et prediction de sea mouvetnents, dla-
boration den ostirca de pilotage pour le systbime die commandes die vol suit par un piloto autoinatique, suit par un systtme de pilotage par
objectifs. 11 eatt noter que le, couplage du systte daide It lappontage avec: le systanie de comtmandes de vol tic modulie pas I& strucsure
decc dernier, ceci pour des raisona de atabilitE et de s~cuntE du vol tic lavion. On considtrera seulement Ie mode automaique ca il sc
prete plus facilement aux Etudes de simulation sur owiinaleur ; lUtude desa modes manuels n~ccasiterait lempini dun sinsulateur de vol.
On pritsense ci-aprts It sysibme de pilotage dc lavion es le systhrme do guidage en approche.

Pour lea Etudca d'intdgration do guidage-pilotagc concemant lea phiase sp~cifiques de vol d'un avion comnme cest lecasici. il Weat
souventr pn neeasaire de simulcr un modele complei de l'avion avoc son adrodynamnique, sa motoriation, sca capteurs, ses gouvernies et
sea blad commandes. Au stad une Eude dofaisabilit.i~Ilasffi d'un nio&lctitde "comporlemnt"; lavion naturelestsuppoaimuni
do retours appropsids do norse que Icnemble avion-captur-estimate-systtmitede comnmandoes de vol poasside. sne cestaine dynatni-
quo proche de cele du modtlc compict. On prtsente ci-apr~s I& d~marce utilisde pour obteasir un modeode comportement doni l&ady-
namique pout etre rtgl~e par un nombre restreint do pararriftres.
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Les dquations du mouvemetde l'avion et Its variables de sortie icontr6ler peuvent Etre cxprimdces sous formne d'un systtme lindairc
suivant:

Ai = A Ax +B Au
Ay = c Ax

avec x vcctcur dl'tat dc l'avion
u vecteur de commande
y vecteur de sortie A contr6ler.

Les composantes des vecteurs x et y sont:
x = (V yks q p 0 r )T

y = (V q* pa p3 )T

Cu V vitesse atrodynarnique
)k pente-sol

a incidence
q vitesse de tangage
p vitesse de roulis

0 dtrapage
r vitesse de laccc

q*combinaison linaire du facteur de charge normal ct de Ia vicesse de cangage
Pa vitesse de roulis a~rodynamique.

Pour une loi de commande proporcionnelle et intigrale de ]a forme

Au =KAx + Kj 0(Ay - Ay,)dr

ob AYC Teprisente Its ordes du piloce, It mouvemens de Yavion est rigi par Ie systrme en boucle ferm-b suivant:

d -X + BK, BK,][x ~ + [ }Y

et les modes sont diterminis par lrs valeurs propres et les vecteurs propres du syss~me. Par un choix approprit des matrices de gains
KI et K2, il est possible de reglerces modes en limitant en mime tempt It nombre de param~trrsdu mod~Ie. Ces parsmi~tres s051 Its sui-
vahits:

-mode phygoide pulsation oWpH et amortissement ;pH~
-mode oscillation d'incidence pulsation elssp ct amortissement tS,

-constante de temps 'q du terme itgral J(q- - q )

-conscate de temps en roulis 1
*mode roulis hollandais :pulsation c5

'DR ct amortissement

constance de temps T 0du ternie intdgral Rl- p

Les coefficients adrodynamiques n~cessaires pour compltter le modtle tont Cx 0, c zaetc Co

Guidage en annproche

Let objccifs du guidagedurant la phased'approche tont la tenue de lavitesse afrodynanique affichte. Ia tenuctde la penatirtcee
It maincien de Ia position de la crosse d'appontage suivant une trajectoire passant par It brin visd. Let valcurt ddsirtes sont constantet
dans Ie casd'une procidureclassique d'appontage; ellesdipendentdu nsouvementpitdit du porte-avions dans It catde la nouvelle pro-
c~dure proposde (cf. 3.4). Pour formuler la Ioi de pilotage, on utilite un vecieur d'Etat augmentt AX compost des variables d'etat Ax du
modle de comportement de l'avion et des variables de position dle l'avion par rapport au porte-avions. Le systtme lintarisE augmenti
s'crit:

AX = F AX + GAyc

Az = H AX
avec AX = (AxTAzcg Aycg )T

Az = ( AV Arosse AO* Ay~ )T;
o00 :e altitude do centre de gravitE de l'avion

ycg E&art lateral du centre de gravitE de l'avion par rapport A laxe de Ia piste
V vitessc attodynamnique
0 angle derfoulia

kme altitude de la ctosse
ycs dcart lattral de I& crosae par rapport & ]'axe de la piate.



L'objectifest de faire tendre le vecteur ~z vers une valeurdesire &dcorrespondanti l atrajectoireided'approchie. DI ear knoser

que le terme de pentedtsirde est contenu implicitement dans la componante Az jsedu vecteurAzdj. On veut par ailleurs obtenir une er-

reurde regulation nulle en rigime permnanent sueIa consigne Szd. Pourobtene lacommande optimale Ayc*.on utilise laffdthodeclassi-
que lin~aire quadratique. On considare le syst~me augment suivant:

it~ 1 G1A) 1 o
ci LAz AzJ LHO [A- AzJ O

La minimisation de l'ind ice de cofit quadrasique:

J .'z - Aj]Az -A Il + ATik~j)dt

donne la commande optimale:
A ,* = G . , z z

Les matrices de gains G I et G2 sont obtenues A partir de la resolution d'une equation alg~brique de Riccasi. Lexpression de Ia comn-
mande s'cent aussi sous formne intigrale:

Ay = AyckO) + GAX + Gi z- AZ )dT

4.3 Resultats de simulation

Donndes

Un modele d'avion fictif a &t6 utilist; les paratn~tres permettant de r~gler ladynamique du mod~le (cf 4.2) sont fixes sux valeurs sui-
vantes:

o~pH 70 rd/s csp = 21trd/s am)R=t rd/s tq = 1,5s 1.5s T=0,s

Cxa ,5 Ca= 3 C P= -0,6.

La vitesse adrodynamnique nominate est egale A70 rn/s. ILe vent stir lepont est dgal A 15 n/s. Les valeurs limites de garde i l'arrondi et
devitesseverticale~limpactsontrespectivement Hinn = 2,5 met Vzax = 5 n~s. Les simulations sonteffectuiles pour desconditions
de mer moyennement agitde.

R~sultats

Len r~sultats temporels suivants sont prdsentds sur les figures 17 et 18:
- len mouvements du porte-avions (traits pleins) et leur pr~diction (traits pointill~s). La hauteurde l'arrondi est pridite i Finstant de

passage de lavion au droit de la poupe. La htauteur dut brin d'arrEt est prddite A l'instant d'impact prfdut. La pr~diction est r~actualiske
tonics les secondes.

-lIspente dsir~eyr (trait plein) et les pentes Ygarde et Impact (traits mixies) correspondant ann contraintes de garde i larrondi et de
vitesse verticale i lImpact.

- I6cart d'altitude de la crosse par rapport A la consigne de pente ddsirte et par rapport au brin prdit A l'instant ditnpact.
lIa trajectoirede lacrosse par rapportA Ia position du brin r~el 8l'instantdimpacs (trait plen), lapented~sirte; issuedu twin pr~dt

(trait mixte) et les deux pentes Ygarde et Impact issues du brin riel (traits pointillis).

La figure 17 prdsente le cas ob lappontage eat effectut avec la proc~dure actiselle cent-k-dire avec: une pente constante rdgl6e pour la
valeur du vent mesurde sur le pont. La figure 18 prsente le can ob l'appontage eat effectut en tenant compte deI& pr~diction du mouve-
ment du porte-avions qui debute A 5 secondes avant lImpact. Dans le can sans prtdition, la crosse de lavion passe en-dcssous de la hau-
teur minimale de sdcurritd I'anrondi. Dans le cas avec pr~diction, la croae psseau-dessus de cette hauteur tandis que la vitesse verticalle
A l'impact reste dans les limites autors~es.

Afin dobtenir des statistiques sue lcs performances de lappontage en fonction du temnpsde pr~diction, 100 simulations ont dtdeffec-
tuies pour des durtea de prddiction variables deO0& 10 necondes. Les tirages aliatoires ont port6 surletsvariables suivantes: Esats initiatix
de l'avion, Ezats initiatin du porte-avions, hauteue de Ia houle, turbulence attnospherique. Les inesures de localisation sont suppoaees
sans erreur.

La figure 19 prfsente l'dvolution de la moyenne et de lHcart type des variables de performance suivantes, en fonction du temps de
prediction : hauteur A l'arrondi, vitesse verticale A l'impacd, kcart: longitudinal du point d'impact par rapport au brin viae. LA pisic~dure
d'appontage actuelle correspond sue Ia figure au temps de prediction nut. Lea inoyennea nemblent independantesdu tempsade prediction;
en effet Ie modtle de houle ess exciti par tin bruit blanc gaussien de moycnne nulle. En revanche M~art type sue la hauteur d'arrondi di-
minue A partir d'un tempsade prediction supdrieur A 3 secondes et se stabilinekA parir de 6 secondes. L'6carttype de I& vitease, verticale dd-
croft citn quc Ia preiction est effective, et A partir dune duree de prddic tion auptrieure It 2 secomdes lMcart type se stabilise. U6=ar type
sur Ia position du point d'impact ddcroit jusquA tin temps de predction voisin de 5 secondes, puia se stab$Iise pour des horizons de pre-L
diction de plus longue durde.

La figure 20 prsente lea fonictiona de rdpartition des variables prdc~dentes, pour deux valeurs du temps de pr~diction : 0 aeconde
(trait pointillE) et 5 secondes (trait plain). Pour Ia garde & l'arrondi. I& function de repartition indlique le noinbee de simnulations pour les-
queules Ia hauteur A larrondi eat aupdrietire A une valeur donn~e. Pour Ia vitesse verticale et M~art longitudinal du point dimpact, lta
fonictions indliquent Ic nombre de simulations pour lesquelles des variables sont inf~rieures t tin valeudonn~e. On conasate que la prt-
diction permet de respecter dana I& quasi-totalitt den cas les contraintes de garde & l'arrondi et de vitwae vesnialeI kliact. Le gain eat
tits important dana len can limites.



5. CONCLUSION

Les techniquesd'appontage actuelles sont bien iprouv~es bien que des lscunes subsistent encore et que des progi*s peuvcnt etrerbt-
lisds. Amnsi la proc~dure actueile (plan de descente fixe) pewt conduire. par mer forte, i des hauteursde passage A l'arrondi dangereuse-
ment r~duites; pour Pdc tangage, l'arritredu pont peut s'dleverde 2 m~tresalorsquc la garde normnale A larrondi estde 3 metres. Les tra-
vaux effectuts sur la prfdiction du mouvement du porte-avions sugg~rent une procidure d'appontage qui permettrait desptrer ilargir
les conditions demploi des avionsembarquis. 11lestproposE une nouvelle procidure consistant A laboteren temps r~el une consigne de
guidage ob la petite et la vitesse de l'avion sont inodifldes en fonction du asouvement prtdit du porte-avions aux instants d'arrondi et
d'impact, afin de satisfaire A ces instants Ies contraintesde garde minimale& AlIerondi et de vitesse verticaic maximale It l'impact. Lacon-
signe est ri-actualisde en fonction d'une prddiction qui s'amnliore au furet it mesure que l'avion se mapprochc du portc-avions. Lea toutes
premitres simulations simplifites qui sont pitsenttes ici confirment l'instretde la proc~dure propos~e. En particullier. elles semrblent in-
diquer que la dur~e minimale de pr~diction n~cessaire se siue dans lesfirmtes actuellernent envisagcables avec les fiethodes de pr~dic-
tion existantes. Cette nouvelle proc~dure dappontage sinscrit dans la perspective dun nouveau concept de pilotage qui poun ait int~grer
le syst~me de commandes de vol avec les systtmes futurs d'aide A l'appontage. Ldtude se poursuit actuelletnent avec: it pri se en comptc
de modales plus rdalistes dans le programme de simulation ddveloppE A cet effet.
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INTEGRATION OF FLIGHT AND CARRIER LANDING AID SYSTEMS
FOR SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS

by

B. Dang Vu, T. Le Moing et P. Costes*
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Acrospatiales

29 Avenue de la Division Leclerc
92322 Chfitillon Cedex

France

ABSTRACT

The operational availability of acarrier depends to a large extent on the capacity of its equipment and its aviation tooperate in a wide
domain of meteorological conditions and sea states. Some equipments are under development for the French future Nuclear Carrier in
order to extend its operational limits for aircraft launch and recovery; a deck motion tranquillization system, a deck motion prediction
system and an all-weather aircraft localization system.

The impact on deck landing procedures for future carrier-based fighter aircraft is presented here. An improved terminal guidance
landing strategy making use of the prediction of the carrier motion is proposed. The actual glide path with fixed slope is replaced by a
flight path along which the aircraft airspeed and flight path angle are updated in accordance with the predicted deck motion at touch-
down, such that all the landingconstraints are respected: minimum hook-to-ramp clearance, maximum touchdown sink rate...The inte-
gration of the landing aid systems with the aircraft flight control system will allow the implementation of an automatic landing mode or
advanced manual task-tailored control modes. Preliminary simulation results give a general idea on the improvement of deck landing
performances with respect to the accuracy of the prediction of the carrier motion,

1. INTRODUCTION

Landing an aircraft on the deck of a carrier in adverse weather and sea state is a demanding task. The aircraft must be precisely con-
trolled to a relatively small area of the carrier deck despite not only the wind disturbances caused by the ship airwake, but also the large
motion of the impact point.

A certain numberof guidance informations are generated on board the carrier and provided to the pilot. Concerning the final phase of
the approach, these informations are actually mainly provided by the Fresnel Lens Optical Landing System (FLOLS) which requires vi-
sual acquisition by the pilot. The pilot is also assisted by the Landing Signal Officer (LSO) who can dictate if necessary control orders
from the deck of the carrier.

The actual landing procedures are well proven although some deficiencies still remain, especially when the careeroperates under ad-
verse weather and sea conditions. Some equipments are currently being developed for the French future Nuclear Carrier to extend the
operational limits for aircraft recovery; a deck motion tranquillization system, a deck motion prediction system and an all-weather air-
craft localization system. The impact on deck landing procedures of future shipborne aircraft is presented herr. As carrier motion can be
predicted, improved terminal guidance landing strategies can be defined. Automatic CarrierLanding Systems (ACLS) can also be deve-
loped usingall-weatherlocalization systems which provide an accurate determination of the aircraft position relative to the carrier. Fly-
by-wire flight control systems (FCS) of future carrier-based fighter aircraft will make possible the implementation of advanced task-tai-
lored control modes which are optimized specifically for the landing phase.

This paper is divided into three pans I) a brief review of the state-of-the-art of landing aid systems and landing procedures
2) a preliminary analysis of the constraints related to the aircraft flight path during the terminal phase, leading to the proposition of a

new landing procedure making use of the prediction of the carriermotion 3)adescription of a simulation codedeveloped in ordertoeva-
luate the new landing procedure, and discussion of some prelimnary results.

2. BRIEF REVIEW OF THE STATE.OF-THE-ART

We describe hereafter the landing aid systems which are actually operational on French carriers, the usual landing procedure and
equipments under development.

2.1 Carrier landing aid systens

Landing aid systems consist of shipborne and airborne equipments [ I.

Now with Aerospatiale-Helicopter Division, Marignane, France.
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AborJheurie , four systems are used:

- The radar is used at night or in adverse weather to guide the aircraft within visual range of the FLOLS.
- The FLOLS system provides glide slope information t(, the pilot. A stand-by FLOLS system can be manually operated by the LSO

in certain circumstances : failure of the main FLOLS, rough sea, silence radio operations...
-The Deck Approach and Landing Laser System (DALLAS) provides to the LSOinformations on the aircraft position and motion

relative to the carrier by means of three sensors: laser telemeter and deviation sensor, IR camera and TV camera (Figure 1121). The laser
beam emitted by the transceiver is directed towards the aircraft which reflects the beam to the receiver by means of a reflector mounted
on the nose landing gear.

- The aiming marker is an isosceles triangle painted on the fore end of the runway. It is used by Super-Etendard pilots to make a HUD
approach and landing.

- Angle of attack (AOA) indication is provided to the pilot by means of three lamps red, green and amber: the green colourcorres-
ponds to the optimal AOA, the red to a higher AOA and the amber to a lower AOA. For LSO information purposes, these lamps are re-
produced outside the aircraft on the nose landing gear.

- The HUD provides the following informations (Figure 2): horizon, glide slope reference, airspeed vector, AOA reference, heading
and radio-altitude. The pilot has to align the glide slope reference reticle on the base of the triangularaiming marker. The thickness of the
reticles is relatively small which allows a more accurate flight path control than in the case of an approach using the FLOLS sys-
tem.

2.2 Actual deek landing procedure

A typical carrier landing pattern is shown in Figure 3. Our interest lies in what happens during the last 10-15 seconds before touch-
down. During this terminal phase, the actual procedure consists of a guidance strategy in which the aircraft vertical speed and AOA are
kept constant, resulting in a fixed glide slope. Therefore the inclination of the FLOLS system and the glide slope reference reticle on the
HUD have to be theoretically adjusted with respect to the meteorological wind magnitude and the carrier speed. In fact a fixed glide
slope is provided by the FLOLS system using a measurement of the wind over deck (WOD) (Figure 4).

Piloting techniques to keep the aircraft on the ideal flight path depend on the type of landing aid system used (FLOLS or HUD) and
require a coordinated action on the thrust and pitch commands (control in the vertical plane). Although most of actual shipbome aircraft
are equipped with an autothrottle, handling characteristics still remain relatively poor. The safety of the terminal phase rests on the LSO
who can dictate if necessary control orders to the pilot from the deck of the carrier. In case of large deck motion magnitude, the glide
slope reference is provided by the stand-by FLOLS system whose inclination is manually commanded by the LSO with respect to a cer-
tain estimation and prediction of the deck motion.

2.3 Integration of flight and carrier landing aid systems

Actually no integrated carrier landing system exists on French carriers. US carriers have been equipped since the late 60's with ACLS
systems like the SPN-42. The SPN-42 system senses ship motions, wind direction and speed, and aircraft motion relative to the ship; de-
velop reference approach trajectories and produces pitc h and roll commands for UHF transmission to the approaching aircraft. These
commands are intended to maintain the aircraft on the ideal approach trajectory. The aircraft receives the SPN-42 pitch and roll guidance
commands via its data link system and executes these commands with the aid of its Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS). No infor-
mation related to the deck motion prediction is used by the ACLS system, but the motion of the deck is calculated in the SPN-42 compu-
ter, and a Deck Motion Compensation (DMC) is used to filter the calculated deck position to provide the proper shaping to bring the ver-
tical motion of the aircraft flight path in phase with the deck motion. This mode, called "deck chasing" is activated during the final one-
half mile of the approach [3].

2.4 Systems under development

A deck motion tranquillization system and adeck motion prediction system are currently being developed for the French future car-
rier. The tranquillization system usestwo pairsof lateral fins and onepairofsteering rudders toreducethe sway, roll and yaw motions. A
mass transfer system is also used to reduce the heel due to winds or load displacements on the deck, orduring gyration manoeuvres. The
sea tests on a free scale model have pennitted the evaluation of the performance [4]. Pitch and heave motions develop considerable
forces and their magnitudes cannot be reduced significantly. Concerning these motions, prediction techniques have been developed in
France by ONERA/CERT [5,61 and CAPCA 171. The sea tests performed with a predictor mock-up implemented on the carrierFOCH
have permitted the evaluation of the performances obtained with the two methods.

Concerning aircraft tracking and localization, the DALLAS system can be further developed to become an ACLS system which
needs in this case a data link between the ship and the aircraft. Another system under development is an airborne localization system
using image processing of the carrier to calculate the position of the aircraft relative to the carrier (8]. In this case, the generation of gui-
dance orders for automatic landing will not need any data link between the aircraft and the ship. As the ship motion can be detertined by
combining the relative motion of the aircraft and the absolute motion measured by the inertial system, the algorithms of the deck motion
predictor can be implemented aboard the aircraft.

£uljion: The present deck landing procedures are well proven although some deficiencies still exist and improvements can be
realized:

- The actual flight path with fixed glide slope can bring the aircraft to cross the deck edge with very low height margins, especially in
adverse sea conditions: for I *of ship pitch, the stem can rise up to 2 meters while the nominal hook-to-ramp clearance is only 3 meters.
The use of a deck motion prediction would extend the operational limits in aircraft recovery. This problem is mainly treated in this pa-
per.

- Flight path controlling is actually performed from references which are essentially visual. The development ofaccurate localization
systems with all-weatheroperating capability would also extend the operational limits of the carrier with the implementation ofan auto-
matic landing mode.

- Handling qualities ol actual shipboi,,- aircraft are relatively poor. Fly-by-wire FCS of future aircraft will allow a much easier im-
plementation of task-tailored control modes which are optimized for the landing phase.
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3. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE DECK LANDING PROBLEM

We consider hereafter only the final phase of the approach (last 10- 15 seconds before touchdown). The specific constraints related to
the aircraft trajectory are first determined. An application to a simple case of carrier deck motion limited to the pitch motion is then pre-
sented. When the deck motion reaches a certain magnitude, the actual landing procedure (fixed glide slope) leads to a violation of the
above constraints. A new landing procedure making use of the predicted motion of the ship is then proposed.

3.1 Specific deck landing constraints

These constraints can be summarized as follows: the aircraft must cross the stem orramp at a minimum safety height, touchdown the
deck at adefined point with a sink rate compatible with the structure limit of the main landing gear, and with a longitudinal speed compa-
tible with the structure limit of the hook and with the capability of the arrestment cables system to dissipate accumulated energy.

The hook-to-ramp clearance constraint can be expressed by the following relation (Figure 5):
r <Y clear = - (Hin +HA-HB)/LAB

where : yr : relative flight path angle
LAB : distance from ramp to ideal touchdown point
Hmi : minimum hook-to-ramp clearance
HA : ramp height at ramp crossing instant
HB  :arrestment wire height at touchdown instant.

We remind that the relative flight path ir is given by

r= Vz/ (V -WoD)
where : Vz  : aircraft vertical speed

V : aircraft airspeed
WOD :wind-over-deck.

The constraint relative to the touchdown sink rate can be expressed as follows (Figure 6):

Yr > "mpact = - ( Vzmax + VzB ) / (V -WOD)
where : Vmax : maximum relative vertical speed allowable

VzB :vertical speed of arrestment wire at touchdown instant.

The constraints on the airspeed are:
Vmin < V < Vmax

the low value of airspeed corresponding to the stall limitation.

3.2 Application to a ship pitch motion

With the following simplified example, weexamine the evolution of the previous constraints with respect to the sea state. Thedeck
motion is limited to the pitch component and assumed sinusoidal:

0 =00 sin Q t

where: 0 : pitch angle.

The current instant is referred to an initial instant t =Ofor which the pitch angle is zero. Afterwards twill designate the ramp crossing
instant. The ramp height HA at ramp crossing instant and the wire height HB at touchdown instant are respectively given by:

HA = (LAB +LBC)00sinflt

HB = LBC00sinQ(t+LAB/(V-WoD))
where : LAB : distance from ramp to wire

LBC : distance from wire to center of rotation.
The phase between HAand HB comes from the time of flight between ramp crossing and touchdown.

Figure 7 shows time histories of stern or ramp height, anrestment wire height and vertical speed for a ship pitch magnitude of 0.5*.
Time histories of the constraints related to hook-to-ramp clearance and touchdown sink rate are also plotted for an aircraft speed of 128
knots and a WOD of 25 knots. We can see that the -3.5 nominal glide slope satisfies the two constraints for any ramp crossing instant
when this instant varies. The touchdown dispersion is equal to:

Ax =HB/(O+ ,r) .
The dispersion is relatively low for a ship pitch magnitude of 0.50:
-short : 2,53mbehind wire n'l,
-long : 1,08 m behind wire n12.

For a larger ship pitch magnitude (1%o, wecan secon Figure 8 thatafixed glide slope of -3.5leads 
to aviolation ofthe hook-to-ramp

clearance constraint at certain time intervals and therefore to high touchdown dispersions:
-short : 10,70 m behind wire n*l,
- long : 3,52 m behind wire n0

3.
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3.3 Flight paths respecting the landing constraints

To satisfy the constraints of ramp clearance and touchdown sink rate, the aircraft flight path has to be adjusted and updated with res-
pect to the predicted motion of the carrier at touchdown instant. We assume afterwards that the aircraft commands consist of a longitudi-
nal load factor and a normal load factor. The effectiveness of these commands is discussed hereafter.

Longitdinal load facor effeciveness

If we assume that the deck motions at ramp crossing and touchdown instants are exactly predicted, the landing could be delayed or
made earlier by changing the approaching speed such to satisfy the ramp clearance constraint (Figure 8). By assuming roughly that a
speed incrementAV can be applied instantaneously, the resulting variation of the tin-to-go before the aircraft crosses the ramp is given
by:

tgo = -tgo AV / Vr
where: tgo : time-to-go before ramp crossing

Vr = V -WOD : aircraft speed relative to the carrier.

For tgo=10secondsandAV=±5 m/s wefindAtgo = -T I swhichisnot very significant. These valueswillbe morelowerifthe time

response of the aircraft to a thrust command is taken into account. Furthermore the allowable deviations on airspeed AV are much lower
in reality and the time interval within which a good prediction of the deck motion can be obtained is smaller. Therefore the effectiveness
of a longitudinal load factor command in changing the instant of landing is negligible.

Normal load factor effectiveness

The response ofthe aircraft to a normal load factorinput is a changeofthe flight path angle. Now fomFigure 8 we se that increasing
the glide slope within the bounds of the touchdown sink rate constraint is another solution to satisfy the rampclearanceconstraint. Assu-
ming an instantaneous response of the aircraft to a command of normal load factor, we calculate the minimum time of the manoeuvre
bringing the aircraft from an initial glide slope to a final glide slope which verify the constraints. This will give an approximation of the
minimum time interval required to predict the motion of the carrier (assuming the prediction perfect). The optimal load factor command
is a bang-bang law with one switch (Figure 9). The time of the manoeuvre is calculated hereafter in the limit case where the ramp cros-
sing instant coincides with the instant the final glide slope is reached [91:

t, = 2r - ( ' - W'oV,

gAn_
The switching instant is given by the relation:

r = 1,2g -(rfl - Yd2-LAS(Yrl - Yd+ 'YAx +LC
_____z 2 LBCB]

where: e : ship pitch attitude at touchdown instant

yrlO -U required glide slope variation

Ax : touchdown dispersion to recover
V aircraft relative speed
LAB : distance from ramp to wire
LBC : distance from wire to center of rotation

An..,, : maximum increment of normal load factor.

The minimum time interval required to predict the deck motion is therefore:
timpact = t, + LAB / Vr

where the time of the manoeuvre t I is calculated for amaximum ship pitch attitude. Figure 10 shows the variation of the minimum time
to predicted touchdown point with respect to the maximum load factor increment, in the limit case where the final glide slope satisfies
just the ramp clearance constraint i.e Yrl = ylar For a ship pitch magnitude of l which is the actual operational limit and foran aircraft

manoeuvrability Anax =0.2 we find t impact = 3.9 seconds. Thisvalue isonly approximated as the response toaload factorinputisas-
sumed instantaneous. As this time response is of the orderof the second, the value of timpact still remains within the limits actually reali-
table for the prediction of the carrier motion.

3A Proposition of a new deck landing procedure

From the preliminary analysis performed in the previous paragraph, we define the new landing procedure as follows:

- At the beginning of the approach phase, the actual procedure is maintained i.e fixed glide slope and fixed airspeed, the glide slope
being determined for a given WOD and for a zero mean position of the deck.

-As soon as the time-to-go reaches a value below which an accurate prediction of the deck motion can be made, the glide slope and
the aircraft airspeed are updated to satisfy simultaneously the four following constraints:

i) the aircraft must cross the ramp above a minimum safety height,
ii) the vertical speed at touchdown must be lesser than a maximum value compatible with the structure limit of the landing

gear,
iii) touchdown must occur at the ideal touchdown point,
iv) the longitudinal speed and the AOA are limited.

-The idane law is updated with respect toa deck motion prediction which becomes more and more accurate as the aircraft ap-
praches te carier.
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Figure I I presents in the plane (V, .) (airspeedrelative flight path angle) the hook-to-ramp clearance constraint i) predictedatramp
crossing instant, and the touchdown sink rate constraint ii) predicted at touchdown instant, for aircraft speeds ranging from Vmn to
Vma x (constraints iv)). These constraints are established while taking into account the time response of the aircraft to a thrust com-
mand. The optimal glide slope and optimal approach airspeed chosen for the new procedure are represented by the point on Figure I I
which is equidistant to the limits corresponding to the three constraints i) ii) and iv) defined above. This central position is chosen to as-
sure a good robustness with respect to errors: errorof prediction of the deck motion, erroron the tune-to-go, erroron the aircraft time res-
ponse to thrust command...

The proposed landing procedure requires an adjustmentof the FLOLS system in inclination foreach approach, which is not the case
at present. One solution consists to display in the HUD a predicted aiming markeron which the pilot has to maintain aligned a glide slope

reference reticle materializing the optimal glide slope ; as shown in Figure 12.

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE DECK LANDING SIMULATION CODE

The new landing procedure consists of a terminal guidance strategy in which the aircraft airspeed and flight path angle are updated
with respect to the predicted motion of the carrier at the touchdown instant. The procedure is applied when time-to-go is within a time
interval where an accurate prediction of the deck motion can be obtained. As the shorter the time-to-go the better the prediction, we can
be tempted to choose this time interval as small as possible but we must make sure that the aircraft has enough manoeuvrability to per-
form the ultimate flight path corrections. A simulation software has been developed to evaluate this trade-off. The software is composed
of modules modeling the carrier dynamics, the aircraft dynamics, the environment (wave and airwake), the landing aid systems (aircraft
localization and deck motion prediction) and their interfaces with the aircraft FCS (Figure 13). A simplified version of these modules is
described hereafter.

4.1 Ship motion and related disturbances

Wave model and ship motion model

We arc interested only in the most important motions of the carrier which are the pitch and heave motions, as the roll and yaw motions
can be significantly reduced by means of a tranquillization system. A large amount of data exist describing the motion of carrier at sea.
Experiments have been conducted both at sea and in basin establishing frequency response curves and power spectral density functions
as a means of representing ship pitch and heave motion characteristics. Figure 14 shows the functional diagram retained for the ship mo-
tion model. The purpose of the wave model is to generate the stochastic variation of sea surface height at some point along the ship
length. This is used as the disturbance driving the ship motion model. The Pierson-Moskowitz power spectral density is chosen as the
starting point for the wave modeling. When travelling on the ship through the waves, a disturbed spectrum called spectrum of encounter
depending on ship velocity and heading is observed. For estimation design and systems analysis, it is convenient to represent the wave
model by alinear time invariant dynamic systemdriven by a gaussian white noise and written in state space form. A 6th-order system has
been retained for the wave model and an 8th-order system has been retained for the ship motion model. The parameters of both models
have been identified with data derived from the SMP program [5]:

Wave : ih = Ahxh+Bhll xh : wave states

h = Chxh 11 : white noise
h : sea surface height

Ship : n = An x n +Bn h xn : ship states
Yn = Cn xn yn : ship outputs (pitch and heave)

Prediction of hitch and heave motions

The prediction technique adopted by ONERA/CERT [5] comprises the following steps:
-The parameters of the model are first identified from measurements of the sea surface height (optional) and the ship motion va-

riables during a certain time interval.
-The prediction is then made by integrating the equations of the noise-free identified model, the initial state being estimated by a

Kalman filter. The prediction is updated in order to improve the precision.

The prediction algorithms developed by ONERA/CERT which have been validated by sea tests, will be incorporated later in the si-
mulation code. At presenL a simplified prediction model has been retained:

-The wave and ship dynamic models are assumed perfectly known; the predicted motion is simply derived by integrating the equs-
tions of the simulated model with no input noise.

-The outputsofthe wave and ship models are also asamedexactly known which allows aperfect update ofthe predictt without ha-
ving recourse to a Kalman filter (Figure 15 with Q0 = 0).

With this simple predictor, the precision of prediction at a final instant tf is given by the variance of the output variables of the ship

P = CQ(t) CT

with 4 = AQ+QAT+BBT

A, 8 - [B h 01T C = [0 Ct
An Qn, 

0 a a 
tand Qto) - 0 ateachupdteof tepredicto.
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A itmsg disturbances modeling

Theatmospheic sturbances consistessentially ofthe ship airwake orburble. Atpresent we usc the carrierlandingdisturbancemo-
del included in MIL-8785C [ 101. Flow fielddata have been obtained recently at the ONERA Fauga wind-tunnel on a 1/100 scale model
of the French Nuclear Carrier [I I. These data will be incorporated later in the simulation code.

4.2 Aircraft model and integrated landing system

Figure 13 presents the block diagram of a fully airborne integrated system which integrates the aircraft FCS and the landing aid sys-
tems. All the functions are performed aboard the aircraft : measurement of the aircraft motion relative to the carrier, calculation of the
carrier absolute position and prediction ofits motions, generation ofcontrol orders for the FCS. automatically by an autopilot coupler, or
manually by the pilot through a shaping filter. We considerafterwards only the automatic mode as it is more suitable for computer simu-
lation.

Aircraft model and FCS

Forcontrol and guidance studies concerning specific flight phases as it is the case here. it is not often necessary to simulate an aircraft
model with its complete and complex aerodynamics, engines, sensors and FCS. At a stage offeasibility, it is enough to simulate a "model
of behaviour" of the aircraft; the aircraft is assumed augmented by approprate feedback cont-ol laws so that its dynamics am close to the
real aircraft We describe hereafter the method adopted to derive an aircraft model of behaviour whose dynamics can be adjusted by a li-
mited number of parameters.

The linearized equations of the aircraft dynamics and outputs are:
Ai = A Ax + BAu

Ay = CAx
with x : state vector

u : input vector
y output vector.

The components of x and y are:

x= (V )k a q p A r )T

y = (Vq* pa p )T

where: V airspeed

rk ground flight path angle

ai : angle of attack
q pitch rate
p : roll rate

0 sideslip angle
r yaw rate

q : combination of normal load factor and pitch rate
Pa aerodynamic roll rate.

With a proportional integral control law of the form:

= KAx + KJ0(Ay - Aye)dr

where Ayc represents the pilot inputs, the aircraft dynamics ane governed by the following close-loop system:
d.x 14 A I BK, BK,][Ax 1 0

J(Ay -" Jl AY ]C),, -0,1 Joy _ ] A

and the modes are determined by the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system. By choosing appropriady the gain matrices Ki and

K2 , it is possible to set these modes while limiting the number of parameters of the system. These parameters are:

- phygoid mode : pulsation o~pi and damping "

- short period mode : pulsation (Stp and damping ;Sp

- time constant i. of the integral term J(q - q )

- roll time constant Tp

- Dutch-roll mode : pulsation 0)DR and damping o

- time constant of the integral term J(P - C)

The only aerodynamic coefficients necessary to complete the model are Cxc,C zt et cyp
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Anoroach and landing guidance

Guidance objectives during landing approach are airspeed control, flight path control and hook position conmol about desired va-
lues. Concerning airspeed and flight path angle, the desired values are constant in the conventional landing procedure; in the new lan-
ding procedure, these values depend on the predicted motion of the carrier (cf. 3.4). To formulate the control law, we define an augmen-
ted state vector AX composed ofaircraft state variables Ax used in the "model ofbehaviour", and variables of position relative to the car-
rier. The augmented linearized system is then:

AX = FAX+GAyc

Az =HAX

with AX =(AxT AZcg Aycg)T

Az = ( AV Azhook AD Ayhook )T
where Zcg : altitude of aircraft center of gravity

Ycg : lateral deviation of aircraft center of gravity from runway axis
V airspeed
) : roll angle
"hook : hook altitude
Yhook : hook lateral deviation from runway axis.

The objective is to make Az tend to a desired value Azd corresponding to the ideal approach trajectory. Note that the term of desired

glide slope is implicitly contained in the component AZhook of the vector Azd. A classical linear quadratic method is used to derive the

optimal control law Ayc . We consider the augmented system:

AX_ 0[
A
X

-1 OAt 0r

The minimization of the cost function:

J = -([ Af4 AZ r - A4]c A ] + A TRAyc)dt

gives the optimal control law :

Ayc* = G1 AX +G 2 (Az-Azd) .

The gain matricesG 1andG 2 are obtained from the resolution of an algebraic Riccati equation. The control law can also be expressed
in the integral form:

Ay = Ay(O) + G, ,X + G, J(Az -Az,)dr

4.3 Simulation results

A fictitious aircraft model is used; the parameters which characterize the mod,:i dynamics are fixed to the following values:
ilpH=x/3rd/s oSpfi=2xrd/s tuis=9rd/s ',=l,5s 'toa1,5s Tp=0,6s

Cxo = 0,5 C Z = 3 Cyp = -0,6.

The nominal airspeed is 70 m/s. The WOD is 15 mns. The limit values of hook-to-ramp clearance and touchdown sink rate are respec-
tively HIM n = 2,5 m and VzmaX = 5 m/s. Simulations are made with a moderate rough sea condition.

The following time histories are presented in Figures 16 and 17:
-Deck motion (solid line) and deck predicted motion (dotted line). The ramp height is predicted at ramp crossing instant. The arres-

ment wire height is predicted at touchdown instant The prediction is updated every seconds.
-Desired glide slope-* (solid line) and the slopes yclear and ylmpw (mixed lines) corresponding to the ramp clearance and touch-

down sink rate constraints.
-Vertical deviation of the hook from the desired flight path.
-Hook trajectory with respect to the wire position at touchdown instant (solid line), desired glide slope ; plotted from the predicted

wire position (mixed line) and the slopes ycea and ' pact plotted from the real wire position (dotted lines).

Figure 16 presents the results obtained with the conventional landing procedure. Figure 17 presents the results obtained with the new
landing procedure witha deck motion prediction starting 5 seconds before touchdown. We can see that with no prediction, the hook
crosses the ramp under the minimum safety height. With prediction, the hook crosses the ranp above the safety height while the vertical
speed at touchdown remains within the admissible limits.

-i



In order to obtain statistic results on landing performances with respect to the prediction time, a number of 100 simulations has been
made for prediction times varying from 0 second to 10 seconds.

Figure 18 shows the evolution ofthe mean values and the standard deviations ofthe book-to-ramp clearance, the touchdown sink rate
and the touchdown error. The conventional landing procedure is represented on the figure by the zero prediction time. We can see that
the mean values are independant of the prediction time as the wave model is driven by a gaussian white noise with zero mean. The stan-
dard deviation of the hook-to-ramp height decreases from a prediction time of 3 seconds and becomes constant beyond 6 seconds. The
standard deviation of the touchdown vertical speed decreases as soon as the prediction is effective, then becomes constant beyond 2 se-
conds of prediction time. The standard deviation of the touchdown error decreases until the prediction time reaches 5 seconds, then be-
comes constant for longer prediction times.

Figure 19 shows the distribution functions of the previous performance characteristics for twovalues ofthe prediction time: 0 second
(dotted line) and 5 seconds (solid line). The functions indicate the number of simulations for which

* the hook-to-ramp clearance is greater than a given value
the vertical speed is lesser than a given value
the touchdown error is lesser than a given value.

We can see that in almost all simulations, the ramp clearance and touchdown sink rate constraints are respected when the prediction is
effective. The improvement with respect to the no prediction case is especially important in limit landing conditions.

S. CONCLUSION

The present deck landing procedures are well proven although some deficiencies still exist and improvements can be realized. In ad-
verse sea conditions, an approach with fixed glide slope can lead toa rampcrossing with very low height margins; for I 'ofship pitch, the
stern can rise up to 2 meters while the nominal hook-to-ramp clearance is only 3 meters. Research works on carrier motion prediction
suggest a landing procedure which would extend the operational limits of the carrier. It is proposed anew landing procedure consisting
of generating in real-time a guidance law in which the aircraft flight path angle and airspeed are changed with respect to the predicted
motions of the carrier at ramp crossing and touchdown instants, in order to satisfy the constraints of hook-to-ramp clearance and touch-
down sink rate. The guidance law is updated with respect to a motion prediction which becomes more and more accurate as the aircraft
approaches the carrier. Preliminary simulation results with simplified models show an improvement of the landing performances, in
particular, they seem to indicate that the minimum prediction time necessary is inside the limits actually .c Aabl. %%,ith present predic-
tion techniques. This will be furtherconfirmed or infirmed with the introduction of more realistic models in the simulation code develo-
ped for this matter.
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Figure 13
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RESUME 2 EXPOSE D11 QPRME DR LAPPONTAGE

On 6tudie lautomatisation du contr6le vi- Nous parlerons surtout des trajectoires
suel effectu6 par le pilote d'un a~ronef d'approche et d'appontage davions conven-
lors de la phase d'appontage. tionnels sur porte-avions, par comznodit6 et
Le syst4 me envisag6, qui comprend une ca- simplification, mais le raisonnement autour
m~ra (infrarouge) et l16lectronique de du couple avion/porte-avions est bien sou-
traitement d~image temps r~el associ~e, vent transposable au couple h~lico-
fournit en continu la position tridimen- pt~re/porte a~ronefs.
sionnelle de l'avion par rapport au porte- Notre expos6 se basera plus pr~cis~ment sur
avions. l'exp~rience acquise sur les deux porte-
Pour ce faire, les caract~ristiques princi- avions franqais CLEMENCEAU et LOCH, tous
pales du porte-avions sont d'abord locali- lea deux semblables de la classe des 22000
s~es dans l'image, puis appari~es avec tonnes Washington.
leurs 6quivalents dans le mod~le tridimen- Ils sont entr~s en service actif respecti-
sionnel du porte-avions connu a priori. vement en 1961 et 1963 et mettent en oeuvre
Cette correspondance permet, par transfor- un groupe a~rien d'environ quarante appa-
mation perspective inverse, de retrouver la reils.
position du porte-avions par rapport A Avant d'encrer dans le vif du sujet, on
l'avion, dlo~l Von d~duit la position et le rappelle quelques faits de base Sur la vie
mouvement relatifs de lavion par rapport du couple avion/porte-avions.
au porte-avions. Le porte-avions est d'abord un navire et il
Ainsi, le syst~me est capable de mesurer est normalement int~grk au sein d'une force
l16cart a une cin~matique id~ale navale qui a une route et une vitesse
d'appontage, d'o6 Von d~duit les actions moyenne a tenir. Le porte-avions est donc
compensatrices appropri~es. une piste daviation mobile dens un envi-
En outre, le mouvement absolu de l~avion, ronnement variable au fil des minutes.
donn6 par le syst~me inertiel, peut 6tre Pour lancer les avions et lea ramasser, le
combin6 avec le mouvement relatif pour don- porte-avions manoeuvre pour se placer face
nar le mouvement absolu du porte-avions. au vent. Lorsque la route aviation est A

l'inverse de la route moyenne de la force
I INTRODUCTION navale, le porte-avions doit donc effectuer

en temps utile Ie demi-tour n~cessaire,
Nous comrsencerons par 6voquer les grands ce qui peut prendre cinq minutes et peut
principes inh~rents aux trajectoires de re- jeter la stup~faction dans la cohorte
cueil des a~ronefs Sur lea portes-avions, davions empil~s Sur une mauvaise radiale.
puis nous ferons le point du mat~riel at Le trafic a~rien eat souvent dense au mo-
des prockdures actuellement en service Sur ment des lancements et ramassages. Il faut
lea portes-avions fran~ais. donc non seulement naviguer pour rejoind:e
Apr~s en avoir not6 la avantages et la le porte-avions, mais aussi 6viter la tra-
limites dlutilisation, nous aborderons la jectoire des autres appareils.
fa4von d'utiliser l1image (thermique ou vi- Il faut 6viter lea autres appareils qui
sible) du porte-avions vue de l'avion en tentent de se poser simultan~ment, mais il
finale d'approche, pour ramener lavion Sur faut aussi slins~rer en bon ordre et avec
la trajectoira id~ale grAce A l'6laboration le bon intervalle dens la s~quence de pr6-
d'une consigne de pilotage. sentation A l'appontage.

Le mrwt~orologie joue un r8le essentiel. One
mauvaise visibilit6 imposera des trajec-
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toires longues et coflteuses en pAtrole, l~a Sur l'avion, revient vers Vmetteur-r6-
houle fera tanguer et rouler le porte- cepteur. L'exploitetion continue de ces
avions, l~a pluie g~nera Ilacquisition vi- mesures perinet d'6laborer les 6carts de
suelle du bateau par le pilote en finale, l'avion par rapport A la trajectoire
le vent ne doit dtre ni trop fort, ni trop id~ale mais aussi de pr~dire l~a tendance
faible. Pour se poser Sur un porte-avions, de Xeavion avec 2 A 3 secondes davence.
ii faut donc dans l'ordre, naviguer vers Ces informations sont pr~sent6es Sur des
lui, slint~grer dans l~a chronologie consoles A l1officier d'appontage, qui
deappontage, rejoindre le trajectoire fi- peut s'il l'estime n~cessaire conseiller
nale d'approche, voir le batiment, et enf in par radio le pilote. La port~e du Sys-
piloter leavion jusqu'a Ilimpact en suivant t~me est de 1 A 2 Nq.
les aides optiques.

3) LWoptique d'appontage OP 3 r~alis6e par
3 VI'Tr DE L'-ART-EN 1991 SUIR INS POR1TS- la SAGE4. Elle est utilis~e obligatoire-

AVTONS FRANCATS ment dans l~a finale, A pertir de 1 Nq.
Elle donne au pilote sa position rela-

Un example d'appontage consiste A amener un tive en pente par rapport A l~a pente
earonef de le classe du Super-Etendard, vo- idae
lent A 125 noeuds, sur l~a piste oblique, L'officier d'appontage peut actionnor
qui est un rectangle de 168 x 20 m~tres La lea feux -appel moteur" et "wave off".
crosse doit accroctier un des 4 brins Cette optique eat r~glA. en fonction du
d'arr~ts, situ~s dens un zone allant de vent sur le pont (donc d~e l~a vitesse re-
46 m A 68 m depuis Varrondi. La pente lative d'approche) et du type
id~ale est do 3,5* et le vent optimal Sur d'appareil. Elle est stebilis~e en ten-
le pont est de 30 noeuds. gage.
De jour, et par beau temps, les avions se 11 existe une optique de secours dite
pr~sentent par patrouilles au break, pren- "optiquq manuelle", situ~e plus avant
nent un espace entre eux de 45 secondes et sur le c6 bAbord de l~a piste oblique
effectuent un tour de piste A vue, vent or- et qui sert par fort tangage; l~a posi-
ri~re A 600 pieds d'altitude. tion du faisceau eat command~e par
Les r~f~rences sont visuelles, lea aides A X'officier d'appontage.
loappontage oussi.
De nuit et do jour per mauveis temps, lea 4) Le Balisage do Xs piste oblique
evions so pr6sentent en Xigne droite tout - un rectangle do peinturo jauno evec
sorti A 1 500 pieds, par guidoge radar et des feux do contour l~a nuit,
conuencont Xeur descent. A 4,3 Nq sur - un triangle blanc dont l~a base sort
l'arribre du bitiment, sous guidage radar do cible de visA., pour le visour
jusqu'A l~a prise de vue par le pilot. de t~te haute des Super-Etenderd.
l'optique d'appontage A 1 Nq et 350 pieds. En offet, le viseur du Super-Etondard en
Pour uno description pr~ciso des circuits mode epproche pormet do so passer du
d'appontage, on so r~f~rera A [6]. "miroir", en superposent un rep~re do
Nous pouvons d~nombrer lea diff~rentes - pento calA dans* le viseur A 3,5*, sur I&a
aides A lXeppontage disponibles sur les base du Triangle Blanc. Llinconv~nient
porte-ovions du type FOCH. eat quo Xe pilot. appontant au viseur no
Les aides du bateau vors le pilote sont voit plus les Aventuels signaux do re-

mise des gaz quo l1O.A. pout lui onvoyer
1) Le Radar d'appontage DRBA 51 dont l~a par le miroir.

port~e pratique sur llarri~re du porte- On constete quo le radar termine son aide A
avions eat do 15 Nq A 1 Nq. Le contr6- 1 Nq et quo le miroir guide ensuite le pi-
leur fournit par radio au pilote 1S gui- lote en ponte.
dage en cap et la distance restante. Ce Le DALAS, qui na pas do romont~e direct.
radar no donne pas indication do site. vers le pilots, aide IlO.A. A conseiller

per radio le pilote.
2) Le Syst~bmo DALAS (Dispositif d'Aide A

I'appontago utilisent 10 LASer). Co Sys- 4 PRESF.NTATION nfILSYCTEM
t~me, r~alisA par l~a C.S.E.E. en 1988
utilise trois aenseure - t~l~m~tre la- Le systAmo A base dimaerio quo Von pro-
ser, cam~re infrarougo et cam~ra lumibre pose ci-apr~s, pout permettro de guider le
visible - group~a sur une tourell. ins- pilot. do 2 Nq jusqu'A larrondi.
tall~e en ebord do Xe piste oblique. Il vient donc en compl~ment dlintallations
Lavion en finale est rep~r6 per un opA- ectuellos et a la particularit6 dltre
raeur situA devant une console portA par Ilevion et non par le navire. 11
d'exploitation, qui observe les doux ca- donne donc one certain* souplesse d'emploi
m~res. 11 d~signo le cible au t~l~mbtre Sur deautres naviros et des pistes A torre
Laser. Celui-ci Amot elors un rayon qui, d&M lors quo Vlon a num~risA beurg caractA-
r~fl~chi par un r~tror~flecteur situ6 ristiques.
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Il est enti~rement li6 A lavion. Ce choix Chainage des contours et approximation
est impos6 par la n~cessit6 dinformer en polygonale.
temps r~ei le pilate. A l'issue de cette extraction, on doit
Las 61l-ments constitutif a comprennent donc identifier les segments du mod~le par misc
one cam~ra sous la~ronef et on syst~me de en correspondance, pois effectuar las Cal-
traitement d'imaga at de calco±. culs g~om~triques pr~cis parmettant de dA-
Il pr~sante une consigna de pilotage en vi- terminer la position de l'a~ronef par rap-
seur t~te haute permettant de suivre avec port au porte-a~ronefs.
pr~cision le profil de descenta idbal.
On d~crit soccessivament la camera et son 6.2 Extraction des contours
positionnamant at lea traitemants mis en
uvre A partir de Ilimage num6rique quoalle On troova dans la litt~rature de nombreux
produit. d~tecteurs de contours dont le principe eat

toojours de mesurer la transitions locales
S CAMERA ET rFOMETRTIE nE. LTMAGE de niveao de gris. On s'appuie ici sur

lloprateor bian connu da Sobel, at sor he
On suppose la cam~ra plac~e 5005 l'a~ronef, d~tecteur de Deriche~l]. La premier demande
son axe optique 6tant orientA sor 1' axe de assez pau de calcols par point, mais le se-
dascente id~ale afin de cantrer la piste cond prodoit g~n~ralement des r6sultats de
dans l'imaga. meidlleore qualitA. En effat, le d~tecteor
La piste se pr~sante done comma on trap~ze de Sobel effectue de simplas convolutions
(Figure .1) sur des voisinages limit~s. La d~tacteur de
En supposant par example qua la cam~ra Dariche, qoi poss~da one r~ponsa impulsion-
coovre on champ de 15* x 150, repr~sant6 nalle infinia, raquiert des calculs r~cur-
par one image num~rique da 512 x 512 sifs, ce qui interdit one misc en oeuvre
pixels, on paut done, par on calcul trigo- parall~le. Toutefois, una approximation pa-
nom~trique simple, astimar la dimensions Lall~lisabla da ce derniar op~rateur paut
de ce trap~za dana l'imaga nom~riqoa vue offrir on boo compromis.
depuis de la trajectoira id~ale en fonction A l'heure actuelle, il est pr~maturA
de la distance ao porte-a~ronafs (Figure d'arr4ter on choix d~finitif car on davra
2). prandra en compte la qualitA des r6sultats
La pr~cision absolue de localisation de obtenus sur de nombreuses images at
l'a~ronaf, qui d~pend fortamant de cas di- d'6ventualles contraintes de volume
mansions, at notamment de la plus petite d'61actronique.
d'entra alles, se d~grada naturellement A A l'issu±a du calcul do gradient eifectoA
granda distance. Toutefois, il faut Agale- par l'una ou lautre m~thode, on supprime
ment ramarquer qua la pr~cision absolue re- toos la points dont le gradient n'a pas on
quise A grande distance eat momns impor- module extr~mal dan3 la diraction du gra-
tanta, an raison do temps de correction dient, afin d'amincir la contours at de na
possible. garder qua des lignas d'6paisseur onitaire.

6 ALQORTTHMES DE VTRTro PAR QRnTNATRtIR 6.3 Seu~ilage des gra~dients

6.1 Description Il subsista dans l'imaga des gradients
apr~s la suppression des non-maxima, de

Ces traitements permettent, A partir de nombreox contours dlintensit6 faible, bien
l'imaga observ~e par la cam~ra, de calculer qua localement maximala. G~n~rahament, on
l16cart de VaA6ronef A la trajectoire de prend ha d~cision de retenir 00 d'6carter
descenta id~ale. Cat 6cart consiste en one dhfinitivamant des points de contours par
valaur d16cart lat~ral (par rapport A comparaison do module do gradient a on
Valignemant de la ligne m~diane de la seuil. Cetta proc~dure soul~ve quelques
piste) at one valaur d'6cart vertical par difficult~s.
rapport au profil visA. La premier probl~me consiste A choisir he
Pour ca faire, on axtrait de l'imaga la seuil. Certaines mithodes consistent A ana-
segments rectilignes, at Von d~place on lyser l'histogratme de gradients sur toute
mod~le conno a priori pour le faire Correa- l'imaga, afin de ne retenir qu'une tranche
pondre aulX segments de 1' image. La d~place- sop~rieore pr~d~termin~e (n%) . Une telle
mant n~cessaire permet de localiser d~marche pose quelques difficult~s lorsque
IVa~ronef relativement au porte-a~ronefs, l'image ne pr~sente pas on 6clairement uni-
ce qui suffit a masurer l'Acart A ha tra- forme. Des seuillages hocaux (bas6s sur des
jectoira souhait~e. Llextraction des sag- histogrammes de Voisinages) contournent
ments comprend trois 6tapes cette difficult6.

Enfin, on constate quo le calcul des gra-
Extraction des contours, dients tend parfois A introduire des dis-
Seuilhage des gradients, continuit~s dans lea hignea de contours, ce

qui est p~nalisant pour la repr~sentation
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par segments de droite vis6e ici. Une tech- donc des simplifications baacs sur la 3im-
nique do seuillage A deux: seujis (3euil plicitfi du mod~le.
daccoptation inconditionnello, seui de Par ailleurs, on a vu plus haut que le fait
rojet inconditionnel) permot de d~finir un do restreindre la position de l'objet A one
intervalle de doute dans loquel la decision portion do llespace (a~ronef aux environs
locale nicessite llobservation de pixels du profil do descente) pouvait simplifier
voisins qui pouvent confirmer ou invalider les traitomonts on proposant one configjura-
la pr~sonce do contour. on pout ainsi corn- tion a priori du mod~le proche do cello of-
bler certaines discontinuit~s. foctivemont vue.
On obtiont donc, A co stade, uno image bi-
naire, dens laquollo chaque point oat soit 6-6 CRI-u d 'a noiin . a~n
un point do contour, soit on "non-contour"

Il sagit maintonant, connaissant la cor-
6 4 rhe inage des contourg et apprnximatinn rospondanco pr~ciso ontre les segments du

polygnalemod~lo et leurs contrepartios dens llimaqe,
do calculor la position du point

Cetto 6tapo vise A d~gagor lea segments dobservation. Cola nest possible naturel-
roctilignos parmi los contours d~tect~s loment quo par Ia connaissance do mod~le
dens l1imago. tridimensionnol pr~cis du porte-a~ronefs,
Pour ce faire, on approxime les lignos do et suppose 6galomont quo la cam~ra oat ca-
contours obtenuos par soivi dens limage, libr~e, cloat-A-dire quo Von connalt les
par dos segments do droites. On trouvo dens 6vontuelles distorsions qu'elle introduit.
la litt~rature plosiours proc~d~s Le probl~bme do localisation do
dapproximation polygonale. on utilise ici lVobservatoor 6quivaut A celui do localisa-
la m~thodo d~crite dens [2] et [3]. Le tion tridimonsionnello dun objet mobile
principe consists A no chalner lea points par rapport A un observateor fixe, qui a
do contours quo soos la condition do "c6no fait l'objet do nombreuses 6tudes dens le
admissible", clest-A-dire dens la diroction domaine do la vision robotique.
approximativo do contour (orthogonalo au on utilise ici une m"thode comparable A
gradient). Los sous-chainos ainsi d~limi- (4]. En offet, cette mithodo slappliquo aux
t~os sont alors simplemont approxim~es par mod~les d~crits par des segments do
autant do segments do droitos. droites. Do plus, ollo pormet une simplifi-
Natorellement, toos les segments de petite cation sonsible des calcols loraque los
taille (corrospondant A des chalnos segmonts du mod~le soot coplanairos, ce qui
courtes) sont 6limin~s, afin do no conser- est le cas des marquagoa vus sor Ia piste.
ver quun nombre restroint do segmeonts not- Pratiquemont, on estimo d'abord la rotation
tomont visiblos, comparablos A ceux du mo- do mod,&lo, puis s translation. on obtient
d~le A localisor. alors huit solutions ditos "admissibles".

Le choix do la bonne solution parmi ces
6_9 Mine en correspandanro des segments huit se r~soot ais~ment dens le cas do

l~appontago, car on connait, a priori,
On dispose, A ce niveau, dune part des Vaspect approximatif du porte-a~ronef3
segments rectilignes do contours extraits dens l1imago, vu depois la~ronef. La m6-
do l1image, dautro part du modible g~om6- thodo it~rative d~crite dens 15] permet d'
trique tridimensionnol du porte-a~ronefs, affiner Ia solution ainsi obtenue.
connu a priori, et d~crit par un ensemble Le r~sultat final produit par l'algorithme
do segments dons Ilespace. Le but de cetto eat dooc la position du mod~l. par rapport
6tape oat dlidentifier, lorsque cola est A l1observateur. on doit en d~duire, par
possible, los segments du modbl. pr~sent simple inversion, la position do la~ronef
dens l1image un A un. par rapport au porte-a6ronefs. Le profil do
Naturelloment, tous los segments du modele descente souhait6 6tant lui-mgme li6 au
no sont pas toujoors visibles depuis le porte-earonef a, on eat donc capable do me-
point dobservation ;ils peuvent aussi no surer l16cart do l'a~ronef au profil id~al
pas avoir 6t6 d~tect6s (00 pas sur touts (figure 3).
leur longuour), ce qui explique la latitude on romarquo quo los 4carts transversaux et
laiss~e A lalgorithme. vorticaux permettont d'6valuer lVerreur A
Cetto 6tape ingrate oat, en g~n~ral, tr~s corrigor. La distance au porte-a~ronefs,
difficile dens Is cas dobjots complexes 6galement estimA., nest pas utilis~e.
dont la position et llattitude sont a
priori totalement inconnoes. On utilise one 7 CONSTGNE DE PILOTAGE
technique assez g~n~rale issue d'une Atude
pr~c~dente - surdimensionnA. pour le pro- 7-1 Calncul dola a no,,ginna do nijjntA=
bl~me poS6. Elle s'adapte, on effet, A des
modbl.- dobjets vari6s, ce qui d~passe le Il s'agit d16valuer la consign. A pr63enter
cadre de lapplication visA.. On envisage au pilote en fonction des Acarts mesur~a

par Ia vision. Cette consign. doit Atre
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stable, clest-a-dire quelle ne doit pas n* 11 nlest pas identifi6 car une rampa de
Sauter 00 trembler au rythme des mesures. catapultage le traverse, ce qui provoque
On doit donc filtrer les informations four- son morcellement et empache s dktection.
nies par la Vision afin de stabiliser la On remarque 6galement que certains segments
consigne, sans toutefois exag~rer l'inertie ne sont pas d~tect6s d'une extr~mit6 A
de 1a r~action. En tout 6tat de cause, le lVautre, ce qui survient souvent, quelles
r~glage des gains de Ce calcul passe par que soient les techniques utilis~es.
une exp~rimentation dans les conditions Cependant, les algorithmes de localisation
r~alistes, et doit recueillir l'agr~ment utilisant ces segments Sont insensibles A
des utilisateurs en termes da stabilit6 et ce probl~me, puisqu'ils nexploitent que
de souplesse. l'axe des segments.

Cette coincidence permet de calculer la po-
7.2 Visualination de la nonsiane depilo- sition de Va~ronef par rapport au porte-

taae avions. La figure 9 illustra les
conventions utilis~es. Les traitements

Pour pr~senter au pilote la consigne per- permettant de situer l1a~ronef dans un
mettant de s'approcher au mieux do profil rep~re li6 au porte-a~ronefs.
th~orique de descante, on envisage d'une (X' 11,9 M.)~
faqon classique de visualiser en viseor lci -20,6 m.
t~te haqte 1-objectif de direction A re- (Z) -14 i.
joindre comme le sugg~re la figure 4. Ils parmettent 6galement de conn atre

l'orientation de l'a~ronef (ici, en fait,
8 EXPERIMENTATION ET RESULTATS de la cam~ra) relativement au m~ma rep 6re.

On illustre ici la validit6 de lapproche o01 41*
en effectuant lea traitements d~crits plus 4bz)O )
haut Sur one image de porte-avions prise ib

dans le spectre visible (figure 5) . Cette Si lVon compare cette position A la
image est prise depuis one position trajectoire th~orique id~ale, on rel~ve
grossi~rement assez voisine de la donc on 6cart transversal de 11,9 m~ktres
trajectoire d'appontage, bien que d~cal~e puisque l'origine eat situ~e dans le plan
vera la gauche. Lea conditions de prises de vertical contenant l'axe de la piste. Pour
vue ne posent pas de probl~meparticulier. l'6cart vertical, on troove one diff~rence
Le mod~le des marquages de la piste eat par A la rampe de descente id~aie de
ailleurs, illustrA par la figure 6. on se 11,3 metres (figure 10).
limite volontairemant aox grands traits do Le filtrage de cette mesure effectu~e en
marquaga. En effet, ceux-ci pr6sentent la continu permet de calculer one consigne de
propri~t6 de grande probabilit6 de pilotage appropri~e, prbsent~e au pilote en
d~tection en raison de laur contraste. De visaur t~te haute.
plus, leur lin~arit6 correspond A la
mod~lisation adopt~e. Enf in, laurs grandes 9 OCLSO
dimensions permettent one grande pr~cision
de localisation. Las dimensions r~elles de LW6tude parmat de validar Ie concept
ces marquage sont bien 6videmment connues d'appontage aid6 par traiteinent d'images
avec exactitude. embarqu6 sur llaronef.
La calcul des gradients seuill~s permet de Letchiesmpoes adpesdtc-
retanir la points de contours de Ilimage niques r~centes g~n~rales en vision par or-
dorigine (figure 7). Las contours d~tact~s dinateur, permettent effectivenent de loca-
repr~sentant des lignes minces et lisar l'a~ronef dana la trois dimensions,
continues, en accord avec la principe de condition n~cessaires au contr6le de la
l'algorithme de suppression des non-maxima trajectoire et so calcul d'une consign.
utilis6. II subsist. naturellement de corrective de pilotage.
nombreux 616ments de contours non La Suite des travaux comprend Ia validation
aignificatifs dans lea zones perturb~es de quantitative des calcula effectu~s Sur on
Lesint e otoge.n losch~6 grand nombre de situations r6elles et

Lea oint doconturs ontalo chan~s l'int~gration 6lectronique des traitements
at repr~sent6s par on ensemble de segments emta lxcuindslgrhe3n
rectilignes (figure 8) . Bien que l'aspect tomps r~el.
graphique de la figure ne diff~re pas Par ailleurs, le recours A 1Vimagerie
fondamentalement de la pr~c~dente, cheque thermique permet naturelleient d'Atendre le
616ment de 11image eat ici on segment de domain. dlutilisation A one obacurit6 et
droite, et non on simple point de cootour. one passivitA totales.
La num~rotation ref l~te lea appariements
avec lea segments du mod~le. On identifie
ici la quasi totalit6 des segments do
mod~le du marquage, et ce pratiquement Sur
Ilint~gralit6 de lour longueur. Le segment
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APPROACH AND LANDING GUIDANCE

A. J. Smith
E. J. Guiver
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Royal Aerospace Establishment
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England

SUMMARY - the visual cues available to the
pilot are significantly less than

The final approach and landing of any air- those available on shore, both in
craft operating from a ship is always a content and extent.
difficult task, even in benign conditions.
Ship motion, adverse winds and atmospheric Ship motion and ship manoeuvring, var-
attenuation compound the problems. High ations in relative wind speed and direction
levels of integrity and reliability are an resulting from ambient conditions and the
essential feature of any guidance aid in operational necessities of pre-set ship
the ship environment since diversion courses, wind turbulence caused by the ship
facilities are often not available. Issues superstructure, night operations and
related to costs, maintainability, levels reductions in visibility caused by atmos-
of training and covertness further con- pheric attenuation all increase the level
strain the choice of guidance aid. The of difficulty. Because the individual
handling characteristics of the user air- and compounded effects of these various
craft and operational procedures also parameters are not easy to quantify rre-
influence the choice of aid. cisely in operational conditions, signifi-

cant penalties are imposed on tactical
To achieve the objective of regular and planners who have to make conservative
safe operations in all weather conditions, decisions as to when to launch and recover
some form of guidance must be provided, aircraft.
The options range from painted markings and
lighting systems that are used by the pilot Approach and landing guidance systems can
to augment naturally occurring visual cues make a major contribution to the amelior-
to precision radio or radar systems that ation of these problems by enhancing the
are integrated into cockpit displays and precision and repeatability of the oper-
flight control systems. In military oper- ation and by overcoming or reducing the
ations there is a perceived need for pass- effects of various environmental con-
ive or covert forms of guidance. The ditions. A well designed guidance system
development of electro-optical sensors in increases the operational availability of
recent years has increased the number of the aircraft and reduces pilot work-load.
options and the availability of GPS will
provide even more potential solutions to 2 A TOTAL-SYSTEMS APPROACH
the design problem of providing precision
guidance. The achievement of safe landing operations

at a consistently high level of avail-
The topic of approach and landing guidance ability is dependent on the provision of a
has encouraged a large amount of research comprehensive recovery system that takes
and development over the years, with many account of several inter-related factors
special-to-type solutions being devised, including:
Except for the helicopter landing case,
where relatively little research and devel- (i) Physical characte-istics of the
opment effort has been expended, the system aircraft and ship deck.
designer is confronted with a large number
of potential solutions. (ii) Environmental conditions.

1 INTRODUCTION (iii) Aircraft handling and performance.

Throughout the history of naval aviation (iv) Pilot performance.
the landing of aircraft on the flight deck
of ships has been identified as a hazardous (v) Aircraft displays and controls.
activity; one in which pilot workload and
anxiety levels are frequently above desired (vi) Guidance aids, performance and
levels. The operational effectiveness of characteristics.
the aircraft as a primary weapons system is
however crucially dependent on the ability The designer of approach and landing guid-
to recover it after a sortie. Deck land- ance systems must take account of the
Ings are difficult for several reasons: impact of all these factors during research

and development work. Guidance aids are
- the deck area Is very small best developed in an environment where the

total recovery problem Is addressed by the
- significant obstacles are located various specialists working in an inter-

close to the landing deck active environment.

- the view of the deck available to The approach and landing guidance system
the pilot is often restricted by that is chosen for a given aircraft/ship
aircraft structural members and combination will generally consist of more
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than one aid. System integration is there- specification limits to the individual sys-
fore also of paramount importance at this team modules. The performance specification
level, should also define any practical con-

straints on system design.
The successful development of any approach
and landing guidance system involves The specification should be developed by a
several phases - definition of operational multi-discipline team that appreciates both
requirement, performance specification, the requirements of the user and the impact
technology definition, prototype build and on the total recovery system, of those
test and a total recovery system trial elements such as aircraft handling and
evaluation, performance, discussed in paragraph 2.

Procurement of a satisfactory guidance The performance specification must address
system depends on good quality work in all the following areas:
of these phases. This paper considers the
first 3 phases, with particular emphasis on Accuracy
operational requirements and the technology Data rate
choices available for systems currently Range and (angular) coverage
under development. Approach and landing profiles

Signal formats
3 OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS Field-of-view

Stabilisation
The operational requirements documentation Atmospheric attenuation
should describe what the system is required Signal covertness
to do: not what the equipment should be. Electrical power requirements
Broadly the operational requirement for any
approach and landing guidance system will 4.1 BASIC CONCEPTS
state that a certain type of fixed wing
aircraft or helicopter is to be operated The operation of both fixed and rotary wing
from the deck of a certain class of ship. aircraft from ships is increasingly an all
This statement defines the physical weather task. To achieve these objectives
dimensions of the problem. it is necessary to identify a system or

combination of systems that will enable a
However, a far more explicit document is combat aircraft to locate, approach and
essential. Major features of the land on a specified ship by day or night,
requirements should include: irrespective of the weather conditions, or

within limits agreed at the operational
(1) A description of the functions of specification stage of the project.

the ship/airc,'aft combination as a
weapons system. Although operationally attractive the cost

and complexity of a fully automatic landing
(ii) Acceptable limiting environmental system continues to be too high. It is

conditions such as minimum vlsi- therefore assumed in this paper that what
bility, maximum precipitation rates, is required is a system that allows the
wind speeds and sea states, approach to the ship to be flown on instru-

ments to a minimum safe decision range or
(iii) An indication of the level of oper- height after which the final approach and

ational readiness required from the landing will be flown by the pilot using
system. outside visual references, as his primary

guidance.
(iv) The frequency of landing required,

especially in multi-aircraft In determining the specification for the
scenarios, performance requirement it is essential

that the time critical nature of operations
(v) The overall ATC environment to a ship and the lack, in many circum-

including clear EMCON policy stances of a diversion facility be
guidelines, recognised.

At this stage of the process it is import- The operational effectiveness of a large
ant that the user produce a clear and well- decision range against the increasing com-
founded set of requirements that describe plexity and hence cost when this is reduced
what the system is required to do and that must be balanced. In determining this
the research team understand that the docu- figure it is instructive to consider Fig i.
ment as written is their brief describing
the task that the system should perform. This figure illustrates the occurance of
The importance of this stage cannot be various meteorological visibility in hours
over-emphasised. If there is indecision per year. Visibilities below 100 m have a
and imprecision in the operational require- low significance because of their limited
ment then the likelihood of a system being occurrence level. The range of interest
developed that 'does the job' is not very for precision guidance systems lies on the
great. Furthermore, cost over-runs will plateau between 100 and 2000 m.
probably be induced.

The Royal Navy currently looks for oper-
4 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION ational visibility limits of 800 m for

fixed wing aircraft and 400 m for rotary
The performance specification is based on wing aircraft, together with 200 ft and
the operational requirement. It translates 100 ft cloud bases respectively. However,
what the user wants into a technical speci- operational studies have suggested a minima
fication that defines the performance of 100 m visibility and 100 ft cloud base
characteristics of the total approach and as a design goal for helicopter recoveries
landing guidance system. From this is under strict emission control (EMCON)
deduced the apportionment of the total conditions.

---------------------------------------------------------
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It is relevant to note that for specified Range limitations in low visibility
areas In the North Atlantic the adverse conditions (Fig 3). There are
effects, in terms of probability of occur- practical limits to the levels of
rence place visibility behind high-winds intensity that can be produced from
and significant sea states, see Fig 2. practical sized light fittings.

Furthermore, intense light sources
Radio communications between the ship and produce disabling glare at close
aircraft is liable to suffer deterioration ranges. This latter problem is more
of its basic systematic performance due to acute on ships than at airfields
multipath signals reflected from the sea because the distances that the air-
surface. The magnitude of the problem will craft is from the lights when it is
be a function of the system and the varn- close to the landing are much
ation in the ship-sea-aircraft geometry. reduced due to the small size of the
Initially the effect will be observed as an deck.
Increase in system noise but could be so
great as to cause the system to fail in a Ang ular discrimination limitations.
cyclic manner. Optical guidance will be Where a visual aid consists of a
adversely effected by ship motion, most pattern of lights a pilot can only
significantly by pitch roll and heave, receive guidance out to the range at

which the individual lights can be
Stabilisation of radio systems can be pro- discriminated. In practical terms
duced to deal with such problems although the minimum usable separation is
their reliability will depend on high 3 min arc, equivalent to 1 metre
levels of processing in order to ensure between lights for every kilometre
that only soft and predictable failures of required range, ie for two lights
occur. Extensive built-in self test is to be discriminated at a range of
also essential. Visual aids can be stabil- 10 km they must be mounted at least
Ised to combat the effects of pitch and 10 m apart.
roll when the aid is essentially a point
source. It is not possible to stabilise Colour, intensity and frequency dis-
systems that rely on patterns of lights and crimination limitations. Pilots are
markings. able to discriminate subtle changes

in colour, intensity or frequency of
Ship motion therefore makes the hover and a light signal if there is a refer-
land-on manoeuvres difficult particularly ence source for comparison. Where
at night. This is an area of the recovery single source aids are provided, the
operation that has been neglected in number of readily identifiable
research programmes in the past, but must colours, intensities and frequencies
be addressed now if the demanding opera- are therefore very limited and
tions conditions to be encountered in the signal coding to indicate position
future are to be met. or rate is therefore also very

limited. For long range signalling
It has been normal practice for all air- only red and green lights provide
craft landings on ships to try to reduce unambiguous signals under all con-
the effects on these operations of cross- ditions. Pilots can Just discrimi-
winds and ship induced turbulence by choos- nate a 2:1 change in intensity,
ing a ship course for the land-on such that 5:1 is a more practical value. A
the final approach is made in-to-wind, similar ratio is required for fre-
Operational constraints, which preclude quency coding. With this latter
such flexibility are expected to apply in method of coding it is found that if
the future, particularly for helicopter the frequency is below 2 Hz, the
operations. Thus future guidance systems data rate is too low to meet the
must be developed that support adequately pilot's need for guidance and fre-
this new and significant requirement. quencies above 5 Hz are found to be

discomforting for constant viewing.
It should also be noted that in addition to
the problems caused by the operational Eye illumination threshold limi-
environment there are a number of funda- tations. Unless the level of
mental constraints that apply to any guid- illumination is above a minimum
ance aid. These are discussed in the value the eye will not detect the
following paragraphs. presence of a light source. In

addition, if the received energy
4.2 VISUAL AIDS level is above a certain value the

light is perceived as a glare
Visual aids conventionally consist of deck source. The difference between
markings and lights that augment the visual these 2 boundary conditions is
cues that are available from the pilot's typically 1000:1 in illuminance
view of the outside world scene, levels. However, this operational

range of 3 orders of illuminance is
Visual aids offer the great advantage of related to an absolute scale of
being essentially simple low cost, low background luminance spanning at
technology, using highly reliable and least 11 orders (1011) (ie the eye
easily maintained equipment. They require adapts to ambient light levels).
no aircraft equipment. In a wide range of Thus at any instant, depending on
conditions day and night they can provide the adaptation state of the eye, the
adequate cues for the task. However, for required level of luminance for vis-
current and future needs they have ual aids to work effectively can be
limitations which prevent any further anywhere in the range 10-8 to
significant fundamental developments. 10 lux. The intensity of the light
These limitations include: must be chosen to provide the
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required performance in terms of example to produce a I' guidance
maximum and minimum viewing ranges beam the following dimensions are
for the aid. required:

Other considerations when deciding on the
application of visual aids to a guidance Aperture Practicality
problem include: Frequency dimension on a ship

All visual cues rely on there being
a contrast between the light or 200 MHz 100 m Impossible
marking and the background. The
presence of surface water or shallow
fog, particularly when the sun is at 4 GHz 5 m Difficult
a low elevation angle can so modify
the background luminance that an aid
becomes un-usable. Under such cir- 60 GHz 300 mm Easy
cumstances a light that is generally
prominently displayed may not be
seen from a range as large as the These factors are shown in more
range at which the ship that it is detail in Fig 5. From this figure
mounted on can be seen. it can be seen that whilst recog-

nising the limitations imposed by
Flashing lights are not infallible atmospheric attenuation frequencies
attention getters. There are prac- above the UHF band are the most
tical circumstances where the ship suitable for the guidance task. At
will be detected before the flashing these frequencies aperture sizes for
light that is mounted on it. The transmitter and receiver arrays are
location of a flashing light can correspondingly small and are there-
also be difficult to determine, when fore more physically compatible with
it is the only visual cue in the the limitations imposed by ship
field-of-view. In these situations environments.
a pilot may see occasional flashes
and therefore conclude that the aid Multipath signals
is malfunctioning when in fact his
eye-point-of regard is drifting The problem caused by multipath
during the period when the light signals can be illustrated by con-
signal is not displayed, thus sidering a likely elevation profile
causing him to miss seeing for helicopter recovery consisting
subsequent flashes, of an initial long range horizontal

element, the height being between
4.3 NON-VISUAL GUIDANCE 400 and 800 ft, followed by a

descent down a 3' glide slope and
Recent major advances in sensors and signal terminating in a plateau starting at
processing have impinged beneficially on 1.5 n miles, 70 ft above sea level.
the utility of the whole radio frequency At the start of this plateau the
band thereby offering the possibility of a aircraft-sea-ship geometry is as
significant increased capability for mill- shown in Fig 6.
tary applications. These advances have
resulted in improvements to existing equip- At these very low angles the sea
ment performance. The potential for new reflection coefficient is very
adaptive systems also exists. These nearly unity and hence periodic can-
advances are timely in that there is an cellation of the guidance signal is
increasing need for the system flexibility highly likely. The geometry of the
that comes from the combining of sensors, situation is illustrated in Fig 7
There is also an increasing realisation of together with the received signal
the potential and need for covert strength. The high integrity
operations, required of non-visual guidance com-

pels us to address this problem.
However, as with visual aids there are some
fundamental limitations: 5 TECHNOLOGY

- Atmospheric transmission losses 5.1 Visual aids

Although the technological advances The suites of visual aids that have been
in sensors and signal processing are developed to support aircraft operations
applicable across the spectrum the are shown for fixed wing aircraft in Fig 8
increased bandwidth available in the and for helicopters in Fig 9.
millimetric and visible fields is
where the most benefit will be In general, ship-borne visual aids only
gained in future systems. It is give meaningful approach alignment and
unfortunate that it is at these glideslope guidance from ranges below 2 km.
higher frequencies that atmospheric The fundamental limitations discussed in
transmission losses are not only section 4.2 impose these practical liml-
high but variable, as shown in tations on the current systems. However,
Fig 4. research and development is producing new

aids that enhance the guidance signifi-
- Aperture size cantly. For fixed wing aircraft long range

approach guidance in both axes has always
The size of aperture required for been a goal, since good landings are based
the transmission and reception of on long stable approaches. High Intensity
radio signals is directly dependant lighting aids, stabilised against pitch and
on the operating frequency. For roll moti.ns and having signal formats

WWII.
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based on a combination of colour and fre- front of the pilot. The novel features of
quency coding are being developed. These this development include the concept of an
aids are intended to augment the existing active visual display of optimum format and
facilities. symbology to indicate the necessary infor-

mation rather than a passive fixed lighting
An example of this new type of guidance is pattern or format. Since helicopter pos-
shown in Fig 10. Being essentially digital ition signals are generated by the sensor
in nature and being limited to a small it Is possible to use software to remove
number of sectors it results in guidance all rotation and translational motion from
that is limited in sensitivity but which is the guidance and to compute rate aided
useful as an aid to deliver the aircraft guidance to augment the basic positional
into the more detailed guidance at close information. Fig 13 illustrates the
range where the greatest precision is concept.
required.

5.2 NON-VISUAL AIDS
For helicopter operations research is
largely focussed on short range visual In low visibility conditions the aircraft
signalling. Recent research by the RAE has to be flown close to the sea and the
(Bedford UK) has produced an improved form ship before visual contact is achieved.
of glideslope indicator. The signal format Therefore any non-visual guidance aid must
is shown in Fig 11 and the light output provide accurate position information at an
characteristics are shown in Fig 12. The adequate data rate with very high
improvements that this new aid offers integrity.
include:

Typical guidance accuracy requirements at
(I) a usable range that is twice that the visual transition are illustrated in

of earlier systems. The aid can Fig 14.
also be used in day time.

The achievement of regular and safe
(ii) wider azimuth coverage, to make approaches in all weather conditions is

acquisition and use easier, par- critically dependant upon the provision of
ticularly in crosswind conditions, low noise, reliable and accurate elevation

guidance, range information and azimuth
(III) unambiguous signals in all con- guidance.

ditions, by avoiding the use of
white or yellow as a signal colour, The following systems are currently
since most ambiguous colour signals candidates to provide the necessary
are perceived as white or yellow in guidance in the next generation of
this type of projection system. equipment:

(iv) imnroved stabilisation, so that in a. Inertial navigation system (IN)
roll and pitch the guidance Is
maintained within 2 min arc of the b. Global positioning system (GPS)
datum position

c. Airborne radar (AR)
Textural cues obtained from the deck
markings, which are floodlit at night are d. Ship-based infra-red trackers (IRT)
an essential feature of the hover and
landing manoeuvres. Considerations of INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM (IN)
covertness cause concern when flood light-
ing is used. One possible solution to this The performance of IN systems has improved
problem is to use electro-luminescent considerably in recent years through devel-
panels to produce internally lit markings. opments in gyroscope technology and com-
Such a system emits usable light levels in putlng capability. Simple systems
the directions required by pilots whilst typically have a velocity error of up to
emitting very little light close to the 5 knots whilst for modern precision systems
horizontal, thus making it difficult to this is reduced to 0.1 knots. At normal
see from surface vessels. Choice of appro- approach speeds the precision system vel-
priate phosphors can give an NVG compatible ocity error would result in approximately
option. I m/km drift in position indicated. IN by

itself is not able to meet the recovery
The potentially most significant area for guidance need, since accuracies of the
research for helicopter visual aids is order of 2 m in elevation guidance datum
related to the cues required for the hover are required. See Fig 14. However the
over the deck and the subsequent landing short term accuracy capability could be
manoeuvre. This is a difficult area that significant in a multi-sensor system.
has not been researched in the past
although it profoundly and adversely GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)
effects the ship/helicopter operational
envelope, especially at night. Research at It seems likely that GPS will be fitted to
RAE (Bedford) is currently addressing this many aircraft. It will be fitted to the
issue in a novel manner. Merlin but other helicopters may not

warrant the weight or cost penalty of a
The prototype of a ship based sensor system 5-channel receiver. However lower cost/
that detects the position of the helicopter performance receivers could be developed
over the deck in 3 axis to accuracy better in the future thereby broadening the
than 0.5 M at a data rate of 10 Hz has been fitting of GPS.
developed and built. Flight and simulator
trials will be the basis of a development Performance measurements of a 0PS (P-code)
programme to devise a display of hover and receiver indicate that height information
landing guidance that will be located on has a potential datum error of up to 10 m.
the ship superstructure immediately in The plan position performance is
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significantly better. A height error of the approach and landing guidance needs.
this magnitude is too large for the system Consequently some fusing of appropriate
to be used for approaches to low heights. systems is needed. At the basic level it

is envisaged that the use of complimentary
Any GPS employed for approach guidance to a and consistant visual and non-visual aids
ship will be operated in a relative pos- will continue. An important consideration
ition mode. This will reduce some of the must be the increasing awareness by the
errors. Nevertheless OPS alone will not military of the need for Low Probability of
meet the guidance accuracy needs for Intercept (LPI) or covert operations.
guidance to low heights and short ranges. Receive-only systems such as IR and OPS

integrated with the stand alone IN system
AIRBORNE RADAR (AR) are attractive. IR has severe limitations

due to its poor wet fog performance. It
A conventional airborne radar with fre- could however, be of assistance on the ship
quency agility, antenna design to reduce in monitoring aircraft on the approach to
side lobes and controlled sector scan will provide warning of deviations from the
still be detected by electronic intelli- optimum elevation profile. Prior to land-
gence (ELINT) systems at a very long range. ing, visual aids have the advantages that
Consequently use of AR will probably have by control of the lamp power the usable
to be restricted to essential activities in range can be readily adjusted. The inten-
an attempt to reduce the exposure to anti- sity setting being determined by ambient
radiation missile response. However as- viewing conditions.
suming it will be operationally acceptable
to occasionally illuminate the ship down to It can be concluded that although Individ-
ranges of 5 km, the question arises; would ual aircraft and their proposed equipment
the ship position deduced from this scan fit will probably drive the choice of Inte-
provide sufficient information to enable a grated systems the best performance is
precision approach to be made? Existing likely to be achieved using a relative GPS
airborne radar angle accuracies are no and an IN system, together with a radio
better than 1.5 mR. Ignoring ship lateral altimeter and a two way ranging ship to
motion during the approach this angular aircraft data-link for the initial approach
accuracy would result in an error due to phase, blending in visual aids for the
the radar fix of the order of 7.5 m. Such final approach and landing. The two way
an error is unacceptable in the elevation data link is necessary for relative GPS
guidance. To achieve a level of perform- operations but it would also provide accu-
ance commensurate with a precision approach rate range between aircraft and ship which
with such a system would require nearly an together with radio height could be
order improvement In the angular resol- employed to generate accurate elevation
ution. This would only be achieved at guidance. If such a recovery package is to
considerable cost. It must also be noted be provided then there are two elements
that the provision of the essential which require attention to satisfy the
approach path datum relative to the ship LPI/covert requirements; the radio
would require continuous knowledge in the altimeter and the two-way data link.
aircraft of the ship range, speed and
direction after radar switch-off. Where the peak of the transmitting antenna

polar diagram is directed at the sea, eg
SHIP BASED INFRA RED (IR) TRACKER for a radio altimeter, the horizontal power

level is likely to be low. It can be
A stabilised IR tracker on the ship could further reduced by adaptive systems which
provide azimuth and elevation angular adjust the beam pointing angle to accom-
approach guidance and range information modate aircraft manoeuvres on the approach
with an accuracy of 3 percent in all axes. whilst constantly adjusting the transmitted
The system is shown in Fig 15. As with GPS power level to a minimum compatible with
and AR a ship-aircraft data-link would be satisfactory system performance. The beam
needed, width of the transmitter array could also

be reduced for such a stabilised system
It is likely that with continuing develop- further reducing the radiated power. An
ment of IR systems their resolution LPI system therefore appears to be easily
capability will improve and possibly equal achievable. However, the LPI/covert data-
that of the eye. link between the aircraft and ship is much

more difficult to achieve. Operationally
One major disadvantage of any IR system is it may be essential that the covert option
that it is prone to limitations caused by be provided.
atmospheric attenuation. With a visibility
of 400 m an IR operating range of 1600 m in Intercept susceptibility is a function of
wet fogs can be achieved. This limitation many variables such as transmitter power,
necessitates the use during an approach of bandwidth, polar diagrams, signal/noise
a suitable alternative guidance aid having ratio, spreading function, system operating
adequate performance down to a range of range and detection range all of which can
1300 m. An IR tracker cannot, by itself, be massaged to reduce the likelihood of
satisfy the all-weather requirement detection. For a selected set of con-
although it may form a component of a total ditions the chance of detection of an LPI
system. For example, if on-board sensors system would be extremely low but still
could be used to guide the aircraft to a result, by chance, in the system being
range of 1300 m, then those sensors plus detected at switch-on.
the IR tracker could provide a complete
covert guidance system. COVERT GUIDANCE

5.3 DISCUSSION By covert or secret is meant a system where
no perceptible emissions occur. This is a

It is clear that no single equipment visual very difficult objective but the operative
or non-visual is capable of fulfilling all word is 'perceptible'. We will need to
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first define our operating range and then adequate power budget margin must be pro-
the perceptible range. This latter range vided for the whole of the approach. This
is that at which an enemy could detect the specifically applies during the low signal
transmission. Advances in navigation periods when the direct signal and
equipment accuracies have allowed the multipath are in anti-phase. The conse-
operating range of the approach and landing quence of this would be that excessive
guidance to be reduced and currently we can power would be propagated at those elev-
consider 2.5-3 n miles to be adequate. The ation angles when the direct signal and
visual detection of a ship by an observer multipath combine. This would clearly
will clearly depend upon the visibility. jeopardise the covertness of the system and
In clear weather due to earth curvature it in any case is inefficient in the use of
will also depend upon the observers height expensive millimetric power. It would
and mast head height for the observed ship. therefore be prudent to introduce on the
Ranges of 10-20 n miles are a practical ship a suitable adaptive data-link array.
maximum. The perceptible range will The aperture would only need to be 300 mm
ideally equa

t
e with this visual detection high and with current printed circuit tech-

range. niques and parallel processing a tracking,
high gain beam could be generated. Such an

We can assume therefore that the relevant adaptive array would be able to both deal
design ranges are 2.5 n miles for the user with the multipath problem and stabilise
and 10 n miles for the enemy observer. The the spatial beam against the effect of ship
ratio of ranges is only 4 which gives the pitch.
operator an advantage over the enemy, due
to geometric dispersion of only 6 dB. This The technologies developed to meet the cov-
is not significant and means must be intro- ert task set out above are equally appli-
duced to Improve this figure. Although cable to a radio altimeter, although the
spread spectrum, frequency hopping and/or complexity of active power management may
pencil beams can effectively reduce power not be operational needed for a 60 GHz
levels, they are all'basically LPI methods system.
and not covert. The suggested alternative
is to operate the guidance system at an 6 CONCLUSIONS
atmospheric stop band frequency of which
there are a number, the lowest frequency 1 Future guidance will be a mix of
one being centred on 60 GHz, see Fig 16. visual and non-visual elements.
At this frequency, at sea level, due to
oxygen absorption there is an additional 2 New visual aids will involve the
propagation loss of 15 dB/km above the 6 dB provisions of long range guidance
from geometric losses. This would result for fixed wing aircraft operating in
in an extra 112.5 dB for the 2.5-10 n miles reasonable visibilities particularly
operating to detection range previously at night. However, the major devel-
considered. This would increase to 255 dB opment in helicopter operations is
if the higher range figures are assumed, expected to be a visual aid that
Such attenuations effectively build a natu- uses a ship-mounted display driven
wall around the transmitter. Nevertheless, by an accurate position sensor.
spatial power management is still important This aid will provide hover and
and consequently both transmitter power and landing cues and in high sea states
multipath effects must be addressed, will significantly extend the oper-
However, operating in a stop band does ational envelope.
bring with it a need to produce consider-
able millimetric power levels to balance 3 It can be concluded that although
the power budget at the operating range any new non-visual guidance system
needed. The current millimetric solid will, on economic grounds, be biased
state power generatiion capabilities do not towards using the equipment fit
satisfy the perceived operational specifi- needed for other tasks, the best
cation. Consequently it will be necessary performance will be achieved with
to move the operating frequency away from the system previously described.
the peak attenuation at 60 GHz to balance This requires a GPS, IN and radio
the system power budget. Fortunately, such altimeter in the aircraft with a
a system having achieved a significant two-way ranging data-link to the
degree of covertness by operating in a stop ship on which is conveyed the ship's
band can then benefit from what previously OPS location. The perception of our
were referred to as LPI method. The two- military customers to the need and
way ranging facility needed can achieve hence form of this link has still to
higher accuracy by employing a spread be defined.
spectrum modulation which with a readily
achievable processing gain of 100 would
reduce the peak power level by a further
20 dB. Transmitter power management to
ensure an acceptable bit error rate
together with acceptable data integrity are
also straight forward with a two-way
system. Clearly, although the operating
frequency employed is paramount in the
covert debate, the management of trans-
mitted power is equally important.

As explained earlier multipath signals
reflected from the sea surface combine with
the direct signal and cause cyclic vari-
ations to the received signal strength. If
a robust link is to be provided, essential
in the non-visual guidance application then
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SInY and the mathematical programs. The results show
the simulator to be a useful tool in simulating the

An analysis of the shipboard characteristics of the ship-landing problem.
SH-2F helicopter in response to prescribed deck mo-
tion, deck friction, and steady wind conditions has In Reference 6, a computer program was developed to
been developed. The objective of deriving the predict helicopter landing and arresting system
SH-2F shipboard dynamic model is to define the safe loads and deflections for the SH-60B operating on
conditions for launching and recovering the heli- ships equipped with the Recovery Assist, Securing
copter from the flight deck of Navy frigates and and Traversing (RAST) system. The computational
destroyers. Operational conditions of interest capability is restricted to on-deck operations
include helicopter and ship deck dynamic interac- where the loading environment is associated with
tions which would potentially cause dangerous in- the dynamic responses of the ship in a given sea
terference between the helicopter and the ship state. The helicopter rotor aerodynamic forces and
such as sliding or tipping of the helicopter. The moments do not include steady wind effect. The
wind condition, ship deck motion, helicopter rotor main rotor lift generated by the rotor is assumed
thrust, and friction coefficients between helicop- to be 25% of helicopter total gross weight. A sta-
ter tires and flight deck surfaces are found to be tic solution is obtained based on an iteration pro-
important parameters which affect the helicopter cedure.
shipboard operations. Four sets of aerodynamic
characteristics are modeled in the analysis: one In Reference 7, the mathematical models were pre-
with the rotor operating at very low thrust; one sented for a baseline visual landing aids suite,
for the rotor stopped and inoperative; one for two versions of the airwake and the ship motions.
rotor folded; and one for the fuselage. The ship Existing operational procedures for launch and re-
motion data, including three linear translation covery of helicopters on small aviation facility
and two angular rotation degrees-of freedom (roll ships were used as a baseline for quantifying the
and pitch) are described in the time domain. The models. The baseline visual landing aids suite is
equations of motion of the shipboard dynamic mode) the current DO 963 visual landing aids complement,
are derived using the energy method. These equa- plus the mini optical landing system.
tions are solved in the quasi-steady fashion
within one-third of a second refresher rate to the For SH-2F helicopters flown with -101 Rotors or
prescribed deck motion time histories and steady Composite Main Rotor Blades (CMRB), the correlation
wind conditions, between test data and analyses are shown in Refer-

ences 8 and 9. Vibration reduction analyses on the
INTROO[RCTION SH-2F helicopter equipped with a -101 Rotor using

higher harmonic control inputs are also presented
An analysis of the shipboard characteristics of in Reference 10.
the SH-2F helicopter (shown in Figure 1) in re-
sponse to prescribed deck motion, deck friction, For this paper, the QuickBasic language developed
and steady wind conditions has been developed and by Microsoft Company was used on an IBM personal
analyzed. Over 200 SH-2F helicopters have been de- (.omputer to solve the equations that predict the
ployed aboard US Navy frigates and destroyers. SH-2F helicopter c.g. responses due to ship deck
Having a shipboard dynamic analytical model on- motion. The SH-2F helicopter is represented with
board the ships to obtain a safe flight envelope the rotor turning, stopped, and folded in order to
under adverse sea conditions is essential because simulate all possible combinations of the helicop-
SH-2F helicopters will remain in combat missions ter operation on the flight deck as shown in Ref-

until the year 2010. erences 11 and 12. Operational conditions of
interest include helicopter and ship deck dynamic

A sea trial involving an SH-2F helicopter and a interactions which would cause helicopter sliding
OE-1052-class ship was conducted in 1974 and re- or lifting one main wheel off the ship deck. Three
ported in Reference 1. The report concerns two translational and three rotational degrees-of-
different types of analyses of ship motion, in- freedom of the helicopter c.g. motions are modeled
cluding the standard power spectrum analysis of to predict the helicopter responses due to the ex-
ship motions and the aircraft event analysis of citation. All coordinate systems defined on the
ship motions during the specific time interval of helicopter and the ship locations are using right
an aircraft event. Both types of analyses are hand rule which has longitudinal axis positive for-
required in order to relate ship motions to the ward, lateral axis positive to the left, and verti-
degree of difficulty encountered in such events. cal axis positive upward.

Sea trial results which deal with the direct opera- The aerodynamic forces and moments generated by the
tion of the aircraft have been documented in Ref- SH-2F helicopter rotor and fuselage due to wind
erence 2. The rationale for relating ship motions speeds are also computed. For rotor operating
to degree of difficulty in aircraft events for pre- cases, a set of equations in the wind axis system
dicting operations on ships other than the 1052 is used to determine the proper aerodynamics. The
class was reported in References 3 and 4. orientation of the wind axis system with respect to

the ship is accomplished by axes transformations.
The operation of the SH-2F helicopter from the Three sets of aerodynamic characteristics other
decks of small ships was also simuleted using a than the operating rotor cases are utilized as the
large amplitude motion simulator reported in ratios of the forces and moments to the dynamic
Reference 5. It describes the simulation facility pressure.
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These ratios are given as functions of the wind az- C. HELICOPTER AEROCYNLNIC CHARACTERISTICS
imuth angles with respect to the helicopter lon-
gitudinal axis. 1. Aerodvnamic Tables Setup - The aerodynamic

forces and moments on the helicopter rotor and
The equations of motion are solved in the quasi- fuselage due to steady wind conditions are de-
steady fashion in less than one-third of a second termined. The rotor operating is given as a
refresher rate to the prescribed deck motion time series of equations in the wind axis system
histories. This quick response solution character- shown in Reference 11. The three forces and
istic can be used to run the program in a real moments are given as derivatives with respect
time manner to obtain the safe flight envelope to rotor angle of attack and pitch rate.
when interfaced with the ship motion data.

Three different aerodynamic tables for fuselage
TECINICAL ANALYSIS and nonoperating rotor conditions are used for

tables look up as a function of wind azimuth
A. ANALYTICAL ASSUUTIONS angles. These aerodynamic tables are: (a) one

table for the rotor stopped, but exstended; (b)
There are several assumptions used in the analysis one table for the rotor folded; and (c) one
to obtain the equations of motion of the ship and table for the fuselage. Three sets of aerody-
aircraft interaction due to ship deck motion and namic characteristics are utilized as the
steady wind conditions. These assumptions should ratios of the three forces and three moments to
be carefully considered when interpreting and de- the dynamic pressure. These ratios are given as
termining the helicopter reaction loads and mo- functions of the wind azimuth angles with re-
tions. The assumptions are as follows: spect to the helicopter longitudinal axis.

1. A rigid body helicopter fuselage is 2. Relative Wind Angle - The relationship be-
assumed in the analysis. tween relative ship and helicopter wind angles

is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The relative ship
2. The equations of motion of the helicopter wind angle (a9) with respect to ship 1ongitud-

with respect to the ship are linearized as ws espe o ship ongitud-
basedl axis is obtained from ship motion data.

motion, helicopter orientation on the The helicopter operating onboard the ship
flight deck, and wind direction are con- flight deck is not coincident with the ship
sidered large angles. axes. In normal operation on the landing plat-form, there is an angle between the helicopter

3. The helicopter landing gear spring rates and the ship longitudinal axes (mAs). There
and damping are assumed linear, fore, the relative wind angle (ewA) with

4. All aerodynamic tables are determined as a respect to helicopter longitudinal axis is the

function of the steady wind angle with re- difference between the relative wind angle with
spect to the longitudinal axis of the heli- respect to ship axis minus the helicopter Ion-
copter when the ship is at the level posi- gitudinal axis with respect to ship axis astion. shown in Figure 3. ewA is the angle used to

compute or to look up the aerodynamic charac-
5. The natural frequencies introduced by the teristics for (a) rotor turning in operation,

helicopter landing gear spring rates are (b) rotor folded, and (c) helicopter fuselage
assumed much higher than the ship motion aerodynamics. The procedure to obtain the wind
natural frequencies; therefore, the hell- angle with respect to the ship is as follows:
copter natural frequencies will not be
affected by the ship deck motion, a. Wind angle (ews) with respect to ship

6. The steady wind speed and direction and axis is obtained from ship motion data.

ship motion data are assumed unchanged for b. Helicopter has angle (A with respect
every one-third second time interval. As)

to the ship longitudinal axis.
B. SHIP MOTION DATA

c. Wind angle (eA ) with respect to the hal-
Ship motion data due to the sea wave and the steady 

wA

wind conditions are defined in the ship coordinate icopter longitudinal axis is:
system (Figure 2). These data include relative A = e - 0
speed and direction, and also include 3 linear ac- wA ws As
celerations (X, Z, 2), 2 angular displacements (q, d. eCA is used to find helicopter aerodynm-
p), 2 angular velocities (q, p), and 2 angular ac- is
celerations (4, 0) of the ship motions. All the tcs.
data are given in the time domain. Ship motions For rotor extended, inoperative, additional
are measured on the centerline of the ship deck
directly under the landing platform. The instru- information is required to fully define the
mentation station is equipped to measure pitch, relative wind angle between the wind axis and
roll, yaw of ship course, end accelerations in the the pitch axis of the rotor blades, shown In
vertical, lateral, and longitudinal directions. Figure 4. rhe blade angle with respect to
Yaw degree of freedom of the ship motion Is not helicopter longitudinal axis OBA is needed
used in the analysis. Ship speed and course are when the blades are stopped at any angle other
taken by means of repeaters from the ship's own then straight into the helicopter longitudinal
sensors. Ship angular velocities and accelerations axis. The wind angle with respect to helicop-
are obtained by differentiating the angular dis- ter rotor blade no. I is defined as follows:
placement with respect to time once and twice, re-
spectively. Every one-third second new wind con- a w e - 0A
dition and ship motion data will be given as the
inputs to the computer program. Inputs of ship aW is used to find the rotor aerodynamics
motion data to the analysis must be consistent with from the aerodynamic table when the rotor is
the sign convention, units, and the coordinate sys- exte aanamimuta whut turnng
tam described in this analysis. extended at any azimuth without turning.

A,
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3. Helicopter Relative Location - The rela- with typical helicopter mission gross weight at
tionship between helicopter and ship angular 12,800 lbs and with both helicopter and ship coor-
motions is shown in Figure 5. The helicop- dinate axes coincident. The helicopter also lifts
ter has roll (0), pitch (a), and yaw (o) one main wheel off the flight deck when the ship
angular motions about its own c.g. axes and rolls more than 31'. In the worst condition, when
the ship also has roll (q) and pitch (p) ang- the ship flight deck becomes wet and oily (U 

=

ular motions about the ship coordinate axes. 0.15), the helicopter starts sliding when the ship
Because the helicopter c.g. axes has an angle rolls more than 6.0'. Numerical results indicate
with respect to the ship longitudinal axis, that good and well-maintained ship flight decks can
the total helicopter angular motion roll (0 ) have 20

° 
more roll angle before causing the heli-

and pitch (A) about the helicopter c.g. sys- copter to slide on the deck, as compared to wet andand itc (0n aoutthe elioptr cg. ys- oily deck.
tem due to ship motion are given as follows:

Table 2 presents the numerical results of crosswind
n = + q cos 6AS + p s AS effects on helicopter shipboard operation when the

helicopter rotor is turning, sitting on an old and
On = - q sin eAS + p cos 8AS worn flight deck (p = 0.5), with longitudinal axis

straight into the ship axis. Under 45 kts cross-
SH-2F LANDING GEAR wind condition, the helicopter starts to slide on

the flight deck when the ship rolls more than 13',
The SH-2F helicopter has two retractable main 6

° 
sooner than the no wind situation. Also, under

landing gears, each with dual wheels, located in 45kts crosswind condition, the helicopter starts to
the forward fuselage and one, full-swivel, non- tip one wheel off the deck when the ship rolls more
retractable tail gear located in the aft fuselage, than 24' which is 7' sooner than the no wind condi-
The tail wheel can be swiveled through 360' and tion. Because the helicopter rotor blades generate
locked in the fore and aft positions. The main lift under the crosswind condition when the ship
landing gears are designed to have relatively rolls about its longitudinal axis, this lift force
larger left and right wheel span suitable for oper- will reduce total helicopter weight exerted on the
ating from smaller classes of Navy ships. The flight deck and cause the helicopter landing gear
spring rates and damping characteristics of the to slide or tip-off sooner than in the no wind con-
landing gear are obtained from various tests con- dition. Also, the drag force generated by the
ducted in the development of the high energy ab- fuselage will push the helicopter into sliding
sorption landing gear. Non-linear landing gear along the wind direction due to the crosswind. For
spring rate effects are neglected in the first a 30 kt crosswind condition, the helicopter slides
phase of the analysis. when the ship's rolling angle is more than 17.5,

1.5' sooner than the no wind situation, and lifts
EQUATIONS OF MOTION one main wheel off the deck when the ship rolls

more than 25', 6' sooner than the no wind condi-
The equations of motion of the shipboard dynamic tion.
model are derived about the helicopter c.g. using
the energy method. The position vectors of the Table 3 presents the numerical results for wind
points of interest on the helicopter are first angle effects on SH-2F helicopter shipboard opera-
defined with respect to helicopter c.g. without the tion with both helicopter and ship longitudinal
ship motion. Then, the ship motion effects are axes coincident with each other. The wind direc-
added in the kinetic energy terms of the equations tion is measured with respect to the ship coordi-
to represent the actual responses of the system. nate system. For a wind speed of 30 kts and a
The helicopter landing gear spring terms are not flight deck friction coefficient of v = 0.5, the
changed by the ship motions because the landing helicopter starts to slide when the ship's rolling
gear spring deflections are defined with respect to angle reaches 19 under the head wind condition.
the ship deck. All the aerodynamics generated by This roll angle gives 1.5' more than the value ob-
the rotor and fuselage due to steady wind condi- tained from the crosswind condition. Under the
tions are transformed into the helicopter c.g. head wind condition, the helicopter starts to lift
location. Also, the helicopter gravitational force one main wheel off the deck when the ship's rolling
effects are added on the right hand side of the angle reaches 27, 2' higher than the crosswind
equations due to ship deck motion. Quasi-steady condition.
solution technique is used to find the response of
the system due to ship motion. The computational For a 30 kt wind with a 45' wind angle condition,
time used to find the solution is within or--third analysis indicates that the helicopter slides on the
of a second using the QuickBasic language. deck above an 18' ship roll angle. This roll angle

gives 0.5' higher than the crosswind condition.
Numerical Results Similarly, the helicopter lifts one main wheel off

the deck above a 26' ship roll angle which is 1'
The friction coefficients between the SH-2F heli- higher than the baseline crosswind value.
copter and the ship flight deck surfaces are
important parameters which affect the helicopter Table 4 presents the numerical results of the hell-
shipboard operation. The variation of friction copter and ship relative angle effects on the SH-2F
coefficients between wet, oily, and worn deck con- helicopter shipboard operation when the helicopter
ditions changes up to a factor of 5 from the dry rotor is turning at the 30 kt crosswind condition.
deck condition. Table 1 presents the numerical re- The helicopter operating onboard the ship flight
suIts for SH-2F helicopter and ship flight deck deck is not necessarily coincident with the ship
surface friction coefficient effects due to ship axes. In normal operation on the landing platform,
rolling motion. Ship rolling angles which would there is an angle between helicopter and ship lon-
cause a helicopter to dangerously slide or tip-off gitudinal axes.
on the flight deck are presented. Helicopter c.g.
rolling angle end landing gear reaction forces are For the helicopter longitudinal axis having 45',
also listed at the helicopter sliding on or with respect to the ship longitudinal axis, the
tipping-off the flight deck condition, helicopter slides on the flight deck as the ship

angle rolls above 22'. 4.5' higher then the value
In the no wind situation and no relative ship obtained at 0 between the helicopter and ship
speed, the helicopter starts to slide on the dry axes. This is because the cosine effect of the
deck (p 

=
0.7) when the ship rolls more then 26',
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ship roll angle applied on the helicopter longitud- Under a 30 kt crosswind condition, the helicopter
inal axis has a stabilizing effect on the helicop- lifts one main wheel off the flight deck as the
ter shipboard operation. ship rolls more than 25', 6' less than the no wind

condition.
Also for the 45' helicopter and ship angle condi-
tion, the helicopter starts to tip-off on the Table 9 presents the numerical results of ship let-
flight deck as the ship roll angle reaches 31'

, 
6' eral acceleration effects on helicopter shipboard

higher than 0' helicopter and ship relative angle operation, with rotor folded under 30 kts crosswind
condition, condition. Numerical results indicate that the de-

gree of difficulty to operate a helicopter on the
With this information, the shipboard officer can flight deck is higher with the helicopter rotor
give the best order for ship speed and course to folded as compared to the rotor in operation.
avoid dangerous shipboard operation under adverse
sea conditions. For a ship having 0.2g lateral acceleration, the

helicopter starts to slide on the flight deck as
Table 5 presents the numerical results of ship lat- the ship's angle rolls more than 6' which is 12'
eral acceleration effects on helicopter operation less than the no lateral acceleration condition.
on ships. Ship lateral acceleration, obtained from For 0.3g ship lateral acceleration condition, the
ship motion data, was treated as a forcing function helicopter slides on the deck as the ship rolls
in the analysis applied on the right hand side of more than 1V.
the equations of motion and can be a very important
factor for helicopter on-deck operations. Ship CONCLUSIONS
motion data obtained from Reference 1 during a
4-day sea trial indicated that the maximum range of Based on technical analysis and numerical results,
the ship lateral acceleration, 0.3g, is enough to the analytical modeling of SH-2F helicopter ship-
simulate most of the sea-states encountered. board operation has been successfully developed.

The conclusions obtained from these numeric results
For a ship having 0.2g lateral acceleration, the are as follows:
helicopter starts to slide on the flight deck as
the ship's angle rolls more than 7', 10.5' less 1. The friction coefficients between SH-2F
than no lateral acceleration condition. Numerical helicopter and ship flight deck changed up
results also indicate that ship lateral accelera- to a factor of 5 from the dry deck to wet
tion has little effect on helicopter tip-off one and oily deck conditions are found to be
main wheel on the flight deck condition, important parameters which would cause hel-

icopter slide on or tip-off the flight
For a ship having 0.3g lateral acceleration, the deck.
helicopter starts to slide on the flight deck when
the ship's angle rolls more than 3', 14.5' less 2. The helicopter rotor lift will reduce total
than no lateral acceleration condition. Analysis weight on the landing gear, therefore,
proves that ship lateral acceleration is an ex- causing the helicopter slide on or tip-off
tremely critical parameter for helicopter shipboard the flight deck sooner than the no lift
operation. Extra care must be implemented to oper- condition.
ate a helicopter on the flight deck if the ship has
lateral acceleration more than 0.3g. 3. Best ship speed, relative wind angle, and

helicopter and ship angle can stabilize
The numerical results for ship vertical accelera- helicopter shipboard operation under ad-
tion effects on helicopter on-deck operation are verse sea conditions.
presented in Table 6, with both helicopter and ship
longitudinal axes coincident. Under 30 kts cross- 4. Ship lateral acceleration is the most im-
wind and ship flight deck friction coefficient of portant factor to cause helicopter slide on

0 
= 

.5 condition, the helicopter starts to slide the flight deck. For a ship having 0.3g or
on the flight deck as the ship angle rolls more more lateral acceleration, the helicopter
than 13' with -O.lg ship vertical acceleration and will slide on the flight deck as the ship
12' with - 0.2g ship vertical acceleration, respec- rolls more than 3'.
tively. These ship roll angles have at least 4.5'
less than the value obtained from no ship vertical 5. For a ship having more than -0.1g vertical
acceleration condition. For a ship having -0.2g acceleration, there is an increasing trend
vertical acceleration, the helicopter starts to of difficulty to operate a helicopter on
tip-off the flight deck as the ship attains a roll board a ship.
angle more than 19, 6' less than zero ship verti-
cal acceleration condition. 6. With the helicopter rotor blades folded.

the degree of difficulty on helicopter
Table 7 presents the numerical results of SH-2F shipboard operation is higher than the
helicopter landing gear friction coefficient ef- rotor turning condition.
fects with the rotor blades inoperative and folded
under no wind and no relative ship speed condition. 7. Further study and test are required to
The helicopter c.g. moves aft 8 in at the rotor verify the analytical model.
folded, 12,800 lbs mission gross weight configura-
tion. This c.g. shift will slightly destabilize
the helicopter operation on ships because the reac- REFEREICES
tion force on the tail gear increases as helicopter
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TABLE 1. HELO LANDING GEAR FRICTION COEFFICIENT EFFECT

NO WIND, OAS - 0, 12,800 LB G

FRICTION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN 2 (30.54
HELD LANDING GEAR AND SHIP DECK 0.1 ( 1 ) 0.5(2) 3

SHIP ROLL 26' 19" 12" 6.0'
ANGLE (DEG)

HELD ROLL
ANGLE (DEG) 4.8* 3.8 2.4' 1.2'

HELD SLIDES RIGHT WHEEL 8157 7862 7009 6075
ON SHIP DECK FORCE (LB)

LEFT WHEEL 326 1641 3149 4086
FORCE (LB)

TAIL WHEEL 2207 2473 2644 2645
FORCE (LB)

SHIP ROLL
ANGLE (DEG) 31" 31" 31' 31'

HELD ROLL 5. 5.9" 5.9" 5.9"
ANGLE (DEG)

HELD WHEEL
LIFTS OFF RIGHT WHEEL 9412 9412 9412 9412
SHIP DECK FORCE (LB)

LEFT WHEEL
FORCE (LB) 0 0 0 0

TAIL WHEEL 2376 2376 2376 2376
FORCE (LB)

(1) Dry Flight Deck
(2) Worn Flight Deck
(3) Wet Flight Deck
(4) Oily Flight Deck
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TABLE 2. CROSSWIND SPEED EFFECT

=As - 0; 12,800 LB GW; ROTOR TURNING; MIND ANGLE - 90; i - 0.5

WIND SPEED WITH RESPECT TO 0 15 30 45
SHIP (KTS)

SHIP ROLL 19" 18.5" 17.5" 13"
ANGLE (DEG)

HELD ROLL 3.8" 3.5* 2.7' 2.5'
ANGLE (DEG)

HELO SLIDES RIGHT WHEEL 7862 7156 6066 5586
ON SHIP DECK FORCE (LB)

LEFT WHEEL 1641 1496 1690 1454
FORCE (LB)

TAIL WHEEL 2473 2337 2286 2322
FORCE (LB)

SHIP ROLL 31 " 26 " 25 " 24'
ANGLE (DEG)

HELD ROLL S.9" 4.4' 4.0' 2.8'
ANGLE (DEG)

HELO WHEEL
LIFTS OFF RIGHT WHEEL 9412 6991 6084 4342
SHIP DECK FORCE (LB)

LEFT WHEEL 0 0 0 0
FORCE (LA)

TAIL WHEEL 2376 1865 1799 1744
FORCE (LA)

TABLE 3. MIND ANGLE EFFECT
*AS 0 0; 12,800 LB GM; ROTOR TURNING; WIND SPEED - 30KTS; p = 0.5

WIND ANGLE WITH RESPECT TO 0. 30' 45 60 90
SHIP (DEG)

SHIP ROLL
ANGLE (DEG) 19' 19 18" 18" 17.5'

HELD ROLL 3.7* 3.5" 3.0' 2.9' 2.7'
ANGLE (DEG)

HELD SLIDES RIGHT WHEEL 7909 7043 6649 6345 6066
ON SHIP DECK FORCE (LB)

LEFT WHEEL 1798 1324 1796 1644 1690
FORCE (LB)

TAIL WHEEL 2591 2317 2382 2301 2286
FORCE (LB)

SHIP ROLL
ANGLE (DEG) 27' 26" 26' 25 25

HELD ROL 4.5 4.3 4.0' 3." 4.0ANGLE (DES)
HELD WHEEL
LIFTS OFF RIGHT WHEEL 7671 6959 6331 6368 6064
SHIP DECK FORCE (LB)

LEFT WHEEL 0 O O 0 0
FORCE (LB)

TAIL WHEEL 2069 1651 1689 1613 1799
FORCE (LB)
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TABLE 4. ANGLE BETWEEN HELO AM SHIP EFFECT

12,800 LB Gl; ROTOR TURNING; WIW SPEED - 30 KTS;
VIM ANGLE - 90; p - 0.5

ANGLE BEIEEN HELO AMD 0 30 45
SHIP (DEG)

SHIP ROLL 17.5' 18" 22"
ANGLE (DEG)

HELD ROLL 2.7" 2.3" 1.9"
ANGLE (DEG)

HELO SLIDES RIGHT WHEEL 6066 5265 4224
ON SHIP DECK FORCE (LB)

LEFT WIEEL 1690 1475 1181
FORCE (LB) 19 17 11

TAIL WHEEL 2286 2754 2893
FORCE (LB)

SHIP ROLL 25" 27' 31"
ANGLE (DEG)

HELD ROLL 4.0" 2.7" 2.2'ANGLE (DEG)
HELD WHEEL
LIFTS OFF RIGHT WHEEL 6084 4429 3250
SHIP DECK FORCE (LB)

LEFT IHEEL 0 0 0
FORCE (LB)

TAIL WHEEL 1799 2781 2717
FORCE (LB)

TABLE 5. SHIP LATERAL ACCELERATION EFFECT

*AS - 0; 12,800 LB GM; ROTOR TURNING; MIND SPEED - 30 KTS;
WIND ANGLE - 9O'; p - 0.5

SHIP LATERAL ACCELERATION 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
(g)

SHIP ROLL 17.5' 12.0' 7.0" 3"
ANGLE (DEG)

HELD ROLL 2.7" 2.1" 1.2" 0.3"
ANGLE (DEG)

HELD SLIDES RIGHT WHEEL 6066 6029 5611 5336
ON SHIP DECK FORCE (1L)

LEFT WHEEL 1690 2629 3694 4827
FORCE (LB)

TAIL WHEEL 2266 2477 2605 2797
FORCE (LI)

SHIP ROLL 25 25' 25 26'
ANGLE (OEG)

HELO OL 4.0 3.7 3.5 3.
ANGLE (DEG)

HELO WHEELt __

LIFTS OFF RIGHT WHEEL 6014 5864 5643 4972
SHIP DECK FORCE (Lb)

LEFT WHEEL 0 0 0 0
FORCE (LB)

TAIL WHEEL 17 177 1796 1611
FORCE (LI)



WEFD ANGE 690 149 141 905

THPVRTCL ALRAIEON 228 2067195 1689-0.

SHIP ROLL 275* 13 1' 8
ANGLE (DEC) 1 0 2*1.*

HELD ROLL 2.0' 3.5* 3.3* 23
ANGLE (DEG)

LILD SLIDF RIGHT WHEEL 6064 5507 512 4624ONSHIP DCK FORCE (18)

LEFT WEEL a a a
FORCE (LB) 19 40 11 0

TAIL WHEEL 1799 107 159 1449
FORCE (LB)

SHIP ROLL 25
ANGL.E (DE) 19'24 12' 1.O

HELD ROLL 4 9* 3.6' 3.3' 3.0
HELD HEEL ANGLE (DE)

HELFTSLIDE RIGHT WHEEL 32 59 630 50
ONSHIP DECK FORCE (L) 604 57 512 68

LEFT WHEEL 09 106 289 382
FORCE (L)

TAIL WHL 298 27 311 10

ANGCE (LBS) 1" 10 59 14

SHIP0 ROL 25 1* 9* 1g* 6.*ANGLE (DEG)
HELELEE -OL -.* 3 .' 12

LIFTSSLIDF RIGHT WEEL915 14 945 15
ONSHIP DCK FORCE (LB) 42 79 630 S

LEFT MEL 39 140 29 382FORE (L)
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TABLE 8. CROSSWIND SPEED EFFECT

$AS I10, 12,800 LB GV; ROTOR FOLDED;
I ANGLE - 90"; p- 0.5

VIND SPEED WITH RESPECT TO 0 15 30
SHIP (KTS)

SHIP ROLL 19" 19" 18
ANGLE (DEG)

HELO ROLL 3.8 4.0 4.0"
ANGLE (DEG)

HELD SLIDES RIGHT MIEEL 7595 7728 8009ON SHIP DECK FORCE (20)
LEFT WHEEL 1406 1247 1483

FORCE (LB)

TAIL WHEEL 2976 29 3292
FORCE (LB)

SHIP ROLL
ANGLE (DEG) 31" 26" 25"

HELO ROLL 5.9* 49* 5.6
ANGLE (DES)

HELD WHEEL
LIFTS OFF RIGHT WHEEL
SHIP DECK FORCE (L8) 914S 8031 8984

LEFT MHEEL
FORCE (L ) 0 0 0

TAIL WHEEL 2 2 3023
FORCE (L) 2858 267

TABLE 9. SHIP LATERAL ACCELERATION EFFECT

#AS - 0; 12,800 LB GV; ROTOR FOLDED; WIND SPEED - 30 KTS;
VIND ANGLE - 90; p - O.S

SHIP LATERAL ACCELERATION 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
(g)

SHIP ROLL 18" 12" 6" 1.
ANGLE (DEG)

HELD ROLL 4.0" 2.8" 1.4" 0.1'
ANGLE (DES)

HELD SLIDES RIGHT WHEEL 8089 7062 5905 4842
ON SHIP DECK FORCE (Li)

LEFT WHEEL 1483 2512 3641 4676
FORCE (LB)

TAIL WHEEL 3292 3293 3284 3274
FORCE (LI)

SHIP ML 25 25" 26" 26"
ANGLE (DES)

HELD ROLL S.6 S.4" S.1' 4.7"
ANGLE (DES)

HELO WHEEL
LIFTS OFF RIGHT HEEL 894 8760 8537 7807
SHIP DECK FORCE (LI)

LEFT WHEEL 0 0 0 0
FOCE (LB)

TAIL MEEL 30M 3021 3019 2760
FOCE (LI)
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Abstract Experience with DI testing in countries, such

An analytic approach to helicopter/ship as the U.S.A, is an on-going necessity. The
dynamic interface testing is introducted. American Navy matrix alone accounts for
The development of dynamic Interface from over a dozen VTOL/VSTOL manned and
Ship Motion Simulation is presented, unmanned vehicles and more than 20 classes
discussing operational simulation
applications. A demonstration of a Deck of aviation capable ships [3]. In Canada, the
Handling Clearance Study is performed for a Aerospace Engineering Test Establishment
EHIOI helicopter and CPF ship model. (AETE) is responsible for the Department of
Preliminary results of the Landing Period National Defence (DND) interface flight deck
Designator development project are certification testing. However, in-house
provided. practical experience in interface testing is
Sommaire minimal [41 since there has not been a large

testing requirement. This is primarily owing
II existe plusieurs applications possibles pour les to few new acquisitions leaving a small
programmes de simulation du mouvement des interface matrix.
navires (SMS). Cet article prisente une approche
analytique pour itudier des problimes relifs d
I'interface dynamique aironeflnavire basie sur la Recent capital acquisition and R & D programs

simulation d'activitis opirationnelles. Un exemple have renewed DND's interest in DI. Through a
d'tude est prisent, concernant le couple alronef Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
inavire (EHIOIICPI-). Ceite isude itablit des between the United States and Canada the
enveloppes ope'rationnelles pour Ia manutention de
Ihelicoptire sur le pont du navire en utilisant un means for participation in DI analysis became

modile analytique. Une seconde application des available. The purpose of this paper is to
programmes de simulation est aussi prisentie. it present highlights of the aircraft/ship
s'agit du diveloppement de l'algorithme d'un interface simulation programs, the DND
indicateur de piriodes d'atterrissage. Quelques
ritsultats priliminaires sont inclus dans ce rapport supported deck clearance study, and the

Landing Period Designator application.

1.0- Introduction 1.1- Experimental vs Analytical DI

Maritime helicopters operating from Dynamic Interface is divided into two broad
aircapable warships are limited mainly by categories: the experimental or at-sea
high winds and rough seas. These factors measurement of limitations; and analytical
result in irregular six degrees-of-freedom which centres on computerized simul.,tion
motion coupled with extreme levels of wind- studies [5]. The two methods are not
over-deck velocity gradients and turbulence, mutually exclusive. Neither method alone can
Healey [11 has noted that helicopter synthesize an effective, comprehensive and
operations are limited to only ten per cent timely solution of the complete DI problem.
availability for a 122 m (400 ft) frigate in the
wintertime North Sea environment. Dynamic Experimental DI is the traditional approach.
Interface (DI), defined as the study of the Helicopter DI experimentation investigates
relationship between an air vehicle and a operational launch and recovery. engage/
moving platform, is therefore performed to disengage of rotors, vertical replenishment
reduce the risks and maximize operational and helicopter in-flight refueling envelopes.
flexibility [2). "Shipboard suitability testing" assesses the

is a-graua-te studeat in the D~wiement de Gadequacy, effectiveness, and safety of

civil. ole Plytechque e Motrl. shipboard aviation.

------------------------------------------------

* -.
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Experimental Dl has evolved into a science, and motion, such as the Standard Ship Motion
Testing methodologies and procedures have Program or SMP series 1I11. This gendre of
been standardized by laboratories, such as, simulation attempts to describe the responses
NATC (USA) and NRL (the Netherlands). of marine vehicles and structures in a seaway
These establishments integrate various [12]. Products of the analysis predict
testing approaches, such as wind tunnel vehicle/structure motions, accelerations
analysis, with at-sea experimentation, under wave induced forces and moments.
Typically, air vehicles are instrumented to Shortly after the initial SMP series
record many aspects of the interface [61. publication, O'Reilly 1131 published the first
While the testing has numerous objectives, air vehicle/ship frequency analysis program
the concentration is on launch and recovery using the theories of Korvin-Kroukovsky 1141,
envelope development and expansion. The Michael St.Denis [15], and Willard Pierson
procedure requires a helicopter launch or [161. A joint experimental and analytical DI
recovery in a specific prevailing approach was proposed by NATC in 1983 1171.
environmental and ship condition. The launch SMS notwithstanding, computer analysis was
or recovery is rated by the pilot on a scale still generally limited and required further
termed the Pilot Rating Scale (PRS), based on development. Presently, development is
an assessment of pilot workload resulting limited only by computer availability and
from aircraft control margins, aircraft flying time (table 1.1).
qualities, and performance in the shipboard
environment [7]. Envelopes are developed for Table 1.1
various environmental conditions in day and Experimental Limitations and
night operations. Other DI ship tests, such as Analytic Advantages
aviation facilities evaluations and deck
handling, investigate specific support issues Experimental Dt Analytic D1

18]. Limitations Limitations

Availability of test Availability of
Deck handling studies investigate problems assets (ship/a.c.) computer system
associated with the movement of air vehicleson the flight deck and in the hangar. The air Availability of desired Not applicable, pro.

maritime environmental grammable condition
vehicle conditions with respect to the ship climate
(restrained or unrestrained) and air vehicle Logistics required Not applicable perform
configuration (fuselage or rotor fold position) manpower; equipment study in laboratory
are individually investigated. Clearance
measurements are recorded during static Large costs for Smaller costs forassets & manpower computer & manpower
(dockside) and dynamic (at-sea) test phases
with the test aircraft fueled or empty and the Time required to Batch computer simu-
main rotor blades spread and folded [9]. complete envelope lations, multiple runs
Engage and disengage studies and deck May entail physical No risk to the
airwake surveys are also components of a danger researcher
complete DI test.

Dl analytics emphasize mathematical While analytics may seem less taxing to the
modeling and simulation to support flight DI system, it cannot, nevertheless, replace
testing. Analytics can be used to help define experimentation. Envelope studies will
the safe operational limitations of any always require physical verification.
ship/helicopter combination by: Analytics may provide a means of controlling

i)- simulating ship motion in space the DI test environment and, thus, a short-cut
and time. mechanism to test more efficiently [181.

ii)- simulating helicopter on deck.
iii)- simulating degraded operational 1.2- DND Activity and Program Interest

conditions.
The Canadian Department of National

Analytics were created as a data handling tool Defence's (DND) interest in Analytical Dynamic
to treat the enormous bulk of data which was Interface increased during the preliminary
accumulating at increasing rates 1101. Initial studies involved with the New Shipborne
breakthroughs revolved about ship definition
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Aircraft (NSA) project in the mid-1980's. It Within DND, it is envisaged that DI has

was realized that a complete analytical potential to provide a starting point for actual

capability was unavailable within DND and flight testing. The helo/ship interface
that such a tool could be useful for software as transferred under TTCP would
streamlining flight tests and in determining complement the existing ship motion analytic
the limitations of operating relatively large capability, following validation. The initial
and heavy aircraft from Canadian warships. step would be to use analytics to identify the

appropriate ship motion conditions necessary
Concurrently, CANADAIR obtained the ability to test various launch and recovery
to develop D i through the Tripartate envelopes. The challenge is to confirm the

Technical Cooperation Program (TTCP) veracity of the analytic method in order to

subsquem ntly sfUmid an MUolictd provide confidence to all concerned withsubsequently submitted an Unsolicited Naval helicopter/ship operations.

Proposal to DND to conduct a Deck Motion

Study and develop a "Landing Period 2.0- Ship Motion Simulation
Designator" (LPD). A contract was eventually
awarded to CANADAIR in November 1989 to The Ship Motion Simulation (SMS) part of the

modify existing software to provide a analytic DI program, was developed by Peter

dedicated VAX data base, develop an J.F. O'Reilly at Bell Helicopter Textron for the

analytical clearance envelope addressing an USN (NAEC) between 1973 to 1984. The SMS

unsecured air vehicle, and to provide mathematical model, which utilizes synthetic

fundamental arguments for follow-on work. time history traces, was adopted by Hughes

The LPD concept was not supported by DND Helicopters, Inc. (now McDonnell Douglas

and is being developed solely by Canadair. Helicopter Company) from NATC in 1984 for
the experimental AH-64 Apache marinization

The Canadian Navy has developed helicopter program. In 1987, NAVAIR transferred,
operations from small warships since 1957 under the auspices of the TTCP MOU, the

1191. Now, the Canadian Navy faces several simulation to the Canadian DND for further
challenges in the near future, with a fleet in study and development. As a result, SMS has

transition and a requirement to undertake many homes under TTCP with one centre of
Flight Deck Certification Trials for the new excellence, currently at Bombardier Inc.

Canadian Patrol Frigate (CPF) and Tribal-class Canadair Surveillance Systems Division in
Update and Modernization Project (TRUMP) Montrdal.
ships. The CH-124 SEAKING helicopter will be
operated from these ships and an NSA 2.1- SMS Theoretical Synopsis

replacement project is in progress. The NSA
choice includes a variant of the The O'Reilly Ship Motion Simulation Model is

Westland/Agusta European Helicopter EHIOI, derived from the relationship between the

which is significantly larger than the current wave and ship motion spectrum [20]. It

CH-124 SEAKING. Finally, other Canadian incorporates seakeeping philosophy and

ship-classes such as the Auxiliary Oiler applies various definitions of seaway spectral

Replenishment (AOR) ships and "ISL/ANS" formulation, such as, Pierson-Moskowitz [211,

DDHs are operating helicopters in a variety of and Bretschneider [221.
environments on assorted missions, including
R&D. After a lapse of several years, Canada SMS defines a seaway, computes the

will once again conduct flight deck clearances. hydrodynamic and hydrostatic forces imposed
on a ship and calculates the resulting ship
motions. The simulation is an extensive

With the flexible roles and varied treatment of a floating cbject's response to

environments all maritime forces are the dynamic loads on it's structure.
involved with worldwide, an accurate and
verified helo/ship modelling resource should SMS is divided into two basic themes, spectral

be available to test for safe yet aggressive analysis of a desired seaway/ship condition
operational limits. An economical method and calculation of synthetic time histories
combining analytics and experimentation to representing plausible ship motion.
streamline the flight testing, determine The SMS fundamental relationship is:

clearance envelopes and examine helo
traversing stability would thus be extremely
useful.
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Sr --- S() . RAO .tf(V,g) (2.1) spectrum (figure 2.1) over the entire range of
where; frequencies.

Sr = Ship Response Spectrum The procedure is conducted simultaneously
So)(m) = Seaway Spectrum for all degrees-of-freedom and reduced to
RAO = Response Amplitude Operator corresponding harmonic components. The

f(V,g) = frequency mapping sets of harmonic components form the basis
(encountered spectrum) on which synthetic time histories of ship

motion are developed. Synthetic time
At the conception of SMS, Pierson-Moskowitz histories are created stochastically in the SMS.
was used as a standard for comparison. This Each component is defined by an amplitude,
may no longer be true, but its simplicity is A. a circular frequency, (o, and a phase angle,
still appealing. In SMS, the sea spectrum E [241. A typical time history equation is as
defined by Pierson-Moskowitz is given by: follows (here in the vertical direction):

k

(4ad 2  
Az Y (Az n cOs( O n - Zn)) (2.4)

= a,5 e Hs2(04 (2.2) n=1

The various time history samples created by a
where, harmonic component and seaway calculation
a = constant are combined, in the case of SMS, as a sum of
g = acceleration due to gravity 48 synthetic functions (k=48). Figure 2.2
0 = wave circular frequency displays typical time history traces using the
Sco) = spectral density SMS program.

SMS can also apply the Bretschneider sea 2.2- SMS Program Description
spectrum which is adaptable for both fully Throughout the evolution of the SMS and
and partially developed seaways. related subject routine programs, "user-
Bretschneider is given by: friendliness" and versatility have been

priorities. Software development that
requires "User-friendliness" generally cannot

-1944.5 be too complex, while complexity usually
- 483.5 2 , .)4 occurs at the expense of User-friendliness.S() o H.0 e 4( 0 4 (2.3) There are more than 150 subject routines

developed over the years related to SMS for
both the IBM and VAX environments.

Other spectral formulations available in SMS
include the International Towing Tank Figure 2.3 is a flowchart of the VAX core
Conference (ITTC, which resembles the subject routines in SMS. The simulation core
Bretschneider) and the Joint North Sea Wave may be attached to either the Ship Motion
Project (JONSWAP). JONSWAP is a two Program (David Taylor Research Center) or
parameter formulation using fetch length and SHIPMO (Defence Research Establishment
wind speed as the variables. Atlantic) RAO master files. The subject

routine NAV2 selects the appropriate master
The spectral characteristic of a vessel is file and scans for the selected ship/sea
defined in the SMS by experimental or condition. NAV3 (ahead seas) and NAV4
computationally developed transfer functions (following seas) read the RAO tables, create
termed Response Amplitude Operators (RAO). the encountered seaway in the frequency
The response amplitude operators are domain and generate h;jnonic component
transfer functions which define the dynamic sets for the centre of motion six degrees-of-
responses of the ships for a specified freedom. These motions are resolved to the
load/operating condition [23]. point of interest (nominally the landing deck

bullseye). and are termed, "Vertical, Lateral
The ship response spectrum is created as the and Longitudinal".
product of the RAO and the driving sea
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Spectrum for given

SEA SPECTRUM ~significant wave height
(Ships Speed and wave and given encountered conditions
heading) , Sw to each DOF for given

encountered conditions
a:nador each of "n" freq

RAO's I HII O Y S WAY UROx

te c eSR = Sw x RAO
SJ I<:3At each of "n" freq

RESPONSE So St, S Sy[ 2  Sx (phase tag at eachSPECTRA SS 0  SSyS _. freq not shown)

Oe we (0e 0)e we we
I I I I I C3 Harmonic Analysis

. AiXrt.W1,C'it 1 A0, W10 A01 , W~l01 Ay 1, y1 ,,*., into "n"components
HARMON1C' "s Ai 2. W2, E 2 A02. W2,, E2 A 02 , E02 Ay 2 

0
2, £Y2COMFO1: (:'

AWn, (On, Fin Aen, Wn. en A 0 n, Wn, con Ayn (On, EY n

Figure 2.1-SMS Computational Summary

' -* 'Thus, in summary, the Ship Motion Simulation
program, as developed by O'Reilly, applies
deterministic measurement to a probabilistic

" spectrum. Deterministic synthetic time
ag histories are derived from the probabilistic

____|____V____ spectrum.

C6 TIME (seconds)

-JIN ~NAV2
-A i MASTER =.L HRCOMP

TABLES TIME
AHEAD HISTORY

a -. s. aa SNAV3

TIME (seconds) TAE AV
Figure 2.2- TAB
Typical SMS Time History Traces A _

The harmonic component tables are used HRCOMP
create synthetic time history reports. NAV5, TABLES
the ship response time history trace subject IOLLOW
routine, contains numerous menu selections of L
studies, motion statistics and traces. The
purpose of the routine is to create a series of
synthetic time history traces resolving ship

'motion in any of die six DOF at the C.G and at
any point of interest on the ship. Figure 2.3- SMS System Flowchart
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3.0- Aircraft/Ship Interface Simulation motion characteristics transmitted by SMS,
the only remaining environmental condition

The most important applications of SMS are in requiring definition is the on-deck air flow.

direct operational simulation such as aircraft The model addresses the issue simply by a

launch and recovery; deck handling; and unidirectional wind-over-deck model. This is

general flight readiness (or availability), represented as a force in the same direction

These applications use the core programs and as the prevailing wave front and remains

another subject routine termed NAV8 constant for the duration of the simulation

(FLYNAVCDN), the interface program. run.

NAV8CDN.VAX is a mathematical description Ship deck accelerations are resolved for the

of conditions limiting the on-deck availability helicopter. The inertial loads at the helicopter

of an air device. Factors affecting an air center of gravity (Fi . Fi and Fi ) are

vehicle on a moving platform are primarily determined as follows:

ship motion; Wind Over Deck/ship airwake
turbulence; and deck conditions (eg: wet, dry,
oily, obstructed). Fix = W* AXco

Launch and recovery studies can be Fi = W * AYco (3.1)

developed to determine impact dispersion, Fi, = W *AZcr

landing aids, hauldown system effectiveness.
and ship stabilization system effectiveness, where;

Deck handling clearance or safety, is a study i'Fix

of the motion sensitive activities involved in /handling a vehicle in the marine environment. FFil = Inertial Forces due to ship motion
This is usually directed at the handling of an /F|

air vehicle on small air capable ships. In SMS, Fiz
the limitations can be defined as the point at W = Aircraft Weight
which an aircraft/ship incident occurs.
Incident means an occurrence of aircraft In the longitudinal, lateral and vertical
turnover, pitchback or on-deck slide at any directions, these inertial loads become:
point from the on-deck recovery to hangar
stowage and back to launch.

Availability involves maintenance concepts. T, T1F1 i

limitations, Deck handling or clearance T3 T32 331

studies de.ermine turnover limits, sliding T31 T3 2 T3 3  ' -(iz+W)J

freedom, tiedown forces, traversing factors,
and pitch back limitations ( Results of a deck where;
clearance option are presented in section 4.2).

3.1- Theoretical Synopsis Tij = T(4,0.e.) (transformation matrix from
ship's axis system to horizontal

Aircraft movement on the flight deck can be level/vertical axis system)
defined by its landing gear footprint; deck
location and orientation; aircraft weight and where;

inertias, centre of gravity, lateral drag area 0 = Roll
and centre of pressure. The aircraft on the a = Pitch
deck experiences ship forces and moments = Yaw
which create rectilinear and angular
accelerations on the air vehicle. The The Wind Over Deck (VWOD) and WWOD define
accelerations can be integrated numerically to

determine the position and attitude of the the magnitude and direction of the wind with

helicopter relative to the ship as a function of respect to the ship's longitudinal axis. To

time, for various ship motions 1251. With the compute the lateral force applied at the

air vehicle and ship deck defined and the ship aircraft Centre of Pressure due to the wind.
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the VWOD is resolved along and normal to the Assuming perfect rocking, the axial force on
aircraft centre line (Vwlong and V wat). The the left main gear is vectorially opposite to

lateral component is used to compute the the force acting on the right main gear:
lateral force per MIL-T-81259 (U.S. military FLMOnerta) FRMO(inertia) (37)
standard) as follows:

Vw 2 where;

Fwy = 35 * Ay * W0 (3.3) FLMG(inertia) = Left Main Gear Axial Force

The incremental aircraft roll due to inertial
where; loads is determined as follows:
A y = Aircraft Projected Area Normal to (F rti.'

theV wat Component AO(ineirta) = tan- KLBL ,) (3.8)

Fw = Lateral force applied at the aircraft
Centre of Pressure due to wind The model assumes the wind is constant,

therefore the AO(wind) is constant throughout

the simulation run. Howeve:, A10(inertia) is
The axial forces on the main landing gears continuously changing with ship motion. The
due to wind force Fw is given by: total incremental change in aircraft roll with

respect to the ship (absorbed by the landing
(Fw )(WLCp- WLG) gears) is then determined by:FRMOwind = (LBL + RBL) (3.4) (LaI = (.,n)+A(ieIa) 39

ALL BO6(total )  = AO (wind) + AO(inertia) (3.9)

where;
FRMC;(,fd) = Right Main Gear Axial force Deck condition, eg: dry or with substances on
Fw = Wind Force Lateral Component the deck, such as water or oil, is a variable in
WLCp = Centre of Pressure Waterline the program. This affects the stability of the
WLG = Ground Waterline air vehicle through the landing gear friction.
LBL = Left Wheel Butteline Air vehicle slide may be detected with the
RBL = Right Wheel Butteline deck condition set for oil or water while the

same sea condition/environment on a dry
deck may show the air vehicle as stable.

The incremental aircraft roll due to the wind The aircraft is modelled for "worst case"
is determined by: scenarios. For the greatest landing gear

deflection, nose gears are modelled unlocked
t (( and castored for turnover. The model is lined

an BL  (3.5) up with the ship centreline and is rotated on

where; the deck to find the least stable, but realistic,
orientation (figure 3.1).

K = Aircraft Spring Constant As an input to the model, the aircraft centre

The axial forces on the main landing gears line direction with respect to the ship lateral
due to aircraft inertial forces in the plane of axis (y) is given as (p) along with the polar
the main gear, is given by: coordinates of the right main gear R and (0)

on the flight deck plane. These parameters

FRMG(ineria) ' * IWLCG WLG (3.6) together with the aircraft center of gravity
LBL+RBL J coordinates, nose gear. main gears (right and

where; left) and nose gear pivot, are geometrically
adequate to compute the following

WkG = Centre of Gravity Waterline aircraft/ship interface critical boundaries:
FRMG(inertia) - Right Main Gear Axial Force
due to the lateral inertia force Y defined in
equation (3.2).
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a) The 'worst case' hinge line on the flight where;
deck about which the aircraft will turnover
(right or left). Two lines are defined, RT o WLw = Water Line to the aircraft C.G

and LTO. Each line is computed from its WLG = Water Line to the the deck

relevant main gear position to the nose STAW = Station of aircraft C.G.
gear swivelled for worst case right or left STAM = Station of aircraft main gears
turnover.

b) The azimuth of these two lines are then-FY
determined with respect to the ship's
longitudinal axis. AZRTO and AZLTO.

c) The distance from the aircraft C. of G. to
each line is computed, TODR and TODL. GROUND PLANS
They define the distance that the Center of -" I
Gravity (in virtual condition) should move "
to the right or to the left for a turnover to
occur.

d) Two more angles are then defined. These uTruLwNUIo)

are TOR and TOL. They are Turn Over
Right or Left angles, expressed as follows:

TOR = tanl .WLw-WL (.0

TOL - tant ( L '1 -L (3.11)

(WLW -LO)

They describe the angle between a vector
from the C.G. normal to the PTo or the LTO and

the vertical.

e) For the pitchback condition, similar C
boundaries are computed. These are as
follows: c.o. Q C.P.

WATERLINB WATERLINE
- The hinge line about which the aircraft is (WLW) _L C(WLP)

likely to pitchback is the line which joins
the right to left main gear.

Figure 3.la- Aircraft Model Definitions
- The distance from the Centre of Gravity

to the hinge line is defined as PBD (Pitch
Back Distance) and expressed as:

PBD = (STAW - STAM)
(3.12)

Turnover incidents can be static or dynamic.
- The Pitch Back Angle (PBA) is expressed The static turnover condition is the same as

as follows: on shore. The resolved weight vector as a
result of the wind force goes beyond either

(STAM- STAW' the friction forces causing the aircraft to
PBA tan WLw ) displace (figure 3.2) or the reaction forces

(3.13) causing the aircraft to turnover.
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CL
Forward C L

X
STA

RP ZERO

~STAP
S - STAN

CG °TODR

BULLSEYE 
SA

" I Starboard

Figure 3.lb- A/C On Deck Definitions
With the above aircraft/ship interface

In dynamic turnover, with rotors not turning, boundaries established, the aircraft centre of
the aircraft centre of gravity is in motion gravity position time history is monitored and
induced by the ship in addition to the wind compared against these boundaries to detect
forces. turnover and pitchback incidents. In addition

the aircraft resultant vertical forces areDescriptively, as the centre of gravity monitored to detect the unintentional liftoff
translates, the weight vector is modified by incident.
inertial forces and the TODR/TODL and
TOR/TOL traces reflect the corresponding 3.2- NAV8 Program Description
'stability' conditions. At the point at which
both TOR and TODR are equal to zero, the The Naval Dynamic Interface subject routine
aircraft is in its 'metastable' state. Going also known as FLYNAV or Flying Carpet, was
beyond this point will cause an aircraft created by P.J.F.O'Reilly in 1977. It has been
incident. Similarly, when the landing modified, revised and improved since 1977
gear/ship deck friction values are exceeded under various projects at numerous
by the aircraft weight and inertial forces, installations in the United States and Canada.
slippage is indicated. When the vertical The program calculates system stability and
inertial force equals and opposes the aircraft indicates detection of static or dynamic on-
weight, the deck friction goes to zero and an deck turnover; pitchback, sliding or
unintentional liftoff is indicated.

S.
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Figure 3.2- Rotor Static Dynamic

Turnover
unintentional liftoff incidents. NAS, like the traces, inertial/frictional force diagrams and

SMS, was originally developed for the USN ont motion data.

an IBM system computer ad in PLI. The

program was converted to VAX PLI and 4.0- Deck Clearance Option

improved with simple menus for easy EiIv P xml

Tam 
v PF E am l

application.to Satc ynmi

appliction.Deck 
handling safety analysis was conducted

Rnte ri on ack lto f f iure n( . . NAV8 u e ship using m odels representing the Canadian

R e e n wa s o i g n allyP 
a tro l F rig a te (C P F ) a n d w h a t w a s k n o w n

time history data created in NAV5. Using about the EHI0 helicopter. The purpose of

Command files it is possible to fully automate the analysis was to demonstrate the Dl

SMS. Executing NAV8 interactively can be software capabilities by assisting in the

done with ease. The User is asked to enter development, in this case, of unsecured deck

data representing the helicopter model, handling safety envelopes.

including the free stream wind forces and

select the type of output reports. 
4.1- Interface Description

T h e a ir c r a f t is d e f in e d b y e n te r in g d e ta ils 
o une e d d e c k

Theairraf isdefnedby nteingdetils The CPF is Canada's newest warship.
about various aspects of its construction such designated FFH-330. The particulars of the
as the landing gear configuration (single, first-of-class, HMCS HALIFAX. are tabulated
double nose wheel, tail dragger, or quad gear on Table 4.1 in comparison with the other
configuration), centre of gravity, location of Canadian DDHs f261.
the vehicle geometrically on the deck, and air
vehicle weight, moments and inertia products. The flight deck is 16.5 m. wide by 23.6 m.
In NAV8, the aircraft model is programmed long. A RAST-track runs lengthwise along the
with rotors spread and free, but not rotating. centerline of the flight deck and hangar for

the Canadian-designed "Beartrap" rapid
The program requests the deck coefficient of securing and traversing device. The
friction is (usually 0.8 for dry deck and 0.5 "Beartrap" ensures safe operations in
for water wet deck), information on the wind conditions up to Sea State 5. A Landing
component and the definition of the aircraft's Safety Officer (LSO) compartment is inset in
centre of pressure. There are currently 17 the forward starboard corner of the flight
options for report outputs including stability deck with a Flight Deck Control Room (FDCR)

______
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compartment overlooking the flight deck high
on the port side of the hangar face. The Table 4.2
hangar is large enough for one SEAKING CH124 vs EH1IG Attributes
CH124 ASW helicopter with sufficient
clearance to conduct routine maintenance as HELICOP- Max.Wt Length Width

sa.ER (k) folded folded

Table 4.1 HIOI NSA 14, 300 15.86 m 5.49 m

Comparison of Dimensions H-124 9. 500 14.40 m 4.96 m

CLASS DISPLACEMENT LENGTH (m)

CPF 4750 tonnes 134.1 The Canadian and European versions of the

TRUMP 4700 tonnes 121.4 EHIOI may vary substantially, thus it was

ISL/ANS 3000 tonnes 113.1 difficult to precisely define the EHIOi for the
DI analysis and simulation conducted. Figures

A variant of the European Helicopters Inc, 4.1 and 4.2 depict the CH-124 and EHII on a

EHIlO is under consideration as Canada's NSA CPF flight deck [Note: Detailed compatibility

(New Shipborne Aircraft). In table 4.2, the studies have been completed for the EHIOI
dimensions of the Royal Navy "Merlin" EHIOI and CPF. TRUMP, and AOR classes by the
prototype 1271 are compared to the CH-124 Prime Mission Vehicle Contractor, the results
SEAKING. The introduction into service of the of which will not be discussed here 1. It must
EHIOl will demand significant changes to be stressed that a Canadian variant NSA is

current operating procedures and limits, still not fully defined nor is the EHIOI
Notwithstanding the large size difference, the accepted as the NSA. The Canadair studies
"nose-wheel" EHIO will require substantially were only a demonstration of DI application

different deck-straightening procedures from to a hypothetical problem using available

those used with the "tail-wheel" CH-124. data. The studies conducted also facilitated

Straightening must be conducted quickly with the software development.

a minimum of personnel involved.

Fig. 4.1- SEAKINGICPF Flight Deck
Interface

Fig. 4.2. EHIOIICPF Flight Deck
Interface
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definitions for the coefficients of deck friction

4.2. Deck Safety Clearance Results were used (0.8 for dry deck and 0.5 for sea

The contracted study analysed the CPF versus water wet deck) 281.

EHIOI stability combination. Although As indicated earlier, the aircraft is defined by
Canadian Naval practice is to limit helicopter its landing gear footprint; deck location and
movements while unsecured, the study orientation; aircraft weight and inertias; its
conducted provides guidance into free-deck centres of gravity and pressure, and the
operations should an aircraft the size of the lateral drag area.
EHIOI become the NSA.

In this study, the aircraft was modelled with

The objective of the exercise was to identify a high centre of gravity and corresponding

envelopes of activity for deck handling and minimum mission weight. This is generally

general flight readiness or availability. The the worst case weight scenario. The air

testing was conducted using the Ship Motion vehicle was modelled unsecured on the deck

Simulation (SMS) program. SMS was applied as in a free deck operation, with rotors spread

to develop the flight deck motion information, but not rotating, and the vehicle fuselage

Ship speed, relative wave heading, significant unfolded and locked. The helicopter was

wave height and modal period are the modelled centered at the bullseye/bellmouth.

primary ship motion markers. The relative The landing gear deflection and forward gears

motions are calculated at the point of interest were modelled unlocked and casIored for

(bullseye or spot of the landing deck). The turnover. The aircraft was set on the ship's

test matrix using the CPF model reduces to centreline and rotated to -20 degrees to

table 4.3. provide the least stable orientation.

Envelopes were based on limitations defined
Table 4.3 by the point at which an aircraft/ship

CPF Model Test Matrix incident occurs. Thus, incident means
occurrence of aircraft turnover. pitchback,

Ship Velocities: 05, 10, 15, 20 knots ondeck slide or uncontrolled liftoff. The
ground rules imposed demanded that if at

Wave Angles: 0 - 1800 , every 15 degrees any point during the simulation analysis an
incident was identified, the entire data point

Sig.Wave Height: 1, 3, 6, 9 metres was declared out-of-limit. This approach was
(Equivalent Sea State - 3, 5, 6, 7) taken initially without regard to the

Modal Period: 5, 9, Ii, 15 seconds plausibility of the environmental condition
under study (eg: I m seas and 50 knot winds).

NAV8 additional matrix attributes In a second pass, implausible environmental
conditions were eliminated.

Deck Condition: DRY and WET (water)

(Coefficients) 0.8 0.5 Interface testing was performed according to
the test matrix in table 4.3. In order to

Wind-Over-Deck: 0 - 50 knots graphically describe the results, various
methods were considered including the

traditional launch and recovery flight

Important ship based assumptions are: envelopes. The final presentation borrowed
I)- Physical characteristics described heavily from the traditional envelopes, with

by the RAOs some obvious variations.
2)- Ship hull is symmetric
3)- By symmetry, the vessel would re-

spond identically (quadrants Deck Safety Envelopes were created as a

I and 4) with motions in quad- function of ship velocity (for every 5 knots of
rants 2 and 3. speed) and deck condition (dry and wet). All

cases were tested in seas ranging from I to 9

A unidirectional Wind-Over-Deck model was metres, 180 degrees in bearing (and by
introduced in NAV8. In this study, all cases symmetry 360 degrees) and a maximum of
were exposed to a maximum 50 knot wind on 50 knots wind-over-deck.
both wet and dry decks. Standard NAVAIR
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As an example, only 5 knot and 15 knot ship From the results, it may be generally stated
speed deck safety envelopes are reproduced th e r ance ft he er l s
here (figures 4.3 - 4.6). Comparison between that deck clearance for the EI01 is
figures 4.3 and 4.4 clearly display the impact physically very tight, but should not be so
that deck conditions may have on aircraft on- limiting as to infringe on launch and recovery
deck stability. The envelope is 'tight' on the envelopes in 'normal operating conditions'.
wet deck diagram with about 50 % less room As conditions become degraded cr abnormal.
for error than for the same sea condition dry the impact on launch and recovery envelopes
deck. With increasing speed, this seems to be by deck clearance may become more
less evident (figures 4.5 and 4.6) particularly significant.
in following seas. Indeed, deck safety in
general seems to be less restrictive in
following seas. In all cases, beam sea
conditions are the most restrictive. When
coupled with a wet deck, operations in a three
meter beam sea are questionable for an
unsecured helicopter.

ngW METREIS

~~METRES ,

Fig. 4.4- EHIOI/CPF 5 knots, wet deck

Fig. 4.3- EHIOIICPF 5 knots, dry deck

Fig. 4.6- EHIOIICPF 15 knots, wet deck

5.0- SMS OPPLICRTION - Lending Period
Designator

5.1- System Definition and Purpose
The landing period designator (LPD) is a
system developed to aid helicopter pilots to

Fig. 4.5- EHIOIICPF 15 knots, dry deck land or take-off on small vessels in moderate
ind heavy seas. It reduces the pilot workload
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by evaluating ship motions and by synthetic time histories. The new equation

determining the proper times to initiate safe was calibrated using eight fixed coefficients

landings or take-off. It is an economical adjusted for a specific ship/aircraft

system designed to increase the safety of combination. The fixed coefficients approach

aircraft/ship operations. for the energy index calibration yielded good
results in specific situations but overall

The LPD determines the quiescent periods of optimization was a major problem. It was

motion of the ship's landing platform using an concluded that several sets of coefficients

energy index (El) calibrated for a specific were needed to cover a single ship/aircraft

aircraft/ship combination. The El equation combination. In 1987, LPD MK II was begun

consists of eight motion terms calibrated by at Canadair as an internal R & D program. The

coefficients which are adjusted in time primary objective (LPD MK Ill) was to resolve

according to the particular situation. The the coefficient issue in real-time.

program allows for a continuous calculation of
the index coefficients at sea, providing an
operational LPD in all conditions. A threshold 5.3 Theory Synopsis
standard is applied to the El value to

qualitatively judge the deck activity for a The landing period designator development is

given aircraft/ship combination. The result is based on a simple formulation called the

then disseminated to the pilot/operator user. Energy Index. The Energy Index formulation

THE THRESHOLD CRflRIA is as follows:
El =A !  4V2 + A 2 , Z

10 El _k,,.W POW" +A 3 * 92 + A4 * 2

.T2

- 140+As *VT "  + A6  VTi"

+A7*LT + Ag*LS T

, .................... ..... W here 4) is the Roll angle, 0 is the Pitch angle,

VT is the vertical motion of the landing deck
and LT is the lateral motion of the landing
deck. The lateral motion and the vertical
motion of the helicopter landing platform are

-/ !- expressed in the ship's equilibrium frame of
reference.

2 o 0 30 40 For each air vehicle, deck motion safety limits
TIME (SECONDS) must be established (also called aircraft

Figure S.i limitations). These limits may be measured
Energy index tkreshold criteria experimentally on board ships or calculated

analytically. The aircraft structural integrity
This section focuses on the methodology used and its maneuverability are the major factors
to test the theoretical structure of the Landing that determine the acceptable limits of
Period Designator algorithm using SMS. The motion. The landing impact may be
preliminary results are discussed, unacceptable for the aircraft structure or the

the landing dispersion may be incompatible
5.2- Background with the size of the landing deck or the

proximity of the ship's superstructure. When
The I.PD MK I development began in 1974 by aircraft performances are not well known, low
Bell Helicopter Textron (J.Love BHT) funded motion limitations are chosen to test the LPD
by the USN. The Energy Index (El) concept performance. This conservative approach
was tested at sea in November 1975 aboard ensures the required landing objective is

the USS Koeisch. The El concept showed respected, since aircraft limitation data are
promise but deficiencies were identified, part of the coefficient calculations.
Many were addressed in the subsequent LPD
MK If work at BHT under the supervision of The energy index formulation uses eight
Peter J.F. O'Reilly. The first El equation was terms to represent the motion in four degrees
modified and re-evaluated using ship motion of freedom (DOF). The four DOF selected are
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the most significant in landing period smallest air capable ships, as shown in the
detection 1291 1301 and thus, aircraft recovery, preliminary results. For larger ships, the
Over the previous LPD generations, it was approach provides longer landing windows:
determined that yaw and surge were the least the LPD performance increases with
important motions in determining deck increasing ship inertia.
quiescent periods. The acceleration and
velocity terms in the El equation give
indications of the motion the vessel could Coefficient optimization is performed in three
travel in the near future 1311. distinct steps. The three steps are executed

simultaneously. First, relative coefficients are
The LPD algorithm continuously optimizes the established between each of the four degrees
coefficients Al to A8. The eight coefficients of freedom and their derivatives. The second
modify each motion term in such a way that step analyzes the relationship between
the calibrated El value correlates the level of coupled degrees-of-freedom. The third step
deck activity at all times. Pilots or landing introduces the aircraft limitations and
safety officers (LSO) can be constantly threshold standards. From the three steps the
informed of the deck situation by the final coefficients for a given sea condition and
depiction of the El value through a color air vehicle/ship combination are derived [321.
coding device. Different colors correspond to a A flow diagram which summarizes the LPD
seperate Energy Index level, determined by calculations is presented in figure 5.2.
threshold values. A color code is proposed as
follows:

Flashing Green: Immediate landing signal,
with a minimum recovery window of 3 to 5 "1 1 :1 V . Vim
seconds.
Green: Safe landing deck with low deck
motion activity A2 AZ 2A
Yellow: Caution landing deck with medium A,3 2 A2'A"A4 A'1 A42 A.3

deck motion activity A
Red: Unsafe landing deck with high deck A

motion activity A

When the motion of the landing deck exceeds Z.-L- Uh ,o
the aircraft limitations, the coefficient I , L1,, 1
calculation ensures that the LPD displays a ________________

red signal. A green or a yellow signal ensures
that the deck is safe. These conditions are
always verified by the coefficient calculation.
The flashing green signal indicates an I.0:1 51 .L-0 11.1
adequate time to initiate a landing.

When the index is low the ship is stable and
the deck displacements and accelerations are A ..C.A[
benign. For a ship to move from a stable .ECACTIM1T

situation to a dangerous situation, the sea I]
must transfer a quantity of energy to the
ship's structure. Safe landing windows can Figure 5.2
thus be identified owing to the limited energy LPD flow diagram
available in a seaway.

In the case of an unmanned air vehicle (UAV), 5.3.2 Convergence Criterion
the El value or the landing signal would be
transmitted directly to the control station The coefficients are adjusted in time and

driven by ship behavior. For a significant
The concept can be applied to even the change in ship's speed or heading.
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readjustment of the coefficients will be The testing program features a self-verifying
necessary. During the readjustment a delay capability which indicates any malfunction of
may occur until the coefficients are optimized. the index. Each landing window designated
A signal would be transmitted to the operator by the LPD is verified retroactively to be
indicating the setting period, When the sufficiently long to allow the air-vehicle to
environmental conditions develop gradually, land safely. The landing window is defined as
such as a change in wave height or modal the period of time, measured after the landing
period, the LPD system remains operational. signal, in which the deck remains safe to land
However, the coefficients will continue to a specific air vehicle. Should the LPD indicate
evolve consistent with the evolving safe landing conditions, the pilot/operator
environment. could expect a non-incident recovery with

some reserve seconds assured [33].
Preliminary results indicate that the
convergence times, in the rapid change ship
condition case, are below five minutes. This is 5.4.1- PRELIMINARY SIMULATION
considered acceptable in terms of the RESULTS
operational system. A summary table of the first set of LPD tests

5.4- LPD Development Testing Program is presented in table 5.1. The aircraft/ship
combination used is the CL-227/FFG8

A test model of the LPD has been combination. The coefficients have been
programmed on the Canadair IBM main- calculated in a continuous automatic manner
frame. The LPD model was fed with ship using the LPD MKIII algorithm. Each
motion synthetic time histories provided by simulation represents nine thousand data
the O'Reilly ship motion simulation (SMS). points over a period of thirty minutes with a
The RAO's were obtained from the NAVSEA time step of 0.2 seconds (5 Hz). For each
SMP87 program (a DTRC derivative). The simulation the number of landing periods
objective was to demonstrate the El concept detected is indicated by category.
using an empirical approach and to test the The categories are: a)unacceptable (less than
performance of the optimization algorithm. 3 sec of safe deck following the end of the

landing signal), b)acceptable (between 3 and
Worst case scenarios were chosen in which 5 sec) and c)good or very good (over 5
the deck motion exceeded the aircraft landing seconds). The second to last column gives the
limitations 50% to 90% of the time. The LPD percentage of time the deck motion does not
ability to determine safe landing windows exceed the aircraft landing limitations. The
was evaluated for each programmed ship last column indicates the number of safe
condition. landing windows actually present in the data

Table 5.1
Preliminary simulation results

94E13 INDEX COEFFIIENTfS K4crEp, EPT.1 GOOD SAFE Pof WIf
=I WAVE

FEJ . HEJ318r . A All A .4 As AE AS A. oB. 3 SEC I G (% 01 ,d..
OF=RUM (XK . Diigr (FWl ) (S.)

I  
596Ibn5s¢(re

N9047 Is Is 7.4 9 2503 2.636 7072 6703 0400 0364 3607 2319 0 2 28 4716 53

N0049 15 30 74 9 2.593 2 796 6947 6.420 0408 0353 3607 3524 0 1 21 4787 54

N050 15 45 7.4 9 295 3.23S 7280 6027 0408 0352 3607 3470 0 0 17 4593 57

N8051 15 60 7.4 9 3264 3.679 785 7051 0406 0342 3.607 3.502 0 o a 4410 11

N9052 15 75 7.4 9 4 t@4 5.109 9405 8,243 0,408 0324 3607 32.3 0 3 4793 73

N053 !5 go 74 9 3.606 5.028 a695 3773 0408 0.39 3.607 3842 0 0 a 52.67 76

N035 is I5 13 9 1298 1,08 599 5977 0400 0.356 3607 2,482 0 1 5 31 56 4

N0022 15 30 13 9 1.800 640 6746 5,322 0408 0355 3.607 3.758 0 1 3 3042 87

N8017 is 45 13 9 2.255 2.2S5 6621 5.533 0408 0310 3607 3382 0 0 2 2667 95

N1020 15 60 13 9 2840 3.408 7.337 .687 0408 0296 3607 3417 0 0 1 2002 39

N4043 I5 75 13 9 4A32 4.043 11 71 0723 0406 0310 3607 3.178 0 0 0 1253 36
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sample. The cases presented in table 5.1 all SMMU
describe very severe motion conditions for' 5P
this particular aircraft (with the limitations
assumed). In some cases the landing deck is G
safe for only 20% of the total time. 2J

The aircraft limitations were underestimated
in these trials to increase the safety margins
and to impose severe testing conditions for
the LPD. The objective was to determine how .
well the LPD can find 'very quiescent' periods
in severe sea conditions.

In the case of a helicopter, the limitations
would be less severe than the ones used for
the UAV This conservative approach has the oI PROCESSOR

effect of reducing LPD general performance I 1
(number of landings detected, length of
landing periods) but it is done in order to
respect the primary objective. That is, to
inmcrease the safety of operations with a .V

system that is fully reliable. Modifications can Figure 5.3
be programmed in accordance with user LPD prototype configoration
requirements. recoveries (USN AUTOLAND-MAVUS Project).

5.5- Development Opportunities

5.5.1- Onboard System Configuration 6.0- Concluding Remarks

An instrumentation package is employed to The overall objective of dynamic interface
measure the ship's accelerations and angular study is to determine the maximum safe ship
rates at the landing deck. The analog data is platform / air vehicle operational limitations.
digitized and processed in order to compute Given an air/ship system and inherent
the landing deck velocity components and the operational limitations, DI strives to increase
angular displacements. The real-time ship the tactical flexibility for any set of
motion data is then forwarded to the core environmental conditions and can be
algorithm in a second processor where the generalized into two complementary
computation, in terms of an El. is calibrated to methodologies: experimental and analytic.
relate the amount of motion of the deck. A Analytic study is used to rapidly delineate
convergence test is applied to the El system limitations in the face of defined
coefficients to determine system setting times environmental conditions. The calculated
and a threshold criteria is applied to the index system limitations provide experimental DI
to provide safe times for recovery, for a given with the necessary data to more effectively
combination of aircraft and ship. set testing strategy to probe the limiting

conditions.
This information can be employed by the user

to perform landing and take-off operations
and other tasks. Many motion sensitive The objectives of the Canadtian Di analytic
activities and aircraft/ship combinations can program included demonstrating utility in
be programmed into the computer for various several analytic domains. This involved a

locations on the ship. The El information is deck analysis, and the Landing Period

quantitative in nature and provides a real Designator application of DI analytic research.

time six degree-of-freedom evaluation of ship The Deck Safety Analysis demonstrated that
motion. Helicopter pilots and 1,AV operators EHIOI operation in an unsecured mode from
would have use of this inforniation to safely a Canadian Patrol Frigate is limited. Rough
complete their tasks. The LPD information operatin Patrop Fre iseted. Th
may also be used by a third computer which operatting envelopes were presented. The
could, for instance, perform automatic UAV Out-Of-Limit events observed are noted as
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areas of real concern for further detailed To this end, validation and verification is
consideration during flight testing. The report invaluable in building confidence within the
also confirmed that a restraint device, such as DI community and with system User's. The
RAST, is required to achieve the broadest National Research Council Institute for Marine
possible operating envelope. Dynamics has proposed to undertake in house

SMS/LPD investigation, with results to be
While encouraging, the analytic DI method widely circulated. The CL227 Sea Sentinel
cannot address all the problems or variables (USN) MAVUS demonstration will offer
associated with Naval helicopter operations, another arena for validation and verification.
Depending on the level of confidence in the The requirement for the development of an
analytic results, considerable time and effort AUTOI.AND tool is driving the proposed
may be required to define operational incorporat;,n of the LPD into that system.
envelopes experimentally. The developments Another step in this direction is the
undertaken through TTCP and the subsequent programming of the LPD algorithm into the
Canadian DND contract, provide a strong basis CL227 ship motion simulator (SMS ship
for an eventual DI analytic method accepted motion has already been successfully
by all concerned. It is apparent that, with programmed in simulators at NATC & CL227).
interoperability requirements and multi- These actions are being advanced in order to
national procurement projects, a high level of build confidence in the user community.
co-operation among all Naval helicopter
operators is necessary to refine and improve The programs discussed above were the
theproduct of intense interdisciplinary efforts bynumerous participants, some pillars in their
Figure 6.1 illustrates various analytic DI study fields (gendre: Bales, Baitis, Carico, O'Reilly).
possibilities, indicating the subject matter is It is hoped that the discussion above may

sufficiently varied to occupy any technical stimulate additional activity throughout the

interest. The Canadian analytic DI project is aircraft/ship community in efforts to improve
an evolving program. New helicopter models, the safety of maritime aviation.

on-going ship studies, exploration of
turbulence and wind-over-deck modelling,
are some of the directions being taken. The ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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EVALUATING FIXED WING AIRCRAFT
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The Aircraft Carrier Flieht Deck Layout

Operating fixed wing aircraft from today's modern aircraft
carrier is a demanding task. Evaluation of aircraft/ship compafi- The flight deck layout of today's modem aircraft carrier is
bility, both during the concept development phase and Full Scale shown in figure 1. Two steam powered catapults are located
Development (FSD) ground and flight tests presents the evaluation forward (bow catapults) and two catapults are located amidships on
team with unique challenges. The capabilities and characteristics the port side (waist catapults). Retractable let Blast Deflector
of high performance carrier based tactical aircraft must be quanti- (JBD) panels are located aft of each catapult. The centerline of the
flied for the catapult launch and subsequent flyaway, and the carrier landing area is angled relative to the ship's centerline, permitting
approach and arrested landing tasks. Catapult launching involves simultaneous catapult launch operations from the bow catapults
determining the minimum safe launch airspeeds while maintaining and arrested landing operations. Four arresting gear cables,
acceptable flight characteristics in this low altitude, high angle of connected to arresting engines are located in the landing area. The
attack (AOA) regime. Approach and landing requires the slowest first is approximately 170 ft (51.8 m) from the stern with approx.
possible approach airspeeds while retaining the performance and imately 50 ft (15.2 m) between each arresting gear cable. Visual
handling qualities needed for precision glide slope control. glide slope information is provided to the pilot by a Fresnel Lens
Defining the lowest catapult launch and landing airspeeds reduces Optical Landing System (FLOLS). Aircraft are moved between the
wind over deck (WOD) requirements, resulting in reduced ship's flight deck and the hangar deck by four elevators.
operating speed and increased operational flexibility. The tight
operating confines of the flight and hangar decks, in conjunction Capult Launch
with the large number of other aircraft, support equipment, and
personnel dictate unique design requirements which must be Evaluation of the catapult launch environment of an airplane
considered in the earliest design stages of a new airplane. This covers many disciplines. These areas include:
paper addresses the shore based and shipboard ground and flight
tests which are conducted to assess the flying qualifies, perfor- a) Compatibility with the catapult accessories.
mance. and structural suitability of an airplane in the aircraft
carrier environment.

OPTICAL .AJUUW r CATAPULT NO. 4

4 & FO. 4 'A L CATAPULT NO. I

IU (43 )-

1,0"7 Fir
1 ft = 0.3048 m lUG -T A CIum

Figure 1
Plan View of Flight Deck

NIMITZ Class Aircraft Carrier
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b) Exhaust gas recirculation/reingestion and the ther- warranted to define a wind over deck envelope which reduces the
mal/acoustic environment when operating at maximum power in ingestion to acceptable levels.
front of the 3rD's.

c) Tolerance of the engines to ingestion of steam emitted 3RD
from the catapult during the power stroke.

d) Structural integrity during the catapult power stroke.

e) Minimum catapult launch airspeeds and characteristics
during the rotation and flyaway phases.

f) Shipboard catapult launch operations such as waist cata-
pult operations, lateral/directional trim requirements for asymmet-

ric external stores and crosswinds, etc. Airplane Positioned Airplane Positioned
In Catapult Shuttle Aft of JBD

Catapult accessories are the items of hardware necessary to Figure 2
attach the airplane to the catapult. Items considered are: Airplane Locations

During JBD Testing
a) Ease of installation of the repeatable release holdback

bar on the nose gear. Steam Ingestion

b) Tracking of the launch bar tee head and holdback bar in Steam catapults typically emit launch steam above the deck
the catapult nose gear launch guide rails, during the launching operation. The design of the engine inlets

and the proximity of these inlets to the catapult shuttle frequently
c) Mating of the launch bar tee head with the catapult cause this above deck steam to be ingested through the engine(s)

spreader. of the airplane being launched. The result is that the engine is
forced to operate at off-design conditions and instabilities can

d) Clearance between the airframe and external stores and occur. These instabilities can take the form of minor pressure
above deck obstructions such as the catapult shuttle, catapult fluctuations within the compressor or the afterburner and could
control station. etc. result in blowout, compressor stall or engine flameout.

e) Holdback bar dynamics following release due to the The primary wnthod of determining susceptibility to stall is
sudden release of high stain enegy. to conduct shore based catapult launches from a degraded catapult.

The catapult is intentionally degraded by removing plugs in the
Jaftermost plate of each piston assembly. This allows steam in the

cylinders to travel forward of the aft face of the piston, bypass the
catapult cylinder sealing strip as the shuttle assembly lifts theExhaust gas recirculation and reingestion can occur when an sealing strip during the power stroke, thus allowing the steam io

airplane is operating at maximum power levels when positioned in exit above deck around the catapult spreader. This steam leakage
front of the JBD. Reingestion of exhaust gas can cause an exces- produces conditions that are more severe than those encountered in
sive temperature rise in both the compressor and turbine sections, the actual shipboard environment. The airplane is launched a
resulting in damage to the engine. Ingestion of exhaust gas by the sufficient number of times (about 30 launches) to reasonably
airplane positioned behind the JBD can also result in damage to ensure that no instabilities are encountered. An appropriate
it's engine. Impingement of the exhaust plume on the JBD panels number of additional launches will also be required if the engine is
can result in local hot spots which can cause premature warping equipped with an afterburner. Testing is confined to those days
and cracking. lBD operations can also result in a severe acoustic when the surface winds are less than 10 knots and ± 20 deg relauve
and thermal environment. Shore based tests are conducted using a to the catapult centerline. Telemetered engine performance param-
shipboard representative JBD installation. Testing consists of eters are monitored to ensure continued satisfactory engine perfor-
placing one airplane forward of the JBD panels and a second mance.
airplane aft of the panels as shown in figure 2. The position of the
airplane in front of the JBD is varied from the minimum to the
maximum engine tailpipe to JBD distances representative of
shipboard TBD/caapult combinations. Military and afterbumer
thrust (if available) runs are conducted for approximately 30 A typical catapult launch structural envelope is shown in
seconds. Both airplanes monitor engine inlet and exhaust gas figure 3. This figure shows the longitudinal acceleration
temperatures and other critical parameters. The acoustic and (NX)/aunch b,," load/maximum gross weight boundaries.
thermal environment is monitored using microphones and ther-
mocouples mounted on the airframe and in the vicinity of the JBD.
Pole mounted instrumentation provides jet blast velocities and
temperatures in the flow field beside and behind the JBD.
Generally, the wind over deck during shipboard operations tends
to alleviate any recirculation. reingestion. or thermal problems.
However, if an airplane has demonstrated a tendency to have
excessive exhaust gas ingestion. a shipboard test program may be



Maximum) Deceasies the amount of energy imparted to the airplane
M mresulting in conservation of water and fossil fiel/core life.

A sThe catapult launch minimum end airspeed is defined by a set
WOO Required -- of related criteria. Although these criteria generally have interre-

lated effects, the following addresses each factor separately:

a) Proximity to or warning of stall: The stall air-
Zspeed/angle of attack defines an absolute minimum. The required

safety margin is dependent upon the characteristics of the airpme
under consideration. If stall warning (generally in the form of arti-

100 ficial stick/rudder shaker and/or airframe buffet) occurs at some
AOA below stall and the warning does not increase in intensity as
the airspeed is decreased to the stall, then the angle of attack
(AOA) corresponding to stall warning will likely define the mini-
mum end airspeed.

b) Flying qualities/characteristics at high AOA: Frequently
Catapult Endspeed/ an airplane may exhibit adverse flying qualities or characteristics

Required Launch Airspeed - ki at high ADA. yet at airspeeds well in excess of the stall airspeed.
Figure 3 The pilot must then determine the minimum airspeed/maximum

Typical Airplane/Catapult AOA at which the airplane characteristics/flying qualities remain
Structural Envelope acceptable. Examples of limiting characteristics include: buffet.

wing rock, wing drop. pitch up tendency, nonlinear stick force
The Nx and limit launch bar load limits are design numbers gradient, and unacceptable lateral/directional characteristics.

which are defined by the mission requirements and maximum
performance capabilities of the catapult types from which the c) Proximity to the airspeed at which thrust available equals
airplane is to operate. The maximum gross weight is an airplane thrust required or "lockpoint": For practical purposes, the mini-
design factor based on a 10% growth factor of the basic operating mum launch airspeed should be at least g kt above the lockpoint.
weight of the design. Shore based structural testing consists of Pilots have indicated that the minimum level of longitudinai
increasing the catapult end speed unti: either the limit NX or acceleration at which he has the sensation of accelerating is

a h bapproximately I kti/sec. This level of acceleration must be avail,
launch bar load is reached. Catapult tests involving a new airframe able even though th s airspeed may be more than 8 kt above the
are initially conducted with full internal fuel loads only. As lockpoint. This acceleration capability must be available at the
testing proceeds, additional external and internal stores are carried minimum end airspeed. This minimum launch airspeed mayuntil all weapon stations have demonstrated adequate strength for become the dominant factor at higher ambient temperatures due to
catapult launch to the limits of the basic airframe. Most launches the decreased thrust available with increased temperature. The
are conducted with the airplane oncenter; however, offcenter maximum catapult launch gross of an airplane may be limited as a
launches with the main landing gear up to 24 inches (0.61 m) function of ambient temperature or the minimum launch airspeed
offset from the centerline position are performed to evaluate may be increased to put the airplane on a more favorable positionstructural loads resulting from yaw accelera:ions and airplane on the thrust required curve. Longitudinal acceleration characteris-
directional characteristics during and following launch. The tics can also be improved by reducing drag, such as using half
airplane and suspended stores are extensively instrumented to flaps instead of full flaps or by the use of afterburner on airplanes
monitor strains and accelerations for all critical structural areas. A so equipped. However, the use of reduced flap settings will
new airplane catapult launch structural demonstration program increase the minimum launch airspeed and the use of afterburner
may require up to ten loading configurations to adequately test the greatly increases fuel usage during takeoff.
structure/functional integrity during catapult launch.

d) Airplane rotation requirements and subsequent sink offCatanult Launch Minimum End Airspeeds the bow: The postlaunch rotation requirement to achieve the
flyaway attitude will freouently cause the minimum obtained to be

The most extensive test program relating to catapult launch is higher than that predicted exclusively from proximity to stall or
the determination of the minimum catapult launch airspeeds. From adverse flight characteristics. If the airplane attitude during the
an operational point of view it is desirable that a minimum cats- catapult launch differs significantly from the desired flyaway atti-
pult launch end airspeed be defined. This minimum airspeed is the tude. a lift deficiency exists during the period of time required to
slowest equivalent airspeed achieved at the end of the catapult rotate the airplane. This causes the airplane to generate a sink rate
power at which the airplane can safely fly. Establishing the and results in sink off the bow until airplane perfor-
lowest possible launch airspeed has the following advantages: mance/aerodynamics provides sufficient vertical acceleration to

establish level flight and subsequent flyaway. For a given
a) Decreases the wind over deck required for launch, thus airplane end airspeed, sink off the bow will vary with time required

decreasing the ship's speed and increasing the operational flexi- to rotate, average lift deficiency during rotation, and excess lift
bility of the aircraft carrier, and thrust at the flyaway airplane attitude. Airplane CG sink off

the bow of 20 ft (6.1 m), as measured from the static position on
b) Decreases the loads imposed on the airframe increasing the deck (CG vertical height), is considered the maximum accept-

service life. able.
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e) Failure of one engine on a twin engine aircraft during based tests enable prediction of the catapult launch minimum end
launch: Two factors must be conaidered if - effort is to be made to airspeeds. The final judgeaent cornes aboard ship.
establish a minimus end airspeed at which an auplane can remain
airborne after losing one engine during launch. Foremost of these T L Sea
is the single engine minimum control airspeed (VMc) at which
sufficient control authority is available to counter the yawing The shipboard tests ae conducted in a tightly controlled envi-
forces. Secondsrily, is whether the single engine rate of climb ronment Tests are conducted in steady winds from dead ahead and
performance of the airplane is sufficient to permit safe flyaway. minimal deck motion. The catapult is maintained at a constant
The single engine minimum control airspeed will establish an thermal state to ensure repeatability of catpult end speeds doring
absolute minimum launch airspeed. If only a small increase in subsequent launches. A calibrated boom anemometer is installed
minmum end airspeed is required to improve single engine rate of on the bow to provide accurate wind speed and direction.
climb performance enabling single engine flyaway, it should be a Noncritical external store loadings and CG's ae tested initially.
consideration in establishing the minimum end airspeed. The use Initial launches are conducted well in excess of the predicted
of afterburner, if available, should significantly improve single minimum airspeed (approximately 25 knots). Upon recovery
engine perfomance. but will necessitate an increase in the mini following the launch the airplane is refueled and extenal stores
mum launch airspeed to provide single engine controL expended prior to recovery ae reloaded to re-establish the desired

gross weight and CG. The catpult end airspeed is reduced in
f) Automatic flight control response: The incorporation of suitable decrements: initially 5 knots and then 3 knots as the

digital, fly-by-wire flight control systems into more recent predicted minimum end airspeed is approached. The initial reduc-
aircraft models has eliminated the need for pilot programmed tions in catapult end airspeed m achieved by reducing the catapult
flight control inputs to attain a predetermined rotation and fly- end speed and as the predicted minimum end airspeed is
away response. Current systems are implemented such as to approached the catapult end speed is maintained constant and the
achieve a desired flyaway trim AOA. However, flight control wind over deck is lowered by reducing ship's speed. Airplane
response due to pitch rate feedback during the highly dynamic performance parameters; such as sink off the bow. rotation charac-
conditions during the first several seconds following catapult teristics, flight control response. longitudinal acceleration. etc.
shuttle release may result in flight control surfaces reaching their are monitored and analyzed by the engineering test tem via
physical limits. If any of the primary flight control surfaces reach telemetered instunentation. Catpult launch end airspeed is
full deflection during the rotation or initial flyaway phases, the thereby reduced until one of the previously mentioned criterson are
minimum end airspeed is then limited by this criterior. reached. This sequence of casapult lainch tests we repeated for

each critical gross weight, CG position, and externalinternal
Test rcedu wstore loading until the operational envelope has been defined.

A considerable amount of time and effort is expended during In gactal, no miums end airspeed criterion is the deter-
shore based build-up to generate prerequisite data prior to teats mining factor throughout the operational gross weight range of an
aboard ship. Careful consideration is given to all the factors atiplane. An airplane may be VMC limited at lighter Vross
governing the minimum end airspeeds so that the resuits are appli- weights, sink off the bow limited at medium poss weights, and
cable to the entire range of Fleet operating conditions. These longitudinal acceleration limited at high gross weights and ambi-
factors include the high lift configuration (half or full flaps), ent temperatres. Figure 4 represents these three different criteria.
external store loadings. CG positions, longitudinal trim require-
ment, and thrust (Military or afterbmurner). It is important to note that the minimum catapult launch end

airspeeds are the lowest airspeeds that an airplane can be safely
Since the intent of determining the minimum airspeed is to launcWed. However, these irspeeds are determined under oputmum

define the lowest launch airspeed, the highest lift configuration is conditions. These conditions include day VMC, a nonpitching
tested. With airplanes having more than one flap setting, the deck. steady winds monitored by a calibrated amemometer, skilled
maximum flap deflection is suggested. However, this decision has aircrew trained in the opimuin technique, gross weight nd CG
to be tempered with the possibility of reduced nose up pitch accurately known. catapult performance closely monitored, and
authority which could result in increased time to rotate to the end speed corrections made for ambient temperantre and barometric
flyaway attitude, thus reducing sink off the bow. Additionally, pressure. In view of this, operational catapult launch operations
there is an increased chance of reaching control surface limit are conducted at a reconunended airspeed 15 knots above the
deflections. The higher flap seeing also results in more drag, thus minimum lamch airspeed.
decreasing longitudinal acceleration. External stores am selected
to cover the range of anticipated gross weight, CG, and drag condi-
tions expected during operational use. Forward and aft CO posi-
tions are tested to evaluate rotation characteristics and to define
longitudinal trim requirements to be set prior to launch.

Shore based build-up flight tests are conducted in each of the
high lift, external store, and CG position conditions. Classical
flight test techniques are used to define the longitudinalateral/
directional characteristics at high AOA up to stall. static/dynamic
single engine control airspeeds, and thrmst available and required.
Shore based catapult launches are conducted at the predicted mini-
mum end airspeed to investigate trm requirements, flyaway
characteristics, and pilot technique. Shore based catapult launches
are preliminary in nature because the airplane remains in ground
effect and, of course, there is sink off the bow. All of these shore

LI



ship by a Landing Signal Officer (LSO). The location of LSO and

FLOLS is shown in figure 1.

Excess trst

Single Engine -
Control

U
- - Afterbuner thros,,

Aipane Gross Weight

Figure 4
Factors Defining Catapult Launch

Minimum End Airspeeds

Although the shipboard test program to define catapult launch
minimum end airspeeds involves the bulk of operations, other
catapult launch tests are required. These include:

a) Waist catapult operations to assess he effect of the
additional flat deck run forward of these catapults on the rotation
characteristics and subsequent sink off the bow.

Figure 5
b) Lateral/directional trim requirements for asymc,;ic Typical VMC Laniding Pattern

store loadings.
Extensive shore based approach and landing tests are con

c) Crosswind launch operations, from both the bos and ducted to determine the suitability of an airplane for carrier

waist catapults. to determine lateral/directional uim requirements approach and recovery prior to initial sea trials. These tests

for crosswind components up to 15 knots. include:

d) Sensitivity of rotation characteristics and associated a) Strucraal itegrity during laiing and arresrment.
s nk of the bow to improperly set longitudinal tiim.

e) Light gross weight/low catapult end speed launches to b) Optimum approach AGA and associated aspeeds

evaluate the potential for degraded nose gear stored energy

imparted pitch rates due to low catapult launch bar loads at the end c) Bolter and wavoff performance and characteristics

of the power stroke.

Carrier Anach and andine
Landing an airplane aboard an aircraft carrier imposes severe

The aircraft carrier approach and landing task is the most loads on the landing gear and airframe. A flared landing is not

demanding task in aviation. The requirement is to maintain performed. Immediately after landing. an sometimes before, the

precise glide slope control to land in an area ± 20 ft (± 6.1 in) of decelerating forces of the arresting engine are encountered. Last

the angled deck centerline and where the distance from the firm second glide slope and lineup corrections when encountering the

arresting gear cable to the last cable is less than 120 ft (36.6 m). turbulence induced by the ship's structure in combination with

Control of both AOA and airspeed is demanded to remain with the ship's motion can cause high airplane touchdown speed or

structural limits of both the airplane and the arresting gear rolled/yawed attitudes. Shore based rrested landing tests are

engines. This must be accomplished during both day and night conducted to evaluate structural integrity when landing in the

operations and in all types of weather, many types of conditions possible aboard the carrier. These
conditions are:

A typical Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC) landing

pattern for an aircraft carrier is presented in figure 5. Terminal a) Maximum arresting gear engaging speed: This condition

glide slope inlormation is provided to the pilot by a Fresnel lens produces the maximum arresting hook loads and longitudinal

optical landing system (FLOLS). For most recoveries. the glide decelerations and are conducted at the limit design condition of the

slope is set for 3.5 deg. The approach is monitored onboard the airplane.
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b) Rolled and yawed attitude at touchdown: This type of surfaces may be moved. It is important to note that this require-
landing represents a last second lineup correction. The Larger atti- ment does not imply that the airplane must-be in level flight with
rude for both roll and yaw at touchdown is 5 deg. Landings are an acceleration of 5 fps

2 
(1.5 m/s

2
), rather that. during the

conducted with the roll and yaw in the same direction and also in approach, the engine(s) be operating in a region such that the
the opposite direction. acceleration characteristics would enable the engine to accelerate

from the thrust required on glide slope to that thrust level equalling
c) Free flight arrestment: Occasionally an arresting hook 5 fps

2 
(1.5 n/s

2
) acceleration at the same airspeed in level flight.

will engage the arresting gear cable prior to main landing gear
touchdown. This could happen with an inclose pitchup attitude Acceleration Response to Small Throttle Inputs: The second
change or during a waveoff. This type of arresutsent is called a free approach airspeed criterion relating to acceleration capability is
flight. High nose gear landing loads are obtained upon rapid engine response to small throttle movement. At the
touchdown. Free flight arrestments are intentionally conducted approach airspeed, step throttle inputs corresponding to a
during the shore based test program. 3.86 fps

2 
(1.18 m/s

2
) longitudinal acceleration command will

result in achieving 90% of the commanded acceleration within 1.2
d) Offcenter All landings don't always occur in the center seconds. This requirement applies both to acceleration and deceler-

of the targeted landing area. Offenter arresutents, up to 20 f aeon. This requemnt applies th th eihtn and(6. m)lef an rghtof he ent~rineareconuctd o ivesigae anon. This requirement applies throughout the weight range and
(6.1 in) left and right of ste centerline are conducted to investigate anticipated drag levels of the airplane. Figure 6 shows this require.
the high side loads imposed on the arresting hook and airframe mnt.
structure during this type of landing. The wing rock dynamics
induced during this type of arrestment are monitored to determine
any potential for contact of the wingtip or wing mounted external Thrust cnange equivalent to 3.86 fps

2

stores with the runway or arresting gear cables (1. 18 m/s
2
)longitudinal acceleration

e) High sinking speed: To meet the design requirements for _

shipboard landings. U. S. Navy airplanes are designed for touch- 90% of commanded change
down sinking speeds up to 26 fps (7.9 m/s). High sinking speed
tests are the most critical of all the arrested landing structural
tests. In the interest of safety, actual flight tests are conducted to
80% of the design limit- During testing, the targeted sinking <

d

speed is increased by slowly increasing the angle of the optical 0
glide slope until the targeted sinking speeds achieved. In 0
addition, this sinking speed is required to be tested at three differ-
ent airplane pitch attitudes; I) the normal landing attitude. 2) nose
down (three point landing or nose gear first), and 3) a taildown Thrust change equivalent to 3.86
attitude 3 degrees higher than the normal landing attitude. (1.18 n/s

2
)longitudinal deceleration

Time From Initial
The above five landing conditions are repeated in each of the Throule Movem

critical loading combinations that the airplane will experience
operationally. Figure 6

Acceleration ResponseAnoroach AOA and Airsoeeed to Small Throttle Inputs

Many factors must be considered relating to the determination Over The Nose Field of View. The slowest acceptable
of the recommended approach AOA and the associi.ed airspeeds for approach AOA must provide adequate over the nose field of view.
the range of recovery gross weights. It is desired that the slowest With the airplane at an altitude of 600 ft (182.9 es) above the water
possible approach AOA and airspeed Se defined in order to mini- in level flight and with the pilot's eye at the design eye position.
mile r coverv WOD requirernents. However, the need to establish the waterline at the stem of the &l-Uip must be visible when ites
the slowest AOA must be weighed against the requirement to ensure secting a 4 degree optical glide slope. The source of the optical
adequate flying qualities and performance to safely perform the glide slope is 500 ft (152.4 m) forward of the ramp of the ship and
carrier landing task. To this end, a number of criteria, mainly 65 ft (19.8 m) above the water.
quantitative, have been developed to enable evaluation of the
approach AOA and airspeeds. These criteria are part of the perfor- Margin Over Stall: The slowest airspeed equating t,,
mance guarantees specified in the requirements for new aircraft. .1 VP A , where Vp is the power-on stall airspeed using the
Attai.ting these criteria "should" ensure satisfactory carrier PA
approach flying qualities and performance characteristics. For an power required for level flight at 1.15 VS L. which is the power-off
airplane in the landing configuration on a 4 deg glide slope on a
89.80F (32.1IC) day and at the carrier landing gross weight, the stall airspeed. The determination of this airspeed is to first calcu-
minimum useable approach airspeed (VpA) should be the highest of late VSL. calculate the power required to maintain unaccelerated
the airspeeds required to meet the criteria detailed in the following level flight at 1.15 V S. determine the power-on stall airspeed at
Paragraphs.L

this power level then calculate 1 .1 V~pA .
Acceleration Response to Large Throttle Inputs: For a large PA

throttle input, such as a waveoff, the slowest airspeed will be that
airspeed at which it is possible to achieve a level flight Iongitudi- Fvlying Qualities: The slowest approach airspeed shall provide

nal acceleration of 5 fps
2 

((1.5 m/s
2

) within 2.5 seconds after Level I stability and flying qualities.

throttle movement. If any flight control effectors or speed brakes
are automatically scheduled with throttle movement, then these
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Glide Slope Transfer Maneuver: This requirement is often a. The ability to make glide path corrections by changing
referred to as the 50 ft (15.2 m) pop-up maneuver. The airplane is the rate of descent at a constant thrust setting.
to perform a glide slope maneuver so as to transfer from one glide
slope to another glide slope which is 50 ft (15.2 m) above and b. The ability to make glide path corrections by varying the
parallel to the first glide slope. The 50 ft (15.2 m) transfer is refer- thrust while maintaining a constant airplane AOA.
enced to the CG of the airplane. The maneuver must be completed
within 5.0 seconds. Longitudinal control can be inputted as neces- In making glide path corrections, the pilot instinctively
sary with the constraint that the maximum incremental load factor attempts to do so initially with loniudinal control. Effective
cannot be greater than 50% of that available at the start of the control of a plone pitch attitude necessitates that the longitudinal

maneuver. The throttle setting camnot be changed during the control power, damping, and mechanical characteristics be such as
maneuver. This maneuver is often misunderstood to mean that the to permit small, precise pitch attitude corrections. It is extremely
altitude of die airplane is increased. In fact. the altitude at the end desirable that the airplane have maneuvering capability at a
of the maneuver can be somewhat below that when initiated. For constant thrust setting for small changes in AOA on the order of
example, if the sink speed of the airplane is 15 fps (4.6 m/s) at the one or two degrees. For making large corrections to the glide path
start, the airplane will intercept the new glide slope 25 ft (7.6 re) which are sometimes necessary early in the approach, it is neces-
lower in altitude than when the glide slope transfer was started [15 sary to determine the change in thrust required for changes in AOA.
fps (4.6 m/s)x 5 sec - 50 ft (15.2 m) = 25 ft (7.6 in)]. Once the new An airplane that possesses this characteristic is easier to fly on the
glide slope has been intercepted, longitudinal control and throttle glide slope by correcting to glide slope with longitudinal control,
inputs can be made to establish a new glide slope parallel to and at returning to the proper approach angle of attack, and then adjusting
least 50 ft (15.2 m) above the initial glide slope. Figure 7 presents thrust to correct for the original erroneous setting. Using this
this maneuver. method, rapid glide path corrections are possible and thrust correc-

tions in only one direction are required for each evolution.

If an airplane does not respond satisfactorily to longitudinal
control, an alternate technique is evaluated. The airplane is
maintained at the desired AOA and thrust corrections are used exclu-
sively to make glide path corrections. With this technique, the
airplane response as a function of the excess thrust available for

maneuvering (AT/W). the increase in thrust for small throttle
movements, the engine acceleration characteristics, and the contri-
bution of thrust to lift are all evaluated. Because of the lag in

50 Itengine and airplane response to throttle movement and because of
(15.2 mi I) No throttle change the tendency to "overcoect" in order to establish vertical accelera

2) Not to exceed 50% available tion, it is difficult to determine the proper thrust setting requied to
incemeta lo . ad factor hold the glide path. As a result, the pilot gets "behind" the airplaneSlod fand the airplane follows a mild oscillatory path in the vertical

plane of the glide slope. Therefore a procedure in which thrust and
longitudinal control are initiated simultaneously is necessary for

Figure 7 rapid corrections even though it requires precise coordination and
Glide Slope Transfer Maneuver increases pilot workload. The use of speed brakes may lessen the

aircraft perturbations since increased power setting may provide
Additional Considerations: better engine acceleration and the addition of any parasite drag

device such as speed brakes contribute to speed stability by reduc-
Sigle Engine Control Airspeed: For a multi-engine airplane ing the airspeed for minimum drag.

the slowest approach airspeed will not be less than the single
engine control airspeed (VMC). This will ensure adequate control in A combination of the numerous approach airspeed/AOA cite-
the tvent ot a total engine failure during a waveoff when performed ria dictates that the arproach be made on the unstable portion (back
at the approach airspeed, side) of the thrust required curve. If an approach is made in this

area, the use of the throttles is mandatory for making corrections in

Touchdown Attitude: Touchdown attitude considerations have airspeed and rate of descent and thereby increases the difficulty of
on occasion dictated the selection of an approach autspeed/AOA. executing a precision approach. Further, if the approach must be
The pitch atitde must be such that a tail down. free flight. or nose made on the unstable portion, it is desirable that the thrust changes
down arrested landing with resultant airframee fige be only required are not large for small excursions from the approach
remotely possible airspeed. In terms of flight path stability, the change in flight path

angle with airspeed should not be greater than 0.06 deg/ks. A
rapidly increasing slope of the curve means that the airplane may

Glide Sloe Trarkine: The combination of airframe/engine decelerate rapidly and require the pilot to add much more thrust to
performance is of prime importance in evaluating the handling atop a deceleration when compared to the tsnrst reduction necessary
characteristics of an airplane on the glide slope. The speed/power to stop an acceleration. It is also desirable that the approach be
(or flight path) stability characteristics of an airplane have a great nude where the curve has a gradient and not on the flat or neutral
deal of influence on the ability of the pilot to make corrections in flight path stability portion where a range of airspeeds ae possible
airspeed and rate of descent, for approximately the same thrust setting.

The following glide path correction capabilities are considered Lineun ntrl: Effective control of airplane heading is
over the approach airspeed/AOA range: mandatory for carrier deck lineup control. Lateral control power,

damping, and mechanical characteristics (trimmability. stick
breakout forces, stick gradients, stick deadbands) should be such

B..
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that the pilot can effect small, precise line up corrections during the airspeeds, both static and dynamic, must be investigated prior to
approach. The use of lateral control should not cause distracting approaches at the field.
pitching or yawing moments.

Two basic types of approaches terminating in a waveoff are
The previous discussions have highlighted in general terms investigated. They are:

the numerous items which have a bearing on the selection the
approach airspeed/AOA and an optimum pilot technique. a) Stabilized, on glide slope condition: This simulates a
Frequently, several flying qualities and performance characteristics stabilized approach condition where a waveoff is required in
become marginal at the same airspeed/AOA and one may mask response to an tnsafe condition such as the deck going "foul". The
another. It is important to recognize all of the factors involved airplane should be in a relatively stabilized condition at the
since improvements of one may render another more acceptable or approach ADA with the throttles at the approximate approach
unacceptable, setting. To evaluate the variation of waveoff altitude lost and time

required to achieve a positive rate of climb with sinking speed, the
Oualitative Evaluation Tasks: In addition to the quantitative FLOLS basic glide slope angle is varied. In addition to onspeed

and qualitative evaluation techniques which are used in defining the conditions. AOA's as slow as 2 degrees higher than the approach
approach AOA and associated airspeeds, it is possible to evaluate AOA should be tested.
the approach and landing by defining the tasks the pilot must
accomplish for each phase of the landing. Table I specifies the b) A high comedown condition: This condition represents a
distinct phases during landing and lists suggested tolerance bands large throttle input by the pilot attempting to correct from a high
for the required performance. These levels of performance should be (above glide slope) condition. The use of this "gross" correction
attainable with an HQR - 3 or better. technique will usually result in an immediate waveoff by the 1SO.

The test procedure should be to stabilize on glide slope, but
Table I holding a "one ball high" condition. At the desired time, the pilot

Approach and Landing retards the throttles to IDLE. From 1.0 to 2.0 seconds later, the
Qualitative Evaluation Tasks waveoff signal should be given. This test technique has limited

applicability within 1,000 ft of touchdown (a point approximately
Tolerance 500 ft (152.4 m) past the ramp) as this type of throttle "play"

Phase Task Band would result in an immediate waveoff being commanded by the
Downwind Airspeed Control ± 2 kt LSO; however, this technique will identify unacceptable waveoff

Heading Control ±2 dg performance and excessive altitude loss due to adverse engine
Trimmability -2d response characteristics.

Base Leg AOA Conrol ± 1/2 deg
Roll Attitude Control ± I deg Two pilot techniques for MIL thrust waveoffs are investigated.
Heading Capture ± 2 deg The first technique involves maintaining the approach AOA

Final AOA Control + 1/2 deg throughout the waveoff maneuver. The second technique involves
Lineup Control ± I deg rotation to higher values of AOA. Level I flying qualities must be
Glide Slope Control ± 1/2 "ball" retained at all times during the waveoff. Airplane pitch response to

"see note) MIL thrust application and/or automatic configuration changes.

Touchdown Runway Centerline ± 5 f such as speed brakes, may result in a slight uncommanded AOA(± 1.5 m) rotation during the waveoff. This can be a favorable response inLongitudinal ± 20 ft the noseup direction; however, is unacceptable in the nose downLonitudin ± 6.0 ft direction. Although rotation may minimize altitude loss. a point is
_ ispersion I (± 6.1 n) I reached near the ramp where rotation is undesirable due to reduction

Waveoff or Attitude Capture ± 1 deg in hook/ramp clearance and the probability of a free flight
Bolter AOA Control ± I deg engagement outside of the airplane design envelope. This undesir-
Note: A "'ball" is equivalent to one cell on the Fresel Letts Optical able characteristic is most noticeable for aircraft with large linearLanding System. One cell equals 0.34 degrees of arc. distance from the pilot's eye to the hook. such as the F-14A. where

the vertical hook-to-eye distance increases approximately I ft (0.3

Waveoff Performance and Characteristics. A waveoff is a m) for each degree increase in pitch attitude.

frequent occurrence in the shipboard environment and one which The use of afterburner, if available, should also be investi-
may be required due to the landing area going "foul" or not being gated. Frequently, the time required to obtain MAX A/ thrust
ready to recover aircraft, unacceptable pilot technique, or condi- obviates its use to lessen the altitude loss during the waveoff
tions outside safe recovery parameters, such as excessive deck maneuver. However, Max A/B thrust does provide an increase in
motion. A late waveoff is extremely demanding on airplane acceleration once a positive rate of climb has been established and
performance because of airplane sink rate and proximity of the can avert a ramp strike for an airplane which has developed a high
ship. Flight tests are conducted to quantify airplane performance sinking speed prior to reaching the critical distance from the ramp.
and determine the optimum pilot technique. This information is Average altitude loss detersination for the various loadings and
generated for both the normal recovery configuration(s) and all approach conditions should be based on at least twelve data
potential emergency modes, either airframe or engine related, for samples because of differences in pilot techniques.
which shipboard recovery is possible.

Fleet experience has shown that waveoff performance will be
Waveoffs are initially conducted at a safe altitude to assess satisfactory if the following criteria is met from waveoff initiation

airframe and engine response. The airplane is stabilized onspeed during an approach on glide slope with the proper AOA and 0.7 sec
on a -3.0 deg flight path angle. Pitch tendency with power is pilot reaction time:
noted. The landing configuration(s) and emergency conditions
should be investigated. Simulated single engine characteristics and



a) An hook point altitude loss not greater than 30 ft It is desired that the airplane achieve both nose and main gear
(9.1 in). liftoff prior to rolling off the end of the angled deck round-down.

However. if this condition is not achievable, it is still acceptable if

b) A Lime to zero sink speed not greater than 3 sec with a there is no aircraft sink following rolling off the angled deck. Any

corresponding level flight longitudinal acceleration of 3 kt/sec on CG sink is unacceptable. This requirement for no CG sink is based

a 90F (32.2
0
C) ambient temperature day. on a "normal" bolter. Situations will occur that will result us some

CG sink. Delayed pilot response to the proper bolter technique of

c) A controllable aircraft pitch attitude change not greater throttle and longitudinal control or initial landing gear touchdown

than 5 deg airplane nose up or an AOA increase not more than well beyond the last CDP are examples.

3 deg. The airplane pitch characteristics during the shore based bolter

Roller Performance and Characteristics. A bolter is an un- tests should be monitored. Landing gear dynamics can cause pitch

tentional touch and go landing on the ship. A bolter can occur due ons (rocking) during the bolter. In an extreme situation.

to: the airplane could be in a nose down pitch cycle when the nose gear
rolls off the angled deck, resulting in unacceptable airplane charac-
teristics and excessive sink following rolling off the angled deck.

a) Improper in-close thrust or pitch attitude inputs or an

excessively high glide slope position which result in the arresting Testine at Se
hook point passing over the top of all the arresting gear cables.
This is the more critical condition in that the minimum flight deck
is remaining to execute the bolter maneuver. Final determination as to the suitability of an approach

airspeed/AOA, pilot technique, and bolter and waveoff performance
b) The arresting gear hook point landing in the desired posi- and characteristics can only be obtained from actual tests aboard the

tion. but the hook point failing to engage a cross deck pendant carrier because of airflow disturbances over the landing area and aft

(CDP) due to: 1) hook point dynamics resulting in excessive hook of the carrier. Turbulence in the form of sudden updrafts and

bounce or lateral swing of the arresting hook shank preventing the downdrafts which occur aft of a carrier cannot be duplicated ashore.

hook point from engaging a CDP, or 2) improper tension on the The range of WOD's to be used should be from the minimum recov

CDP from the arresting engine allowing the CDP to be closer to the cry headwind up to 40 knots, if achievable. Crosswinds compo-

deck than desired limiting, the ability of the hook point to engage nents. both port and starboard, up to ship's limit (7 knots) should

the CDP. In either case this is commonly referred to as a "hook be investigated to evaluate the ship's island structure.

skip bolter". Initial approaches are terminated in waveoffs at approximately

The distance from the last arresting gear cable to the angled 1/2 nautical mile (1.9 kin); the waveoff point is moved closer to the

deck round down varies from a minimum of 427 ft (130.1 mn) on ship as test results merit. The first landings are "hook-up- touch

KITTY HAWK class ships to a maximum of 495 ft (150.9 m) on and goes, finally with hook down to achieve the first arrested

NIMITZ class ships, landing.

Shore based touch and go landings are conducted to determine Intentional landings beyond the CDP's should be conducted tr

bolter performance, characteristics, and desired pilot technique. minimize deck remaining and time available to initiate bolter

Landing sinking speeds at touchdown should be at least the mean inputs, and also to evaluate rocking characteristics due to landing

carrier landing sinking speed to ensure that the airplane's pitch gear dynamics.

dynamics during the bolter, due to compression/extension dynam-
ics of the main and nose landing gear, are representative of a
shipboard landing. Flared landings will not produce realistic test

conditionsl All normal and emergency configurations should be
tested. The forward and aft CG positions can be critical because of
the potential effect on nosewheel liftoff airspeeds at forward CG's
and adverse longitudinal characteristics at aft CG's.

The preferred method of obtaining bolter performance is to use
LASER tracking dma. The data is used for ground speed and ground
roll only. Desired airborne instrumentation, in addition to the
standard suite, includes nose and main landing gear weight on
wheels (WOW) discretes which can be used to "time tag" their
respective touchdown and liftoff times. The ground roll distances
from main landing gear touchdown until nose landing touchdown,
nose landing gear liftoff, and main landing gear liftoff are calcu-
lated from the LASER data. The calculated bolter distances are
corrected for test day surface winds and then recomputed for antici-
pated recovery WOD in the shipboard environment.

The recommended pilot technique during these tests should be
application of MIL power at touchdown and longitudinal control
input as necessary to achieve the desired flyaway attitude.
However, the use of full aft control can produce undesirable over-
rotation tendencies. Other techniques should be considered if the
characteristics of the airplane warrant.
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ABSTRACT 1 INTRODUCTION

The development programme of the EH 101 This paper presents the type of te.ts .e
includes, for its naval variant, the investigation of have so far carried out and those we are planning, to

the ship-helicopter interface characteristics to investigate the EH 101 ship interface.
grant a preliminary release of the helicopter The EH 101, for those we ate not totally tamlii r

operations on board of both Italian and British Navy with it, has been designed to operate contirsty
units. from the type 23 Frigate cf the Royal Navy, Nrsio the
we intend to appreoch the prograre -sing the light carrier Garilbaldi of the Italian Navy crd
following schemie: occasionally from other ,;aller ships of the ],lr

fleet.
I - EH 101 handling qualities assessent while The programei we have proposed to the two Nasvs.

operating in proximity of a ship, during the final describe all the opcrations and the related sy tens
approach phase. that we deem necessary to obtain an initial

clearance.
2 - Deck landings and take-offs for a preliminary The actual deck qualification of the Eu In! o 'he
identification of deck motion liits and wind various host ships is ara remain a reopenabli ty of
envelope, the Navies. This paper wit[ start with i dcrrsptior

of the extenive on shore activity that has oem(-
3 - Assessnient of the deck landing techniqe with completed before undertaking any over water
the use of Landing aids, operation.

Since the first flights of the EN 101, nre thin 12
4 - Assessment of the aircraft ianding on the deck, flights were carried out with the purpose ot
rotors folding, refueling, ar-n,,ent loading, taxiing, investigating, characterizing and optimizin; tne
tie downs, etc. aircraft configuration for its major role.

Having to operate on board of relative smaller no
5 - Assessment of helicopter operations in a hoavy in heavy sea states and stronig winds, much eft- t,
electromagnetic enviroment. was dedicated to obtain the best handling q.latier

and performance to cope with this task.
6 - Asessment of the maintainability Areas of particular concern were pitch attitil.,
characteristics of the EN 101 in limited spaces hover performance, control response, field -4 -- ,
(engine and gear boxes change). In addition to the above subject this paper wi-l

briefly present the results of the activity c iriled
Furthermore this paper will present the initial out in cooperation, with Italian and UK n1avV -- sh:[s
results of the pretiminary sea trials carried out during last year.

with the EH 101 prototypes in cooperation with

Italian and British Navy vessels. 2 STATUS OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

LIST OF CONTENTS Before proceeding to describe the acti-ity
that we intend to conduct during the ship tria , we

1 INTRODUCTION ..... ................. . ... 1 consider important to report briefly on the

development programme of the EH 101, the results
2 STATUS OF THE DEVELOPMENT PPOGRAMME ..... 1 achieved and the futuie plan.

2.1 Achievements ....... ........... 1

2.2 Future Plan ...... ............ 2 2.1 Achievements

3 ON SHORE ACTIVITY .............. 2 The fleet of the preproduction (PP) aircraft
3.1 Aircraft basic characteristics is now completed.

investigation .... ......... 2 Last January, in fact, PP9, the civil-utility

3.2 Activity done ..... ........... 2 variant, took off, for its maiden flight at Agusta in
3.3 Cofrection of the pitch up . . . 2 Cascina Costa.
3.4 Tail rotor configuration anrd This was the last of the nine aircraft foreseen by

tail strake .......... .A.... 4 EHI master plan for the developmsent of the four
variants of the EH 101: naval, civil passenger, civil

4 PREPARING FOR THE SHIP TRIAL .. ......... ... 4 ad military utility.

Five aircrafts are currently flying in UK, under
5 SHIP TRIAL PROGRAMME .... ............. ... 4 Westland responsability, with the main purpose of

5.1 The plan .... ............. ... 4 developing the basic naval vehicle, avionics (PPI,
5.2 The object of the test . ...... . 4 PP4, PP5) and the passengers variant (PP3, PP8).
5.3 the methodology .. .......... ... 5 Four PP's are fliyng in Italy, at Agusta test center,

5.4 The instrumentation ......... ... 6 for the naval (PP2, PP6), utility civil and military
5.5 Ground resonance stability . . .. 6 (PP7, PP9) variant development.

In Italy is also located a GTV for the testing of the

6 PRELIMINAR SEA TRIALS ... ............ ... 6 drive system.

The total flight hours achieved by the fleet at the
end of February were 1050 in 1200 flights: plus 740

3.•



hours of ground run on GTV. 1993 for both the civil variants.
The development of the basic vehicle was According to our plane the certification will be
concentrated, from the beginning, on PPi and PP2, obtained simultaneously by the CAA, the FAA and the

flying in their own countries. RAt.
But after one year EHI decided, to enhance progress One year Later the industry qualification for the
of the programme, to collocate the two PP's at Agusta naval variant wilt also be concluded.

flight test center with a joint integrated team of
pilots, flight test engineers and specialists of the 3 ON SHORE ACTIVITY

different branches.
This new phase, named Single Site Operation, began on 3.1 Aircraft basic characteristics investigation

November 1988 and was concluded Last March after the
second OTC's preview. Ship trials are a very expensive, time

During this period proper solutions have been found consuming and, in some wy, a risky exercise.
for all the critical areas, reaching a satisfactory Therefore it is of paramount importance to
level of development, investigate and understand all possible aspect-, of
This is well demonstrated by the fact that in 1988 the helicopter handling and performance in the low
PP arrived in Italy from UK in the hold of merchant speed regime before attempting any activity over the
ship while last March it went back flying on its own. water.

In detail the nose-up tendency at low airspeed was As previously stated this has been one of our major
eliminated by the low asymmetric tailptane; the tail task during the last two years.
rotor strength and performance have been improved by Various option of tailplane, tail rotor and tail cone
the double teetering tail rotor and rear fuselage strake have been evaluated in order to afliov the
strakes; the hover and level flight performance have highest performiance and the minimum pilot workload
been enhanced by modifying the main rotor blades and when the aircraft operates in the very unsteidy
reducing the fuselage drag. condition typical of approach and landing on a small
Furthermore a very noticeable tail-shake has been deck in adverse weather.
cured with aerodynamic features: a beanie on the main The relative wird envelope requirements stated that
rotor head and the so called horse-collar around the the helicopter should be safe to operate up to 50 Kts
engine cowlings. from 0' to 45' left or right, 35 Kts from 45' to 135
Also the flight controls have been modified and 20 Kts rearward.

introducing different gearing to reduce the roll We tested the aircraft up to 55 Kts, with additional
sensitivity, the collective to longitudinal cyclic attention on the "sensitive" sector wich, as 'or most
coupling and extending the range of collective and helicopters, are the left or right 45' to 70 , where
yaw control. the airflow around the tail rotor is highly disturbed
But the most significant improvement was obtained in by the main rotor downwash and tail unit masking.
redu;,,9 the vibration level caused by the main The results obtained were eventually considered
'.,tor. acceptable to proceed with the ship trials.

The problem was tackled in two different ways:
preventing the vibration to reach the cabin and 3.2 Activity done
modifying the cabin natural frequencies.
The first approach gave the best results with both The activity done for the above purp,-.e
the system tested: a passive one, instaled on the amount at:
rotor head and a active system, called ACSR (Active
Control of Struct.-aL Response). 120 hrs Total flight time
The latter that will be incorporated into the 90 Flights
production configuration, has been tested at Westland 3 Tailptane configuration change
test center in Yeovil on PP3. 4 Tail rotor configuration change

In the mean time many modification have been designed 5 Tail strake configuration change
and tested with the purpose of extending the life of

the critical dynamic components. These figures can give an idea of how extenuating can
In parallel the avionic system were developed on the be trying to achieve low workload flying
remaining PP's: AFCS on PP3, common avionic on PP4, characteristics in gusty wind up to 50 Kts from any
the mission system for Royal Navy and Marina Militare direction.
Italiana (MMI) on PP5 and PP6 while PP7 was However, obtaining this level of results was
developing both the basic utility configuration and considered essential to proceed with adequate margins
the military avionic, to the actual investigation of the EH 101 ship

interface.
2.2 Future Plan The tailplane configuration, in particular, raised

much concern as we wanted to provide on almost
Two major changes are still to be tested constant pitch attitude approach capability to

before the development programme of the EH 101 can be minimize the tipical reduction of vertical fioid of
concluded: the updated main gear box and the RTM 322 view during the flare.
installation.
The 5200 HP gearbox, the current one is limitated to 3.3 Correction of the pitch up
4640 HP, will be common to all the EH 101 variants.

It has been fitted for the first time last March on It has been widely publicized that the
the GTV for an initial endurance test of 300 hours original symmetric low set tailplane caused a
that will be concluded by the end of July. distinct pitch up when it moved in the main rotor

At that time PP2 will receive a similar box and we downwash.
wiltl start flying for the extension of the flight To correct this undesirable characteristic we
envelope, explored the following main options: a reduction of
The integration tests of the RtM 322 will initiate in the tailplane effective surface and the relocation of
the middle of 1992 on PP4 and will continue for two it to a totally different position, where it could
years. not be affected by the rotor downwash.
This engine will be installed on the helicopters of After various attempt of reducing the tailplane
the Royal Navy while the civil and the MMI variants effective surface by reducing either the chord or the
will mantein the G.E. engines, span, the choice was restricted to the following
At the end of 1992, having all the PP's the proper configurations:

configuration, the qualification phase wilt start.

It wilt lead to the civil certification by September 1) Asymmetric tailplane attached to the top of the
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tail fin on the opposite side of the rotor, generated by the airflow on the left side of rear
fuselage.

2) Asymmetric taitplane set in the same position The combination of higher thrust capability of the
than the original one but limited to the right tail rotor and the thrust contribution generated by
portion. the strake, various size and locations of which were

tested, made possible to meet the tail rotor
The first configuration appeared immediately the most performance requirements and reduced to acceptable
effective in eliminating the pitch up, as one can level the pedal activity within entire relative
expect, but had the following disadvantages: envelope.

1) It was not compatible with the tail unit folding 4 PREPARING FOR THE SHIP TRIAL
geometry.

Encouraged by the good results of the basic
2) It required a major redesign of the tail unit as development, the good performance and excellent
its toad distribution would have been different, control response, we are now working for the

preparation of PP6 in Italy and PP5 in UK with the
3) It would have had a remarkable effect on the aim to carry out our tests in early autumn.
programme in terms of cost and scheduling. A lot is still to be done, on our PP6, to make it

usable for extensive flying over water and autonomous
The second configuration was tested after the operation over the deck:
analysis of load distribution on the standard
taitptane. - The management system, aLthogh not completely
It was found that in forward flight more than 75% of necessary for the handling tests, mist be on board
total downlift required to maintain a proper and perfectly tuned at least in its AFCS,
relationship between airspeed and attitude was communication and navigation sub system.
generated by the right portion of the surface.
Choosing a different profile we could improve the - The APU, necessary to start the engines without an
effectiveness of the remain section loosing only e external airstarter, must be installed.
negligeabLe contribution to pitch dampirg.
This small reduction of the dynamic stability could The emergency flotation gear are essential.
be easily accounted for by the Automatic Flight
Control System. - All the mooring points must be verified.
For what pitch up at low speed was concerned the
residual effect of the main rotor downwash created a - Landing gear brake system, sprague and castoring
very small reaction that could be detected only system must be fully operational.
conducting accurate testing.
We concluded that, as the asymmetric low set The main rotor ar nit fo!ling system must be
tailplane was much easier and cheaper to install, throughly tecte J.
this configuration might be preferred.
However a doubt remained in the test pilot department po5 , &,ready in proper configuration.
that in less than favourable conditions the
operational pilot could suffer from the less than 5 SHIP TRIAL PROGRAISME
perfect helicopter behaviour.
Therefore It was considered necessary, to carry ust Preliminary Ship Interface Trial (PSIT) will
proper testing in a more realistic conditions. be cu,,.L. t: wi.> i. naval variant of the E 101 in
This was the reason for asking to to the programie conjunction with eN and MMI ships.
leaders the clearance to set up a short trial to The aim of the trial is to verify all the interface
investigate the helicopter behaviour when operating aspects with the class of ships the El 101 has to
in proximity of a moving deck, activity that will be cooperate and to define a limited flight envelope in
described later and that led to the selection of the term of wind speed, sea state and deck motion.
low set asymmetric tailplane as a viable tail The operational trial will be conducted by the two
configuration change. navies with production aircrafts.

3.4 Tail rotor configuration and tail strake 5.1 The plan

Since the early flying in the tow speed According to the existing plan the PSI's
regime it was evident that tail rotor power available should be undertaken by Agusta, in autumn 1991 with
was not sufficient to produce the required thrust to the MMI EN 101 (PP6), and by Westland with the RN EH
meet 50 Kts relative wind velocity from all 101 (PPS) in the spring 1991 (harbour trial) and in
directions. the spring 1992 (sea trial).
To improve this performance we followed two lines of Each trial will require approximatively 10 flight
action, hours shared between harbour and over sea activity.

The MMI trial will assess the EN 101 compatibility
I Increase the tail rotor thrust, with the Caribaldi light carrier, the Duilio class

cruiser and the Ardito class Destroyer while the RN
2 - Decrease the tail rotor power required by trial will be limitated to the Type 23 Frigate.

generating additional contribution to the
antitorque moment. 5.2 The object of the test

The increase of the tail rotor thrust was obtained by The following aspects will be evaluated
selecting a different concept of rotor hub that was during the trial:
modified to allow each pair of opposite blades to
flap independently. 1) Ship/heicopter clearances
This modification reduced the related loads and
allowed to reach higher blade angles of attack, hence The aim of the test is to verify that no physical
more thrust. interferences exist between the ship structure and
The additional contribution to the thrust was the helicopter, in all the possible situations such
obtained by applying a strake, along the stringers of as during the approach, on the deck with the rotors
the left hand side of the rear fuselage, which, by turning, during the main rotor blades and tail
disrupting the airflow around it reduced the force folding, during the deck handling, on the elevators,
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in the hangar, during weapons Loading and servicing with all the ship system, involving radio frequency
activities. emission, turned off.

Once on the ship deck, tests wilt be conducted to
2) Deck operation determine the influence of the ship radios and radar

equipment on the helicopter systems, particularly on
An hydraulic deck Lock is fitted on the RN helicopter AFCS, cockpit instruments, communication system and
to improve safety, during take-off and Landing experimental instrumentation.
from/on the ship, providing a short term method of Having cleared the ENC aspects on the deck the
securing the helicopter to the deck. activity wilt be repeated in flight.
The system wilt be evaluated with a Large number of
engagement and release sequencies, in normal and 6) Dynamic interface
emergency mode.
The capability of the helicopter to turn in either The dynamic interface is, obviously, the haviest part
direction about the engagements point wilt also be of this set of trial.
assessed. The time available is Limited and the conditions to
After any operation the U-cking parts wilt be investigate could be numerous.
inspected to determine any damage and the manoeuvre We wilt use all our experience to identify the most
that might have caused it. relevant ones it is our intention to reach the

operating envelope limits with a reasonable
3) Deck handling graduaLity.

There are some information available that wilt
The Type 23 Frigate are equipped with a system which greatly help us in reducing the number of condition
provides helicopter handling from the deck to the to test, especially for the Italian part of the
hangar and viceversa,in high sea states, with no men programme, as the Italian Navy ships are currently
on the ship's deck and with the helicopter misaligned conducting similar operation with the Sea King and AB
after landing. 212 ASW.
This system has to be operated in conjunction with The wind over the deck data and the experience
the deck lock. accumulated by the current helicopters wilt direct
The deck handling system may also be used to our investigation toward the most critical areas.
transport weapons to the aircraft once it has been The dynamic trials for the Royal Navy are further
aligned at the datum position. limited in scope therefore what is said in this paper
The behaviour of the system wilt be assessed with as is more related to the Italian Navy trials.
many as possible combinations of deck engagements The operating envelope is defined as function of the
points/aircraft headings, helicopter weight, c.g. position, ship motion, and
A limited assessment of the weapons loading procedure enviromental condition such as visibility, day or
will also be done using the deck handling system to night.
verify the weapon trolleys are property operated and We wilt restrict our investigation to day time, and
aligned with the aircraft, to the maximum ship motion we can obtain during the
On the Italian navy ships deck handling presents Less week, or so, that our programme will last.
problems than on the Type 23 Frigate. As the aircraft relative wind envelope is rather wide
In fact no special equipment is envisaged to assist we wilt progress by 10 Kts increments to maximum
the manoeuvering and positioning of the helicopter on speeds obtainable by the combination of ship and
the deck. natural wind speeds available.
On the Garibaldi deck the EH 101 will be towed and During the test both quantitative and qualitative
positioned using similar, if not the same, equipment data wilt be gathered using on board recorder.
currently used for the SH 3D. The Cooper Narper scale will be used by the pilots to
Rather normal tractors wit move the helicopter in express their qualitative assessment of the ease with
the hangar and on the deck. which each manoeuvre can be carried out using average
Therefore we do not expect to spend too many energies pilot skill.
for this phase of the trial. The evaluating crew will be totally formed by company
For what the other ship are concerned, the helicopter personnel, however some partecipation of Italian Navy
has not to be moved from its landing spot therefore Pilot is planned mainly to familiarize them with
the handling will be minimal, standing procedures.

Before each sortie a conference wilt be held with the
4) Ship helicopter hisicat interface relevant ship's personnel to discuss all the details

of each test and how to match the test requirements
All the necessary interface between the ship and the with other possible ship constraint.
helicopter wilt be checked. The sequence of the conditions wilt be agreed in
This activity wilt consist in verifying the proper order to minimize ship manoeuvering.
positioning and functioning on the deck and in the During the tests a flight test engineer will be on
hangar for: the deck all the time to verify the test conditions.

Each condition will provide a test point that wilt be
electrical ground supply used to build the diagrams that eventually will
pressure refuel and defueL hoses indicate the flight envetopoe.
nitrogen charging some rotor engagements and stopping will be conducted
external hydraulic power supply in various position on the deck of the Garibaldi to
telebrief system (only cable position) evaluate the effect of the possible unusual
lashing points turbotence.

Landings and take offs wilt be conducted from and to
Engines starting wilt be evaluated using the APU and all approved directions.
external power supply Extensive manoeuvering over the

deck wilt be necessary to identify any possible
5) EMC tests handling deficiency.

Because many of the helicopter system are not fully
representative of the production standard, the aim of 5.3 The methodology
these tests is essentially to define any potential
EMI that could jeopardize the flight safety during To enhance the safety the tests wilt be
the trial. initially conducted with the ship moored to quayside
For this reason the initial landings will be done or to a buoy.

ft.



Being this assessment completed all the tests will be support, at the helicopter base in La Spezia, and
repeated with the ship sailing in order to evaluated made available suitable warships to use as reference.
the influence of wind, deck motion, deck turbotence The ship belonged to the Maestrale class equipped
on the aircraft operation. with a heLideck 24 meters Long and 14 meters wide.
As stated before the sea trial wilt be conducted with The initial intention were to carry out, during a
the wind speed and the sea state available during the maximum of 3 ship's sorties, various type of approach
tests, and over the deck monoeuvres with the two selected

configurations of tailplane.
5.4 The instrumentation We did not plan actual Landings, as the time

available was short and we wanted to concentrate on
The helicopter will have an experimental the main purpose of the trials in order to get the

instrumentation system installed, most valuable results.
The relevant parameters to be required are: The handling of an aircraft is essentially a matter

of opinion.
- toads on main/tail rotor blades, hubs, airframe and In other words, there was the possibility that what
undercarriage, was considered easy by one pilot might be evaluated

less optimistically by another one.
- Undercarriage vertical velocity, vertical, lateral For this reason we decided to involve in the trials a
and longitudinal acceleration, good number of company and military test pilots in

order to obtain the broadest possible range of
- Aircraft control position, attitude, angular comments.

rates, rotor speed, and 3 axis toad factor. The initial trials, which included approaches to the
ship steaming up to 20 Ets were carried out using the

- Engines control parameter i.e. torque, gas Italian and Royal Navy procedure and it was easy to
generator and power turbine speed, turbine conclude that, in the condition tested, the
temperature. differences in the handling between the two

configurations were minimal, thus confirming that the
In addition to the aircraft parameters also ship tow set asymmetric tailptane was a suitable solution.
parameters will be recorded using portable In fact everything was going so smoothly that, having
instrumentation package in order to correlate the cleared the main purpose of the flight, we proposed
phenomenon seen on the aircraft with the external to the Italian Navy representatives to carry out deck
conditions. landings.
In particular will be recorded: The size of the deck was barely sufficient but the

flight conditions were excellent and we could not
- wind speed and direction relative to the ship envisage any problem.

As previously stated this additional activity had not
- ship attitudes the aim to get any form of qualification for deck

operation, but just to verify the ease of the
5.5 Ground resonance stability manoeuvre from the approach to touchdown.

Landings were easy to do as expected.
The EH 101 has been throughly tested in all The only criticism we raised were related to the over

combination of C.G. position, weight, NR and airborne the nose visibility that was considered poor and the
percentage and found totally free of any tendency to excessive spray caused by the downwash.
enter in ground resonance by large margins. The first item was known, as the aircraft tends to
Nevertheless we consider necessary to conduct further stay in hover with a nose up attitude.
investigation of this aspects of the helicopter The excessive spray was due to the low height of the
characteristics in consideration of the possible deck and was minimized using the Italian type of
effect that the ship deck motion and the deck approach along the ship centertine while was
handling system motion, installed on the Type 23 remarkable when moving over the deck from along the
Frigate, might have on landing gears and main rotor side hover.
damper response. Nevertheless the whotw exercise was a success both
During the test the relative wind will be maintained for the good serviceability record of the helicopter
within the hover envelope to allow prompt take-off. in such an early stage of development and for the
A select combinations of RPM, C.G. position and encouraging results of the handling assessment.
collective pitch will be explored using the standard A further proof of the ease of the approach and
method of applying cicutar pulses to the cyclic of landing manoeuvre was given by this fact.
about 2 inch diameter and 2/3 of 1/R frequency. The italian military test pilot involved in the
Keepeng in mind the Limited scope of our tests we assessment happened to be a young major of the
intend to carry out our resonance investigation not Italian Air Force assigned to the official test
up to the extremes of the ship motions operational center team.
values but just to 5

° 
degrees of roll and 1.5 degrees This pilot had no a previous experience of landing or

of pitch. even approaching to a ship deck.
Nevertheless he controlled the helicopter easily and

6 PRELIMINAR SEA TRIALS accurately to the narrow deck as the other more
experienced test pilots.

It has been mentioned previously of a short In November 1990 a similar but shorter activity was
activity done with the EN 101 during last year in carried out in UK when PP5 was Landed on the deck of
cooperation with Italian Navy vessels. HMS Norfolk cruising off Portland.
The Purpose of that activity was to confirm the The purpose of what was mainly promotional however
results, of the optimization of the tailpLane some additional valuable indications were obtained
configuration. Manoeuvering over the larger and higher deck of the
Unfortunatly at that time the state of the programme Norfolk was found easier than over the Maestrale, as
did not allow untimitated over water operations as we one could expect and without the annoying effect of
lacked all the necessary auxiliary system such as the the sea spray.
definitive flotation gears, the proper AFCS the APU We believe these two occasions although very limited
and so on. in purpose and in the conditions tested, have
Nevertheless a decision had to be taken in a short provided us valuable indications for a more effective
time so we were forced to take acceptable shortcuts, planning of the future and more exhaustive sea
and set up a Limited sea trial programe. trials.
The Italian navy very wittingly provided ground

It.,
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Figure 4 -EH 101 Deck Landing on Frigate " AESTRALE
Class



DETERMINATION OF LIMITATIONS FOR HELICOPTER SHIP-BORNE OPERATIONS
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SUMMARY "Elhe difference between tile two sets of
limitations is explained by the fact that for

A brief outliit, of h,-liiopter-ship qoailification shore-based operations the limitations
pro8rammes al carried ,ut by NIl.R is given it, (determined after extensive factory testing)
this paper. It describes how dh tailed are based a.o. on a rigid an inobstructed
information abet tile helicopter landing site whereas the limitations for ship-
capabilities, ship's motion characteristics and borne operations are to be based on an
tile wind-climate above the ship's flight deck, obstruc:ted landing site (flight deck) which
is used to set up and to execute a safe and shows oscillatory movement and where a.o.
elficient helicopter flight test programme. extremely tturbulent conditions cin prevail.
The progratmte leads to a safe and maximum
operational availability of the helicopter on
board the ship in terms of take-off and landing at 1TV E,

capabilities as function of relative wind and
sea-state.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years operations of a large variety
of helicopter types from various classes of
navy ships have steadily increased worldwide./ amEsi
The improved capabilities of present-generation '.1.1 Z

helicopters offer a wide range of possibilities
for attractive ship-helicopter combinations to
cope with the growing demand being put on
modern navies. Therefore, many even relatively
small vessels are being equipped with ahelicopter flight deck. Sometimes an almost

marginal facility is provided for take-off,
landing and deck handling. Yet, helicopter
operations are required in a rough environment
(Fig. I) by day and at night.

Fig. 2 Relative wmind- and mass limitations
for helicopter take-off and landing
for shore-based operations, as provided
by the manufacturer

Because of the unique characteristics of each
helicopter type/class of ship combination and
the innumerable combinations possible it is
understandable that usually no (extensive)
testing has been carried out by the manufacturer

,, for the combination that is of interest. It' follows that the limitations given, if any must
be considered as general guidelines, with large
safety margins with respect to tile helicopter

Fig. I Helicopter operailons on board ships; capabilities and pilot ability to control the
a rough environment helicopter, and thus do not provide a maximum

availability of the helicopter on board the
Of course one wants to operate the helicopter ship. It is expected that the actual limitations,
in as many operational conditions (day, night, i.e. those that allow maximum availability of
sea-state, wind, yisibility etc) with as high a the helicopter within the constraints of safety,
payload as possible. are lying somewhere between the limitations for
Nowadays, in line with the increasing importance shore-based and those for ship-borne operations
of helicopter/ship operations the helicopter as given by the manufacturer. To determine these
manufacturer sometimes provides, in addition to limitations a dedicated helicopter-ship
limitations for shore-based take-off and landing qualification programme is needed.
(Fig. 2), limitations of a general nature for During about 20 years NLR has carried out
helicopter-ship operations. successfully 12 test programmes (for Dutch as
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well is foreign contractors) in which 9 clisses Tie nature of tht problems that may be
of ships and 6 types of helicopters were encountered, and the preparatory measurements
involved, and analyses tiLt c.in be carried out to estimate
In this paper zin overview is given about tire tile operational envelope for helicopter-ship
factors infllrneiCing tie li icopter-ship operations ire discussed in this i.ipter.
operations, tirt way they are determined in The additional flight tests, that are reqrir d
various qualification programmne elements and because somei aspects cannot be evalated
how they are used to set up a flight lest analyticaliv, are discussed in tile next
progranmie on board the ship. chapter.
Furthermore it is described how the ship-borne
fi ight tests, within the constrarints of safety 2.2 rhe effe t ct tire ship on the environment
and efficiency, are carried out and in what way, for hIelihoipter -iperat i ns
during tile tests, again use is inade of tire data
obtained in the previous prhrgrarmie elements, as Tire basic factor, limiting tire hel icopter
well as the experience of tire test team, operations from ships, in comparison to shore-
resulting in ain as small as possible number of based operations is tilt small flight deck for
flying hours without affecting tire quality of take-off and landing, whlh is:
tile results lhe attention is focussed tin - oscillating (pitch, roll)
helicopter take-off and landing which in fact - surrounded by obstacles (mainly Lilt hangar in
constitutes the main part of tire tests. Final lv front of tie fli:,it de-ck) which, apart from
some results are .iven. c-ilision risk, generate

- distorted air flow
2 ES1MMION OF IIIE oPERAIIoNAL FNVfI.OlP . a complicated turbrlence field (ini addition

FOR iELICOlTER-SITIP OtPEIAT IONS to natural turbulence)
and were ar,. present

2. I General - exhaust gas, "-irich may cause
. additional turbulence

An important aspect of helicopter-ship quaifi- an increase of tile outside air temperature
cation testing is safety. the problem is to above the flight deck (increa.c of denxity
define this in quantitative terms, takin_, into altitude)
rCcount tire limitations imposed by the . a reduced view over the flight deck
environment, tile capabilities of tire helicopter - spray also causing a reduced view over tile
and tire abilities of tile pilot. In order to flight deck.

-.. . ... ... M. P V iu,,MM4-eisr.rW, Although tile ship's speed and course as such do

not constitute limiting factors for helicopter-
eIsOPNMENt .1iiexI.T ship operations, yet they may create, in combi-

...... .- - - -atoa with sea-state, wave/swell direction and
.- Di TUNNEL TETS f .P EISE

CLcxtI OxL 51s, 0ETS natural wind a limiting condition.
To determine the environment of the flight deck

Ii ,T7,q i I quantitatively. the following measurements are
ssv'vrrrx~u, icarried out:

FULSCAIE T11- 11.t

Wind-tunnel tests on a scale model of tile ship
T.es tests aire carried out to determine tre air

Si i i nusttsui flow characteristics (air flow deviations,
vNti'iNeliiNMVINT suEo.eiriinvss turbulence) above tire flight deck and at the

L I L. -rr possible approach paths of thle helicopter to

Fxnr_ o~ri~ ic' ire ship as function of true wind and ship'course and speed (relative wind condition).I II ....... ........
usT oU'ttc,. Furthermore the ship's exhaust plume paths and

I prediction of plume temperature (by plumeIdI -N11-11 1-IT dispersion measurement) as a function of ship's

I ETOPE1U. power settings and relative wind conditions are
11-IT IN determined. Finally the position error of the

L.,t ship's anemometer is determined which is, apart
from the instrumentation error of the anemometer,
needed to establish the relation between the

T, -undisturbed relative wind conditions and those
_ -TESTS , Iprevailing above the flight deck and at the

90055 O Suf helicopter approach paths.

Note: If these tests are carried out in the
asaiiurioHt~u~twiuiOamsi design stage of the ship and if it is

determined e.g. that with a small change
Fig. 3 Set-up of helicopter-ship qualification to the super structure the wind climate

prograese as carried out by NLR above tile flight deck can be improved and

obtain the required data in a safe and efficient the exhaust gas nuisance can be decreased,
way a mix of preparatory measurements, analysis costly modifications of the existing ship
and flight testing is executed. The scheme, may be prevented. The same holds for the
presently in use, is depicted in figure 3. position of tile ship's anemometer.
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Foil-scale ship's wind climate and motion tests £
The wind climate tests on board the ship are s ,
carried out to verify the wind-tunnel test ,lc svit $

results concerning the air flow characteristics
above the flight deck. With the established

relation between both types of results the real
wind climate at the various helicopter approach
paths is predicted. Furthermore the instrumenta-
tion error of the ship anemometer is determined ' ..
and the position error, established during the
wind-tunnel tests, is verified. With the
information obtained an unambiguous relation
between the anemometer readings, the air flow
conditions above the flight deck and at the
helicopter approach paths and the undisturbed
relative wind condition is determined.

Ship motion characteristics (pitching, rolling)
are determined as a function of sea-state, wave/ Fig. 6 Relative wind conditions during which
swell direction and ship's speed. Examples of spray- and exhaust gas nuisance above
results concerning ship motion, turbulence, the flight deck are present
exhaust gas and spray above the flight deck are
shown in the figures 4, 5 and 6.

2.I The effect of the sbip environment on the
helicopter performance

Since the operational environment on a ship is
much more complex than for shore-based operations

rr d'a it should be determined in what way the take-off
and landing envelope as provided in the flight
manual for shore-based operations (Fig. 2) is

affected.
ro evaluate the effect of the ship environment
on the helicopter performance, detailed data of0

L -  -  
s- ps~tDthe helicopter capabilities are needed. If not

,v available in advance, these are obtained during
shore-based hover tests. These tests are used to

mu sluTevaluate yaw control performance in cross wind
conditions and also at high torque values needed
in the low speed region. Furthermore helicopter

9 " pitch- and bank angles needed for hover at high
wind speeds are determined. Finally tests are

z4elu carried out. in those wind conditions where main-/
tail rotor interference might exist, causing

0 ,helicopter yaw oscillations.
It is understood that these tests are executed

Fig. 4 Ship's pitching- and rolling angle as within the limitations for shore-based operations
function of ship's speed, relative wave as given by the helicopter manufacturer (Fig. 2).
direction and sea-state The data obtained should indicate where, within

the shore-based envelope, regions exist where the

margin between available and required helicopter
5-Cno performance is small. An example of torque- and

.- Is ewIVt, yaw control performance obtained from such tests
is given in figure 7.
Knowing the operational environment created by
the ship, and the relevant properties of the

--- 'helicopter, the effects on helicopter performance
.- -o+ '-- - - can be estimated, if not quantitatively, then at

least qualitatively.

A- '.,4Zt. . Such effects can be grouped into two classes:

- effects that may result in hazardous flight
/ , T N\ ,, conditions, which will have to be prohibited

// "\ - effects which will create a difficult and
I demanding situation for the pilot. ioose

_ I situations should be evaluated carefully and
,i the operational applicability should be
Ievaluated by means of flight testing.

In most cases the operational envelope for ship-
borne operations will be reduced with respect

rig. 5 Turbulence levels above the flight deck to the shore-based envelope under the following
as function of relstive wind conditions.
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Hazardous conditions Strond tail-wind

Inadequate yaw control Taking into consideration the presence of
obstacles near the flight deck, strong tail-wind

Conditions where inadequate yaw control exists conditions (area D in Figure 7) can create a

(areas B and E in Figure 7) must be avoided, hazardous situation in case of an engine failure.

Furthermore when performing a decelerating flight Such wind conditions further result in large

from approach speed to hover, while the relative helicopter pitch-up angles reducing pilots view

wind above the flight deck is situated in one of over the flight deck. For these reasons strong

the shaded areas (Fig. 7), the relative wind tail-winds have to be avoided.

condition of the area B or E will be traversed. When areas of the shore-based relative-wind

diagram in which either of the hazardous condi-
. 4tions may occur are left out, a candidate ship-

o., operation-relative-wind diagram results of which
an example is shown in figure 8.

It should be noted that this diagram results
from measurement of the ship's environment,
helicopter performance measurements and analyses.
Whether or not the diagram can be used operation-
ally has to be determined by means of dedicated
flight tests. To determine those areas, in which

E testing has to be carried out an evaluation (also
based on the measurement and analysis mentioned

S, before) of the following conditions, where
SB .difficult and demanding situations will occur for

!the pilot, has to be made.

- ,-**, 4 lVr- A-eRA

TO E

AREA

A HIGH ENGINE TOROUE t ICH YAWCONTROL ;t
B MAIN-/AIL ROTOR INTERFERENCE IYAW 5CILLATIONS) 4-; 8
C LARGE BANK ANGLE - .

- LARGEPITCH- "ANGLE

E INADEOATE YAW CONTROL

ER AL'UZE RO OENSITYALTITUDE

Fig. 7 Soie detailed results of shore-based
helicopter hover tests

Such an approach to an obstructed flight deck

with inadequate yaw control is hazardous and has
to be avoided. Relative wind conditions with lar e AREA DIFFICULTCONDITIONS

cross wind components where Large helicopter bank --- A HIGH ENGINE TORQUE. MUCH YAW CONTROL
angles are needed to hover above small flight --- B HEAVY ANDMC(0ERATETURBULENCE

decks must also be avoided (area C in Figure 7). C SPRAY NUISANCE
_0EXHAUST GAS NUISANCE

This large bank angle reduces the pilot's view E YAW CONTOL
over the flight deck.

Hi ,1 wind speed from ahead
Fig. 8 Relative-wind envelope to be tested

during helicopter flight tests on
Relative wind conditions where very heavy hoard the ship

turbulence exists (Fig. 5; high wind speed from
ahead), in combination with rather large ship's
oscillations especially in pitch (Fig. 4; "ifficrllt" conditions
inherent to the accompanying large sea-state),
and spray nuisance (Fig. 6; reducing pilot's view
over the flight deck), have to be avoided. In Low relative-wind-speed
such cases the control inputs required to Because much engine torque is needed at low
counteract the helicopter response to turbulence relative wind speed and at high helicopter mass
in combination with manoeuvring, necessary to (area A in Figure 8), the power- and yaw control
avoid collision with the oscillating obstructions margins might be too small in that condition to
may be too large (overtorquing, pedal stop), and counteract adequately a certain amount of ship's
create a hazardous condition, oscillation to avoid collision with the obstacles.



Therefore helicopter mass and density altitude - fly sidewards to the hover position over the
should be watched very carefully. Furthermore at landing spot;
low relative wind speed spray is generated by - land.
the downwash of the rotor which is most bothersome
when the helicopter hovers alongside the flight Relative-wind procedure (RW)
deck. The relative-wind take-off is performed as

follows:
gh_2ivewindsedfm ahead - swivel (if possible) the helicopter with its

At high relative wind speed from ahead, the nose into the relative wind direction;

accompanying turbulence (heavy and moderate; hover with this heading above the flight deck;
area B, Fig. 8) and especially the large pitch - if necessary to avoid obstacles (e.'. theare 8,Fig 8)andespcialy itelare ptch hangar), fly sidewards to a hover position
oscillations of the ship (Fig. 4) need much alongside the ship;
control effort of the pilot which might result alide th
in such large torque variations that the maximum

allowable torque is often exceeded. Besides, the
presence of spray and exhaust gas (Fig. 6;
Fig. 8, areas C, 1)), reducing the pilot's view
over the flight deck, increases his workload
even more, Furthermore the hot exhaust gas,
increasing the density altitude above the flight
deck and possibly at the helicopter approach
path, affects rotor- and engine performance.

Wind conditions bordering on those areas
where inadequate yaw control exists (hazardous L
conditions B and E (in Figure 7) must be
approached very carefully because of yaw control
variations needed to counteract turbulence and ' ..
ship's oscillations adequately. These are shown

in figure 8 area E. ,

The relative-wind envelope (Fig. 8) in
which the "difficult' conditions are indicated,
is the basis for the flight test programme to be * 13
carried out on board the ship. e

2.4 Take-off and landing procedures
In general take-off and landing with a

helicoptcr are easiest into the wind. However
on ships this procedure is not always applicable ......
and furthermore does not always provide optimal
results because of the presence of obstacles.
Because of that other take-off and landing
procedures are applied, thus increasing the Fig. 9 Take-off ad landing procedures on
operational availability of the helicopter on board the ship
board the ship enormously, as will be seen in
the following. The procedures given hereafter
are visualized in figure 9. The relative-wind landing is performed as

follows:
Fore-aft procedure (FA) - approach the ship from the leeward side;
A fore-aft take-off is performed as follows: - continue flight up to the hover position
- the helicopter is aligned with the ship's above the landing spot (helicopter nose into

centerline, with its nose in the sailing the relative wind);
direction; - land.

- hover above the flight deck with initial
heading; Cross-deck procedure (XD)

- fly sidewards to hover position alongside the The cross-deck take-off is performed as follows:
ship either to port or starboard (windward - swivel (if possible) the helicopter until its
side); longitudinal axis is perpendicular to the

- turn away 300 ftom ship's heading; ship's centerline;
- climb out. - Lift off and climb out at this heading

A fore-aft landi is performed as follows: The cross-deck landing is performed as follows:
approach the ship to a hover position alongside - approach the ship from abeam either from port
the ship (preferably to port because of pilot's or starboard (leeward side);
view over the flight deck). The helicopter's - continue flight up to the hover position
longitudinal axis is parallel to the ship's above the landing spot;
centerline; - land.
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Comparing the take-off and landing procedures, 3 HELICOPTER FLIGHT TESTS ON BOARD SHIPS
the following remarks can be made:
- The FA procedure has the advantage that pilot's
view over the flight deck is rather good, 3.1 Preparations
especially during the approach (to the port From the analyses described in the previous
side of the ship) and sidewards flight before chapters a number of take-off and landing
landing. For that reason this procedure can procedures result, with for each of these a
also be carried out at night. However, this candidate wind diagram. (Example in Fig. tO).
procedure is only applicable if the cross-wind
component with respect to tile helicopter (and AREAD

thus also to the ship) does not exceed the
helicopter limitations (Fig. 3). s W'WvO 0

- During the RW procedure where no or only small
cross-wind components are present, yaw control
is not a factor. However, during this
procedure pilot's view over the flight deck
is rather poor especially during the approach \

from port. In spite of tile fact that wind is .
from ahead it is expected that a lower wind
speed limit will apply compared to the FA /

procedure. The same holds for ship's
oscillations. Tle RW procedure is only carried
ouit by day. ..I * 1

- Du r ing tihe XD procedure cross-wind components--

an be encountered. Therefore yaw control has •
to be watched very carefully. Besides, the
pilot's view .... the flight deck is, compared
to that during tie RW procedure, rather

restricted, especially during the approach -tS
from port. Because of this, the wind speed- and

ship's oscillation limits are expected to be FA FORE-AFTPROCR- ... A

even lower than those for the RW procedure. Tile xo cRlOECPROCEDU

X) procedure is only carried otit by day. Fig. 10 Relative-wind envelopes for various
helicopter approach headings with

respect to the ship

These diagrams then are combined to a candidate
helicopter-ship operations envelope. Since

2.5 The pilot overlaps of the relative-wind diagrams for the
Controlling the helicopter in the conditions various procedures will occur a choice is made,

encountered during ship operations is a damanding taking into account the relative size of each
job. The workload depends a.o. on the amount of of the overlapping sectors (maximizing the ship-
ship (flight deck) motion, the turbulence level based operations envelope) and the expected
encountered, the view over the flight deck, ease of operating the helicopter. The trade-off
visibility and lighting conditions (day or night). is made, using operator requirements, engineering-
In this highly dynamic environment tile workload and pilot judgement. An example of a candidate

of the pilot may become too high, and conflict helicopter-ship operations diagram is shown in

with the safety of operation. Thus additional
operational limitations may result due to A
excessive workload situations. While at the WIND5OSfO*1..

present time no analytical or experimental means
other than flight tests are available to evaluate - - A

tile dynamic behaviour of the helicopter/pilot r
combination in tile complex turbulent environment
of the moving flight deck of a ship the use of INN,
skilled test pilots is crucial in the process
of establishing operational limitations for
operations from ships. Apart from flight- .1 5
technical skills that are required a good

knowledge of the skill level that can be expected
from normal operational pilots is mandatory. . . ..... ...
Although during the qualification flight tests ', -

the pilot is backed up by recordings of the
helicopter performance and behaviour, his opinion f
remains one of the most important contributions - [
to the process of determining operational WIN-ATI W4-owEftF

limitations due to high workload and dynamic I'G' HE ]

response effects. Furthermore the safety of the Fig. 11 Total relative-wind envelope for
flight testing ultimately rests on his ability take-off and landing to be tested
to properly judge tile severity of the actual during helicopter flight tenia on
conditions in which tile testing takes place, board the ship
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figure II. Using ship anemometer calibration test team familiarization:
data, obtained during the wind climate measure- . low helicopter mass
ments that have been carried out, this operation- . relative-wind conditions, far within the
al envelope is related to relative-wind indica- boundaries of the relative-wind envelope (no
tions available on the ship in relation to "difficult" conditions; e.g. Fig. 12)
actual wind conditions above the flight deck. An . fore-aft procedure (easiest)
example of such an envelope (valid for the fore- . fair weather
aft procedure) is shown in figure 12. . first by day, later on at night.

After a thorough familiarization,

efficiency is obtained by making adequate use of
the information that becomes available during

SHIPS iNDICTED
the flight tests and by analyzing, on board the

ship, that information in conjunction with the
data base obtained prior to the tests. Thus
maximum use is made of the information obtained
from the tests, and the number of test flights
required can be minimized.

During the test period the selection of
test conditions is a major task. Based on the

interpreted results of tests that have already
been carried out, a number of alternatives for

the next test point is defined. This exercise is
carried out in parallel for test points related

S- to each of the potential problem areas of the
candidate operational envelope, thus yielding a
large selection of usable test conditions. The
choice of the next test point then depends on
the available forecast wind/sea- state conditions

AREA DIFFICULTCONOITIONS in the area within reach of the ship. Problems
----A HIGH ENGINE TORGUE, MUCH- C4TROk

U HtAVY ANNIOMO . JLENCE like judging the reliability of weather forecast

C SPRAYNUISAW, versus time of the ship to travel to the area of
0....... D XAU - .l-. interest are to be solved.
-E YAwtoN ot Given certain environmental conditions

SL-PMAS (wind, sea state, temperature) a number of
ZEROSENSITY _T ITUDE conditions can be created by changing ship

speed and heading relative to the wind (relative
Fig. 12 Relative-wind envelope for fore-aft wind conditions) and waves (flight deck motion),

take-off and landing to be tested although these cannot be changed always
on board the ship independently. The only parameter that can be

changed independently appears to be helicopter
In this candidate operational envelope there mass.

will be a number of areas for which the analyses Clever use of information obtained on
indicate a requirement for testing. The problems board, in conjunction with thorough knowledge
Lhat may occur are identified and the test of the factors that limit operations will have
procedure and instrumentation, required ro to offset the problems created by the difficulty
investigate these areas safely, are determined, to establish the most desirable test conditions.

Since the flight testing is to be carried Thus often it is not a question of demonstrating
out on board a ship in a limited period of time, the capability to operate the helicopter at the
the exact conditions at which tests have to take point specified, but to obtain data at differing
place cannot be determined beforehand. Conditions conditions and interpolating or extrapolating
that will be tested depend on the sea-state and the results to the conditions required.
wind conditions that will become available in To aid this process, the following data art
the area in which the tests are going to take normally acquired during the tests:
place. Of course, selection of the area and
time of the year so as to maximize the probable Information becoming available during the flight
occurrence of the desired test conditions is tests is:
possible, but this still does not provide the - actual data of helicopter parameters such as:
experimenter with a free hand to vary his . engine torque
environment at will. . pedal deflection

pitch- and bank angles;
3.2 Flight testing - actual data of ship parameters such as:

As evident from the previous paragraph, the • speed
flight-test programme has to be defined in an . course with respect to wave/swell direction
interactive way during the testing period. The . pitching- and rolling angles
actual execution of the flight-test programme is . anemometer readings (relative wind condition);
governed by two main aspects: - pilot's comment on workload, influenced by:
- safety . take-off and landing procedure
- efficiency. . ship's oscillation
Safety is principally obtained by starting the . turbulence
flight tests at easy conditions for pilot and . view over the flight deck



* spray and exhaust gas nuisance, and the experience of pilot and test team the
Pilot's workload is expressed with the following number of flying hours can be reduced to a
adjectival rating scale: minimum, and a maximum of results will be

• minimal obtained in a as short as possible time period.
* moderate
• considerable 4 RESULTS
* unacceptable

At the completion of the flight tests on
Note that two types of data become available, board the ship, a fair idea about the operational
Quantitative data on helicopter performance and limitations has usually been obtained. For final
ship state and qualitative data on pilot workload results, measured data (helicopter, ship)
and helicopter controllability. The latter together with pilot's comnment are analyzed in
should be referenced to the normal operational detail.
pilot skill level. The operational limitations are presented in the

Within the constraints imposed by the form of graphs. Examples of these graphs are
environment in which the tests have to be given in the figures 14 and 15.
carried out, all effort is made to carry out the
testing as efficient as possible. To this end
the nominal procedure as depicted in figure 13
is used. For each condition tested the results sors,,o
are evaluated and subsequently the required ,eri
increase in severity-of the conditions of the
next test point is determined. Of course in
this process both engineering and flight A3

technical skill (the pilot) is involved.

A2

Fig. 14 Takeoff and landing limitations for

0 p, ,,tfore-aft procedure; daytime

Fig. 13 Flight-teat procedure on board the ship In figure 14 limitations are given for the

fore-aft take-off and landing procedure whlile
Thle influence of a certain increase in in figure IS the result is shown for the total

difficulty on the helicopter canl, witih thle rclative-wind envelope optimized within the
knowledge available in advance and the data constraints of safety and maximum availability

obtained during the previous test flight, be of the helicopter.

predicted rather well. During the last decade the four step programme

A prediction of the increaxe in pilot has been applied for nine qualification prograsnes

workload, for a certain increase in thle diffi- for agencies at home and abroad.

culty of a condition, is only possible to a Three types of helicopters and six classes of

certain extent. If for example the workload in ships were involved. Helicopter maximum take-off

a certain condition is "low", the permitted mass ranged from 4040 kg (8900 Ibs) to 9715 kg

increase in difficulty of the condition will be (21400 lbs). Ship's mazimum water displacement

more than in case the workload would have been ranged from 485 tons to 16800 tons.

"high". The same is applied (in reverse) In case For three classes of ship the operational envelopes

a condition is considered "unacceptable". If it had to be adjusted due to modifications built in

is "far beyond unacceptable" (occurring deemed necessary to perform some additional wind-

sporadically) a large decrease in difficulty is tunnel testing. Thereafter it was possible to

applied whereas if the condition is considered estimate new operational envelopes.

"just unacceptable" a small decrease in difficulty Those results were finally validated with flight

is pplied. With the application of these simple testing on board and showed that the applied

prediction methods, good engineering judgement methodology leads to desired reults.

A _ _13

Fi.lIT.01 n adn lLtlo.o
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At LOWABLE HELICOPTER MASS AND
SHIP.S OSCILL AT IONS

PERCENTAGIE Of AMPLITUDES OF

AREA MAX ELICOPTE l SHIP S OSCILLATIONS

A L L U P M A S S (d e g I) ( * 9 1G
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Fig. 15 Limitations for take-off and landing
proce d res (by d ay) optiml zed within
the constraints of safety and helicopter
av a Ilabilitt y

5 CONCLUDING RE11ARKS

In conclusion it may be stated that the consists of obtaining detailed information aboutqualification of helicopters for use on board the helicopter capabilities, ship's motionships can be carried out safely and efficiently characteristics and the wind-climate above thewhen applying the methodology as described in ship's flight deck, by means of experimental teststhis report. The effort to be invested in the to an optimum operational availability of thehelicopter flight programme on board the ship helicopter on board the ship.
is minimized by a thorough preparation, which
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UNITED KINGDOM APPROACH TO DERIVING

MILITARY SHIP HELICOPTER OPERATING LIMITS

B. A. FINLAY
ROTARY WING PERFORMANCE SECTION

AEROPLANE AND ARMAMENT EXPERIMENTAL ESTABLISHMENT
BOSCOMBE DOWN

SALISBURY SP4 OJF, UK

SUMMARY has been used for clearances of
Army and Royal Air Force (RAF)

In the United Kingdom the Aeroplane helicopters on these ships,
and Armament Experimental clearance of UK military helicopters
Establishment (A&AEE) is responsible on the ships of other countries and
for conducting trials to determine military helicopters from other
the limitations appropriate to nations on their own ships.
military Ship Helicopter Operations.
This paper describes the philosophy The paper will describe the
behind these trials and gives details philosophy that has been evolved
of the many considerations which play for such clearances and how this is
a part in their successful outcome, put into practice during trials at
The tests which are carried out sea. The techniques used have been
before trials at sea are described developed since the late 1960s and
together with details of how trials although refinements have been made,
are conducted with a helicopter and a the same basic techniques have been
ship to determine the widest possible used for nearly 25 years by the
operating envelopes. The paper Aeroplane and Armament Experimental
concludes that the methods used by Establishment (A&AEE) at Boscombe
the A&AEE establish envelopes for any Down.
particular combination of aircraft
and ship that are both operationally The whole process starts with an
valuable and safe. Operational Requirement to employ

a particular helicopter on a
LIST OF SYMBOLS particular ship. This requirement

is raised by the appropriate Service
P Power in kW or SHP Department; be it RN, RAF or Army,
M Mass but the Royal Navy are responsible
Mt Test Mass for issuing any clearance and it is
Mo Operational Mass they who call upon the services of
6 Air Pressure Ratio the A&AEE for advice concerning the
e Air Temperature Ratio need for and extent of any trials.
o Air Density Ratio Should trials be necessary, they
at Test Density Ratio are conducted using the techniques

Go Operational Density Ratio described here. However, it is
W Rotor Speed Ratio necessary to understand the basic
AM Mass Correction philosophy which dictates the way

that these are conducted.
1 INTRODUCTION

It should be pointed out that all
The aim of this paper is to describe the data presented in this paper
the approach to deriving clearances is idealised and not real aircraft
for helicopters on ships for use by data. This enables the various

the United Kingdom armed forces, tests and results to be understood
This normally involves the clearance without presenting the actual
of Royal Navy (RN) aircraft on Royal capabilities of UK military heli-
Navy or Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) copters and ship combinations which
ships. However, the same approach are obviously more highly classified

than this paper.



2 UK CLEARANCE PHILOSOPHY

The philosophy behind the clearances
is simple, the aim is to provide the
widest possible envelope in terms of
wind speed and direction relative to
the ship and maximum deck motion ' ..
limits. This requirement is inter- N Nf

preted to mean that the helicopter

should be cleared to take-off and

land with relative winds up to the
limits of the low speed envelope of
the helicopter in deck motion condi-
tions which are either specified by

the aircraft design authority or MAO P "MG

determined by some other criteria.

The take-off and landing envelopes
are for use during visual take-offs,
approaches and landings - we are not

yet in the business of considering NF

any sort of automatic or assisted

approach and landing. Thus we are
concerned with assessing the last
4 mile of the approach to a ship on
a nominal 3

° 
glideslope and the

3 landing techniques used by the RN. (45)

These techniques are:
FIGURE 1. RN LANDING TECHNIQUES

a. An approach to arrive in the
hover alongside the port side of the It should be noted that the ability
ship's flight deck with the heli- of an aircraft to execute each type
copter facing forward and aligned of landing is determined by the

along the fore/aft axis of the ship. physical clearances available on the
The aircraft is then transitioned deck. Not all ship/aircraft combin-
sideways to hover over the landing ations permit 360" operations.
spot before executing a vertical
landing on the spot. The hover In describing the above, although

height above the deck is normally of the emphasis is placed on approach
the order of 15 to 20 feet. This and landing, the take-off phase also
sort of landing is termed a "port needs to be considered. For each

forward facing landing". wind condition a take-off must also
be performed. Generally if an air-

b. As above but arriving alongside craft can land in a particular
the starboard side of the ship's condition it can also take-off; thus

flight deck. This is termed a take-offs are assessed to ensure
"starboard forward facing landing". that this is a correct assumption.

The take-off is performed with
c. An approach along the relative either the aircraft facing forward
wind vector to hover alongside the or into wind. A forward facing
deck facing into wind before transi- take-off involves lifting to the
tioning forward over the spot hover, turning the aircraft to wind-

followed by a vertical landing. The ward and transitioning to forward
aircraft may land facing in any flight in one smooth motion. An
direction through 360". This is into wind take-off is basically the
termed an "into wind landing". same but there is no need to turn to

windward.
These 3 landing techniques are shown

at Figure 1.
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The operational envelopes are divided Then aircraft refuels to 5077 kg and
into various mass bands as generally refuels at 4877 kg.
an aircraft can have a wider
operating envelope at light all up During the trial it is necessary to
mass (AUM) than at heavy AUM due to have a means of assessing the
reducing control and power margins as acceptability of each landing and at
mass increases. The bands are A&AEE this is achieved using rating
decided upon before any trials take scales. Each landing is assessed
place and depend upon the particular for control and power margins and a
aircraft. It is aimed to produce pilot handling qualities rating is
about 4 or 5 bands covering the range applied. The assessment of control
of masses at which the aircraft will usually means assessment of tail
be required to operate. This range rotor pitch or rudder pedal margins
normally extends some way beyond the where it has been assessed that
maximum permitted AUM of the aircraft cyclic and collective margins are
to account for non standard adequate. Power is assessed using
atmospheric conditions. The test torque thus the rating scales are
mass, calculated in terms of M/ow 2 , based on indicated torque values in
is referred to as CORRECTED MASS. relation to transmission or engine
The trials are conducted at various limits. Torque and tail rotor
values of M/aw 2 , and used to produce considerations are not adequate on
the "corrected envelopes" which are their own to cover all eventualities
issued to the users. The process and it is necessary for the pilots
used to determine corrected mass will flying trials landings to assess the
be described later, at this stage it handling difficulty or workload
is only necessary to realise that associated with a landing. Typical
tests are conducted at a nominally rating scales for pedal, torque and
constant M/ow 2 . This means that in handling qualities are shown at
order to test at the desired M/ow 2 it Figures 2 and 3.
is necessary to fly at a mass which
straddles this value by plus or minus
X kg and frequent fuelling is needed RATING MEAN TORQUE % PEAK IORQUE Z
to maintain the desired test AUM. DURING LANDIN DURING LANDING

X is chosen so that the aircraft can I or 2 <95 <105
fly for a sufficient period of time
to gain useful data and yet be close 9 0 92 105 to 10 U
enough to the desired value to permit 4 99 to 100 110 to 115 -
small corrections to be made when the
aircraft is either too heavy or too 5 >100 >115
light. Thus there is a need for
correction to be applied to each
landing to account for this. Tests RATIN EAN TAIL ROTOR PEAK TAIL REIT
on land are needed to determine these ,TCH MARGIN X PITCH MARGIN X
corrections and these land based
tests are described later. 3 or 2 >12 >10 3 12 to 10 10 to 7.5

EXAMPLE: Target - 5000 kg M/ow
2  4 10 to 8 7.5 to 5

OAT - +14"C

Sea Level Pressure = 1005 mb 5 (8 5 to 0
8 - 0.9919
e - 0.9965
o = 0.9954
w. = 1.0

FIGURE 2. TORQUE AND PEDAL RATING
Test at 5000 x (0.9954x,2 ) - 4977 kg SCALES

let X - 100 kg

I<L
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issues. This provided a rational
No. basis for expanding the evidence

available at any one mass without

I NO PROBLEM Minimal pilot etlot teguited. conducting a particular test point
resulting in an easy task. at that mass.

2 SATISFACTORY Landing carried out with low pilot
workload. Different envelopes are produced for

3 LIMITIS) Sale landings can be carried out but use by day and by night. The night
limits of power etc approac-,ed or envelopes are similar to those used

APPROACHEO reacned. or modeata pilotworkload. by day but all winds abaft the beam
Situation becoming difficult due bo

OR one of more tclors. are removed. This is because it is

4 R CtED Points deline the fleet lits much more difficult to judge closing
recommended by the A&AEE. speed at night due to the absence of

suitable cues. In order to ensure
5 UNACCEPTABLE Test pilot able to land hehicopZCf under that closing speed is not too high

con;tol;cd conditions but limits ot
power etc are exceeded. all stern winds are excluded from
High pilot workload. the night envelopes. In general

this is the only difference between6 OANGeROuS Test pilot attempting thelton~ng dyadngtwn neoe u
causes aircraft limitations tobe day and night wind envelopes but
esceeded. this is assessed during tests at sea
Excessive pilot workload. to ensure that other areas can be

included at night. The deck motion
limits applied at night might also

FIGURE 3. PILOT HANDLING RATING SCALE be somewhat less than those
permitted by day. Before conducting

It can be seen that for the first tests at sea it is necessary to
2 performance assessments a 5 point conduct land based tests to
scale is used but for handling a 6 establish a number of fundamental
point scale is used. It can also be characteristics of the aircraft and
seen that both mean and maximum obtain data which can be used to
torque and pedal values are rated and correct to the ideal test mass.
the more limiting value is used to
assess the landing. 3 AIRFIELD TESTS

To attempt to assess all wind Airfield tests are required to
conditions at all masses would be a establish the following:
very large if not untenable task.
The philosophy therefore allows for a. The aircraft's low speed
this by permitting landings at envelope with adequate control and
different masses to be read-across to power margins.
others. However, there are rules for
this and not all landings can be b. The hover performance at
read-across. In essence landings operational masses and in
which are rated as unacceptable at appropriate atmospheric conditions.
low mass (>4 on the rating scale) are
also read up to higher masses as c. The relationship between pedal
unacceptable. Landings which are position/tail rotor pitch and
rated as easy (1 or 2 on the rating relative wind speed and direction.

scale) at high mass are read down to
lower masses. The reasoning behind d. The adequacy of other control
this is perhaps obvious; an easy margins with varying CG.
landing at high mass is also likely
to be easy (if not easier) at a lower a. The relationship between pedal
mass. Equally a landing which is position/tail rotor pitch and
rated as unacceptable at low mass aircraft mass for specific wind
because of lack of power or control conditions.
margins will not be any better at
a higher mass and the same is In order to obtain the results for
considered to be true of handling tests a, c and d it is necessary to



fly the aircraft with a pace vehicle In order to establish the relation-
and assess the pedal or tail rotor ship between power and mass it is
pitch requirements. This is done necessary to establish the hover
through 360" in 15* and 5 knot performance for the helicopter. The
increments up to the maximum method used at A&AEE is tethered
permitted side and tail wind limits hovering as shown in Figure 6.
and at values of M/o0w 2 which have
been chosen as the mass bands for use
on board ship. The results of this
testing would look something similar
to Figure 4.

0

90 180 270 360

WN0 DIRECTION (DEGREES)

FIGURE 4. PEDAL REQUIREMENTS DURING C.-.7TCeC,

LOW SPEED FLIGHT

Analysis of this would allow the
relationship between pedal and mass
to be plotted for constant wind
conditions. By plotting pedal FIGURE 6. TETHERED HOVERING TESTS
against mass we obtain Figure 5. The
pedal correction for mass is then the The aircraft is tethered to a hard
tangent to the slope at the maximum point on the ground using a cable.
value of M/ow 2 at which the aircraft The cable is attached to the air-
will be cleared, craft using its underslung load hook

via a load cell. This enables the

helicopter to apply different
amounts of thrust, measured as
load in the cable, and the torque

, required can be read from the

o /aircraft system. The results would
/be plotted as shown in Figure 7.

U)
0

7Ulawa

H/w

FIGURE 5. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PEDAL

AND MASS



Airflow trials are conducted on
every ship prior to helicopter
tests. The aim of this test is to

3 establish the magnitude of errors
P/uw in the ship's anemometer system.

Such information is vital since
unless the system is to a required
accuracy, helicopter operations

from that ship will not be
recommended.

Air pattern trials are normally only
conducted on multi-spot ships ie
those with more than one landing

spot such as a CVS(G). These

trials, which would be conducted at
the same time as Airflow tests, map
the variation in wind speed and
direction compared to free stream,

M o- along and across the flight deck at
the various landing points. The
results of these can be plotted as

FIGURE 7. HOVER TEST RESULTS shown in Figure 8. This can give
an indication of areas where there

From these it is possible to derive may be difficulty in operating but
the torque correction for hover OGE, more importantly it can show the

again at the highest value of M/ow
2  

variation between landing spots and

to be cleared. The hover performance thus determine the degree of read-
results are also used in deriving the across between spots. This would

operational mass correction which is reduce the amount of separate
applied to the actual aircraft AUM to testing required on each landing
determine which of the envelopes is spot during subsequent tests with a

used. The way in which this is done helicopter.
will be explained later in this

paper.

These tests are only conducted on new
aircraft or following significant

changes to an old aircraft which r

might affect hover performance or V

tail rotor control. Once established 5

the information then exists for

future ship trials and so it is not

necessary to conduct these land based -80

tests prior to tests with a known -,0 0 180

helicopter. WXASnoo SAIRCTON

4 OTHER TESTS CONDUCTED PRIOR TO so REFERENCE ANEMOMETER

TESTS AT SEA - ANEMOMETER ON tANDINC SPOT

50

Apart from the tests that are
conducted by A&AEE prior to tests 40

with an aircraft and ship, other
trials are conducted by other w

agencies which provide data to
Z 20

assist in pre-trial planning. The

requirement for these tests vary to

depending upon the type of ship

being considered and some or all of -.0 0 ,0

the following may be available prior WIND DmgcIo?
to helicopter tests. DEGRES

FIGURE 8. AIR PATTERN RESULTS
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Wind tunnel test results of ship instrumentation needs to be
models can be used in a similar way considered and at A&AEE a
to Air pattern results. Flow visual- comprehensive suite of aircraft
isation across the flight deck can parameters are normally recorded
show areas of turbulence and down using a digital system
draughting air which may create for subsequent analysis and also
problems for an aircraft. Such presented in the aircraft in either
results are useful but are treated analogue or digital form for manual
with caution by A&AEE as evidence to recording during trials. The
show a correlation with the real following aircraft parameters are
ship is not usually available. Con- mandatory during any trial:
sequently any areas or conditions of
likely turbulence would not be Torque for each engine - visual and
excluded from testing but these test recorded
points would be approached in an Tail rotor pitch and/or pedal
extremely cautious and progressive position (whichever is the more
way. The tunnel test results may limiting) - visual and recorded
also explain unusual results obtained Fuel state (to determine aircraft
with the aircraft during trials at mass) - visual
sea. OAT - visual

Pressure altitude - visual and
One such case involved tests on a recorded
ship with a large superstructure in Rotor speed - visual and recorded
front of the flight deck. Model
tests showed that vortices tended to The following additional parameters
build around the superstructure and would also normally be recorded on
shed in a random fashion. During instrumentation except when suitable
helicopter tests it was found that data dictated otherwise:
when landing with particular relative

winds the turbulence over flight deck Engine temperature and Compressor
varied with time. Conducting the speed
same landing more than once gave Radar altimeter height
different handling ratings for Rate of descent on landing
apparently identical conditions. Undercarriage oleo position
The explanation for this was Aircraft pitch, roll and heading
attributed to the periodic shedding Pitch, roll and yaw rate
of vortices from the superstructure Cyclic and collective control

indicated by the model tests, positions

5 SHOL TRIAL PLANNING The recording system installed in
the aircraft is usually a digital

Having conducted the land based tests system and so it is necessary to
and obtained all the necessary have a replay facility to produce
corrections, Ship Helicopter output. This places a constraint
Operating Limit (SHOL) trials can upon the trial location. The replay

proceed. However, considerable station used at the moment occupies
planning is required to ensure that a cabin some 8x3x3 metres in
the testing goes smoothly and dimension. Few ships are large
valuable time with the ship is used enough to take this on board and the
as efficiently as possible. The aim size of the replay station is one of
of the trial must be established in the reasons why A&AEE ship trials
consultation with the operators and are normally land based with the
any priorities must be set to ensure aircraft setting off in the morning
that the Services get what they need. to conduct tests with the ship at

sea but returning to land at night.
Aircraft and ship instrumentation Future development of our
requirements need to be established instrumentation facilities is
with sufficient time available to seeking to provide a more compact
install such equipment. The system which will eliminate the
degree of sophistication of the requirement for the cabin and speed

up analysis of data.
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A similar digital recording system is generally more pleasant surroundings
positioned on the ship to record of land-based accommodation than the
relevant deck motion parameters. usually cramped accommodation of
These are currently: warhips in perpetual motion.

Secondly, the aircraft will require

Ship pitch and roll attitude maintenance each day and this is
Vertical and lateral acceleration at more easily undertaken ashore where
the flight deck specialist facilities and better

spares support are available.
A reference anemometer is installed Thirdly, few modern warships have
on the ship, the output of which spare accommodation for a team of
is recorded using the deck motion personnel, 12 or more in number.
instrumentation package. A visual
relative wind indicator for this In addition to instrumentation,
anemometer is also used to enable other provisions must be made to
real time comparison with the ship's ensure that testing can be conducted
indicated wind. Although this in- at the desired AUM and CG. This is
volves repeating the work done during normally achieved by ballasting an
the airflow trial, in practice this aircraft either internally,
is a more economical way of obtaining externally or both. The ballast
the result in a form which is of use schemes must allow the basic AUM of
during post trials analysis. Airflow the aircraft to be high enough to
results are presented in a particular cover a number of operating masses
way to demonstrate that the magnitude by altering fuel state and allow for
of any errors in the anemometers are variation due to different ambient
within acceptable limits. This conditions on any one day. External
presentation is not easily used ballast is useful as it can be
during SHOL trials. Although it jettisoned should the aircraft
would be possible to present the data encounter a problem which threatens
in a different form, this would the safety of the aircraft such as
require about the same amount of an engine failure in the hover.
effort as it does to simply record This, in combination with internal
the values indicated during a trial, ballast to alter CG position, and
By recording the results at the time fuel state to alter AUM, offers the
of the t-til. a better impression is most flexible scheme to cover all

gained 'f th., magnitude of any errors the trials requirements. One
and thei, !.gnificance, since a SHOL further consideration on the
trial covers a wider range of wind ballasting of the aircraft occurs
speeds than those used during airflow when the trials aircraft is also
trials. used to ferry personnel to and from

the ship on a daily basis. When
As mentioned above, given the this is the case, the ballast scheme
constraints upon instrumentation must allow for passengers yet still
replay facilities it is sometimes observe AUM and CG limits. This
necessary to base the trials on land; could involve the need to pressure
indeed this has become the preferred defuel the aircraft on completion of
method for A&AEE. Apart from the trials flying. Such considerations
considerations of the physical size complicate the trial planners life
of the replay facility there are a but in our experience, they do not
number of other considerations which present serious problems.
have lead to this conclusion. First
there is a need for extensive ongoing In the past when the trials team was
analysis during the trial. This embarked the ship was able to sail
ensures that the results upon which in search of stronger winds.
daily plans are made are up-to-date, Although this apparent advantage is
as landing ratings can change denied to a shore based trial,
following analysis. This analysis experience has shown that chasing
takes place after the day's flying the weather can be a fruitless
and it is preferable to work in the activity as it is rarely where It Is
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predicted to be. By using the areas The aircraft will take off early in
of the UK during the winter months the morning with the trials team
the results of shore based trials onboard to join the ship at sea. On
have been equally as wide as those arrival the ship's officer of the
from earlier ship based exercises, watch is briefed on the details of

the day's flying programme and

The business of exploring low speed positions the ship for the first
envelopes in a ship environment is test points. A&AEE always rely
potentially hazardous as even upon the skill of ship's personnel
cautious exploration cannot always to provide the required wind
guarantee that the aircraft will not conditions. An experienced seaman
encounter severe turbulence or, knows the best way to provide what
perhaps more significantly, down we as aircraft testers want; they
draughting air. These can result in manoeuvre the ship to give very
high torque being used to hover, and precise conditions thus enabling the
occasionally these values exceed trials team to achieve their goals
normal permitted limits. To offset in the quickest time possible. It
any lengthy servicing or inspections is appropriate to pay tribute to the
which would normally be required seamanship of such people, without
following an over-torque, A&AEE whom the aircraft trials team would
applies to the aircraft Design undoubtedly not achieve the same
Authority for extended limits; these degree of success.
exist for both Sea King and Lynx
helicopters, the 2 most common types The wind speed and direction are
used on ship trials. Of course such varied during the trials by the ship
extensions are only granted by the altering direction and speed to give
Design Authority provided accurate the required relative wind over the
records of exceedence of normal deck. Direction is normally altered
limits are available and time spent in 15' increments; wind speed is
above specified values must be logged more difficult to control as it
on a time and peak torque basis, depends upon the natural wind but as
This information is sent to the a guide 5 or 10 knot increments are
Design Authority following the trial common. The natural wind has a
and may result in a reduction in life major influence on the success of
for certain dynamic components. any trial as it is necessary to

obtain a wide range of conditions to

6 CONDUCT OF THE TRIALS cover the whole low speed envelope.
It is necessary to experience wind

The daily routine of a ship trial is speeds in the range 5 to 35 knots to
essentially the same for the duration allow side wind components of up to
of the trial which is usually 2 to 3 30 knots. For this reason A&AEE
weeks. Overnight, the servicing team normally conducts tests between
check the aircraft and prepare it for October and March in the coastal
the next day's flying by altering waters around the UK. This gives
ballast or fuel load to suit the the best statistical probability of
requirement of the trials officer in achieving the necessary wind.
scientific control. The scientific
trials officers and pilots will spend Deck motion is another factor which
the evening considering the day's is assessed during these trials and
results to ensure all the results this tends to be a function of sea
have been accurately recorded and state and swell. By using the sea
instrumentation output is ordered for areas close to the South West
the day's flying. A check of the Approaches to the UK, it is possible
weather forecast is made to determine to use areas close to land where the
the tests that can be conducted the sea state is less to carry out
following day. initial tests and then to expose the

ship and aircraft to the Atlantic
swell to look at deck motion in
higher sea states.

Sr:.
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The starting point of any trial is then plot the progress of the trial
usually with winds close to ahead at and review the results to determine
about 20 knots with the aircraft at whether the flying plan needs to
light mass. The subsequent test be amended in the light of the
points then move around the azimuth results.
to about Red 45* and then Green 45'
before continuing around to winds on Each landing is rated against the
the beam. As the ship manoeuvres the appropriate scale and these are
side wind component will invariably plotted using different colours on
reduce to perhaps 10 to 15 knots the blank polar diagram which, as
depending upon the natural wind the trial progresses rapidly becomes
speed. Subject to satisfactory covered in many different coloured
results the next points would crosses as shown in Figure 9. The
continue to vary the direction of highest rating is plotted and marked
the wind until stern winds were to denote whether a handling, torque
achieved. At this point the trials or pedal point is the critical
officer must decide whether to parameter. At the end of the day
increase the aircraft AUM or explore the team returns ashore to review
higher wind speed values. This the tests carried out and decide
decision is governed by the upon the next days programme.
prevailing conditions, we aim to
have the aircraft at its maximum AIRCRAFT TYPE - SHIP TYPE
permitted operating mass as soon as
possible; safety permitting. As AIRCRAFT CORRECTEPD AUM

explained earlier, these points will
read down to lower masses and once RED GREEN

limits have been established at the
higher mass the aircraft can be made
lighter to further explore the
envelope until new limits are

reached.

During a day's flying we would hope
to fly 3 hours in the morning and T

3 hours in the afternoon. The rate
at which landings are achieved varies P
but in the initial stages of a trial
we would expect to carry out about
12 landings an hour. Over the trial
period we would do some 60 hours

flying and perhaps 300 to 400

landings.

The trials team would position the P-PEDALPOINT
T- TORQUE POINTofficer controlling the tests on 1= HANDLNG POINT

the bridge of the ship to liaise
directly with the captain or officer
of the watch. Another trials officer FIGURE 9. TRIAL RESULTS PLOT
would be on the bridge to record wind
conditions and test results; he would At night all the SHOL plots for the
be in constant contact with the different bands are updated and
aircraft by radio. The aircraft limiting points are read up to
would normally be crewed by one test higher SHOLs and satisfactory points
pilot and a trials officer who at high mass are read down to lover
records visual data in the aircraft SHOLs. Thus as time progresses the
and rates torque and pedal values, plots are filled and areas which
The pilot assesses handling qualities need to be explored at lower mass
and these ratings are passed to the become apparent when these were not
trials officer on the bridge who can attainable at high AUM.
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Towards the middle of the second week motion limits based on a subjective

of the trial the SHOLs will hopefully assessment of the pilots. Limits
be taking shape and it can be seen at have been set at the point where
that stage what will be the likely deck motion significantly affects
envelopes. It is at this stage that pilot workload. We record rates of
a night assessment is carried out. descent on landing and can supply
This seeks to explore the day SHOLs this data to manufacturers.

but with winds abaft the beam
removed, to determine whether they The wind envelopes are drawn up
are suitable for use at night. Also around the acceptable test points
deck motion limits need to be con- attained during the trial and these
sidered and any reduction at night are promulgated to the users.
compared with the day limits needs to However, it occasionally happens

be determined. The other aspects that due to the prevailing weather
of night assessments concern the the limits of the aircraft capa-
adequacy of flight deck lighting bility have not been encountered in
and markings. Any comments upon some areas or at some masses. When
deficiencies are passed to the this occurs we consider whether the

operators to consider ways in which results are sufficiently similar to
these might be modified to improve those from other similar ships in
cues. which limits were obtained. If such

data exist and they indicated

7 TRIALS ANALYSIS similar results we would consider
using that to expand the SHOLs and

At the end of the trial there is provide the widest possible

usually little analysis of the wind envelopes that we can reasonably
and envelopes left to be done. The recommend.
ongoing analysis at the end of each
day's flying has corrected each point 8 CLEARANCE RECOMMENDATIONS

for being slightly over or under the

target mass and all the plots have
been adjusted accordingly. The one
significant area of analysis that is AIRCRAF- TYPE - SHIP TYPE

carried out post the trial is that of AIRCHAF AUJ T OF APPROACH

deck motion. During the trial the
rate of descent on landing is either 'REEN
measured using Doppler radars mounted
on the undercarriage or high speed
video is used to film the aircraft as
it lands. These values are then
correlated against the ship motion

that was present at the time and the
subjective assessment of deck motion
given by the test pilot.

Up until the mid 1980s the Royal
Aerospace Establishment at Bedford
(RAE(B)) were responsible for deter-

mining deck motion limits. The work

carried out by RAE(B) determined
limits and correlated rate of descent

(and thereby undercarriage structural
limits) with deck motion. This data
was passed to aircraft manufacturers

to enable fatigue spectra to be DECK MOTION LIMITS= ± 5'PITCH

established. Since assuming respons- Y ROLL

ibility for this aspect of deck
trials A&AEE has determined deck FIGURE 10. FINAL SHOL PLOT
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The envelopes and deck motion limits PEDAL LINES
are then issued to the operators
together with advice concerning TRANSMISSION LINES
modifications to the ship such as
improved deck markings or lighting ENGINE LINES
and any warnings about turbulence.
Should any aircraft deficiencies The pedal lines are simply lines of
have come to light during the trials constant M/o and are aimed at
then these would also be brought to maintaining the pedal or tail rotor
the attention of the appropriate pitch margins seen during the trial
authority. The only other area that as these are a function of M/a.
needs to be addressed is that of Mass Thus:
Correction. This is the process by
which the operators determine which Mt/at = Mo/ao and
of the SHOLs they should use for a Mt/i = Mo/o0 (at = 1)
given combination of ambient condi- .'. Mo - Mt x co and
tions. The aim of this process is AM - Mt - MO
to retain the same power and pedal AM = Mt - (Mt x ao)
margins seen during the trials in AM = Mt (1 - a0 )
other conditions and give a simple
means of working out the appropriate To calculate the values of AM, Mt
equivalence, is chosen as the highest corrected

for which the operators require
9 OPERATIONAL USE OF SHOLS SHOLs. This is obviously

restrictive as it gives a larger
The SHOLs that are produced from the correction for pedal than would be
trials cover mass bands which are in the case for each lower band.
terms of M/ow 2 and are derived in However, to produce separate
conditions where a is close to one diagrams for each band would
and then corrected to equal one. complicate the process unacceptably
w is always equal to one during our and so a single value is chosen
trials and can be ignored here. In which is conservative and therefore
order to provide the users with a safe to be used at all masses.
simple means of converting from
non-unity values of sigma a process The pedal lines are plotted as shown
known as Mass Correction is used. at Figure II. The X axis is
However, simply converting the correction and the Y axis is OAT
operational AUM to M/o would not in * Celsius. Lines of constant
retain the power margins seen during pressure (in millibar) enable the
the trials as engine power available OAT and mean sea level pressure to
is not a simple function of a. be used to determine the correction
Therefore A&AEE developed the Mass for any ambient conditions.
Correction diagram as a simple graph
which operators can use to derive OAT °C
their correction. This is added to
or subtracted from the actual
aircraft mass to give a corrected
mass. The SHOLs are presented in
terms of corrected mass and so by
simply consulting one graph and
adding or subtracting one number the
operators can decide in which band
their aircraft falls and use the
appropriate SHOL for that mass.

The Mass Correction diagram is made

up of 3 elements. These are: -ve MASS CORRECTION +re

FIGURE Ii. EXAMPLE OF PEDAL
CORRECTION LINES
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TRANSMISSION LINES are determined by
comparing the maximum transmission
power available (usually the gearbox OAT 'C

continuous limit) with the power 4,Ic1

required during the tests as shown at 
P

Figure 12. This is the hover power
required graph and the mass
correction is determined as follows:

During the tests the aircraft hovered
at a mass Mt using power Pt. The

test density ratio was ot - I. The
maximum M/a at which the aircraft can
hover in other conditions is dictated
by P/a. If the limit set for
operational use is P, then P/o o

gives a mass of Mo/0o. By
multiplying this by oo we get the -ve MASS CORRECTION 4Ve
maximum mass at which the operators

can hover in operational conditions,
Mo . As test mass was Mt, FIGURE 13. EXAMPLE OF TRANSMISSION
Mt - Mo is the difference in mass LINES
which will give the same power margin
as the test conditions. This is then ENGINE LINES are derived in exactly
the mass correction. By calculating the same way as transmission lines
Mt for different combinations of except the limiting value of P
temperature and pressure (ie values varies with ambient conditions and
of sigma) and subtracting these from whether the engines are Gas
the maximum corrected mass for which generator speed (Ng) of Turbine
SHOLs are required we get lines as inlet temperature (PTIT) limited in
shown in Figure 13. Once again the the ambient conditions. These

maximum value of corrected mass is values are determined from the
chosen as opposed to several lower engine manufacture's data sheets
test masses and although this is with due allowance for installation
restrictive, this avoids the losses. The lines so derived are
complication of having different shown at Figure 14 and these may
corrections for different bands, have a gradient change if there is a

point at which the engine is limited
by one or other of Ng or PTIT.

P /(T (L)

----- -------

OA'

P/o

t *

V: ,

-e MASS CORRECTION +ve

FIGURE 12. HOVER PERFORMANCE CURVE FIGURE 14. EXAMPLE OF ENGINE LINES
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The 3 elements of the correction large, the correction that needs to
diagram have now been derived and be applied could be less using the
they are combined using the most transmission line. By using the
conservative line of each element as value of maximum SHOL to drive
the final value. This is shown at the correction imposes larger
Figure 15 for one value of pressure, corrections on lighter SHOLs than
Figure 16 shows a typical final might otherwise be the case.
correction diagram. However, to attempt to produce a

correction diagram which accounts
for different masses and different

Owind speeds and directions would
OA'r C complicate the process unnecessarily

and would not produce a correspond-
ing increase in operational

capability. The essence of this
process is simplicity.

;10 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the UK
philosophy for deriving military

LTRANSMISSION ship helicopter operating limits and
LiNE presented detail of the many facets

that go into a successful trial.
+Ve MThe resulting envelopes represent

MASS CORRECTION the widest possible that an aircraft

is capable of for a given mass and
these are achieved at relatively

FIGURE 15. COMBINATION OF 3 TYPES OF little cost in terms of ship and
LINE aircraft time. The correction

process gives a quick and simple
method of converting the aircraft to

OAT 'Ca corrected mass equivalent to the
test conditions and aims to preserve
the same margins seen during tests.
Years of operational use by the

Royal Navy has testified to the fact

that the SHOLs produced by A&AEE are
both operationally acceptable and

most importantly safe.
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SUMMARY 1. INTRODUCTION

The Aeronautical Research Laboratory (ARL) has been The RAN has operated the Aerospatiale Squirrel (- 4000 lb
tasked by the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) to develop a maximum gross weight) aboard the FFG-7 class of guided.
computer model of the S-70B-2 Seahawk/FFG-7 dynamic missile frigates for several years, and is currently
interface and to use this to investigate operational augmenting these with the much larger Sikorsky S-70B-2
problems and limitations, An overview of the status of this Seahawk (- 21000 lb maximum gross weight). A new light
task is presented, with particular emphasis on undercarriage frigate, known as the ANZAC frigate and based on the Meko
dynamics and studies of the airwake in the region of the 200, is to replace the present River class of destroyer
flight deck. For the undercarriage model, modifications escorts, and is also expected to operate the Sikorsky
resulting from static trials, as well as plans for dynamic aircraft.
trials, are given. For the airwake studies, only preliminary A computer simulation model was obtained from the US
results are available. These relate to full-scale airwake and Naval Air Test Center (NATC) through Th Technical
ship motion trials aboard the FFG-7 class frigate HMAS Cooperation Program (TI'CP). Technical Panel HTP-6. This
Darwin, and 'mean flow' airwake studies in the low-speed model includes helicopter (Seahawk) flight dynamics and
wind tunnel at ARL using a 1/64 th size model of an FFG-7. engine dynamics, undercarriage dynamics, ship motion,

and a representation of the airwake. Also included is the
LIST OF SYMBOLS RAST (Recovery Assist, Secure, and Traverse) system. The

F Oleo load code is capable of modelling the complex interactions in

F , Fdyn Static and dynamic components of oleo load the dynamic interface between ship and helicopter, in
particular between the FFG-7 and the SH-60B Seahawk, as

G Oleo damping coefficient used by the US Navy. Although current interest is on the
G 1, G2  First and second stage oleo damping Seahawk/FFG-7 combination, the general approach should

coefficients (original model) be applicable to other combinations such as the Seahawk
and the ANZAC frigate.Kt  2 Oe igcoefficients (original model) adteAZCfiae

Kt, K2 Oleo spring coefficients (original model) The simulation program has been modified significantly

K3 -K5 Oleo spring coefficients (improved model) from its original state, and has been used to investigate a
number of potential operational problems affecting

P Fraction of normal oleo pressure helicopter radome clearance. This is a primary concern

Pi Fraction of normal tyre pressure since the radome on the Australian Seahawk (S-70B-2) is
deeper and mounted further forward than its US counterparta5 ay.a, Ship longitudinal, lateral, and vertical ~ (SH-60B), and is therefore more likely to make contact

acceleration components during landing. The problems investigated include the

g Acceleration due to gravity effect of a delayed pilot control input while landing, a
comparison between landing on ground (full ground effect)

p.qr Ship roll, pitch, and yaw rates and landing on a frigate flight deck (partial ground effect).

u.vw Ship longitudinal, lateral, and vertical and the effect of ship motion on an aircraft sitting on the
velocity components flight deck (Ref. I).

z Oleo compression In Section 2, a brief outline of the simulation code and
zi, Z2  Oleo break points planned future improvements are given, followed in Section3 by a description of the experimental programs devised to

IF Ship wind-over-deck direction gather necessary data. Section 4 discusses the data
processing, as well as the application of results obtained

0,0,V Ship roll, pitch, and yaw Euler angles from these experimental programs to the development of

Subscripts the code as part of the validation process.
Throughout most of this prper. imperial units are used since

b Bias error these units are used in the available documentation for the

m Measurement US designsed Seahawk and FIG-7. The wind tunnel
measurements are given in metric units an these are the
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prime units used in the ARL wind tunnels; however, full- experimental data were gathered using a PC based data

scale equivalent dimensions are expressed in imperial units, acquisition system designed and built by the
Instrumentation and Trials Group at ARL A description of

2 . STATUS OF SIMULATION CODE the data acquisition system is given in Reference 4.

The primary tool to be employed in examining the
helicopter/ship dynamic interface is the SH-60BIFFG-7
simulation code obtained from NATC. Figure I is a block In order to validate the aircraft representation, it was
diagram showing the various modules of the simulation planned to measure all pertinent variables on a RAN
code, and how they interact with each other. A brief Seaawk during a number of steady-state (performance) and
description of each of the modules is given in Reference 1. dynamic manoeuvres (see Table 1). Since the Navy require

an instrumented aircraft to carry out First of Class Flight
Trials (FOCFT). it was intended to perform model validation

"" SHIP MOTION --- VISUAL DISPLAY ' trials at the same time. This meant that the aircraft would

be out of squadron service for a minimum time (the RAN has

GEARonly 16 Seahawks). FOCFT are designed to determine the
operating limits of a particular aircraft/ship combination.

EQUATIONS These trials are performed by the Aircraft Maintenance and
SHIP WIND OF Flight Trials Unit (AMAFTU). based at the Naval Air
BURBLE MOTION Station at Nowra on the New South Wales coast.

TableI
AERODYNAMICS Steady State and Dynamic Manoeuvres Required for

Model Validation

TRANSMISSION CONTROL Steady State

SYSTEM Hover Out of Ground Effect

Hover In Ground Effect i) 20 ft above water
S ENGINES -- PILOT 2 taoe dc

ti - ii) 20 ft above flight deck
Trim from -20 to +120 kn (positive fwd) every 10 kn

Trim from -20 to +20 kn (positive to stbd) every 10 knFigure 1. Simulation Code ModulesDymc
Dynamic

Initial modifications to the simulation were first required to Pulse, step, and doubiet inputs of collective, cyclic,
adapt the program to the Elxsi 6400 mainframe computer in and pedals at hover, 40, 80, and 120 kn
use at ARL, and then to make the program more user-
friendly in the time history environment, since it is no Single engine cut

longer used in conjunction with a real-time moving base Twin engine cut
simulator. Because the study of radome clearances was of Pedal turns
primary concern, the existing undercarriage model was

replaced with one developed at ARL (Ref. 2), and the code
was modified to allow radome clearance to be given as an Table 2 lists the variables necessary for validation of the
output. The new undercarriage model, which has been aircraft dynamics, with channels I to 14 required by the
further developed since Reference 2, will be discussed in RAN for FOCFT purposes.

detail in Section 4.1.
As pant of an exchange with the US through TTCP HTP-6. Because of anticipated problems with radome clearances
Aswilb paro dexh with the UASA through versCPn o e during landing, AMAFTU attached a dummy radome to a
ARL will be provided with the NASA Ames version of the Seahawk. Four Ultrasonic Transducers (USTs) were also
Black Hawk simulation model that uses the Sikorsky attached to the aircraft fuselage, around the circumference ofgeneric simulation code GENHEL (Ref. 3). It is planned to the rado~me, in order to measure the proximity of the deck.

replace the aerodynamic model (actuator disc) in the the Rotar in rou t proped o ter

Seahawk/FFG-7 simulation code with the blade-element The Rotary Wing Group at ARL developed a computer
representation of rotor aerodynamics found in the GENHEL program, which ran on a portable Compaq 286 computer,

model. This should allow more realistic modelling of the same PC used by the data acquisition system. to find the

airwake effects due to the presence of the superstructure of point on the radome surface with minimum clearance. Two
an FFG-7. programs were provided, one which gives the pilot an ii4'a

of radome clearance after each landing (simplified so as to

3 . EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS speed up execution time for use on the aircraft), and theother which does a more extensive computation of the

To establish and then validate an adequate model of the radome surface (for use at the data processing stage). The
helicopter/ship dynamic interface, comprehensive data method chosen was to first deduce the relative Euler angles
bases are required for the various component models shown between ship deck and aircraft from the UST measurements
in Figure 1. This section describes the various (so as not to require separate processing of both shipbome
experimental programs devised to gather the requisite data. and aircraft data acquisition systems, since relative angles
With the exception of the wind tunnel tests, all the are required), and then to transform the equations
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Table 2 Table 3
Aircraft Parameters Required for FOCFT and Aircraft Undercarriage Validation Channels

Model Validation

Channel Description Number Description
Number Description _15 Starboard main LVDT

1 Longitudinal cyclic stick position 16 Port main LVDT
2 Lateral cyclic stick position 17 Starboard main UST*
3 Collective stick position 18 Port main UST*
4 Pedal position 19 Tail wheel UST*
5 Tail rotor position 20 Tail fuselage UST
6 Event marker
7 Radome forward UST
8 Radome starboard UST A number of parameters aboard ship were also measured
9 Radome aft UST (Table 4) using a separate data acquisition system to

10 Radome port UST determine ship motion during landings.
II Torque port engine The FOCFF were planned to be done on the FFG-7 class
12 Torque starboard engine frigate HMAS Adelaide during 1990 while en route from
13 Radar altitude Australia to Hawaii, where the ship was scheduled to take
14 Vertical doppler part in a major naval exercise. Unfortunately, because of
15 Longitudinal cyclic mixer input damage sustained during a heavy landing at the end of the
16 Lateral cyclic mixer input first two days of flying, the flight tests were cancelled so
17 Collective mixer input that the aircraft damage could be properly assessed ashore.
18 Pedal mixer input Due to some problems with the aircraft instrumentation and
19 Stabilator angle* the limited amount of flying, none of the manoeuvres
20 Airspeed required for validating the model were completed, although
21 Pitch attitude limited data are available for a number of landings. With
22 Roll attitude the RAN commitment to the Gulf crisis, future trials have
23 Yaw attitude (heading)* been delayed, and it is now hoped to obtain the requisite
24 Pitch rate data when the aborted FOCFT are resumed.
25 Roll rate
26 Yaw rate Table 4
27 Longitudinal acceleration Ship Motion Channels
28 Lateral acceleration
29 Vertical acceleration Channel Description
30 Longitudinal doppler Number
31 Lateral doppler 1 Longitudinal acceleration
32 Rotor RPM* 2 Lateral acceleration

3 Vertical acceleration

4 Pitch attitude
representing the radome surface from radome body axes to 5 Roll attitude
ship axes in order to find the point of minimum clearance. 6 Heading
During a short trial prior to the FOCFI. AMAFTU 7 Pitch rate*
determined, from data obtained firom the USTs, that radome 8 Roll rate*
strikes could occur under certain conditions during 9 Yaw rate*
shipboard operations. 10 Ship speed

For approximately 20% of the time allocated for the 12 Relative Wind speed

FOCFT, channels 15 to 20 were substituted with channels 13 Ambient temperatie

shown in Table 3 in order to obtain oleo compressions

using Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs).
and tyre compressions using USTs. This was done during a
series of landings to provide additional data to complement
the ground-based aircraft undercarriage trials (discussed in 3.2 Undercarriage Dynamics
Section 3.2). The undercariage model developed at ARL contains static

and dynamic components for both oleos and "yres. A series
of static and dynamic trials was proposed involving a
complete helicopter. The use of an isolated oleo strut or
wheel was considered unacceptable since it was not
expected to yield similar results to an oleo or wheel that is
part of a complete helicopter. In palicular, an isolated

Channels which, for various reasons. were not actually oleo/wheel fails to take account of the flexibility of the
measured, helicopter fuselage (quite considerable in a Seahawk),
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which is believed to contribute significantly to the complemented by data obtained during the RAN FOCFT (see
effective spring and damping characteristics of the Section 3.1).
fuselage/undercarriage combination. Static trials have
already taken place (Ref. 5). and dynamic trials are 3.3 Ship Motion and Airwake
expected to be undertaken during 1991. Once these
dynamic trials are completed and a validated undercarriage 3.3.1 Full-ScaleTrial

model is obtained, it is proposed to use the code to While en route from Sydney to New Zealand. from 18 to 21
determine the changing loads on the aircraft tie-down September 1989. a trial was undertaken aboard HMAS
points for a Seahawk secured in a ship hangar. Darwin, an FFG-7 class frigate, fitted with stabilisers and

The aim of the static trials was to obtain load and RAST equipment. The objective of the trial was to measure

compression data for tyres and oleos both at normal and the ship motion and airwake over the flight dck for a

reduced (nominally 85% of nomal) operating pressures. variety of wind-over-deck velocities (the trials instructions

Using interpolation, results could then be estimated at are detailed in Ref. 4).

intermediate pressures, thus enabling a model This section gives both a brief description of the scope of
representation which allowed for underserviced tyres and/or the trial and details of the data gathering aboard ship. The
olcos. An underserviced landing gear is potentially preliminary results of the data processing techniques
dangerous, since fuselage/deck clearances are likely to be involved with obtaining the ship motion and airwake
reduced in such circumstances. The original undercarriage velocity components in Earth axes are described in
model had no representation of underserviced tyres and/or Section 4.2.
oleos. The static trials involved sitting the helicopter on A comprehensive envelope of relative wind speed and
three load cells (one for each wheel), and then jacking up direction was required in order to establish a data base for
the helicopter so that the aircraft weight was gradually tir wa mel in he eta b imuati cde.
transferred from the undercarriage to the jacks. At various the atrwake model in the Seahawk/FFG-7 simulation code.

intermediate points, the load on each gear, as well as the Due to the uncharacteristically benign conditions

gear compressions/extensions, were recorded. Results were encountered during the voyage to New Zealand, a somewhat

taken for both increasing load (lowering helicopter) and limited envelope was achieved. Figure 2 details the required

decreasing load (raising helicopter) to take account of any and measured relative wind envelopes.

possible hysteresis. As a result of the trials, major changes
were subsequently made to the static oleo equations. The Wind Direction
static tyre equations retained their form, but were modified T=O F e(deg)

[Wind from Ahead]to allow for reduced tyre pressures. These changes are Wind Velocity
discussed in Section 4. (knots) so T=30

The aim of the dynamic trials is to obtain load and
compression rate data for tyres and oleos both at normal 3 F6
operating pressure and at 85% of normal pressure. Due to 0 Points Desired 2
difficulties in recording the dynamic load directly on each 0 Points Achieved 20P

gear, it has been decided to record helicopter accelerations, 10

rates, and attitudes during the trial, and determine time- 0nd from Stt]
varying gear loads from the deduced motion of the

helicopter. Flight trials in which a helicopter lands were
therefore considered inadequate, since aerodynamic loads

would need to be measured accurately so they can be
removed when calculating gear loads. It was therefore '= 135
decided that the trials will be ground-based, requiring the
helicopter to be raised by either a collapsible jack or crane T= 180
with quick-release hook attached to the helicopter tie-down [Wind from Astem]

points. In either case, the helicopter will be subsequently
released from its raised position and allowed to settle on the Fiure 2. RelisW Wind Envekpo
ground.

To record the ship motion and airwake about the flight
Time-varying oleo and tyre compressions will be recorded deck, the previously mentioned PC based data acquisition
during the dynamic trial using a combination of USTs and system was used (Ref. 4 gives more detail). A ship motion
LVDTs. The gear compresaions and helicopter motion will platform was assembled comprising a three-axes
be recorded simultaneously using the previously mentioned accelerometer; pitch, roll, and yaw rate gyros; and
PC based data acquisition system. Gem compression rates pendulum attitude sensing devices. Additional ship motion
will be determined from the time-varying gear parameters such as ship speed and heading were obtained
compressions. Redundancy is built into the trial in the from standard ship instruments. Measurements of the
sense that gear compressions and rates can also be deduced airwake were obtained using a specially designed and built
from the helicopter motion given the gear moment arms, collapsible, mobile, anemometer mast. When erected, the
and vice versa. Since blade flexing is expected to be quite mast stood 33 ft high and was fitted with three sets of tri-
considerable in the unloaded state, the main rotor blades axial Gill anemometers, three teniperatuna probes at each
will need to be removed. Results from these trials will be anemometer set, and an accelerometer based attitude sensor
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to measure mast pitch and roll. To obtain a reference wind Aerovane Anemometer
velocity. two cup anemometers were placed on either side of (Aft, Looking Forward)
the rear of the flight deck. and a Young aerovane
anemometer was mounted on a mast standing 13.33 ft high,
slightly offset from the centre and aft of the flight deck. Cup Anemometer
The 'freestream' relative wind velocity and direction (Aft, Looking Forward)
measured by the ship anemometer was also recorded, as this
was the measurement used by the crew to obtain the required
relative wind-over-deck. Figure 3 presents the dimensions
and layout of the mobile mast, and Figure 4 shows the 13.33 5 -
dimensions of the aerovane and cup anemometers. I

I/,Top 1 5.125

1.6Top 
2 "/Flight/

Top 3 Deck Deck

10.5

Mid 1 Fgure 4. Elevations of Aerovane/Cup Anemometers

Mid 2 /- (dimensions in feet)

Mid 3 ' - 463 Mo

1.48 Ilttons
Hangar 4.3

10.5 Door

Low 2 fLow
18.4

,.,= "'Low 3

10:1.33
10.5 0.33.93Ii

+r 2. 911.5
View From View From 2
Port Side Front ....... ............... .... . .....

Figure 3. Geometry of Mioble Afwake Anemometer Mast Refernce

(dimensions in feet) r 18.4

To obtain a matrix of airwake data, the mobile mast was 1. 2.1

moved to thirteen different positions on the flight deck. as
shown in Figure 5. At each of the positios. data were
recorded continuously for 90 seconds. This was done so
that a part of each recording could be selected where ship Rebrnce
motion was similar, thus giving comparable data for each Anemomete Anemomer
grid poinL A significant period of recording was also
required to enable the deduction of the unknown ship initial
conditions using parameter estimation techniques (see Figure 5. Positioning of Anemometers and ShI Motion
Section 4.2.1). The grid pattern indicated in Figure 5 is not Pltfoirm (dimensions in feel)
of uniform dimensions because it was found that certain
deck fittings interfered with the mobile mast at some of the
grid locations. The channels recorded are listed in Tables 5
to 7 (note that analogue chanmels 2 to 4 were not used in
this trial).

S.,
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Table 5 Table 7
Ship Motion/Airwake Analogue Channels Ship Motion/Airwake Synchro Channels

Channel PC Description Channel PC Description Comments
Number Channel Description Number Channel

I AOl Mast direction (Low 9) 51 SYI Ship heading 0* =* North
5 A05 Ship pitch attitude
6 A06 Ship roll attitude 0 East
7 A07 Ship pitch rate 52 SY2 Ship speed 0* =, 0 k
8 A08 Ship roll rate 360* =* 40 kn
9 A09 Ship yaw rate I

10 AlO Ship vertical accel'n 53 SY3 Ship anemometer 0° * 0 kn
11 All Ship lateral accern speed 3600 u= 100 kn12 A12 Ship longitudinal accel'n

13 A13 Mast temperature (Top) 54 SY4 Ship anemometer 0%=s from bow
14 A14 Mast temperature (Mid) direction 90P u from sthd
15 A15 Mast temperature (Low)
16 A16 Cup anem. port speed
17 A17 Cup anem. port direction
18 A18 Cup anem. stbd speed datum, for each of the grid points. At each grid point, the
19 A19 Cup anem. stbd direction height of the mobile mast stabilising legs was adjusted and
20 A20 Mast speed (Top I) recorded so that the mast was nominally vertical (indicated
21 A21 Mast speed (Top 2) by spirit levels). This ensured that the measured airwake
22 A22 Mast speed (Top 3) velocities could be related to the ship datum while the ship
23 A23 Mast speed (Mid 4) was in motion at sea.
24 A24 Mast speed (Mid 5)
25 A25 Mast speed (Mid 6) 3.3.2 Wind-Tunnel Tests
26 A26 Mast speed (Low 7) Wind-tunnel measurements are currently being taken in the
27 A27 Mast speed (Low 8) 2.74 m by 2.13 m (9 ft by 7 ft) low-speed wind tunnel at
28 A28 Mast speed (Low 9) ARL using a 1/64 th size model of an FFG-7 class frigate.
29 A29 Mast longitudinal slant Measurements are for a nominal freestream velocity of
30 A30 Mast lateral slant 50 m/s and for seven angles of yaw of the ship, namely 0.
31 A31 Aerovane speed 15, 30, 60, 90. 135, and 180 deg. for zero pitch and roll
32 A32 Aerovane direction angles of the ship.

A rake of yaw probes is being used to measure three-
dimensional mean-flow velocities at various locations

Table 6 around the ship model. The rake contains eight similar
Ship Motion/Aiwake Digital Channels probes spaced at intervals of 50 mm, with five orifices on

(0 o wind into propeller, I _* wind out of propeller) each probe tip. Details of the probe and calibration
procedure are described in Reference 6.

Channel PC Description All measurements are based on a rectangular cartesian
Number Channel coordinate system that is fixed with respect to the wind

33 DI1 Mast direction (Top 1) tunnel. The flowfield affected by the presence of the ship is

34 D12 Mast direction (Top 2) referred to as the 'burble'. The extent of the burble will
vary depending on the particular angle of yaw of the ship.

35 D3 Mast direction (Top 3) The extremities of the measurements in the three directions

36 D14 Mast direction (Mid 4) in the different cases have been chosen to include pars of
the burble likely to be encountered by the helicopter during

37 DIS Mast direction (Mid 5) approach and landing. For an angle of yaw of 30 deg.

38 D16 Mat direction (Mid 6 Figure 6 shows a plan view of the overall grid pattern. as
well as the grid points at which measurements we to be

39 D17 Mast direction (Low 7) taken (shaded). For this angle of yaw. the measurements on

40 DI8 Mast direction (Low 8) the model will extend 300W m forward and 1400 mm aft of
the grid origin, from the flight deck to 350 mm above it (at
50 mm intervals), and 800 nn to die port side md 400 mm

Prior to sailing, a number of procedures were followed while to the starbard side of the grid origin. The fulil-scale
the ship was 'stationary' at the pier. To ensure the mobile distances on the ship corresponding to the above model
mast position at each grid point was identical for each data distanceare 63 ft forward and 294 ft aft of die grid oigin,
run, the flight deck was marked with yellow adhesive tape. 73.5 ft vertically (at 10.5 ft intervals), and 168 ft to the
Due to the sloping flight deck, the mast was found to be at port side and 84 ft to the starboard side of the grid orgin.
significantly different attitudes. with respect to the ship
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forward difference technique, and resulted in a generalised
program which was able to be used on a wide variety of

Angle of Yaw - 30 d g systems, both linear and non-linear (Ref. 9). User input
ft mm Measurement Grid was much reduced and unknown quantities such as initialon on conditions, break points (where discontinuities occur, and

fut-scale shp time delays could be determined, in addition to the usual
ship model parameters.
210 1000

16 8 So: 4. 1 Undercarriage Trial

126 600 As a result of static trials completed in 1990 (Ref. 5). the
400 form of the static oleo equations in the undercarriage model

was significantly altered, while the static tyre equations
42 200 retained their form, but were modified to allow for reduced
0 0 tyre pressures. The original ARL oleo model (Ref. 2) was

-42 -200 of a two-stage type and expressed oleo load, F, as a function
.84 -400 of static load, F., and dynamic load, Fdy.. in the form

-126 -60 F = Fa, +Fdy.
-168 = = K z

2
+ Gz z<z'

-210 -1000
= Kt z,2 + K2 (z-zt)2+ G z z~zt

.294 -1400 where K, and K 2 are first and second stage oleo spring

coefficients respectively, z is the oleo compression, z, is

-378 -1800 the oleo break point, and G is a damping coefficient whose
- value depends on whether the oleo is in the first stage of
I ocompression(G=Gforz<z

1 )orsecondstage(G=G 2 for
.t z Z,). The model structure was similar to that used in the

original NATC undercarriage code, with coefficients being
modified using parameter estimation techniques applied to

L% 3 3 limited isolated oleo drop test data.

2 As a result of the static undercarriage trials, the oleo model
was modified to the form

Figure 6. Measurement Grid for FFG-7 Wind Tunnel F = Fit + Fdn

Tests = K 3 +K 4 z+Ksz
2

+ Gz

Preliminary results of the wind tunel test are given in where K 3 to K5 are oleo spring coefficients. In the absence
Section 4.2.2. of new dynamic undercarriage data, the form of the dynamic

4. STATUS OF DATA PROCESSING part was left unchanged except that only a single damping
coefficient was retained. Its value was determined using

Both the undercarriage model calculations and the parameter estimation techniques applied to the same drop
determination of ship motion from data have involved the test data referred to above, using the modified undercarriage

use of a generalised non-linear maximum likelihood model with K 3 to K5 held fixed. For the tail oleo, three
parameter estimation program developed at ARL. The distinct stages were observed during the trial so that
standard maximum likelihood procedure for estimation of parameters K3 to K5 are assigned different values in the
unknown parameters in a model is normally applied to ranges z < z t , z 5 z < z2 , and z 2 z2. where z, and z2 are
linear systems and is well documented (e.g. Ref. 7). In its oleo break points. The main oleo showed one stage only.
early stages, the ARL maximum likelihood code COMPAT The tail oleo also showed hysteresis effects, with different
(named because of its application in the area of parameters for the upstroke and downstroke. No hysteresis
compatibility checking) was able to estimate parameters was observed for the main oleo.

from non-linear systems; however, the amount of user input Figure 7 shows the main ole load-compression remuts for
required was fairly extensive. In particular, a large number both normal oleo s and % pressure. The principal

of sensitivity matrix elements, representing the partial diffence is a vertical tanslation indicating that parameter
derivative of a given output with respect to a particular Kr is a ertdca tnsleo p arameter

parameter, had to be determined by the user, thus making K3 is highly dependent on oleo pressure. Parameters V4 and

the program highly problem specific. A small alteration to K s only vary slightly with pressure. If P is the fraction of

the model structure could require significant modifications normal oleo pressure, thes for 0.35 S P S 1. and assuming

to the program. However, the program was used linear variation, the main oleo parameters ae given by

successfully to determine parameters from flight data K, = (5920 P - 3365) lbf

(Ref. ) K, = (-513P+99)lbf/ft

Further modifications to COMPAT invoived the numerical
determination of sensitivity matrix elements using a I = (1287 P - 5746) lbfift

2

p':.
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Figure 7. Main Oleo Load-Compression Results for Tail Tyre Compression (ft)

Normal Oleo Pressure and 85% Pressure

Similar effects were observed with the tail oteo. Figure 9. Twin TAl Tyros Load-Comprossion Results for

Figure 8 shows a comparison between the original ARL N Pesr & Pessure
model results and the modified model results, determined
using the recent trial data, for the main oleos. The

inadequacies of the original model are clearly demonstrated. Data reduction of the measurements obtained from the full-
scale ship motion airwake trial is taking place in two
distinct phases. Phase I involves obtaining the ship

12000 velocity components and attitudes from the ship motion
10000 Origina ARL ~platform instrumentation, and Phase 2 involves correction

10000 of the anemometer measurements and removal of the ship
0 motion components from the measured airwake velocities.

" O /A process is being developed whereby the ship attitudes and

- 6000 velocities, including initial conditions, may be determned
o through parameter estimation. The software necessary to

remove the resulting ship motion from the airwake0 4000
.G measurements, as well as the computer programs to present

'5 this data graphically in three-dimensional form, will soon
2000 be developed.

O0 
4.2.1 Deriving Ship Motion0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Main Oleo Compression (ft) The parameters measured by the ship motion platform
included the three aoceleration components (a. S. aa); roll,

Figure 8. Companson of Ong"oaARL Model with pitch, and yaw rates (p. q, r); and pitch and roll 'attitudes'.
Two additional parameters recorded from the ship

Modfied Modol for Main Oleo instrumentation were ship heading (yaw attitude) end ship

The static tyre model was left unchanged as a result of the speed. It should be noted that the ship speed is measured
trial, but was extended to take account of reduced tyre using a device which would tend to average the actual
pressure. Figure 9 shows the trial results at both normal longitudinal velocity component. After the trial was
and 85% pressure for the twin tail lyres. Since a constant completed, it was determined that the peidulun devices.
scale factor of 0.82 links the two curves to a reasonable designed to measure pitch and roll attitudes in the static
degree of accuracy, the static load at any intermediate case, actually measure accelerations in the dynamic case,
pressure can be readily determined from the normal pressure with the overall effect of duplicating the acceleronetr
data base, assuming linear interpolatiot, by scaling using a measurements. This is illustrated in Figure 10, which
factor of (1.2 Pt - 0.2), where Pt is the fraction of normal shows a comparison of the longitudinal and lateral
operating tyre pressure. The main tyres exhibit similar atceleration components (measured by the accelerometer)
behaviour, but with a scale factor of 0.74. with the respective pitch and roll 'attitudes' (measured by

the pendulum devices), dimensionalized appropiately. The
duplication is evident, with the o'fiaets attributed to
measurement bias emon that have yet to be removed.
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0
A -.1 determining incorrect signs in the calibrated dam. An error

i ' '4 : !"model forp, q, and r is assumed to be of the fomn
: V " " "P = Pm+Pb

7 - q. +q = qb

r = rm +r b

where p. q. and r are the actual rates; pro, q,. and r. are the

a,(t s- 2) measurements; and p6, o., and r. are constant bias errors to

S! (Plt" aIttuDl (ft-) be detrmined.
-1 .As previously discussed, the pendulum devices do not give

4 *accurate representation of the variation of pitch or roll
attitude, but instead measure accelerations about some
mean. Since the ship is maintaining a steady forward

, :;velocity, it may be assuned that the average acceleration
0 components are zero. Thus the mean values given by theo ,. . . . veoit.my easue ha h aeae ceer.o

pendulum devices ae assumed equal to the average Euler
angles, as determined by COMPAT, and so provide
additional information necessary for the parameter
estimation process to succeed. COMPAT was used with the
aav(t s-) bove constraint to determine initial Euler angles as well as

- x (roll afitude) ( s-2) errors in rates p. q. and r. Typical results are shown in
-6 . Figures II and 12 for the case of a wind-over-deck velocity

0 20 40 60 80 100 of 10 kn. at a yaw angle of 180 deg.
Time (s)

Figure 10. Equivalence of Ship Acceleration and 10.0
Pendulum 'Attitude' Measurements CAsumedtMea

Thus to determine the ship velocity components, the
measurements available are

" three acceleration components 0.0 " ,. .... .

" pitch, roll, and yaw rates
" average longitudinal velocity
" yaw attitude

Since the ship is not at a known trimmed condition when -10.0.
recording of data commences, initial conditions are 10.0
unknown. By using parameter estimation techniques, the - Assumed
ship attitudes and velocity components, including the Cca

initial conditions, may be determined after first making a
few reasonable assumptions given below. 0.0 ....... .

The standard rigid body equations of motion (Ref. 10) are

=p + q sine tane + r cost tnO

= qcost- r sint
-10 .0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

= (q sint + r cos#) secO 10.0

u = -qw +rv + a. -g sine - - asured• I...... Calculaed

v = -ru+pw+a+gcos sin t ;

w -pv+qu+a+gcosOcose 0.0

Examination of these equations shows that the Euler rate
equations are decoupled friom the velocity rate equations. In
order to reduce the number of unknown parameters to be
estimated, die Euler angles am first determined. -10.0 ..

The parameter estimation program COMPAT may also be 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
used to check measured data against expected values (as Tirn (s)
determined from the equations of motion) to determine drift
or biases in insrumentation, and may be useful in F9"ure 11. Estimated Euer Angles

A________
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5.01 20.0
Measured

0.0 10.0:

-5.

1.0 ______________ -10.0'

itAssued

0.0 0.0

Fiur 1.Co-ete aelFguel3.Shpteed Componaent

Now that the Euler angles and rate errors have been
determined. the velocity components may be found by 4.2.2 Preliminary Airwake Results
making certain assumptions. For a long, slender ship. A preliminary study was made of the data obtained from the
maintaining forward velocity. it is reasonable to assume airwake trial in order to esure that useful data had been
that the average vertical and lateral velocity components recorded for the full range of data points for each of the
are zero. The average longitudinal velocity is measured by combinations of wind-over-deck velocitiea. This
the stantdard ship instrumnats. An error model for the preliminary examination involved the application of
accelerometers is assumned to be of the form calibration factors and offsets to obtain engineering units

IL~ =from the raw data. It should be noted that the velocity
55~5 components presented here measured by the three-axes Gill

ay= y 1 ~'Yiemmte hv ro yet been corrected for known errors

=L + 5,,and 10% error in magnitude) and that the ship motion

wher a. &, an a, re he ctul aceleatins;a.. ay components have noot yet been removed vD obtain the
whee ~*a2.nda 5 reth atul cceertins a 0,a 1  airwake in Earth axes.

and a% are the measured accelerations; and a% ,ai z Examination of the time histories shows that the majority
are the instrument bias errors, of the dat were of goo quality (ije. channels were

COMPAT may now be used to estimate the initial velocity funcuotig constently), but there were smne exceptions.
components anid the accelerometer bias errors. Typical Very early in the trial it was apparent that dhe mid-level
results are shown in Figure 13. temperature probe on the mobile mast was faulty aid that

the data from this parsiaslar channel were imaalvageable. It
Having determined the ship motion referenced to the centre is also apparent titat for sme of the data runs, high
of ship motion (see Fig. 14). the apparent velocity due to herajnc interference occurred. possibly from the HF radio
ship motion. a snessared by the airwake anemometer mast of tOn ship. or the radar. This affected mainly the digital
may then be found.
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Figure 14. Elevation of FFG- 7 Showing Key Elements of the Ship (dimensions in feet)

channels which indicated airwake flow direction. 40
Unfortunately. this interference occurred for the entire 20 - Model
kn. 90 deg wind-over-deck case, but since the flow is 4 20- Full Scale
expected to be fairly steady at 90 deg. it may be possible to 8
salvage these results. 0FD

> h 0
At the higher ship speeds, the stabilisers damp out the __7V

motion, and as a first approximation the anemometer data -20
may be assumed to contain small components due to ship
motion. The full-scale velocities and those predicted by the 0 40
simulation code are shown superimposed in Figure 15. The

full-scale velocities are preliminary only and have yet to be -60
corrected for non-linear angular response of the Gill 40
anemometers and also for the effects of ship motion.

The comparison between predicted velocities and those 20 0
measured from full-scale trials was made for a 35 kn relative
wind at 30 deg off the starboard bow and for a height of 0
21.0 ft (6.4 m) above the bullseye. This height >
corresponds to the mid-location of Gill anemometers. 20
These conditions were set precisely in the simulation code.
but for the full-scale trials some variations in the magnitude -40
and direction of the relative wind inevitably occurred.

A meaningful comparison of velocity components -60
containing turbulence would normally be done statistically. 40
However, the objective here in showing a comparison of
time histories is to observe the overall mean values and >, 20
trends. For the velocities shown in Figure 15. it is 8
apparent that the mean values of corresponding velocities ® 0 "k -0
in the longitudinal and lateral directions are significantly -

different. Mean values of corresponding velocities in the . -20
vertical direction show reasonable agreement, but the full-
scale velocity shows far more variation about its mean -40
value than the predicted velocity. The large differences
between predicted and full-scale velocities indicates that -60 .
there are serious deficiencies within the simulation 0 20 40 60 80 100
program, which is not unexpected since the model was Trnw (s)
based, using geometric scaling, on experimental results
obtained from a Knox class frigate. Figue 15. Comparion of Ful-Scade with Predcted

Aiwake Velocities
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To determine the dominant energy-containing frequencies velocities occur predominantly at low frequencies.

of fluctuating velocities, it is necessary to do a spectral The spectra plotted in Figure 17 are for the full-scale

analysis. Figure 16 shows spectra for three coordinate velocities shown in Figure 15. Once again, the spectra are
directions corresponding to the predicted velocities shown based upon 1024 data points, but since the full-scale data

in Figure 15. The spectra were obtained from the velocity were sampled at intervals of 0.05 second, and not 0.0666
plots by using a Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT) algorithmn second as previously, then the spectra now correspond to
which the number of data points required for the algorithm 51.2 seconds of a velocity plot, and the frequency range

must be a power of two. The velocities shown in Figure 15 covered is now from 0.0195 Hz to 9.9805 Hz in increments

were computed at every 0.0666 second for 100 seconds, of 0.0195 Hz. Because of these differences, spectra for full-
which means that each velocity plot shown corresponds to scale velocities have not been superimposed on

about 1500 data points. It was only possible to use 1024 o spectra for predicted velocities. From Figure

(=2 ) points in the spectral analysis, which is 17 it can be seen that the dominant frequencies for the full-
equivalent to 68.1 seconds of a velocity plot. The scale velocities are below about 1 Hz, as for the predicted
frequencies shown in Figure 16 range from 0.0147 Hz to velocities. Thus it is evident that although the mean-flow
7.4928 Hz in increments of 0.0147 Hz, and fluctuating components of the predicted velocities
i.e. 1/(0.0666x1024) Hz, and the energy contribution at often differ markedly from corresponding components for
each frequency has been normalised by the total energy the full-scale velocities, the waveforms of the predicted

contribution summed over all frequencies. The spectra have velocities are realistic from a spectral viewpoint.

not been smoothed in any way. It is apparent from the
spectra that the dominant frequencies are below about 1 Hz. 4.3 Preliminary Wind Tunnel Results
The spectra thus show that changes in the predicted Typical wind tunel results of the FF0.7 airwake are now

6 .10
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presented. The example illustrated in Figure 18 is for a ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
freestream velocity of 50 m/s at an angle of yaw of 30 deg. The authors are indebted to R.A. Feik for his assistance in
and for x = -800 mm, y varying from -750 to 400 rm, and z the application of the parameter estimation program
varying from 0 to -350 mm (refer to Fig. 6 for COMPAT to the problem of determining the unknown
corresponding dimensions on full-scale ship). Velocity parameters of the ship motion.
vectors are projected onto the yz plane, defined in the wind
tunnel coordinate system. The velocity vectors show that a REFERENCES
large vortex exists in this region as a consequence of flow
over the ship superstructure. Vectors are not given in some I. Arney, A.M., Blackwell, J., and Feik, R.A..
regions at the level of the flight deck because the flow "Modelling the Helicopter/Ship Dynamic Interface,"
angles incident on the probe are outside the range of the Proceedings of the Australian Aeronautical
probe calibration. This problem is currently being Conference, Australian Institution of Engineers.
investigated and it may be possible to extrapolate beyond National Conference Publication No. 89/14. October
the range of the calibration with little loss of accuracy; 1989.
otherwise, it will be necessary to extend the range of 2. Blackwell, J. and Feik, R.A.. "A Mathematical Model
calibration, of the On-Deck Helicopter/Ship Dynamic Interface,"

ARL Aero. Tech. Memo 405, September 1988.z
z !3. Howlett. J.J.. "UH-60A Black Hawk Engineering

. . . . Simulation Program," Vols I and II, NASA CR
. ' 166309 and 166310, December 1981.

.. . . . . 4. Sutton. C.W., "FFG-7 Extended Deck Ship Motion and
4. Airwake Sea Trial (Trials Instruction for ARL Trial

Y 1/89)," ARL Flight Mech. Tech. Memo 414. June
1989.

5. Blackwell, I., "Validation of a Seahawk Helicopter
Figure 18. Typical Wind TunnelAirwake Results Undercarriage Model: Phase I -Using Static Load

Deflection Measurements." ARL Flight Mech. Tech.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS Memo (to be published).

An overview of the status of helicopter/ship dynamic 6. Toffoletto. R.. "Calibration of a Rake of Velocity
interface modelling at ARL has been described, with the Vector Probes." ARL Flight Mech. Tech. Memo (to be
emphasis on undercarriage dynamics and studies of the published).
airwake in the region of the flight deck. Validation of the 7. Maine, R.E. and lliff, K.W., "Identification of
undercarriage model has been of high priority because of Dynamic Systems," AGARD.AG-300, 1984.
the potential problems affecting clearance of the unique
Australian radome. Improvements to the model have 8. Feik, R.A., "On the Application of Compatibility
resulted from static trials, and further improvements are Checking Techniques to Dynamic Flight Test Data,"
expected from planned dynamic trials. The full-scale ARL Aero. Report 161. June 1984.
airwake and ship motion trials are expected to provide a 9. Blackwell, J., "A Maximum Likelihood Parameter
valuable data base for the FFG-7 frigate, once the parameter Estimation Program for General Non-Linear Systems."
estimation techniques outlined here are applied, and the ARL Aero. Tech. Memo 392, January 1988.
various corrections made to the data. With the wind tunnel
airwake tests, it is recognised that there are limitations on 10. Etkin, B., Dynamics of Atmospheric Flight, John

the use of the data, e.g. only mean flow velocities are Wiley and Sons, 1972.
measured, disturbances are not generated in the tunnel 11. Drinkrow, R.. "A Solution to the Paired Gill
upstream of the model to simulate atmospheric turbulence. Anemometer Response Function." Journal of Applied
and ship motion is not represented. However, these tests Meteorology, Vol. II, February 1972, pp. 76-80.
are expected to complement the full-scale measurements by
providing data at locations beyond the flight deck, and they
will provide a baseline set of measurements should it be
decided that further, more realistic tests are worthwhile. As
well as improving the Seahawk/FFG-7 simulation code by
incorporating results obtained from these experimental
programs, it is also planned to replace the actuator disc
aerodynamic model for the main rotor with the blade-
element representation of rotor aerodynamics found in the
GENHEL code. This should allow more realistic modelling
of airwake effects due to the presence of the ship
superstructure.
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UNITED STATES NAVY SIa JUMP EXPERIENCE AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS
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SUMMARY deck requirements, improving Harrier/helicopter interoperability.

Maximum payload capability for a ski jump assisted launch is up
The United States Navy has been evaluating the performance to 53% greater than flat deck capability, allowing shipboard

benefits of using a ski jump during takeoff. The significant gains Harrier operations to the same takeoff gross weight as shore
available with the use of Vertical and Short Takeoff and Landing based. The heaviest Harrier to be launched from a ship to date was
(V/STOL) aircraft operating from a ski jump have been documented accomplished during the test program (31,000 Ib). The ski jump
many times in the past; however, the U.S. Navy has expanded this lnch always produced a positive rate of climb at ramp exit. the
concept to include Conventional Takeoff and Landing (CTOL) resulting altitude gain allowing aircrew more time to evaluate and
aircraft. This paper will present the results of a recent shipboard react to an esnergency situation. Pilot opinion is that the ski jump
evaluation of the AV-8B aboard the Spanish ski jump equipped launch is the easiest and most comfortable way to takeoff in a
ship PRINCIPE DE ASTURIAS, and a shore based flight test evalu- Harrier.
ation of CTOL aircraft operating from a ski jump ramp. The
analytical tools developed during the CTOL phase of testing are BKk9wifld
used to project the benefits which could be realized by combining
the steam powered catapult and a "mini" ski jump ramp compatible In the mid-1970's the British aerospace community identified
with today's aircraft carriers, the significant improvements in takeoff performance for vectored

thrust aircraft obtained with the assistance of an upwardly inclined
NQMI11CIATURE (ski jump) ramp and. as a result, incorporated ramps on existing

Royal Navy carriers. In 1977, the Spanish Navy began constrc-
ADA Angle of Attack tion of the first ship designed from the keel up to support Harrier
0X Aircraft Center of Gravity operations. The basic ship design was modeled after the U.S.
CRAT Catapult/Ramp Assisted Takeoff Navy sea control ship promoted by Admiral Zumwalt in the mid-
CIOL Conventional Takeoff and Landing 1970's. A 12 degree ski jumnp ramp was incorporated to improve
MIL Military Thrust takeoff performance. Based on previous shore based ski jump
Max A/B Maximum Afterburner TMrust testing and simulation efforts, a 12 degree ramp was found
ROC Rate of Climb optimum for maximizing takeoff performance while maintaining
STO Short Takeoff aircraft structural loads within limits. The ramp profile is the same
SLW Short Lift Wet as that of HMS HERMES of the Royal Navy. Construction began
V Ramp Exit Airspeed (KEAS) in 1977 at the El Ferrol shipyard of Empeesa Bazan Nacional. The
Ve Ramp Exit Speed (kt) ship was commissioned PRINCIPE DE ASTURIAS and delivered toVIUL Vertical Takeoff and Landing the Spanish Navy 30 May 1988. Shortly thereafter, the SpanishVIOL Vertical and Short Takeoff and L-ding Navy made an agreement with Naval Air Systems Command for
W Aireraft Gross Weight (b) Naval Air Test Center to conduct flight tests and engineering
Wh Hover Weight (lb) analysis required to publish an operating bulletin for AV-8B

operations from the ship. Flight test objectives were to define
W/Wh Hover Weight Ratio operating procedures and limitations and document performance
WOD Wind Over Deck gains over conventional flat deck STO's.

Flight tests were conducted aboard PRINCIPE DE ASTURIAS, PRINCIPE DE ASTURIAS can accommodate up to 36 aircraft
a Spanish ship designed for Harrier operations with a 12 degree ski consisting of both Harriers and helicopters. The flight deck is
jump ramp. December 1988 to define operating procedures and approximately 575 ft (175 m) long by 95 ft (29.0 m) wide. The
limitations and document performance gains over conventional ski jump ramp coordinates are presented in table 1. The maximum
flat deck short takeoffs (STO's). A total of 89 STO's were STO deck run length is 550 ft (168 in). The ship is stabilized in
conducted. PRINCIPE DE ASTURIAS proved to be an excellent roll with four stabilizers. The ship has six VTOL spots. The
platform for Harrier operations. The flight test program clearly flight deck including flight deck markings is illustrated in
demonstrated the performance gains, reduced pilot workload, and figure 1. A profile of the ship is presented in figure 2. The ship
improved safety inherent in a ski jump assisted shipboard takeoff, is equipped with SPN-35 radar for ground controlled approach,
WOD requirements were approximately 30 kt less than flat deck Harrier Approach Path Indicator (HAPI) and Deck Approach
requirements, resulting in significant fuel savings and flight Projector Sight (DAPS) for glide slope information, and Hover
operations having less impact on ship's heading and speed. Deck Position Indicator (HPI) for height control. The ship has a 7.500
run requirements were approximately 350 ft (107 m) less than flat
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nautical mile range at 20 kt ship speed. The ship has a maximum
speed of approximately 25 kt. -ft

Figure I
PRINCIPE DE ASTURIAS Flight Deck

Table I
Ski Jtunp Ramp Coordinates n

Distance Along Ramp Ramp Height
ft (ml ft (m)

0.0 (0.0) 0.00 (0.00) Fiure 3
11.5 (3.5) 0.20 (0.06) AV-8BThreeViewDrawing
21.3 (6.5) 0.50 (0.15) Two aircraft were used for shipboard testing: a preproduction
31.2 (9.5) 0.88 (0.27) AV-8B which was instrumented for flying qualities and perfor-
41.0 (12.5) 1.36 (0.41) mance testing and nose and main landing gear strut positions, and
50.9 (15.5) 2.00 (0.61) a non-in mented production AV-8B. Both aircraft were repre-

70.5 (21.5) 3.66 (0.12) senative of production EAV-8B aircraft for the purpose of these

80.4 (24.5) 4.69 (1.43) teats.

90.2 (27.5) 5.89 (1.80) Shipboard Tests
100.1 (30.5) 7.23 (2.20)
111.6 (34.0) 9.02 (2.75)
121.4 (37.0) 10.69 (3.26)
131.2 (40.0) 12.56 (3.83)
141.1 (43.0) 14.55 (4.43) A typical STO launch profile is illustrated in figure 4.
151.6 (46.2)1 14.94 (4.55) Nozzles are positioned to 10 deg below fully aft for the deck run to

reduce vibratory loads on the flaps and stabilator. The launch
begins with application of full power with brake release as the
tires begin to skid. The stick is guarded in the preset trim position
throughout the deck run and nozzle rotation. As the aircraft exits
the ramp. the pilot positions the nozzle lever to the preset STO
stop. Ramp exit cues are both visual (nozzle rotation line) and
physical (decrease in load factor as the aircraft leaves the ramp)

After ramp exit. the pilot task is to maintain the aircraft pitch
attitude achieved at ramp exit (approximately 18.5 deg) and
monitor angle of attack (AOA). If AGA reaches 15 deg during the
trajectory, the pilot decreases the aircraft pitch attitude as requiredto maintain AGA at or below 15 d:eg. Immediately after ramp exit.
the velocity vector indicates a climb due to the upward velocity

Figure 2 imparted by the ramp. This initial rate of climb is not a true
PRINCIPE DE ASTURIAS Profile indication of aircraft performance, and decreases to a minimum at

in inflection point prior to the aircraft achieving a normal semi-jetorne climb. Prior to the inflection point, the aircraft normal
acceleration is less than I g. The aircraft has a positive rate ofThe AV-8B is a single place, single engine, tactical attack, climb due to the ramp induced vertical velocity, but rate of climb is

vectored thrust, jet V/STOL aircraft built by McDonnell Aircraft decreasing due to insufficient lift, At the inflection point, the
Company (MCAIR). The aircraft has a shoulder mounted supercrit- aircraft has accelerated to an airspeed at which aircraft normal
ical wing, four rotatable engine exhaust nozzles, and a lift acceleration is 1 F (lift=weight), and rate of climb is no longer
improvement device system. The aircraft is powered by a Rolls decreasing. After the inflection point is reached, the aircraft
Royce PEGASUS F-402-406A twin spool, axial flow, turbofan begins a normal semi-jetborne climb (normal acceleration greater
engine with an uninstalled sea level static short lift wet thrust than I g). and rate of climb increases. At this point, the pilot
rating of 21,500 lb (95,600 N). The primary flight controls gradually vectors the nozzles aft and accelerates to wingboren
consist of aerodynamic and reaction controls which are interlinked flight.
in all axes and hydraulically powered. The AV-8B is an excellent
aircraft for ski jump takeoff due to its exceptional low-speed
flying qualities. A three view drawing of the AV-8B is presented
in figure 3.
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Inflection Point

Deck Run Semi-Jetborne Trajectory Tnansition to Wingborne Flight
10 deg nozzles nozzles set to STO stop at ramp exit nozzles slowly moved aft

time = 3 to 10 sec

Figure 4
STO Launch Profile

STO Ramp Exit Speed Research and Development Center. Worst case phasing of ship's
pitch, heave, and coriolis effects were used to determine load factorSTO ramp exit speed must be accurately predicted to ensure increments due to sea state. The coriolis effect is the additional

ramp exit airspeed required is obtained and landing gear structural normal acceleration of the aircraft due to its increased velocity
limits are not exceeded. Ramp exit speed is a function of aircraft normal to the deck while it travels away from the ship's pitchhover weight ratio and deck run. Tests were conducted at deck runs center. Analytical results were verified with test data and arefrom 200 to 550 ft (61 to 168 in). Actual Ramp exit speeds were presented in figure 5.
obtained from infrared trips which were mounted at the end of the
ramp. Ramp exit speed data was reduced to an exit speed parameter 100-
and plotted against deck run. The exit speed parameter is defined 90
as V

2
(W/Wh) and its relationship to deck run is based on the . 90-

dynamic relationship V
2

=2aS where "i" is the average accelera-
Lion and "S" is the deck run. STO ramp exit speed averaged one kt 80-
less than that of an identical flat deck launch due to the decelerat- ,
ing effects of the ramp. Ramp exit speed was predictable within 70-k Motio
2.5 kt. te

C Sea State4
STO Ladmne Gear Struwtural Limits 9 60- - Sea State 5

During ski jump launch with no ship motion. loads are 50-
imparted on the landing gear due to aircraft gross weight, aerody. 23 25 27 29 31
namic lift, vectored engine thrust, pitching moments, and inertial Gross Weight (lb/1000)
forces including centrifugal forces. Centrifugal forces are influ- Figue 5
enced by aircraft velocity and local ramp curvature. The primary ig ur
dynamic response exhibited by the AV-RB during ski jump launch Landing Gear Stctural Limits
is in the aircraft heave mode. Dynamic response to aircraft pitch ST) Minimum Ramp Exit Airspeed
motion is small in comparison to heave.

STO maximum ramp exit speeds for landing gear structural STO minimum ramp exit airspeed tests were conducted at
limits were determined at gross weights of 26,000, 28,000. and hover wetght ratios of 1.43, i.52. and 1.60. The pu'pse of these31.000 lb (11.793, 12,701. and 14,062 kg). Fatigue strength for tests was to defin the minimum ramp exit airspeed required for a
1,500 lifetime ski jump launches defined the limiting criteria for safe launch and to evaluate the sensitivity of reducing ramp exit
landing gear based on MCAIR analysis. Nose and main landing airspeed when operating near the minimum. The minimum
gear strut positions were instrumented and monitored real-time, airspeed was approached by holding hover weight ratio constantSimulation data and previous ski jump testing indicated outrigger while decreasing ramp exit airspeed for each successive launch.landing loads would not approach limiting criteria and were Ramp exit airspeed for the first launch at each hover weight ratio
therefore not instrumented. Target ramp exit speed for the first was based on MCAIR simulation and previous ski junp testing and
launch at each gross %seight was based on MCAIR simulation and targeted an airspeed approximately 15 kt above the predictedminimum. The ramp exit airspeeds for successive launches werewas at least 10 kt below the predicted landing gear limit. The ramp reduced in decemnts of approsimately three to five kst by varyingexit speeds for successive launches were increased in increments of either deck run or WOD until the minimum ramp exit airspeed was
approximately three to five kt by increasing deck run until the reached. Tse limiting factor for ramnp exit airspeed was zero rate of
limiting criteria were reached. A method suggested by MCAIR was cimb the inf cton poi Test rsult s e r te in
used to account for ship motion. Load factor trends were climb at the inflection point. Test results are presented inincremened for sea state resulting in a shift in the figure 6. Flying qualities at minimum ramp exit airspeeds were
weight vs maximum ramp exit velocity curve for given sea states, satisfactory. AOA was controllable with a maximum transient
MCAIR correlated ship motion with sea state based on ship AOA of 17 deg. Lateral control was acceptable throughout the STO
motion studies of similar type ships by David Taylor Ship envelope. Longitudinal acceleration was acceptable for alllaunches, averaging two to four ks/sec for launches with rate of

*i
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climb from 2u0 to 1.000 ft/mm (61 to 305 ntmm). The minimum Jump Lainch operatonis are therefore not a dependent ean natural
longitudinal acceleration achieved during the test program was winds for launch. As a result. normal launch operations do not
1.5 kt/sec. dictate ship's heading, allowing the ship maneuvering flexibility

aid decreased operating area during flight operations. Reduced
0.8 WOD requirements can be appreciated m fuel savigs. as the ship

Flat Deck can steam at the speed required for minimum steerage and not
dictate ships heeding, allowing the ship maneuvering flexibility

0.7 - SkiJump and decreased operating ae during flight operations and still have
0000- So p the required WOD for normal lamch operations. Reducing sip's

0. - -speed from 25 to 7 kt decreases fuel consnption by approxi-06-600 " merely SO%.

0 0 Deck run requirements for ski jump launch are comared with
A 1 E flt deck requirements in figure 8. Instead of lauchiing at lower10.5 - WOD. ski jump launches can be conducted at the same WOD

required for flat deck launches while reducing the deck run by
approximately 350 ft (107 m). The result is improved interoper-

0.4 ability between Harriers and helicopters. On flat deck ships. if a
> Harrier is to launch with a significant payload then the entire

flight deck is often required for the deck rum. This makes
0.3 - Harrier/belicopter imeroperability extremely difficult By reduc-

1.1 12 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 ing the required deck rn with the assinc of a ski jmnp, Harriers
W/Wh can conduct takeoff and landing operations fhrm the forward flightdeck while helicopters operate concurrently and completely "ide-

Figure 6 pendently from the aft section. Vertical landing operations to the
Takeoff Performance forward deck spots provide excellent visual cues due to the ramp

height, offering significant improvement over vertical landing
Ski Jum/Fflat Deck Coniarison operations to forward deck spots on a flat deck ship. The ability

to operate Harrie aid helicopters a the same tume from the ume
Increased performance obtained from a ski jump assisted flight deck greatly enhances the efficiency of the amphibious

launch is realized through reduced WOD and/or deck run require- assault force.
ments and/or increased launch gross weight capability. The
discussion in this section deals with the performance gains
realized with the PRINCIPE DE ASTURIAS ramp. Performance 00 -Flu Dck

gains obtained from different ramps will vary with ramp exit
angle. - 700

Ski jump launch WOD requirements are compared with flat 9
deck requirements in figure 7. Required WOD for a ski jump assist- -

cd launch is approximately 30 kt less than a flat deck launch. Ski 3600

Flat Deck

Ski Jump
- 5-0- -no - ___

040- 300

z ~200-
"d 23 25 27 29 31

S20- ross Weight Olbl.000)

A Figure 8
.STO Deck Run Requirements

Staidard Day, Nominal SLW Engie

0- Gross weighs capability for a ski jump launch is compared
with flat deck capability in figure 9. For a given WOD and deck

21 23 25 27 29 31 rusn. am AV-8B cm carty 3.000 to 5.900 lb more payload fr a

Gross Weight lb/I,000) ski jump ship tham from a flat deck ship. This equates to up to a
Figure 7 53% increse m takeoff payload capability. When operating om

STO WOD R flat deck ships in tropical day conditions. AV-8B aircraft misson
300 It Dock Run payload is limited by takeoff performance, which is not the cme

Standard Day. Nominal SLW Engine for operations from a ski jump ship. The efficiency of the clos
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air support mission is therefore enhanced by a ski jump assisted juap ssited lenmch is up to 53% greater than fi dock capabi-
launch by allowing more payload per sortic. ties, allowing 3.000 to 5.900 lb more payload. The heaviest

Harrier to be ma1-hed from a ship to date was accomplished during
Ski Jump the teat Prpgrn (31.000 Il). Increased payload capability allows

31 - shipboard Harrier operation to the same takeoff gross weight as
shore based. A ski jump iauich always produces a positive rate of

eclimb at ramp exit. The resulting altitude gain allows the aircrew
Smore tame to evaluate and react to eaergency situations. The loss

- of a airaft due m mergency during a flat de k aunch may be
- avoidable with the asaisunce of a ski jump. Pilot opinion is that

the ski jump launch is the easiest and most comfortable way to
27 - - Flat Deck takeoff in a Harier./ / [ Io onA TAKEOF AND LADN (CCL AcR PL AN

23, The U. S. Navy has also evaluated ski jump takeoff as an

alternative to shipboard catapult launch for conventional
airplanes. The Naval Air Test Center conducted a ski jump takeoff

21 - test using a T-2C. an F-14A. and an F/A-18A operating from a

200 300 400 500 600 700 800 variable geometry ski jump ramp to:
Deck Run t)

(1 ft = 0.3048 m) a) Evaluate the feasibility of the concept.

Figure 9 b) Define the operating limitations.
STO Gross Weight Capability

30 ki WOD c) Docunt perfomance gains.
Tropical Day, Nominal SLW ge

d) Veify and update aerodynamic and structural ski jump
There e several safety enhancing characteristics inherent m simulations.

a ski jump assisted launch. The tracking task during a ski jump
laimch is easier than during a flat deck launch because the m
lines are mom prominent due to the height of the rmp. The ki ) Propose airplane e ranp design consideratons.
jump launch produces no pitc-up tendenaiea at ramp exit and can
be completely stick free for a few seconds after ramp exit. This This section of this paper discusses the test program con-
reduces the tendency for pilot induced aecillations when atempt- ducted with the F/A-18A airplane. Teat reult obtained with the T-
ing to capture a pitch attitude. The stick free characteristics inher- 2C and F-14A airplanes can be obtained from references I nd 2. A
ent in a ski jump Imsich decrease pilot workload, and allow min more detailed discussion of the F/A-18A ski jump test program is
time for monitoring engine performance and critical launch presesued in references 3 and 4.
parameters. The aircraft always has a positive rate of climb as it
exits the ramp. The resulting additional altitude allows the aircrew IULElW=
more time to evaluate and react to emergency situations. The loss
of an aircraft due to an emergency during a flat deck launch may be
avoidable with the assistance of a ski jump. Pilot opinion is that
the ski jump launch is the easiest and most comfortable way to The ski jmp ramp, which was constucted at the Naval Au
akeoffin a Harer. Test Center, was 60 ft (183 m) wide and 112.1 ft (34.2 m) or

122.1 ft (37.2 m) long. depending on the rnp angle. It was ofmodular steel construction of which the first 42 ft (12.8 m) was a

fixed anigle ramp with the remainder constructed of 10 x 30 ft (3.0PRINCIPE DE ASTURIAS proved to be an excellent plitfom x 9.1 m) steel modules secured to steel pedestals. The heights of
for Harrier operations. The flight test program clearly demon- the steel pedestals was varied to give the desired ramp curvature.
strated the performance gains, reduced pilot workload, and Figure 10 gives presents the general ramp arrugement and
improved safety inherent in a ski jump assisted shipboard takeoff specific heights for the two ramp geometries. Leading into the
for Hamier aircraft when compared to that of a conventional flat. ramp was a 60 ft (18.3 m) wide x 2,000 ft (609.6 m) long runway
deck. WOD requirments were approximately 30 kt less than fit consisting of AM-2 matting. Centerline marking was two tramn
deck requiements. Reduction in WOD eqirements means anifi- lines 2.5 ft (0.8 m) either side of the onterline. A modified
can fuel savings and flight operations having less impact on holdbeck/release system was developed permitting stabilized
ship's heading. Deck run requirements were approximately 350 ft thut prior to the takeoff acceleration ni. This synes could be
(107 m) less than flat deck requirements. Reduction in required positioned anywhere along the runway to provide the desired ramp
deck run improves the Harmier/elicopter interoperability, speed.
allowing Haries to use the forward half of the flight deck and
helicopters the aft portion. Maximenm payload capability for a ski
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Variable Angle Radius

6 deg=* 955 ft(291.1mi)

9degre, 591 ft(l80.1m)
Fixed Angle Radius

I22Aft A l 16 A2 ft 92.36f 93f 73 .3t 6A Aft 5S 4t 4A Aft
(37.2m) (34.2m) (31.2m) (28.1 m) (25.1 m) (22-0m) (19.0m) (16.0m) (12.9m)

Modular Construction 31 4Fixed Angle Section -40

9 Degree Ramp Depicted

Distance Ramp Height Distance Ramp Height
Along Ramp ft Along Ramp ft

ft ft
6in d-~L 9 dei n (i 9 de

0 0 0 82.3 3 .88 4.40
______________ _____ ______ (25.1) (1.18) (1.34)

42.4 1.16 1.16 92.3 4.81 5.62
(12.9) (0.35) (0.35) (28.1) (1.47) (1.71)
52.4 1.68 1.71 102.2 5.85 7.02

(16.0) (.51) (0.52) (3.)(1.78) (2.14)
62.4 2.30 2.44 112.1 5.85 8.58

(19.0) 0.) (0.74) (34.2) (1.78) (2.62)
72.3 P 3.03 3.33 122.1 - .58

(22.0) (0.942) (1.01) (37.2) ____ (2.62)

Figure 10
Ski Jump General Arrangemnt

Test milS All build-up pround and flight teat and ski jump launch
operationa were conducted in the normal takeoff configuration.

The FIA-18A airplane is a single-place. midwing. high Table 2 details dhe teat conditions. Two airplane gross weights
performiace, twin-engine strike fighter powered by two General were chosen to vary the thisat/weight ratio. External stores
Electric F404.GE.400 engines with an uninstalled throst of compised two inert wingtip msounted AIM-9 (Sidewinder) and two
16,000 lb (71.171 N) each. The F/A-IS incorporates a digital fly- inr naell snounted AIM.? (Sparrow) missiles.
by-wire flight control system. The test airplane was aerody-
namically and structurally representative of production airplanes. Table 2
No modifications were made to the test airplane for the conduct of contfigurationi Summary
the tests. The following special flight test instrumentation instal- FIA-18A Airplane
lations were available:

Gros Field
a) Magnetic tape and telemetry system to record/tramnmit Takeoff Weight Takeoff Thruss/Weight

all required paramtr. Configuration lb Airspeed

b) Flight test instrumentation controls in the cockpit. 3.0 4 .2M

c) Ballast was installed to simulate the weight and CG of Half Flaps (14.878) 0.76 Max A/B
production equipment not installed in the airplane. (30 deg) 3700 14.6ME

d) Radome mounted angle of sideslip vane which was 1(16,783) 11 0.67 Max A/B
displayed on the Head Up Display (HUD).

e) Retro-reflectors near the tip of each vertical tail to
provide LASER tracking spatial data. Extensive simulation effort was expended prior to the first ski

jump takeoff. Simulation included both an aerodynamic and a
f) Landing Sear instrumentation to obtain shock strut landig gear loads model. The simulationst not only were used to

deflections and structiral loads. predict performance gains and structural losts& but enabled the ams
team to develop a build-down procedure during actual sid jump
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operations. Also. airplane single engine failure response Siele En Aineed Considerations
characseiatic and minimum safe ejection aispeeds in die even of
as engine falilur wen estabished. The reduced takeoff arspeeds anamnable with ski jump oper-

ations ae sisgnificantly below mistman controllability aispeeds

Early in the simulation effort, it was determined that addi- in the event of a single engine failure. Simulation results allowed
tional performance gains could be realized by a "man in the loop" the test tean to determine single engine airspeed boundaries and
pitch atitude capture technique. Earlier simulation and all the ski develop/enploy aircrew procedures in event of an engine failure.
jump takeoff tests with the T-2C and F-14A had been using the Predicted F/A-18A minimum ski jump takeoff airspeeds were as
"stick free" technique. With these two airplanes, longitudinal trim much as 40 ki below dynamic singe engine control airspeeds. Ski
was set to achieve the desired flyaway AOA. However, current F/A- jump operations in this region mandated ejection should an engine
18 flight control logic is such that a trim AOA is based on the failure occur at or shortly after ski jump rtp exit. F/A-I8 safe
initial stabilator trim position prior to the takeoff run. This AOA ejection boundaries were established during simulation. With but
/trim schedule is shown in figure 11. Initial simulation rums at the one exception (32,800 lb with Max A/B on the 6 deg ramp). safe
higher ramp exit airspeeds permitted initial trim settings ejection airspeeds occurred at ramp exit airspeeds below the
providing stick free flyaways at 12 deg AOA. However, as the predicted two engine minimum takeoff airspeeds. For this one
ramp exit airspeed was reduced, the initial trim position had to be coidition, testing was conducted only down to the safe ejection
reduced to keep peak AOA's within limit (I7 deg AOA true) during airspeed. For all tests, ejection was mandatory below 120 i.
the initial rotation phase following ramp exit. This resulted in
trim AOA's during the flyaway somewhat below any optimum for "lild-uo Test Operations
use during a ski jump takeoff. A pilot pitch capture technique was
investigated which resulted in a significant decrease in the Prior to initial ski jump takeoffs extensive build-up ound
airspeed of approximately 15 kt below the stick free results. The test, wero
echnique was to allow the pitch attitude to increase during the ts were performed. These included:

initial rotation following ramp exit and peak at approximately 18
deg, at which time nose down pitch rate was generated as the flight a) Acceleration performance: Following thrust stand cal-

control system attempted to acquire the conmanded trim AOA. As ibration. normal field takeoff tests were performed to equate

the pitch attitude decreased to 15 deg the pilot comtnanded aft stick ground roll and speed to airplane gross weight and thrust setting.

to maintain 15 deg pitch attitude. A target capture pitch attitude of The results provided ground roll requirements to provide the

15 deg was chosen as the HUD pitch ladder is incremented every 5 desired ramp speeds.
deg and at zero raw of climb, a 2 deg AOA margin below the limit
AOA was provided. During the flight test program, both the stick b) Abort capability: The abort capability and pilot pro-
free and pitch capture techniques were evaluated. codures were defined during simulated aborted takeoffs with the

additional requirement of the pilot taxiing around the ski jump

14 ramp (ramp simulated in position). During the takeoff ground roll
at the desired groundspeed. the pilot retarded one engine to idle.
After I sec. to simulate reaction time, the pilot retarded the other
engine to idle and made aggressive lateral/directional inputs to the
right on the runway. From these tests an abort location and speed
could be determined. These data were provided to the pilot for each
test event.

S,(/ capable point, the airplane is cotunitted to ramp takeoff. A single
engine failure is the most critical from a standpoint of keeping the

- airplane within the 60 ft (18.3 m) width of the ski jump runway

- -and ramp. As with the abort capability testing, engine failure
during takeoff ground roll was simulated. however, the pilot task
was to maintain runway centerline. The maximum lateral

6 deviation recorded was 6 fIt when using Max A/B. If an engine

failure had occurred past the abort capable point, the airplane was
X controllable within the width of the runway and ramp.

8 10 12 14

Initial Trim Stbilsor A total of 91 ski jump takeoffs were obtained with the F/A-
lSA operating from both the 6 and 9 deg ramps. Significant

Position - deg reductions in takeoff ground roll up to 66% with corresponding

takeoff airspeed reductions of 64 kt were achieved. With the
Figure I I proper longitudinal trim set prior to the takeoff. a "hands off"

Trim Angle of Attack vs takeoff during rotation and flyaway following ski jump ramp exit
Initial Stabilator Trim Position was possible. However. additional performance gains were

obtined using the pilot pitch attitude capture technique described
earlier.

6
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W913MED~illm -nm takeoff airspeed. whether dictaed by zero rate of clumb
or single engine safe election boundaies. For any takeoff whime

As the ski jump takeoff exit airspeed was decreased. the momum, ground roll is required mid the takeoff uuojectary is am
Umnmurn raze of climb during the flyaway slowly decreased. The ctitAI the lowest airspeed is necessary. Reductionts it takeoff'
trnmuan rate of climb a a function of ramp exit airspeed for the disaice we summarized in table 4.
9 deg ramp is shown in figure 12. The minimt ski jump takeoff
airspeed tested was dictated by tero rare of climb during takeoff. 7
The tmiumun takeoff airspeeds achieved during tests we preasted
in table 3.

60 0 __

I

85 9 95 10 10 110 115 120 6 deg exit angle
Rum Exit Airspeed - KEAS S

Flgure 12 _ ____

Minimumn Rate of Climb diring 4
Ski Jump Takeoff 90100 110 120

9 Degree Ski Jumup Ramp Exit Airspeed - KEAS
F/A-ISA Airplate

37.000 lb (16.783 kg) - Max AAD Figure, 13
P/A-ISA Reduction in Takeoff Distance

diring Ski Jumnp Talmoff
Table 3 37.000 lb (16.783 kg) - Max A/R

Si Jump Minimxnt Takeoff Airspeeds

__________T"be4
Gross Mmin== Minuum Comparison of Reduction in Takeoff Distance

Thrust Weight Takeoff Grond F/A-ISA Ski Jump
lb Airspeed Roll

(kg) KEAS ft Thutt Gross % Reduction in
- - .... J'~...m) . Weight Takeoff Ground Roll

6 deg 9 deg 6 des 9 deg (1b) 6 Dig 9 Deg
rum = ramp 1111111

MIL 3280 102 98 1.075 850 32a0mp 5
(14,878) (328) (259) MIL (14,878)

37,000 I10 106 1.400 1.250 37,000 51 55
_______ 16.783) ;______ 427) 381) _____ (16.783) 1 1_____Max M/B 32.800 100 82 640 38 5 32.800 49 62(14.878) (195) (117) MxB (14.878)

37,000 99 90 700 ,575 37.000 61 66
________ 16,783) 11__ ____ 2% 175 ""__ (16.783) _____________

NOTE: Minimum airspeed crteria: Proximity to zer raue of climb
for all test points except 3Z.800 lb (14.878 kg) with Max M/B on GrrMw Hadline and Flying Ousitiies
6 deg ramp which was limited by operation within safe ejection
boundaries. The ski Jumop takeoff cornmenced when the modified hold.

back/relesae was activated. In both MIL end Max MB thrust
With the reduction in the sid junip takeoff airspeed wus a takeoffs, the initial acceleration was smooth with only a slight

corresponding reduction in the takeoff ground roll. F/A-ISA ski tendency towards pilot "tued-jerk at release. Although acceler.
jump reduction in takeoff distance for takeoff ground roil is ation wus more rapid in Max M/B. especially at the lower gross
presented in figure 13. The reduction is distance is related to the weight, the pilot had sufficient tune, to make pre-abort checks of
airplanes, flight manual performance data for the test day condi. engine performnance. The sirpiai was not readily disturbed in ats
tions. The maximum reduction in takeoiff groundi roil relats to the directional track by irregularities in the AM-2 nming; any smll
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deviations were easily controlled ±2-5 ft (±0.8 an) Of runway attributable to the unloading of the note gemr during the
centerline. No significant longitudinal airplane response (pitch acceleration run and the uneven surface of the AM-2matn
oscillation. nosewheel bounce, etc.) was encountered after runway. Most notable to the pilot during ramp transit is the
holdback release. Notewbeel lightening was experienced pro to incrnrnantal nornal acceleratonr. Peak incremental accelersatins
going onto the ranip, however. it wait not objectionable and did measured at doe airplane CG ane shown in figure 14. Acceleragions
not affect directional control. 71e abort capability point within ± experienced by the pilot wer hiher.
50 ft (15.2 m) was recognized by the pilot visually and reinforced
by scanning the INS display for the predetermined ground speed
for abort. Once beyond the abort point and couttemd to takeoff, Ws 4 h .

the pilot was able to monitor enine performance and *ata 1 1.
centerlinie tracking. An increase in normal acceleration of 2 to 4 S I Icharacterized the entry onto the ramp, with more onset rate 3 - .- .

perceivd ondie 6dog rampthan the 9degamp. Using thed6deg At &
ramp, a rapid and abrupt g-omat was encountered, feeling to the I. ~I
pilot as though the airplane had rolled over a small obstacle. .~2 -

Entry onto the 9 deg ramp was smooth with predictable g-onset-
building rapidly .4 without the "inasup" associated with the 6 deg
ramp. Duration of elevated g on the ramp was sheet, lasting 1/2 to I
3/4 sec, The dynamic lendinggSewinteface withhe ramnp aowd 70 so 90 100 110 120 130
for predictable and safactory flying qualities upon ramip - Ramp Exit Speed - kt

The inclination of the ramp established the initial pitch
attitude off the ramp. Loinginadinal timt settings, accurate to Figure 14
within ± 0.5 dug. produced comfortable. initial positive pitch Maximum Normal Acceleration
rates of 6-8 de".. The uam setting was adjusted to obtain a peak Doring Ramp Trasnt
pitch attitude of 183±2 dog at less thut the ADA limit of 17 dug. 9 deg Exit Angle
Pitch rate damsped to zoos or slightly positive during stick free
takeoffs or wasearrested to zero by pilot flight control input A circular radius of curvature ramp, as tested is not the
during pitch capture takeoffs. The airplars flew n we with niormal ohn curvature profile for a ski jump ramp. Figure 15 depicts
accelerations beginning at 0.25 g.wa increasing to I g over a 4 to FIA-1SA -os ad mine landing gear loads along the curvature of
5 sec: time frame. The 15 dug pitch capture was easily the rasap 11gb nos gear loads were encountered only during a
accomplished % thin ± 0.5 dog using leniginadinsal stick inpsts of massal portion of the ramp. Ideally. landinig gear loading should be
less that 2 inches (5 cot) .4d usually reqired only on. stic input. equally distributed throughout ramp trnsit. This would permit
No tendencies for longitdial PlO were experienced diring the attaning the desired ramp exit angle, ramp angle being the
pitch captive The AOA peaked shivtly after the peak pitch desmt facur in perfoemce gains. using a minimum ramop size
attitude and paked a asceIndun when tdo pilot captured 15 deg of se seal keig tae loade withs, limits. Simulation is the Perfect
pitch thens sawdimtly decreased as thes airplane accelerated, Ool to evaluate different ski jump rmp profiles to optimize note

.4d main landing gea loads.
Lateral control throughout the ski jump test program was

excellent, even with A crwind cofipmsnt After departing the
end of the runway, the airplane would yaw saoothly into the t
relative wind and little or no control input was required to maiain
wings level satde.

The F/A-ISA digital flight control system eliminated any
adverse flying qualities following takeoff fromt the ramp. The __

HUD inform-,ion is sufficiently accrate for VMC and lFR
conditions anm ituld -o m dthadeqat information for
night operations. The accuses and repstabls longitdinalri
system enhanced predictability for the ski jump takeoffs. All
these factors iade the P/A-ISA ski jump takeoff. stack free or iiM--

pilot-in-dthe-vp. eswier than a field takeoff.

Significan structural loads are imposed on an airplane during v
ski jump rf.p transit. T'he stringent structural design
requirements fUS Navy carrier based abilas provided the
necessary streng4th for ski jumup operations. The principle wa of
toucan, was Landing gear loade. The desire to conduct inita ski
jiump takeoffs c'lose to normal field takeoff airspeeds posed a
dilemmas in that the miaxaiun load; were incurred during tse firsta 1
ski jumip takeoffs. It geneal. mian gewrloads shiowed goo FiAgurNa e 15MstLugGa
agreesne with summo predictiouss; however, higher ams pear /-8No=WMiLednGw
loads wer obtained. A significant mdum variatmon in nose pa Loading Duing Ras"n Tranit
loads was exporimiced duo - eaar dynnis encountred prior
to the start of the ramp. These nose gear dynamics were
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Summary of TL A' ~ k hE~ (3) Scone coenheston of 1) and 2).

Sin jump takeoff operations with current conventional fized For -m of arialysis and initial nlight tetvalid-ton the
wing airplane we posbe hesgiiA perfenaence gain. ganeh of the "fixed perian of dw eap used in. the prervos
as exemplified by a 66% reduction in takeoff pround roll clesely CFOI Ski inup test pr. was used Jor analytical evalluation
demonstrates tie potential of the ski jump concept. Prosm a and will be used in flight test Thl geoetry ia presented in figure
ground handling and flying qualities standpoint, a ski jump 16 and represents the first 42A ft (12.9 m) of die ramp shown mn
takeoff is an asier maneuver than a norinal field takeoff. figure 10. It has a- rFerto rad" of curv - of 1.000 ft (305 in),

Longitudinal trim can be set to Permnit a stic free takeff; a depenute angic of approximately 2.1 degrees and a maximum
however, additional performance gan wera realized by die pilot height shove the flat deck of 13.875 in (35 cn).
using a pitch capture technique. Structural loads during ramp
transit were well within the design limits of the tes irplace. 1.2- -

ldti~ian 70.8 - - -

The beneficial use of romp nmed (Ski lump) takeoff bas 10.6
been proven operationally by the British Navy, US Marine Corp 06.Z
and most recently. by the Sparish Navy for AViB Harier j0A----
V/STOL aicat The US Navy test program described wearie in 090this paper demonstrated the fessibility of using Ski Jump to 0.2 - We 1 ft - .J0M to -

greatly reduce landl-based takeoff distace requirements tot CTOL
aircraft as well. The analytical tools developed and validated 0.0- 1
during the US Navy CIODL program have been used to investigate 0 10 20 30 40 s0
potential benefits which might be derived from the use of Ski Hoiontal Distance - ft
Jump fot shipboard CTOL aircraft launch operations. A cross- Figure 16
section of operational US Navy carrier-based aisraft (P/A-li). E.- Mini-Riew [42 ft (12.8 m)I Geoetry
2C. A-dO& EA-6B. S-3A. F-14A) have beent analyzed in
onjunction with a modified mists-ramp geometryn Duning a CRAT launch. the aircraft is assumed to leave the

catapult omrbuintion (Catspultlamp Assisted Takeoff (CRAT). catapult (tow bar release) and burmeedistely transition onto the
Aircraft Peformtane. flynqalitessred r dyamc en ramp. Initial aircraft attitude, velocity. leading gea strake, etc.
piloting requiremuents were cnied determining possible we I by do casoh stroke dyamcs. Any stared energy
required WOD reduction ot allowable aircraft takeoff gross Weight m the ladin gear due to ut on~eaio during the casauh
increase. Analyttcal results are Vvesentued. which sho str"Al oke will! be released while the 1 r 1a1 is on the ramp and resul-
reduction ink MOD of from 5 to 35 hIc fot operational aircraft___os ing rotation is additive to that induced by the romp. For the
weights while keeping (1) maximnum lending ger loads wedllw following analysis, each aircaf was assumed to enter onto the
design limits and (2) mininun andeped abOv Viumn aircraft
control speed. A flight test programo is planned! to validate tse ramp with neesnsl and-of-catapult boddig gets compressin md

results. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ tes Thsoeta mato ir~ ircraft pitch attitude (me table 5). Catapult andepeed was pars-
pesuls.e poe tial proe area airreaft carieropraiosn metrically vaied to evaluate performance benefits.

possible ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Tal oprtoaSrbe raa lodsusd

Nominal Aircraft £ndl-of.Casepuhl Conditions

The ski jump onsirep uses stamp to rowate the aircraft flisht LdiG Cem Compression Pitch 1
path froim horizontal to a positive climb angle at forward speeds Aircraft %. Committsed Attitude
less than those which are notrmally require to rotate die aircraft Noe - Main d a
aeredynainically. The *early" rotation ad lift-off provides an ' a m 1  i
initial ROC and altitude margin which allowa tse aircraft to F/ A-IA 0.7 1 75.0 -0.18

A reduction in takeoffedistance is acivdpiaiya et f A-E 100.0 1 95.7 2.44
lift-off speeds which may be onsaiderably boa then the stal speed BA-ER 7 7!5 93.5 537
of the aircraft. f-3 960 841__

CRAT -se the same oncept as CTOL Ski Jump but replaces
the free pround roil acceleration with a steam catpult assisted
acceleration and the large ramp is replaced with a much smaller "lnna'CnaaDfae
ramp due to deck space limitts=. The lift-off speed reduction is
applied to a reduetion in catepuk endIpIed requirement for launichL The mirdimumr Wsach airspeed fot conventional aircraft
In this case takeoff distance, is not reduced as it was in th napa lanc within the US Navy is defined as theis Ium
previous CMO Si lump effoet but bandfit is derived from: eqiala aispe atdoa of the catapult stode fort1 w tnh e

aircraft can Safety fly away. Specifically, the mintimi lansch
1) Reduced WOO tqudee for Istc speed is sat by a corsbinatian of related criteria which we

dubre Si &eaa 5 mS dm .nixs bee. The nim=
2) lIncreased takeoff gross weight at the conventionally launch k Ite-s'is doe highest of toe folHwing;I, A
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1) Stu Speed - The stall Speed of the aircraft i die takeoff Additionally, the obvious criterion diat flying qualities mum
configuration or the speed at which stall waing first occurs if the remain satisfactory down to the launch speed is also enforced.
wing does not significandy imemify as stall is approached. These riteri (zero minimum rate of climb. 1..5 kiec minimum

acceleration and satisfactory flying qualities) were also used
2) Minimum Satisfactory Flying Qualities Speed -The speed successfully to safely establish the minum ramp endspeed for

below which the high AOA flying qualities of the configuration the CTOL Ski Jump program described ealier in this paper
(e.g., damping. control response. etc.) become unsatisfactory.

Criteria for mininun easpeed for CRAT launches re not so
3) Minimum Level Acceleration Speed - The speed at which clearly defined. Consider the possible flyaway trajectories of

sufficient thrust excess is available to provide at least I to 1.5 figure 17. When a ramp of any inclination is used to impart
kt/sec of longitidinal acceleration. noseup rotation and rate of climb to a launching aircraft, the

flyaway trajectory may be categorized into one of three classes.

4) Minimum Engine Inoperative Speed - The minimum At hiluher speeds, comparable to conventional (flat deck) launch
airspeed for which there is sufficient latealidirectional control to endpeeds. the trajectory exhibits positive rate of climb
counter an engine failure immediately following the catapult throughout (see trajectory I on the figure). As endspeed is
power stroke or for which single engine maximum rate of climb is decresed, the minimum rate of climb during the flyaway decreases
attainable. until trajectory 2 is achieved with the rate of climb decreasing to

zero but neve becoming negative. Thi is equivale to the
minimum definition used for the previous CTOL programs.5) Munmum Rota /Sink-off-te-Bow Speed - The speed Finally, as endspeed is further decreased, the minimum rate of

below which aircraft pitch rotation is not sufficiently rapid or climb becomes increasily negative and there is some minimum
dynamic pressure is not great enough to provide enough lift altitude (or maxinum sink) achieved before rate of climb begins to
(vertical acceleration) to arrest sink and establish level or
climbing flight within some maximum acceptable amount of increse (trajectory 3).
altitude loss; past experience indicate that this acceptable sink-
off-the-bow is 15 to 20 ft (4.6 to 6.1 m). 7h likely candidate criteria for stn ninsrrn *p re

either I) zero minimum rate of climb or 2) maxsmum allowable

The mnimum conventional catapult end airspeed is typically altitude Ion.a. Zero nmim n rate of climb has been proven for

defined by a combination of more than one of the preceding existing ski jump operatios (both V/STOL and CrOL) and has the
crieiaer the tmao gros woet range of ah gv e in g added benefit of always providing the pilot with a returing
criteria ove the takeoff gross weight range of a given amitraftI positive raut of climb. Maximum allowable altitude Ios. an the
The o l minimum catapult end aispeed is at 15 I other hand, is moat like the cuerent criteria for setting minimum
higher than the previously defined minimum to allow for the endapeed for conventional catapult launch. Piloted flight
negative effect of aunospheric disturbances, deck motion and non- simulation mid perhaps even flight test is required to adequately
opumum pilot techniclue. and to diminish (if not entirely remove) choose one criterion or some compromise of the two (e.g.,
the probebility of any sink-off-the-bow during normal launches. mximum roe of sink). Of comse, conventional catapult launch

criteria 2), 3), and 4) from above must still be satisfied. The
Current practice for shipboard (AV-SA/B) ski jump operatiOs analytical results which follow include potential performance

is to define minimum lainch speed such that the rate of climb improvements for both zcn mmnitmm rate of climb and maximum
during the flyaway does not become negative and available allowable altitude loss trajectories.
longitudinal acceleration does not become less than 1-5 kihec.

0

Max AltLh

Figure 17
Possible CRAT Flyaway Trajectories

_ __
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Analytical Results Table 6
Nominal AmAft Configurations

The three degree of freedom (longitudinal, vertical and pitch
dynamics) digital simulation model which was developed and Aircraft Grots Weight Thrut Setting
validted during the CTOL Si lump program was used to analyze
CRAT trajectories for a representative group of operational Navy F/A-18A 46,000 (20,66) MIL
aircraft. Table 6 list the aircraft configurations which were 46,000 (20.866) Max A/B
analyzed, including gross weights, tmt levels md flap aettings. 52000 (23,587) MIL
The models for each aircraft included nonlinear aerodynamic and 52,000 (23.587) Max A/B
thrust characteristics, nonlinear landing gear strut load and ;5(0 M
damping characteristics, and complete control system dynamics E-2C 53,000 (24.041) ()

(see reference 6). 53.000 (24.041) MEL
(2)

A-6E 46.000 (20,866) MIL
The analysis proceeded as follows. Frst, a conventional flat 53,600 (26.581) MIL

3
)

deck launch was simulated for each configuration at the minimum EA-69 50.000 (22,680) MIL
catapult andspeed and maximum altitude loss between 10 and 20 ft 58,600 (26,531) MIL
(3.1 and 6.1 m) was noted. These trajectories were used as a S-3A 44,000 (19,958) MIL
reference for comparison with the predicted CRAT lamnches. The 52,500 (23,814) MIL
ramp geometry of figure 16 was then simulated at the end of the F-14A 59000 (26762) ML
catapult and the launch trajectories were recomputed for 59,000 (26.762) Max A/B
successively decreasing catapult endspeeds starting with the flat 69.800 (31,661) Max A/B
deck minimum and decreasing in 2-3 la increments. Minimum rate Notes: 1. 10 degree flap setting
of climb and altitude at zero rate of climb were recorded until die 2. 20 degree flap setting
maximum altitude loss equalled or exceeded that for the flat deck 3
launch. In all cases, nominal end of catapul conditions (landing With laded Multiple Bomb Racks

gear sut compression, aircraft pitch attitude and CO height above
deck) were assumed. Typical reults are shown in figure 18 for the
46.000 lb (20.866 kg) F/A-ISA with Max A/B Thrust. In this 20 8
case, the flat deck minimum endapeed is 149 kit and the altitude 0 RAt oss
loss at this speed is approximately 16 ft (4.9 in). With the ramp o
simulated. 16 feet of altitude loss occurs at an end speed of 129 la 1 l- 4
providing a reduction in required catapult end airspeed of 20 kt. If a a
the minimum were to be defined by zero minimum rate of climb 9
instead of altitude loss, the minimum enaispeed would be 137 kt
providing a 12 kt reduction. Absolute minimum end airspeeds for 0
all of the simulated configurations for flat deck Imaches with 15 -12kt
to 20 ft (4.6 to 6.1 m) of sink and CRAT launches with comparable
sink and zero minimum rate of climb are tabulated in table 7. O ---+ -4

Endiped reduction potential for each of the minimumn criteria Fl.ek9nisi
(sink or zero rate of climb) is compared in figure 19. The results of.u lunch " ,__ . 1 0
table 7 and figure 19 indicate that minimum catapult end airspeed I 5 t
(and therefore required WOD) can be reduced by anywhere from 5.5 -.20 ----- -8
to 34.0 kt depending on the aircraft/configuration. If zero
minimum rate of climb is used as a criterion, minimum endspeed
reduction is decreased by a third to a half in mst cases. -30LI -12

120 !30 140 150

Cataptlt End Airspeed - KEAS

Figure 18
Altitude Loss and Minimum Rate of Climb vs. Endspeed

CRAT Launch of 46,000 lb (20,862 kg) F/A-IBA with Max A/B
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Table 7
CRAT Endapeed Summay

Aircraft Configuration Minimum Minmum Rimp Airspeed Minimum
Flat Deck ICEAS Control
Airspeed. Altitde Lous Zero Minimum ROC Airspeed

Wt - Thrust Absolute a Absolute A
lbka KAS KEAS k t KEAS kt KEAS

F/A-18A 46.000 (20.862) - MIL 152.0 138.5 -13.5 144.0 -8.0 120.0
46,000 (20.862) - Max A/B 149.0 129.0 -20.0 137.0 -12.0 130.0
52.000 (23.583) ~ MIL 164.0 150.5 -13.5 155.5 -8.5 120.0

_______ 200(23.583) - Max A/B 161.0 141.5 -19.5 150.0 -11.0 130.0
E-2C 53.000 (24.036) 10 deg flap 122.0 115.0 -7.0 122.0 0.0 97.0

53.000 (24,036) 20 des flap 108.0 102.5 -5.5 108.0 0.0 97.0
A-6E 46.000 (20.862) 115.0 105.5 -9.5 110.5 -4.5 *105.0

1____58.600 (26.576) 144.0 134.5 .9.5 138.5 -5.5 120.o
EA-6B 50.000 (22,676) 119.0 110.0 -9.0 114.0 -5.0 107.0

____58,600 (26.576) 129.0 119.0 -10.0 122.0 -7.0 *120.0
S-3A 44.000 (19.955) 104.0 93.0 .11.0 102.0 -2.0 88.0

52.5('3 (23.810) 115.0 106.0 -9.0 110.0 -5.0 88.0
F-14A 59.000 (26.757) - MIlL 122.0 99.0 -23.0 111.0 -10 + 88.059.000 (26.757) - Max A/B 122.0 92.0 -30.0 105.0 -17.0 + 103.0

____69.800 (31,655) - Max A/B 1 135.0 101.0 1 -34.0 1 112.0 -23.0 + 103.0
-2 cngine stall speed
Mid-Compression Bypass open, locked rotor. 10 deg sideslip

Aircraft Gross Weight and Configuration

F/A-18 46.000 lb (20,862 kg) - hilL

46.000 lb (20.862 kg) -Max A/B

S2.000 lb (23,W8 kg) - IL

52.000 lb (23-5W kg) - Max A/B
E-2C 53,00 lbs (24,036 kg) - 18 deg flops

53,000 lb (24,036 kg) - 20 deg flaps

A-61E 46A00 lb (20,862 kg)

50,60 lb (26,576 kg)

EA-68 50,0010 lb (22,676 kg)

S8am1 lb (26,S76 kg)
S-3A 44,000 lb (19,855kg)

52,50 lb (23,810 kg)
F-14A 59,000 lb (26,757 kg) -MIL - -----

159,0110 lb (26,737 kg) - Max A/B
69,8100 lb (31,655 kg) - Max A/B-----

0 5 it 15 20 25 30 35
End Airspeed Reduction - knuots

Minimumi End Airspeed Criterion
- MNia Altitude Log.Z22 Zero Minmum ROC

Figure 19
CRAT Endspoed Reduction Potntial

The last column of table 7 indicates the mininums control loss criterion is uignticustly, below the minimum control speed
speed for each of the configurations. This speed is determined for only the F-14A Max A/B cons. Therefore the wind over deck
from engine out control capability or aerodynassue ata speed of reduction potential for thee cm may be limited by mininusiu
each configuration, whichever is most critical. The table sbows control speed restrictions. If the aer minimum rate of climb
that the minimum end airspeed with the ramp and using the altitude criterion is used, all of the predicted eidapeeda am pn thain the
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corresponding minimum control speed. Table 8 sunmarizes the deck minimum iunch speeds. In all cases the predicted loads are
predicted maximum nose and main Sear reaction loads and limit well below the limit loads.
loads for each configuration for all speeds up to the curTenSt flat

Table 8

CRAT Landing; Gea Load Summy

Aircraft Configuration Lading Gear Reaction Load - 1.000 Ib (.N)

Wt - Thus Noe Main
lb (kg) Maximnm Limit Maximum Limit

F/A-IA 46.000 (20,862) - MIL 53.2 (236.6) 80.0 (355.9) 48.3 (214.9) 77.0 (342.5)
46.000 (20.862) - Max A/B 50.6 (225.1) 4 46.4 (206.4) 4
52,000 (23.583) - MIL 66.7 (296.7) . 61.9 (275.3) 4
52,000 (23.583) - Max A/B 64.5 (286.9) 59.6 (265.1) 4

E-2C 53.000 (24,036) 10 deg flap 19.4 (86.3) 81.0 (360.3) 65.8 (292.7) 109.0 (484.9)
53.000 (24,036) 20 deg flap 14.4 (64.1) 4 46.4 (206.4) 4

A-6E 46.000 (20.862) 41.9 (186.4) 64.0 (284.7) 38.4 (170.8) 88.0 (391.4)
58.600 (26.576) 47.9 (213.1) 4 54.3 (241.5) 4

EA-6B 50.000 (22.676) 35.6 (158.4) 132.0 (587.12) 67.8 (301.6) 137.0 (609.4)
58,600 (26.576) 41.7 (185.5) 4. 704 (313.2) 4

S-3A 44.000 (19,955) 36.5 (162.4) 80.0 (355.9) 29.0 (129.0) 105.0 (467.1)
52500 (23.810) 38.3 (170.4) 4 36.2 (161.0) 4

F-14A 59.000 (26.757) - MIL 58.8 (261.6) 70.0 (311.4) 41.0 (182.4) 100.0 (444.8)
59,000 (26.757) - Max A/B 58.8 (261.6) 4 42.2 (187.7) 4
69.800 (31.655) - Max A/B 65.1 (289.6) 4 52.5 (233.5) 4

Operational Considerations 311111,11

While the preceding simulation results indicate the strong In summary, non-real time simulation has indicated the
potential for reducing WOD requirements for catapult launch hom potential to reduce WOD requiremts for current US Navy carier-
an aerodynamic performance viewpoint operational factors must based aircraft by as much as 35 kts using a combined catapult/ramp
still be considered. For example, is there sufficient usable space assisted laich. Maximum loding gear reaction loads remain well
in front of existing catapult installations to accommodate a ramp within acceptable limits and minimum airspeeds experienced are
of the required length? Should ramps be positioned in front of all above the mlinamon aircraft control speeds. Based on the non-eal
catapults or just the bow catapults? If ramps are positioned in time simulation, pilot-in-the-loop simulation followed by land-
front of the waist catapults, what is the effect on bolter based demonstration flight teat is planed to validate the conept.
performance/characteristics and safety? Should operational launch If the demonstration is successful, ramp shape size. placement
speed be based on the minimum altitude criterion plus 15 kt and construction will be optimized xmd the feasibility of carrier-
excess, the zero minimum rate of climb criterion or some other based flight test will be investigated.
criterion? These questions, as well aIrm sure others, must be
answered before CRAT becomes an operational reality.

Plans The conclusions concerning benefits of CRAT are the
opi ons of the athon and do not neceasily reflect those of the

The current US Navy plan is to conduct pilot-in-the-loop Naval Air Systems Command.
simulation evaluation of F/A-I8 dhipboard CRAT perfomance and
handling characteristics. This simulation would also investigate RtEM
failure procedures (engine and other system failures) and piloting
techniques prior to any flight teat. Following successful
simulation, a technology demonstration flight test 1 i I. Semi, C. P. and CDR . A. Eastmanm. USN. "CONVENTIONAL

planned using the existing 42 ft (12.8 n) mini rasmp nd the Naval TAKEOFF AND LANDING (CTOL) AIRPLANE SKI JUMP
Air Test Center TC-7 sam catapult insalation. If the flight seat EVALUATION." Society of Plight Test Engineers 14th Annual
successfully validates the CRAT concep die simaion tools will Symposium Proceedings. 1983: Newport Beach. CA, August 15-

be updated. if required. and CRAT competibility with all US Navy 19, 1983 pp. 3.5-1 to 3-5-10.

carrier-based aircraft will be verified. Shipboard operational
compatibility questions will be answered and, ultimately, a 2. Esmmim CDR ion A. USN. ad C. Page Senn. Convaion."
shipboard test program will be conducted. Takeoff anid Ling (CTIXL) Airplane Ski Jump Evaluation.-

Society of Experimental Test Pilots 27th Symposium

Proceedings: Beverly Hills. CA, Sepemsber 28 - October 1. 1983
pp. 269-288.
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3. Senn, Carroll and LTCOL T. A. Wagner, USMC.
'"CONVENTIONALTAKEOFF AND LANDING (CTOL) AIRPLANE
SKI JUMP EVALUATION." Society of Flight Test Enginees 15th
Annual Symposium Proceedings, 1984: St. Louis, MO, August 12-
16. 1984 pp. 23-1 to 23-8.

4. Wagner. LTCOL Thomas A. USMC, and C. Page Senn. "F/A-
18 Ski Jump Takeoff Evaluation." Society of Experiment

s
l Test

Pilots Twenty-Eight Symposium Proceedings: Beverly Hills.
CA,September 26-29, 1984 pp. 101-117.

5. Senn. C. P., "Flight Testing in the Aircraft Carrier
Environment", Proceedings of the 16th Annual Society of Flight
Test Engineering Symposium.

6. Clark, J. W., Jr. and Walters. M. M., "CTOL Ski Jump:
Analysis. Simulation and Flight Test". Journal of Aircraft, Vol.
23. No. 5, pg. 382. May 1986.
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HELICOPTER HANDLING: EXPERIENCE AND NEW DEVELOPMENTS

by

W.R.M. Reimering T. Craig
RDM Technology Mactaggart, Scott & Co., Ltd
P 0 Box 913 Loanhead, Midlothian EH 20 9SP
3000 AX Rotterdam Scotland
The Netherlands United Kingdom

1. INTRODUCTION

Helicopter handling has developed in 25 and installed on over 250 ships.
years from a 'nice to have' extra to a A major advantage of the grid landing
virtual necessity in order to meet the system is that it can be used by
present day mission requirements for different helicopters provided they are
operating helicopters from small ships, equipped with a decklock.
RDM (Rotterdam Dockyard) and MacTaggart A typical grid has a diameter of 2.7 m
Scott & Co. (Scotland) have been and a height of 211 mm; it weighs
involved in developments from the early approximately 1370 kg. The assembly
days of using helicopters on warships consists of a top plate of a 28 mm
and present a survey of their thick special steel and in which a
experience and of new developments large number of holes are drilled at
currently taking place. 120 degrees to each other. Each hole
The two companies provide the interface has a bell-mouth, such that nowhere is
solutions demanded by the operators, there a flat horizontal surface
bearing in mind the restrictions presented to the pointed beak of the
imposed by the airframe and ship's decklock. The decklock is flexibly
construction. mounted and upon actuation the beak
Whereas MTS concentrates on helicopter will be deflected by the bell-mouth and
traversing systems, RDM is concerned engaged with a hole. There are two
with the landing grid and the design beaks, one longer which enters a hole
and construction of the decklock first with the shorter beak engaging in
(sometimes referred to as the harpoon an adjacent hole. After the decklock is
or talon). Much theoretical work has fully extended and the beaks have pene-
been carried out on ship characteris- trated the grid, they grip the grid
tics which has given valuable input to metal between the two engaged holes.
the designers of the equipment, The decklock can now be tensioned such
however, it must never be forgotten that it pulls the helicopter against
that, in the end, the sea and the air the flight deck. This increases the
are the masters which require friction between the wheels and the
discipline and experience from the deck to prevent sliding and at the same
user. time provides security against

toppling. The maximum pulling force on
2. GRIDS the decklock is therefore exerted on

the 'bridge' between the two adjacent
The original grid wab a series of bars grid holes.
mounted on the flight deck and between Careful selection was carried out to
which the first generation decklock determine the optimum material for the
engaged. An example of this was used top plate which had to combine
with the Alouette III. With the combi- substantial mechanical properties with
ned Anglo-French development of the high corrosion resistance.
Lynx helicopter, it was decided that a RDN manufactures landing grids under an
more refined system for securing the exclusive licence from DCN of Paris.
helicopter should be considered. With the advent of heavier ship-borne
The decision resulted in the develop- helicopters, which require higher deck-
ment of to-day's well-known landing lock forces, both DCN and RDM carried
grid (see photo 1) which is in opera- out extensive calculations and physical
tion with 23 Navies and Coast Guards testing to establish the maximum forLe
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that could be exerted on the grid. The other systems, requires no ship
result of this analysis indicated a board services and is of low

force of approximately 6.5 tonnes, cost.
which is sufficient for helicopters 5. Installation or retrofit of the

with an all-up-weight of approximately grid is simple.
10 tonnes or suitable for the Sea King, 6. The maintenance requirements are
Super Puma and Sea Hawk range of heli- minimal.
copter. 7. It is a proven system providing
In this upper range of pulling force NATO Navies with a vital means of
some plastic deformation can take place interoperability.
especially if the decklock is not 8. The decklock can be installed in
acting vertically, which could increase a helicopter with a minimum
the possibility of stress corrosion, weight penalty.

RDM is currently investigating
another design of beak for the decklock 3. TRAVERSING AND WEAPON'S HANDLING
to permit higher pulling forces which
will be discussed later, INTRODUCTION
With the 2.7 diameter grid being firmly Over the last three decades the use of
established, DCN and RDM then conside- helicopters on board warships has grown
red other types of grids for different significantly and they now fulfill a

classes of vessel in order to make wide variety of essential uses. In
retrofitting easier, order to carry out its mission, a heli-
One requirement, however, always remai- copter must be capable of operating in
ned and that was that the grids had to severe weather conditions. It is neces-
be capable of allowing cross-operation sary therefore to be able to traverse
with all current decklock-fitted heli- the helicopter with security between
copters, the grid on the flight deck and the
Out of .this philosophy and discussions hangar, and vice-versa, with minimum
with customers and ship designers came hazard to the aircraft and personnel.
a range of grids of lesser d'imeter In addition to landing and traversing
(1.8 m) and height (100 mm) and of the helicopter, a new requirement is to
rectangular designs in order to simpli- be able to re-arm and re-fuel the heli-
fy the integration of a grid landing copter whilst on the grid in weather
system with different designs of ship. conditions as severe as for helicopter

The 1.8 m grid weighs only 650 kg and traversing. It can be appreciated that
is well suited for Coast Guard Cutters, during a mission the helicopter might
Corvettes and Fast Patrol Boats. It can have to be re-fuelled and re-armed
be mounted either on, or recessed flush quickly in order that it can return to

with, the deck. station with a minimum delay; hence the
Summarising, the following points are necessity of providing an effective
emphasised: weapon's handling system. This section

of the paper deals with the factors
I. It is a helicopter landing .;ystem involved in the design of an aircraft

which requires no crew on deck and weapon's handling system.
during landing or take off.

2. It holds the helicopter firmly on HISTORY

the deck and prevents sliding or Approximately 30 years ago the Wasp
toppling. Helicopter (5,500 lbs - 2.5 tonnes

3. It ?rovides a secure position for A.U.W.) started to operate from Royal
the helicopter to permit weapon's Navy Frigates. It has a four wheel
handling and from which traver- undercarriage and was moved manually
sing can be initiated, between the Flight Deck and the hangar.

4. The grid is light weight and of It was capable therefore of being
small volume in comparison to traversed in sea conditions of up to
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Sea State 2. In order to enhance the use a rail-guided handling system to
operational capability, a three wire provide the necessary security and two
handling system (see photo 2) was current examples will be described.
introduced in 1962 and this allowed
handling of the helicopter up to Sea STATEMENT OF REQUIREMENTS

State 3. At this stage it is appropriate to
The Lynx (10,000 lbs - 4.5 tonnes review a typical statement of
A.U.W.) was introduced by the Royal requirements for a combined aircraft
Navy in the early 1970's. It was and weapon's handling system. It is
equipped with a decklock which could against this statement that the
secure aircraft to the grid in up to handling system must be designed and it
Sea State 6. Since the bodywork of the should be emphasised that a collabora-
Lynx could not withstand manual pushing tion in the initial stages between the
forces (and bearing in mind its weight) helicopter user, the helicopter manu-
it became mandatory to use a handling facturer and the ship designer is
system. The capacity of the three winch highly desirable in order that the
system was uprated to take account of handling designer can produce a cor-
the heavier aircraft and with the rectly integrated system. In the past
inherent stability of the Lynx it was the handling system has usually been an
possible to handle the aircraft in up after-thought with consequent
to Sea State 3/4. The three winch compromise from an ideal solution. The
handling system gives good control over aircraft manufacturer resists the
the aircraft when on the grid with each inclusion of extra components and
wire being displaced at approximately structure for a handling system with
120 degrees to each other. As the their associated weight penalty. In a
aircraft is pulled forward towards similar way, the ship designer is
hangar the angle of athwartship's unwilling to sacrifice space for the
restraint offered by the two aft wires handling system with its attendant
is reduced. It is this fact that limits weight and structural penalties.
the performance of the system at the Obviously both have to accommodate the
hangar entrance where clearances are needs of the handling system designer.
small. In order to improve the A Statement of Requirements could cover
capability of the system, two the following points:
additional restraining wires were added
(see photo 3) each acting in a similar I. Grid landing system
nature to a car seat belt, where the 2. Landing and traversing the air-
ratchet, when engaged, prevents craft in conditions up to Sea
unwanted athwartship's movement. The State 6
system is termed a five wire system and 3. Wind velocity 50 knots
proved to be thoroughly effective in 4. Ship course - any heading
the South Atlantic in conditions of at 5. Darkened ship
least Sea State 5. 6. No men on deck for landing and
A wire handling system is appropriate traversing
for aircraft of up to 10,000 lbs weight 7. Rotors running, re-arm and re-
(4.5 tonnes) and provides a simple, low fuel on deck
cost and easily installed helicopter 8. Capability of handling other
handling system. The aft wires can ge- aircraft in reduced Sea States
nerally be attached to existing towing 9. Capable of integration into new
and tiedown points, with the hangar and existing ships
wire being attached to the manually 10. Turnaround time.
controlled nose wheel steering arm.
With the advent of larger helicopters, In order to meet the above conditions
which are required to operate in Sea it will be readily appreciated that the
State 5 and above, it is necessary to four interested parties must have a
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close and sympathetic working handling system and not the system
relationship. loading the aircraft.

The Loads to be considered are:

DESIGN PROCEDURE I. Traction forces

The many advantages of using a grid 2. Steering forces
landing system have been given, in 3. Ship motion induced forces
particular the large area of grid which 3.1. Athwartships sliding

the pilot has as a target. This, 3.2. Rotary sliding (weather

however, requires that the handling cocking)
system must pick up the helicopter from 3.3. Vertical lifting (toppling)
any point that the decklock may have 3.4. Centrifugal loading
been engaged in the grid. For small 3.4.1. Athwartships sliding
helicopters the wire system is ideal 3.4.2. Vertical lifting
due to its flexibility; the wires are (toppling)
simply attached to strong points on the 4. Windforces
aircraft. Thereafter the wires are
tensioned, the decklock and aircraft In order to determine the loading
brakes released and the helicopter pul- forces it is necessary to take account
led into the hangar and guided of the sea conditions and the response
accurately using the steering arm. of the ship to them. Table 1 shows the

With a rail guided handling system the sea state parameters in the North
helicopter, by definition, must be Atlantic and it is notable that in
traversed along a predetermined path. winter Sea State 5 and above is
Preliminary operations are required prevalent for 50 per cent of the time.
therefore to align the aircraft from This highlights the necessity cf the

any point on the grid to the rail ship having a helicopter handling
system. These operations are termed system particularly when it is engaged

'centring' and consist of three in ASW. The maximum sea state where
movements: rotation, about the decklock helicopter handling can safely be
or a point on the centre line of the carried out by hand - perhaps 16 pairs
main wheels; translation, a linear of handsl - is Sea State 2/3.

movement of the aircraft forward; and Table 2 shows ship motion for a typical
rotation, to align the helicopter to Frigate using RMS values. In order to
the rail system. Thereafter the heli- establish the actual motion, the RMS
copter can be traversed into the value is multiplied by a factor. For
hangar, instance, if we are designing for the

occurrence of a one in a million wave,

LOADING then we might expect the magnitude to
A thorough understanding of the loads be 5.25 times the RMS value. As an ex-
present in handling the helicopter is ample, in Sea State 6 with a head sea
necessary, not simply to establish com- there is a one in the million chance
ponent material sizes but to give that the vertical acceleration will
guidance for the conceptual design, exceed 7.875 m/s2 (i.e. 1.5x5.25) or
This might appear to be an obvious 0.8 g.
statement but designs can be stated The MacTaggart Scott ship motion
where a lack of appreciation of the programme treats the ship motion as
loading involved has lead to badly being simple harmonic. This implies
designed equipment. A prerequisite of that maximum lateral acceleration
the han-.-1. system is to accommodate occurs at maximum roll amplitude and
the reactive loads, provide security that the maximum vertical up accelera-

for the helicopter and present minimum tion occurs at the maximum stern down
loading to the airframe. It should be pitch. Thus toppling effects due to
remembered that in general it is the roll are maximised, as is the aircraft
helicopter that reacts against the weight, for towing up a gradient.
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It is further assumed that roll and to be applied therefore is equivalent
pitch are in phase in order that all to pulling a helicopter of 80% greater
the worst cases of body forces on the weight and up a sloping flight deck; in
aircraft act simultaneously. contrast when the stern is high, the
The MacTaggart Scott helicopter hand- aircraft will only weigh 20% of its
ling programme has been continuously normal weight and will require to be
developed since 1982 primarily for wire restrained from rolling down the flight
handling systems. The core algorithm to deck.
compute the statically indeterminate
forces in wire ropes was written by The STEERING FORCES
Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh. Ideally a straight rail should be used
The programme is designed to take given to guide the handling system between
angular displacements and accelerations the flight deck and the hangar. This
of the deck in global axes and refer minimises the forces required to keep
these to the deck axes. The aircraft is the helicopter to its predetermined
also in the deck axes in the plane of path. Where a curved path is unavoida-
the deck and is also given a yaw axis. ble a preferred solution is to provide
The body forces on the a separate steering path or track for
aircraft can thus be calculated. The the single wheel, be it a nose wheel or
programme moves the aircraft iterative- a tail wheel, with the main wheels
ly against the wire ropes. The forces having pure rolling motion without
due to the incremental stretching of side-slip or tyre scrub. MacTaggart
the wires is compared to the body for- Scott has developed software to
ces on the aircraft. When a force ba- describe the tractix curve of the main
lance is achieved, to within a preset wheels with either straight line or
accuracy, its iteration stops and a circular guidance for the third wheel.
solution has been made. Of fundamental importance to a rail
The force balance also includes rolling guided helicopter handling system is
resistance, deck friction, lateral tyre the provision of two noints of attach-
stiffness, wind loading, wheel ment to the rail. If a single point of
reactions, minimum wire loads and attachement only is provided it is pos-
constant tension wire loads. sible for the aircraft to slew about
Oleo stiffness is not modelled, this point due to ship motion and/or
The programme has the facility to print wind forces. The centre of gravity is
out both the global transformation and seldom vertically coincident with the
the force balance in ship and aircraft centre of pressure and a patch of low
axes for manual verification, friction deck surface (due to ice or
Returning to the components of handling oil spillage for instance) could allow
loads: the aircraft to rotate out of control.

Additionally, whereas it is possible to
TRACTION FORCES tow a nose wheel helicopter into a han-
The net tractive force (hauling force gar from a single rail attachment point
less back-tension force) to cause the it is not possible to push the aircraft
helicopter to move in a straight line out from the hangar and guarantee that
rolling on its wheels is a function of it will follow a straight path; ship
the rolling resistance and the instan- motion and deck camber will readily
taneous weight plus wind resistance, deflect the aircraft from the intended
The variation in tractive force in a path.
Sea State 6 (and a one in a million
chance of exeeding this value) is ATHWARTSNIPS LOADING
substantial. In addition to the above forces, the
At one point the stern is low (say, in handling system must constrain the
a head sea) and accelerating vertically athwartships forces generated by the
upwards with 0.8 g. The tractive force aircraft primarily due to roll and wind
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reaction. Residual athwartships sliding and grid are capable of being fitted on
forces are resisted by the handling the deck of an existing ship. In
system after assuming a coefficient of contrast, the second example will
friction between the tyres and the deck describe the handling system for a
and taking into account a simplified 33,000 lbs (15 tonnes) helicopter with
resistance due to tyre deflection, a non-castoring nose wheel. This system

has been designed to have a maximum
ROTARY SLIDING height of 100 mm and is capable of
As the aircraft passes through the being installed on an existing deck or
hangar door area the effect of wind to be built into a deck under construc-
assumes greater importance since tion.
unbalanced forces can be required to be Example 1: it is assumed that the air-
restrained, craft has landed within an area equiva-

lent to a landing grid; it is possible
VERTICAL LIFTING that one of the decklocks described
Once the athwartship's forces have been previously could be installed and it is
accommodated and further tendency to further assumed that the aircraft
movement has been stopped by the hand- cannot rotate about the decklock. The
ling system the aspect of aircraft handling system must be capable there-
toppling must be considered. Toppling fore of being attached to the aircraft
is defined as the rotation of the after it has landed within the above
aircraft about two wheels when the defined area.
third wheel tends to become clear of Photo 4 shows the aircraft landed with
the deck. To prevent this action verti- the handling system frame being brought
cal restraint must be applied to the out to the aircraft by the action of
helicopter, the outhaul winch and with the two

inhaul winches providing back tension.
Photo 5 shows the handling frame

CENTRIFUGAL LOADING attached to the helicopter. The frame
A final significant restraint must be is moved manually from the rail-guided
provided to counteract the effects of shuttle assembly. At this point the
centrifugal force due to the action of aircraft is secured to the landing grid
a sharp turn by the ship. The condition through its decklock and additionally
can be exacerbated when superimposed on it is secured to the handling frame.
the worst conditions of roll and The sequence of centring is now carried
associated vertical and horizontal out and, as described before, consists
accelerations and additional vertical of three steps; rotation, translation
and horizontal restraining of the air- and rotation. The action of centring
craft will be required. brings the aircraft from its landed
When the Statement of Requirements position to the rail where it is
calls for 'no men on deck' to carry out ridgedly guided, through the handling
aircraft landing and traversing it will frame, at two points.
readily be understood that in Photo 6 shows the rotation of the air-
conditions of Sea State 6 the safety of craft about an imaginary point between
men on the flight deck would be the helicopters main wheels. Rotation
severely jeopardised. is carried out by using one of the two

in-haul winches with the other on light
EXAMPLES back tension. The reaction of this load
Two examples of a rail-guided helicop- is taken by the outhaul winch brake and
ter handling system are now described, with the aft end of the handling frame
In the first case the aircraft is in assembly being prevented from horizon-
the 20,000 lbs (9 tonnes) weight cate- tal movement via a reaction bar, the
gory and is fitted with a freely casto- probe end of which is inserted in one
ring tail wheel. The handling system of the grid holes.
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Photo 7 shows the translation step Photo 11 illustrates the next step -

where the aircraft and handling frame translation - when the decklock is
are pulled in a straight line towards released and the aircraft pulled
the aft end of the shuttle by an inhaul forward by the nose wheel to a
winch. The movement is halted when the predetermined spot at which point the
handling frame automatically engages main wheels are on a turntable. This
with the aft end of the shuttle. operation is carried out during a
The final step in centring is rotating quiescent phase and only takes a few
the aircraft to align it with the rail. seconds. At any time the pilot can
Rotation is caused by tensioning the re-engage the decklock and restore full
second inhaul winch whilst maintaining security.
tension on the other. Photo 12 shows the aircraft with the
Photo 8 shows the aircraft centred and main wheels on the turntable and ready
attached via the handling frame to the to carry out the third phase of
rail at two points. The above operation centring, namely rotation. A complete
has maintained the security of the turntable is not needed and therefore
helicopter at all times after the two sections or arcuate plates are
handling frame has been attached and provided in order to rotate the air-
until the helicopter is housed in the craft about its nose wheel.
hanger. Photo 13 shows the aircraft completely

aligned with the rails and with the
The second example illustrates the com- decklock engaged. The aircraft is
bined aircraft and weapon's handling secure in this position and is ready
system for the EH 101 or Merlin heli- for handling into the hangar or for
copter. The aircraft is very large and re-arming or re-fuelling on the grid.

to appreciate the size one can compare The photograph also shows the main
the aircraft to four London double wheel shuttle engaged with the axle
decker buses. The Statement of Require- extension.
ments is substantially that which was The rotors can be shut down and power
described before, notably to land and folded after which the aircraft is
traverse the helicopter with no men on ready to be traversed into the hangar
deck. The sequence of handling the by towing on the nose wheel and with
helicopter follows the same pattern as restraint on the main wheel axle
described in the first example, that extensions.

is, a centring operation has to be
carried out to align the aircraft with 4. DECKLOCKS

the rails.
The handling system has to be capable The current decklock designs from
of being fitted to an existing deck, various manufacturers have been in
with no deck penetration and within a operational service with excellent
height of 100 mm. results.
Photo 9 shows the aircraft having RDM is developing improved decklock
landed with the decklock engaged. The designs to provide extra potential:
first step, rotation, is carried out by
the pilot who rotates the aircraft DECKLOCK FOR SIKORSKY SH-60
about the decklock in order to bring a system to provide Sikorsky SH-60
the nose wheel on to a small rail- 'Seahawk' helicopters with a decklock
guided platform or palm. whilst retaining their EAST capability.
Photo 10 shows the nose wheel on the A number of Navies, including the U.S.

palm with the wheels pointing ahead, Navy, have ships in service or under
thus restraining the wheel from hori- construction which do not or cannot
zontal movement; no vertical restraint incorporate the EAST system; alternati-
is provided and the pilot can take off vely they have the SH-60B in service or
if necessary by releasing the decklock. are considering its use. RDM therefore
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first developed an insert to be lifted After it has been factory tested the
from the flight deck by the RAST beak will be fitted to a Lynx decklock
messenger cable into the RAST probe on and tested on board a ship,
the Sea Hawk, thus giving a limited The Tulip beak will retain the
decklock capability as well. This capability of rotation of the helicop-
design can be offered with some ter around the decklock (provided the
modification to the PAST probe. The decklock is located on a point of
weight penalty of this design is almost rotation of the airframe which is on
zero as the insert remains on the the axis of the main wheels).
flight deck when the helicopter takes The value of this is, of course, the
off. Traversing with this solution will possibility of rotating the aircraft
not be possible, into the wind before take-off, as well
RDM is now concentrating design efforts as for lining up with the traversing
on a modified RAST probe giving the system.
SH-60B 'Seahawk' both EAST and decklock
capability. This will require more NEW DECKLOCK DESIGN
extensive modification. However, the a new design of decklock for helicop-
interoperability between the two ters suitable for amongst others the
landing systems provides a distinct Naval version of the NH-90, the SH-60
advantage. Additionally this solution (Seahawk) and the SH-2F (Seasprite),
solves a problem for the first series minimises the weight penalty and incor-
of DDG-51 Class Destroyers. It might porates the new Tulip beak. It will be
also be a good proposal for some of the offered for helicopters like the Naval
ships of our hosts in the Royal Spanish NH-90 and the SH-2F (G) Kaman
Navy in order to provide interoperabi- Seasprite. It can also be offered for
lity with other European Navies. the SH-60B in place of the EAST probe

in which case the aircraft would lose
TULIP BEAK the ability of operating with ships
a new beak called the 'Tulip' is now in fitted with the RAST system. However,
the prototype stage, the decklock could be considered as an
Why a new beak? (see photo 14) additional component and if fitted on
The very high pulling forces exerted by the axis of the main wheels the air-
the decklock on the bridge between craft would be able to make maximum use
adjacent holes of the grid by large of both the grid landing system and the
helicopters like the EH-101 was EAST system.
referred to above.
This has resulted in the choice of a 5. WEAPON HANDLING
very exotic, and hence very expensive,
material for the top plate of the grid With the increased capability of heli-
on the new Type 23 Frigate of the Royal copters to act offensively a new
Navy. The material, although having requirement arises in the necessity to
even better mechanical properties be able to re-arm the aircraft while
compared to the normal topplate secured to the grid and perhaps with
material, has lower corrosion rotors running. Incidents have been
resistance. reported where deckhands handling or
An alternative to this solution is a re-arming the aircraft, plus weapons,
new beak design whereby the decklock have been lost overboard in heavy
force excerted on the grid is trans- weather. The difficulty of handling a
ferred over a much larger contact area weapon in these conditions can be fully
by expanding in a single hole. In this appreciated.
way no exotic materials for the The requirement is therefore to handle
topplate are required. The Tulip beak weapons with security and to place them
is now in the prototype stage and will accurately under the aircraft weapon
be tested in the second half of 1991. pylons.
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After landing, the aircraft will be become automated with no men on deck.
centred as described above and the In addition this will reduce manning

helicopter will then be accurately requirements and enhance safety.
located at a predetermined spot. The

main wheel shuttles are used as 7. SUMMARY
tractors to pull the weapon handler out

to the aircraft. The weapon handler is This paper has covered the history and
rigidly guided by the rail. By inser- developments that the two companies,
ting a suitable length of link between RDM and MTS, have been involved with
the shuttle and the handler, the weapon for helicopter landing and traversing
can be placed precisely under the on board Warships. The use of the heli-

pylon, due to the shuttle being stopped copter on board ship has evolved from

by the main wheel axle extension, simple beginnings to being a vital

component of the ship's offence and
6. FUTURS defence capabilities. In conclusion we

would like to reiterate the emphasis
It is considered that a future require- that has been placed on involving all
ment will be to land and traverse small the interested parties at the outset of
unmmanned aircraft. This will introduce design; the Navy, the helicopter
a new series of characteristics and manufacturer, the ship designer and the

associated challenges to the designer, manufacturers of the landing and
It is anticipated that the aircraft handling system. The landing and hand-

will be of light weight and in order to ling system is an important interface
provide reasonable endurance, the between the aircraft and the ship which
weight of aircraft mounted equipment must not be considered as an extra. It
for landing and traversing will have to is an essential component which allows

be kept to the absolute minimum. For the helicopter to maximise its

manned aircraft it is anticipated that capability.
weapon loading and re-fuelling will

k--.,
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Deck Winch Deck Sheave

Deck Winch Control Console Hangar Winch

3 Winch Helicopter Handling System

Photo 2

Restraining Rails

Deck Winch Deck Sheave Restraining Reel Control Console Hangar Winch

5 Wire Helicopter Handling System

Photo 3
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A/'C LANDED DECKILOCK ENGAGED SHUTTLE MOVING AFT

Photo 4

7I

HANDLING FRAME ATTACHED TO A/C

Photo 5



A/C ROTATED BY FRAME

Photo 6

A/IC PULLED INTO SHUTTLE

Photo 7
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Photo 8

- Photo 9
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Photo 10

Photo 11



Photo 12

Photo 13
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I -RESUME ce comportement dynamique revit un caractire
part iculli rement critique tant du point de vue

Le role essentiel du conportement dynainique de la d~finition des Systkmes de Contr~le du Vol

des atterrisseurs pour 1'6tude des phases de (5CV), que de la conception de disposi ifs

contact avec le so] et plus particulikreent pour visant & am~liorer len performances de I-anion.

I'analyse du catapultage des avions niarins a On rappelle, A ce titre, que parmi les

justifi6 la volont6 de valider, sur un anion dispositifs envisag~s, la solution d'un diidre

existant, les modiles mis en oeuvre au stade de d'6lancement de faibles dimensions a Wt retenue

]a conception, pour 6quiper les porte-anions h propulsion

classique.

Les travaun pr~nent~n consistent en la

pr~paratlon, la r~alisation, puls l'exploltatlon Le choix d'une mod~lisation adapt4e de

d'une canpagne de d~collages sur di~dre systimes dynamiques complexes constitu~s duLn

d'61ancement d'un MIRAGE 2000. grand nninbre d'6l6ments ant fond6 sur un certain

nonbre de consid6rations parmi lesquelles :le

Cen essais ont penmis use identification doinaine de fonctionnement ftudi6, le nineau de
d~taill~e du comportement des atterninneurs dans qualit6 recherch6 dans la repr~sentatlon du

une phase particuli4rement dynamique, assez fonctionnement global ou/et interne du syst&.ae,

repr~sentative de conditions d'utlllnation au 1Pexistence de couplages plus ou moins

catapultage, ainsi que des efficaclt~s importants entre len diff~rents 616uents... Dans

a~rodynamlques des gounernes dans l'effet de nol. le can particulier de l'6tude du catapultage, le

syst~me dynamique consld~r6 appelle un certain
nombre d'obsernatlons

2 - INTROCIJTION

- Len atterrinseurs nont soumis pendant la
Dans le cadre de 1V6tude des phases diten de phase da catapultage A den sollicitations

contact anec le sol', la %061:t6 DASSAULT partlcul~rement dynamiques de comnpression

AVIATION a d~nelopp#, depuis plusieurs ann~as, at de d~tente rapidas dont l'snalyse

den wyens de sinmulation d6taill~e du n~cessite la mine en oeunre d'une

comportament dynuiique d'un anion sur sen modilisatlon fine et d~taill~e capable de

atterrisseura. Pour P'analyse du catapultage des reprisenter des comportements

anions marins, la capacltk A rapr~sentar finaeaent non-lin~aires, hautes fr~quences.
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- Le Systime de Contr~le du Vol (SCV) La d6finition des essais par la mime 6quipe,

introduit un terme de couplage ayant en charge, au sein de ]a Direction

suppl~mentaire important entre les efforts Gnirale Technique, les activit6s de

train (et catapulte) et la dynamique avion. modilisatlon et d'ktude des phases de contact

Sa conception, cest-A-dire la d6finition avec le sol, a permis de mettre en place un

des lois de controle, ne peut etre protocole pr6cis et adaptA garantissant la

dissocie de la conception ghnirale du compl~tude des essais et les moyens d'une

systime Avion/Porte-avions. identification, a posteriori, des Al6ments

critiques de la modilisation.

Ces diff~rentes constatations ont conduit &

mettre en place des moyens de simulation La Direction des Essais en Vol, responsable

complets, repr~sentant le comportement dynamique de la mise en oeuvre et de la r~alisation des

de V'ensemble du systdme, et compos6s de modules essais, est intervenue au stade de la d~finition

tr~s d6taill6s des diff6rents 6i6ments pour prdciser les contraintes spdcifiques A

intervenant au catapultage, notamment des l'6xscution de cette exp~rimentation.

atterrisseurs. La validation des diff6rents

Aldments de mod~lisation peut ere acquise par

des moyens classiques (essais de chute, 4 - MODELISATION

atterrissage, d6collage...) Toutefois, il a

semblA int~ressant de procder 6 une 4.1 - STRUCTURE DE MODELISATION

experimentation spdcifique visant A valider le

modkle complet de simulation et, en particulier, Les structures de mod6lisation d6taill~e

les 16ments d~terminants tels que la d~velopp~es pour reprisenter le comportement

mod~lisation des atterrisseurs et la mod~lisation dynamique de l'avion peuvent etre qualifides de

d'effet de sot, dans des conditions aussi proches 'mod~les de connaissance- (par opposition A un

que possible de celles d'un catapultage. module de comportement), c'est A dire des

mod~lisations dont la structure fonctionnelle

C'est dans ce but qu'a tA rdalis~e A Istres, r~sulte directement des Aquatfons dynamiques du

une campagne de dcollage sur di~dre d'un Mirage syst~me physique representA.

2000. Cette experimentation a tA effectu~e sous

contrat du MinistAre de la Dkfense, D4lgation Le choix d'une telle structure, pouvant

Ghn~rale de l'Armement, Service Technique des conduire A des moddles informatiques complexes,

Programmes Aronautiques. pr~sente un certain nombre d'avantages :

Apr~s une br~ve prsentation de Les valeurs numiriques des param~tres du

l"organisation des travaux et une description de modile r~sultent alors, directement, des

la mod6lisatlon 6tudl6e, l"objectif de cet expos6 caractbristiques r6elles de l'objet

est de presenter la d~finition, la r6alisation mod~lisA.

puls P'exploitation des essais. Nous conclurons,

enfin, sur P'intrt pr~sentA par cette La representation fidkle des phknomines

exp~rimentatlon dans le cadre de la validation physiques permet, au stade de la

des modules d*6tude du comportement dynamique conception, d'6valuer directement 1effet

d'un avion sur ses atterrisseurs, en particulier, de certains organes de r~glage du s reme

pour la simulation du catapultage des avions rkel (par exemple, termes de laminmge dans

marlns. les atterrisseurs) sur son comportement

dynamique.

3 - ORGANISATION DES TRAVAUX L'enrlch
4
ssement proyressif de ]a

connaissance du ystime conduit A

L'organisation gdndrale des travaux est completer, sans 1: emettre en cause, Ia

pr~sentbe figure 1. structure de modele dAJA 6tablie.
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4.2 - MODELE UTILISE POUR L'ETUDE 5 - DEFINITION DES ESSAIS

5.1 - OBJECTIFS -CONTRAINTES
Pour l'4tude de d~collage Sur diidre du

Mirage 2000 le systime Atudi est celsi pr6sentA 5.1.1 - Objectifs des essais

figure 2. La modkle cociplet de simulation Le sa rlik su Mrge 20
coniporte donc: des repr~sentations de La:nas rai~ u iae 20

s'inncrivaient dans us procesnus d'identi-

- l'avion :sa modilinetion a~rodynamiqua ast fication visant A valider etfou recaler las

ralativement prkcine ella 6mane des essais modiles dans un domaine d'utilisation le plus

de soufflerie recal~s des essais en vol. proche possible d-un catapultage r~eI Sur

Cay bases a~rodynamiquas tiannant cmpte de Porte-avions. La di~dre, da faiblas dimensions

l'effat de sol. (longueur 10 n~tres, hauteur 0.25 m), Atait
identique A celul actuellement pr~vu pour

- Las captaurs dost las informations sont 6quipar las porta-avioss A propulsion classique
utilis~es dass le SCV. (figure 3). Son franchissement A des vitasns

-La calculateur du Syst~na de Costrole du assez 6lav~es parisattait da solliciter las

Vol. atterrisaurs dans des conditions partici-

-Las servocoisnandes. likrement dynamiques da compression at de
d~tente annaz reprisntatives de cellas

-Las moteurn avec leur dynawnique propre. observ~as au cetapultae.

-Las atterrisneurs :le mod~le utilis6

ponn~de las caract~ristiques essentiellas La protocola d'assain, s'inscrivant dens le

nuivastas -. processun d'idestification, deveit foursir las

" repr~santation de la dynamique de la 6l6ments n~cesneiren A use identification fine

pertie non suspendue (roue at partia des diff~rents Al6ments du modkla at notamnent

mobile de l'atterrisseur). du comportement dynemique den atterrissaurs at
des efficacit~s de gouvarns dens Paeffat du

N Raprdsentation da ]a configuration So?, cc quf pouvait $tre obteni par un balayege
bi-chambra avac calcul de la position du adapt6 nur des nollicitetioss snsibilisantes
piston s~pareteur ferment la chambre tellen que le brequege de gouvarses et la
haute pression. vitesse de franchinnament du di~dra.

" Dktarminetion des efforts de friction sir

la partia mobile de P'atterrisnaur en Par ailleurn, las diff~rents annals deaient

tenant coinpta de l'effat des efforts de pouvair itra rejou~s -fid~lemant" hors temps
frottemant sac aux paliars (lenquels r~al ca qui impose da limiter le plus possible

d~pendest A laur tour de l'enfoncement de las fectaurs da dispersions permi lesquals le
P'atterrisneur). pilotage humein at las perturbations

* Modification ad~quete du systisa etmosphAriques.

d'Aquetions rapr~sentent le mod~la

lorsque le sombre de dagrkn de libert~s 5.1.2 - Contreintan - can da passe

m~ceniquan Avolue (affat den but~en

m~caniquan). La d~finition des conditions da

Use tella structure de modilisation Paxprimstetion deveit prandre an compte us

permet de reconstituar le comportamant certain soatre de contreintan li~es noteawant A

dysemique de l'atterrissaur, qui ant tris la n~curitA den ansein

fortamant non linaelre, junqu'& des

fr~quencan de V'ordra de 30HZ. -Avion

" Repr~nentetion den psaumetiquen at dens Efforts meximaus dens lan etterrinneurn

efforts de contact psaumatiquen/sol. nur la di~dra et au rebond.

Garde au sol sur pinte at au pensae du
diidre.
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-Installation du dikdre Les adaptations du SCV et les proc~dures

Le dikdre devait itre disposi en bout de sp~cifiques do pilotage ont Wt valid~es et

piste pour faciliter son installation, ce test6es par les pilotos au simulateur de vol

qui limitait S 600 m la longueur de piste Temps-RMel.

disponible avant le diidre.
5.2.1 - Adaptation du SCY

D'autre part, us certain sombre de cas de
passe devaient itre pris en compte au stade de la Quelques adaptations mineures du SCV,

d~finition des essais parmi lesquels la panne concernant exciusivemont les reglages, ont Wt

neteur. spicifi~es.

5.2 - DEFINITION DES ESSAIS L'autorit@ du trim de profondeur a ete
augmentde to qui permettait au pilote

La r6alisation d'un sombre important do d'afficher, & l'arret, un certain braquago

simulations dass los conditions privues de initial d'61evons et do r~aliser l'essai

1'exprimentation, et notanunost en introduisant, compiot, jusqu'au passage 6ventuol du diidro ot

dans le mod~le, le profil exact do ]a piste au d~collage, manche au neutre. Le pilote

d'Istres a permis do d~finir l'6volution des repronait en main apris decollage.

grandeurs contraignantos en fonction des

conditions do franchissement du dikdre Le limiteur d'incidence a 6t6 adapte, en
cons~quosce, dans la zone des bassos vitossos.

- vitesse do passage,
- braquage initial do gouvornes, Enfin cortainos alarmes ont Wt d~sactiv6es.

-pousse moteur.

5.2.2 - Procedures d'essais
Los r~sultats sont pr~senths figures 4,5,6.

Los r~sultats do la figure 4 appellent un premier Braquages maximaux do gouvernes
coqnmentaire :solon la vitesse A 1'entr~e du
diedre, la garde au sol minimum ext obtenue au Le respect d'une garde au sol misimale do
d~collago, au robond, ou au franchissement du 1l'ordre do 0. 5 m condui t A l imi ter loes ordres
diidre co qul explique le caract~re non-monotone cabrer a des valeurs inferieures 6 5'
des courbos pr~sont~es. On notera, par aillours, (figure 4).
figure 5, que pour des Badin foibles (inf~rieurs

i40 kt) 1Peffort au rebond pout, sur le train Adaptation do la vitesse do franchissemest du
auxillaire, d~passer la charge limite. Ce di~dre
r~sultat a conduit A d~fisir des proc~dures

particuli~reient strictos d'exprimentation qui La proc~dure d'acc6l~ration retonue
seront pr~sont~es au § 5.2.2. consistait 6 attendro lVinstallation do ]a

pouss6e pleins gaz secs, freins serr~s, puis a
L'analyse do cos r~sultats a permis do licher los freins. La vitesse do franctiissement

sp~cifier :du diedre pouvait alors itre adapt~e:

-los adaptations n~cessaires du SCV. - par la distance do lather des freins par

-Los proc~dures A mottre en oeuvre pour rapport au diZidro,

couvrlr los cas do passe ainsi quo los - par la proc~dure do r~duction dos gao et
consignes pilote 6ventuelles. froinage 6ventuel A use cortalne distance

-Un programmne doessals appropri6 pormottant du di~dre.

use identification progressive et sore du
comportoment du systie.
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Len efforts g~nkrhs. au rebond, dans le train 5.2.3 - Protocole d'essais

avant pouvant esc~der len charges limites lors de

franchissement du diedre A des vitesses La configuration asion retenue (masse

lsfdrieures A 40 ia (figure 5), des modalitks I6gkre) perivettait. pour us braquage maxima)
rigoureuses de mine en oeuvre de ces diff~rentes autoris6 des 6levons de 15' A cabrer, de

proc~dures ont du etre d~flnies, tenant conpte d~coller dass la distance des 600 m prhc~dant le

aes cas de passe 6sentuels diidre. Cette masse l6g~re permettait d'asoir

use marge d'efforts importaste sur len trains
Es premier lieu, le licher den freiss tout en assurant le p~trole suffisant pour faire

desalt etre r~alls6 A use distance us tour de piste en toute s~curitt.

suffisaste du di~dre pour que, das

P'hypoth~se d'use pansy sursenant a us Le protocole d'essals sisait A

Badis inf~rleur A 40 kt, I'aslon puisne - assurer use certaine progressisit6 dass la
s'arreter avant le di~dre. Cette distance criticit6 des esnais rdaTls~s.
misimale de lecher des freiss r~sulte

directement de Pesplaitatias du diagraine - Faursir len Alimests d'use premiire

d'acciltratias/dtciliratin (figure 7) soit identification en -temps riel- permettant

160 mitres. d'affiner A chaque itape les conditions
esactes de la suivaste.

Cette distance mininale de lecher des - Garastir aissi us certain niseau de

freiss conduit A den vitesses de sicurit6 natamment vs A vs des charges

franchissemest en plels gaz sec supieures du train avant, sues plus haut.

A 80 kt (figure 7l. Aussi, les sitesses de - Constituer, esfis, use base de dassies
franchissement comnprises estre 40 et 80 kt suffisanunent riche pour ?'idestificatian
Ataiest-elles obtesuen par riductios des future des diffirestes caractiristiques du
gax et freinage A use certaise distance du mod~le.
diidre ce qui conduit A:

de 40 A 80 kt passage an ralesti Es particulier, us balayage appropri6 sur

au-delA de 80 kt passage a pleins gaz len braquages de gausernes et len sitenses

secs. de franchissemest permettalt dtsvaluer la

sessibilit6 du camportemest du systime A
Enfin, pour chaque distance de lecher den des variations Alimestaires des entries.

freins use distance de dicinlas a pu itre

difisie telle gum, pour us can de passe Le progranmme retenu compartalt train

sursesant es-deCa, le pilote salt autarisi phases

A riduire len gaz et frelser, l'arrkt se

praduisnt alarn avant le didre ; au-delA a -Vtriflcatlas den sitennes de lever de
de cette distance de dicislas, le pilote roulette et de dicallage pour la
asait pour cannigne. en can de passe, de configuration considire.

continuer sur sa lascie sass freiser si Cette premire itape permettait pour

riduire len gaz, le franchinnemest du quelques valeurs de braquage isitial

didre se falsant alars A us Badis d'6levoss de mesurer len saleurs de

supieur A 40 kt (figure 8). vitense de lever de roulette et de

Use pracidure d'ivltemest nWa pan 61:6 dicollage et nataimuest de priciner la

ervyinagie afin diter us franchinsement valeur de braquage telle gue le

dinsywktrigue du diidre. dicollage en plains gaz necs se fasne

dens la distance den 600 mn tout en
respectant use garde au sol suffinante.
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b -Identification du comportement avion sur A l'installtion narmale d'essais comportant
di~dre lors de passages -3 points'. ]a t~l~mesure et un enregistreur magn~tique, on
Cette 6tape visait A slesurer, pour use avait ajoute des cam~ras sals, et des cam~ras
valeur de braquage donnde, len efforts embarqu~es pour filmer les trains, v~rifier leur
generes dans les atterrisseurs par le cmportement au passage du di~dre et evaluer ]a

franchissenent du diedre S diff~rentes garde au sal au cours de la rotation.

vitesses.

Les cin~th~adoljtes fournissaient ]a

c -Identification du cas de d~collage sur le trajectographie au d~collage et permettalent us
diedre avec et sans rebond. recalage pr~cis des informations avion.

Compte-tenu des r~sultats acquis

pr&4demment et notanunent des vitesses de Les train trains 6ta lent instrument~s pour
d~collage mesur~es au (a), cette etape enregistrer:

connistait A parvenir A us d~collage au -les enfoncements des amortisseurs,
passage sur di~dre, sans rebond.

Autour du can ainsi d~fini, us effet de - len contraintes dans les futs permettast,

vitense (-2 mis) et de braquage initial par 6talonnage, de reconstituer len

d'6levons (.2*) devait atre r~alis6. efforts,

- len acc~l~rations (nur le f~t et sur
Chaque essai devait etre ripWt deux ou train l'amortisseur).

fois afin de r~duire les effets des al~as de
menure. Enfin, deux stations m~tho plackes en amont

du di~dre ansuraient use menure pricise du vent
(force et direction) indispensable d'une part

6 - REALISATION DES ESSAIS pour ajunter ]a position initiale de P'avlov en

vue de franchir le di~dre & us badin donn6 et
6.1 - DIEDRE - MONTAGE - DEMONTAGE d'autre part pour pernlettre ]'exploitation fine

den r~sultats.

Le diidre 6tait constitu6 d'616ments

d~montables en construction minte acier et b~ton Afin de limiter len facteurs de dispersions,

et d'l16ments en bois lamellA collA. Sa manse len essain s'avaient lieu que pour des

totale 6tait de 16 T 5 et n~cessitait dosc use conditions mkt6o particulireiest calmsie
nine en oeuvre de grande ampleur aunsi bien du - vent de travers < 5 kt
point de vue personnel que nat~riel. - vent de face <10 kt

L'enseeible den panseaux 6tait ntock6 our us 6.3 - DEROULEMENr DES ESSAIS
plateau senii-reisorque. La masutention de ceo

panneaux s'effectualt grice A deux chariots Les essais, au sombre de 30, ant ft6

6l6vateurs 6quipkn d'une poutre sp~ciale effectu~s, t~t le matin Centre 6 et 8 heures),

permettant de hisser len 6l6ments avec dean le montage du di~dre conmen~ant de suit.

61ingues.
Cet haraire matinal permettait, tout en

Son emplacement avait fiti d6fs.ni de mani~re A respectant len contraintes de luminosit6 pour

limiter len travaux d'lmplantatlan our la base. leploi des cambras et des cln~th~odolltes, de
r~duire au minimum le tempos d-immwobilisation de

6.2 - INSTALLATION 0-ESSAIS la piste et d'avoir des conditions .4t~o calmes.

La mine en place d'une installation d'essals Len esnais ant n~cessit6 use mine en oeuvre

particulikrement complkte assuralt, pour la phase minutieune. Avant chaque essai, le compl~ment de

d'exploltatlon, *la dlsponibllit6 de toutes les plels 6tait fait pour assurer la masse et le

mesures n~cessaires au ban d~roulement du cnrage souhalt~s. Le pilate alignait l'avion A
pracessus fin d'identlfication. use distance pr~cise du diildre, avec: l'aide des

cln~th4odolltes, afin d'obtenlr la vitesse de

passage our le dikdre d~termin~e.
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Un premier recoupement, relativement bon, des Le module A identifier est le modile complet

essais avec les simulations a permis d'enchatner de simulation prksent6 au 5 4. Ce mod~le,

les trois tranches d'essais en toute s~curitb particulirement riche, comporte un grand nombre

sans remettre en cause les conditions de de param~tres susceptibles d'etre ajust~s. Dans

1'exp6rimentation. (D6collage sans di~dre, le cadre de 1"opkration d6crite ici, l'attention

rouleurs sur di~dre, d~collage sur di~dre). ftait plus particuli~rement port~e sur les

modiles dynamiques d'atterrisseurs et

1'a~rodynamique en effet de sol que l'op~ration

7 - EXPLOITATION DES ESSAIS visait A valider et/ou recaler.

7.1 - PREMIERE ANALYSE EN COURS D'ESSAIS Enfin le crit~re retenu consiste

La r~alisatlon, au stade de la pr~paration d'une part en un nombre limit6 de

des essais (S 5.2), de simulations dans les param~tres caract~ristiques du roulage

conditions de 1'expgrimentation a fourni les tels que la vitesse de lever de roulette

moyens d'une premire appreciation qualitative du et la vitesse de dcollage.

module en cours d'essai.

D'autre part, en l'appreciation -visuelle-

Cette analyse -in-situ' visait notamment A de la comparaison des historiques mesur~s

assurer un niveau de sdcuritt suffisant dans en essais et de ceux obtenus par

l'enchainement des diff~rentes phases, et A simulation sur les paramitres suivants

proc~der, le cas 6ch~ant, A une 6ventuelle . paramitres avion

adaptation des conditions d'essais. % vitesse sol

* assiette

7.2 - METHODOLOGIE 0'IDENTIFICATION w incidence

w vitesse de tangage

La mdthodologie suivie est une technique I vitesse verticale

'classique' d'identification (figure 9). x acc lration longitudinale

- accl~ration normale
Le processus r~el considir6 est constitu& du

syst~me avion + atterrisseurs + SCV. . paramtres SCV

x position d'6levons

Les entrhes efficaces consistent d'une part . paramtres trains :

en la valeur du braquage Initial de profondeur x enfoncements des trois atterrisseurs,

(ou position de trim) et d'autre part en la k efforts verticaux dans les trois

sollicitation g6ntr6e par le franchissement du atterrisseurs.

di~dre.

L'obtention d'un bon niveau de recoupement

Par ailleurs, le syst~me est soumis A un sur 1"ensemble de ces param~tres assure la

certain nombre de pertubatlons telles que la validation globale du module et sa bonne

rugosit6 de la piste et la turbulnce repr~sentativit6 dans des conditions particu-

atmosph6rique. lirement dynamiques de fonctionnement.

Les sorties consistent en 1"ensemble des L'adaptation des param~tres du modile a kt6

mesures enreglstr~es au cours des diffirents assure "manuellement- compte-tenu du bon niveau

essals. Toutes ces informations peuvent etre de recoupemert obtenu dis la premiire it6ration

entach~es d'un certain bruit de mesure. et du ch x adapt6 du protocole d'essais

assurant un bonne identiflabilitA des paramitres

importants du modkle.

3;
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7.3 - MISC EN OEUVRE DE LA PROCEDURE 7.3.3 - AJustemest du neod~le a~rodynamigus

D IDENTIFICATION de I-avion

La proc~dure d~taill~e d'identificatios ent I.Jenploitatioo de Ia preiire tranche

pr~sentde figure 10. d'essais (ddcollages sans trenipliol a mis en
6videsce us Mcart sur len vitesses de dOcollage,

Len deun 6l6meots de modilisatios plus sur )'iostant de d~but de rotation et sur is

particulikrement sunceptibles d'itre adapt~s prise d'incidence.

6talent le modie sarodynaiiue de l'avion ( et
notannoent sen caract~ristiguss en effet de soil Cette constatation a conduit A remettre en

et le mod~le d'atterrisseurs. cause is calcul du moment sarodysaiiue de

tasgage et de I effort de portance dams 1Veffet

Le protocole d'essais reteso (cf 5 5.2.3) a de sol et A proc~der A leur ajuntemeot.

pernis une identification progressive de ces

Aldments. Le nodile a Wt enrichi pour y istroduire
des termes cospl~wnentaires en portance et

7.3.1 - Introduction nes conditions r~eshes tangage relatifs A V'efficacit6 des gouveroes
d'ensais dens V'effet de sol soit

Cette Mtaps a consist6, pour chague essai, A etn

introduire dans is mod~ls len conditions r6ellss Ce complksisot de modklisation a perniis
de l'enp~rimentation. d'obtsnir us trds boo nivean de recoupement our

ins vitesses de d~collage bies gulil demeure us
La gualit6 de l'installation d'ennais st les 6cart de l'ordre de 2 kt our len vitesses de

pr~cantions prises lors de leur rdslisation nt lever de roulette (figure l1).
grandenent facilit6 cette opkration. Aissi Is

relev6 prdcis de is position initials de l'avion Toutefois, cette adaptation n'est av~rde
a perinis de prendre en covspte dens is mod~le is insuffisante pour parvenir A us recoupemest
profil enact de is pints. enact den vitesses de tangage aa cours du

dhcoiiage, celles-ci demeurast plus forces en
Tontefois us certain sombre de param~tres qui simulation gue dass l'ensi r~el.

s'ansiest pu ktre mesur~s nt do 6tre 6vain~s.

t'est le can du centrage en X doot is mesure Use etude plus pouss de l'iofluesce de
statigue n'est r~v~l~e innuffinante. En effet, h'effet de sol desrait perbsettre de restreindre
sous V'actios de lhaccl~ratios losgitudisale, Ie encore ces 6carts.
demi-plein de la nourrice fait reculer ie

cestrage. Os rnme, cette acc~l~ratios fait bouger 7.3.4 - Mod~e d'atterrisseurs
is manche de guelgues mmn soit guelgues degr~s de

plus de gouvernes A cabrer. Apr~s ajuntemnt du mod~ls airodyoaiiue

(5 7.3.3) P'eploitation enhauntive den troin
7.3.2 - Probimes de mesurs tranchen d'ensals a iltA estreprise et a perinis

d'appr~cier ia gualit6 du mod~le complet de
Quelgues difficulths ost MW reocontr~ss dans simulation et d'dvaluer, is can 6ch~ast, len

1 'acguisition de certaion param~tres :bruits de adaptations sicessalres du modile d'atter-
nesure, 'trous de temps- dann hen enregin- risseur.

trements ...

En felt, is boo olseau de recoupemeot obtenu
Toutefoin ceo locoov~niento ost pu etre nur ha restitution den efforts au passage du

palli~s gris A ha redondasce des meoures d'uns di~dre na pan justifiA ha volootA de procdder A
part, et A ha r~p~tivitA den ensain prkvus dens us guelcoogue recahage du modile.
is protocols d'autre part.
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7.4 - R~snltats - En revanche, len phases de rebond font
apparaltr us certain 6cart sur len

7.4.1 - Exemples de rouleur sur diddre et de valaurs d'acc~ldration normale en

dbcollage d'efforts dann len atterrisseurs. 11 est &

noter que cet &cart est croissant avec la

Le nivean de reconpement essais-simulation vitesse de franchissenent du di~dre

obtenu apr~s recalage du mod~le a~rodynamlque (figures 12-C en 13-C). Catne constatation

peut-itre apprkci6 sur len figures 12 et 13. est coh~rente avec in rksultat du S 7.3.3.
concernant la reconstitution imparfaite

Evemple de rouleur sur di~dre des vitesses de tangage an d6collage. La

figures 12-a A 12-f prise d'incidence 6tant plus rapide en

Esemple de d~collage sur di~dre avec rebond simulation, la portance ant elle-mime

figures 13-a & 13-f sup~rienre, et l'effort de rebond moindre.

Tontefois, dans In can du rouleur -

Les historiques pr~sent6s concernent len di~dre (vitense dn passage :83 kt) on

parambtres suivantn observe une bonne correnpondance des
efforts an rebond y coinpris pour le train

-position des &levons avant.
-vitesse de tangage

-acc~l~ration normale 7.4.2. - Synthese des r~snltats
-effort vertical train anoilisire

-effort vertical train principal dOit Les r~snltats pr~sentds plus hut ont 6t6
-effort vertical train principal gauche obtenus sass recalage des mcd~len d'atter-

ri oseurs.

L'obnervation de ces rdsnltats appelle un

certain noinbre de coninentaires tin ajustement compi~nentaire du nod~ln

a~rodynanique de l'avion anrait k6A n~cnssaire
-En premier lieu, il convient de pr~ciser pour parfaire la reconstitution den rebonds.
qu'afin de faciliter l'apprkciation

visselle den r~snltats, la fenetre Cependant, ln bon recoupement observ6 an
temporelie d'observation a 6t6 restreinte roulage et as passage on Oi~dre, n'a pan

ann quniqoes secondes pr~c~dant at snivant justifi4 la n~censit4 de procdder a use nonvelle
le passage du di~dre, la synchronisation itiration dann le processus d'identification.

des historiques 6tast asnr~e en faisant

coincider len accel~rationn normalen an 11 convient On nouligner le caractere

franchissement du dikdre. particnli~rnment repr~sentatif den essais

r~alis6s vs A yin dnun catapultage. Ainsi, In
-Le nivean de recospement obtenu sur len nivaa O'accblhration normale obtenne an
diff~rents param~tres pendant len phases de franchinoement du diAdre, de l'ordre de 2,5g
roalage et de passage du didre peut-etre pour la vitesne dn passage de 120 kt, est

qualifl4 d'escel lent. comparable A ceux obtenus an catapultage.
Os notera la bonne repr~sentation den

oscillations de P'avion sur sen trains Aussi, la qnalit6 dn r~snitat obtenu, dunn

pendant le roulage, en fr~quence at en den conditions particnli~rement dynamiques,

amplitude (vitessen de tangage, acc6ld- permet-elle de concinre A la validit& de la
rations normalen). mod~lisation pour l'6tnde en simulation du
De mime, len efforts train en la r6ponse comnportement an catapultage dnun avion marin.

anion an franchisnement On 014dme qui eon

la phase critique en ce qni concemne la

valldlt6 den mod~les dynamiques d'atter-

risseurs sont parfaitement restltu~s.

a-,
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8 - CONCLUSION

L'op6ratiom qui vient d'etre d~critv a --

reprksentA us volume de travail asmo important

taint do point de ve de la dWinition. des essais ,-

que de leur r~alivation et de lear exploitatisn.

Cette dermi~re Atape a, tootefoin, kt6 gramdememt

facilitde par le bon niveau de recoupenent

obteno, aprbs us simple ajustement de
caractdristiqoev adrodynamiqoes, our le

comportement global do mod~le kudi6.[ 1

Le rdsultat obteno consiste en la validation FIGURE I ORGANISATION DES TRLAVAUX
des nod~lvs de simulation do conportemest

dynamigue ioun avion nor ses atterrisseurs dans

des conditions de fonttiovnnvst particulidrement

dynamiques procfles de tel 1ev oserv6vs au --------------
L

catapultoge. La nice vn seuvre d'une m~thsdologie---------------

rigoureuse, sotamwnent dons la d~finition du

programve d'oovais, a pet-mis d'identifier le

ccinpsrtvnent do syst~ne dons on large 4ventail de

conditions dutillsatioin, tout en tenant compte _

des contraintes trds fortes de r6alisatisn (garde ,2Z.-e -Avnio

a., Sol , efforts naoinauv dais le train - -vN -Snn----- 3 -,V

Thiiliasrvi. J
Ce r~sultat, obteno nor MIRAGE 2000, pernet --------------- UT C W~

acir, aujord'hui , us nivvao de confiance FIGURE 2 SYSTEMES DYNAMIQUES MIS EN JEtt

r'l ctiaveme".t OlvA lass les ressltats de

-.inolatioin dv catapoltage do RAFALE MARINE. La

representation fine du comportenient dynainique de

l'avion pendiant tette Phoase critique est

essentielle, non seolenent pour la definition des

Syst~mes de Controle du o Il, mais plus

q~neralenent au stade de la conception avion, en -- ]1.2

part iculIi er pour Il'tode de di spos iti fo vinsant a IONH

aindiorer len performances au catapultage.

La bonny repr6nentativit4 de la modblination FIGURE 3 -COUPE DU DIEDRE D'ELANCENIENT

actoelle poor l'6tudv do catapultage permettra de

limiter le volume de la campagme d'essais sur

base 6terre do RAFALE MARINE et de rdduirv,

ainsi, le d~lai de mine en service sor

porte-avions.
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SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR ADVANCED STOVL

OPERATION FROM INVINCIBLE CLASS SHIPS

by

K. Ainscow and PG. Knott
Advanced Studies Depanment

British Aerospace (Mifitary Aircraft) Ltd
Warton Aerodrome

Lancashire PR4 1AX
United Kingdom

SUMMARY

Replacing the Sea Harrier with a high
performance Advanced STOVL design on
the Invincible class ship has been
studied. Four alternative ASTOVL
propulsion concepts were included. I
The different concepts and their
performance is described. The
integration of these larger, heavier
aircraft with the small ship, carrying
EH101 helicopters, is discussed. It
is shown that the constraints of the .. -
ship and the size and performance of
the aircraft, require some changes in -
operational procedures by comparison , ., -
with Sea Harrier practice. The higher
take-off thrust to weight ratio and
more hostile exhaust plumes suggest The runway area is used for launching
the use of the aft deck for recovery Harrier, even with aircraft parked by
and a shorter deck run with the the island. It is used for the launch
ski-ramp for launching, with a blast and recovery of Sea King and the
deflector between the two areas. A recovery of both aircraft in combina-
study of the deck environment tions of up to four vehicles at a time

generated by the ASTOVL aircraft (although it is not normal practice to
indicates that a delicate balance mix types on recovery). The starboard
between size, mass, performance and area forward of the island is used for
exhaust environment will need to be helicopter maintainance and as a
etruck in future Sea Harrier parking area for aircraft. Starboard
srucmin ftue Sea Harrier aft is used for helicopter launch and
replacement studies for small ship recovery, parking ready state
operation. Harriers, engine running and

1 INTRODUCTION recovering Harriers.

The CAH-01, Invincible class ASW All this activity needs crew and

carriers were originally designed to machinery on deck able to work quickly

operate rotary-wing aircraft in NATO and efficiently in a noisy, wet and
waters, at least that was the official windy environment. The problems
position. The fact that they had a created by rotor downwash and high

'through deck' and were capable of energy jet efflux are solved

operating Harrier STOVL aircraft was satisfactorily by operational
played down. Various euphemisms were procedures and special clothing such
used to describe the ship at the time as ear defenders. Sea Harrier then,
ref. 1) of which 'See-Through has the unique characteristic among
(arer)of whichrobaly 'ethroufixed wing aircraft of being able to
carrier' was probably the bestoprtfomheseplfrma
indication of Naval intentions. It operate from the same platform as
was fortunate for the Navy that the helicopters without requiring
Sea King helicopter, and the Harrier significant compromises on space or
were similar enough in terms of size endangering ground crew. Theintroduction of ASTOVL aircraft needed
and mass, Fig. 1, to allow a vessel to meet future threats will require
designed for helicopter operations to changes to both operational procedures
be suitable for STOVL aircraft anwell, provided there was sufficient and possibly the ship itself. What
wellet p ovideda runway. (Fig. 2) are these changes and can they bedeck length for aincorporated without radical

modifications?

PIG. 2 PLIGHT DBCK LAYOUT
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An ASTOVL aircraft will not only be The aircraft were intended primarily
supesToVnicft will ot e ba for fleet defence work as is reflectedsupersonic but will also have a in the design cAP mission shown on

greater payload and better i ig n C. mssion s on
range-endurance than Harrier. High Fig. 4. Aircraft size was determined
levels of manoeuvrability will also be by the time required on station
required for the aircraft to be (effect of fuel volume) and the number
competitive with future threats; and of weapons carried, both were set atyet it must be operated from ambitious levels to test the limits

Invincible class carriers. Increased imposed by the ship and to exaggerate
performance means increased aircraft any differences inherent in the chosen
weight as illustrated in Fig. 3. propulsion systems concepts.

REQUIREMENT N

TIME CL.

HARRIER SIC. 0 03[0 mOStO PSOPIL

2.2 Pronulsion Ootions
FiG. 3 MSS GROWH WITH INCREASED PERFORMANCE

All the engines assume a technology
level consistent with an in service
date of 2000. They are hotter and

Supersonic requirements cause weight have higher pressure ratios than
growth because the structure sees Pegasus and, consequently, have a much
higher forces and needs to be improved thrust/weight ratio.
stronger; while increased
range-endurance requires extra volume 2.2.1 Remote Augmented Lift System
to carry more fuel. Additionally (RALS)
efficient supersonic flight needs a
slender fuselage and thin wing which The RALS system shown in Fig. 5, is
again add weight. A slender fuselage based on a separate flow turbofan
demands an engine with a small cross similar in concept to the Pegasus
section and high specific thrust, engine in Harrier, except that the
conflicting with the need for low bypass flow can be switched between a
specific thrust (to give a benign front (lift) nozzle and a rear
footprint) desirable for vertical (propulsive) nozzle. In lift mode the
landing. bypass air is ducted forward to a

2-dimensional nozzle capable of
The exercise reported here is an limited vectoring.
initial study to identify the
compromises needed to the ship, the The concept allows flexibility in
deck operating procedures and the choosing an airframe configuration
ASTOVL aircraft for future operations since the jet positions can be
based on Invincible class ships, selected to match different planform

shapes. It also offers pitch control
2 ASTOVL CONCEPTS during transition by modulating the

front nozzle thrust and hence reducing
2.1 Design Considerations long term Reaction control System

There are three essential elements in requirements.

any ASTOVL specification namely:- W
cMCo,

1) a robust, reversible transition
from wing borne to thrust borne
f light

ii) a controllable vertical landing

iii) true supersonic capability

In this exercise it was assumed that -AM

i) could be satisfied by a total *
thrust vectoring system with at least vara t,
120" to 60" range from HFD, ii) by a
T/W ratio of 1.13 for the aircraft in
landing configuration and iii) by a
minimum Mach number of 1.6 in level FIG. 5 PiOniM AinQM UP A"Tem*
flight with all weapons retained.

----- ,m~m m mm m mmmmmn nm
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2.2.2 Tilt Engine In the series mode, the mode change
valve is moved to allow the forward

The tilt engine arrangement Fig. 6 fan discharge to pass through toallows the use of engines developed supercharge the rear fan and core; thefor a conventional fighter, such as secondary intake being closed and the
EFA, rather than a specifically forward nozzles faired to a low drag
developed VSTOL engine. Aircraft profile.
control in the VSTOL mode is achieved
through a combination of nacelle tilt, A twin engined layout was chosen for
differential thrust and post exit this concept because of difficulty
thrust deflection, implying full experienced in installation of a
flight and engine control system single engine due to its length andintegration, the need to balance the split thrust

about the CG.

2.2.4 Vectored Thrust

The vectored thrust concept presented
here (Fig. 8) uses a separate flow
turbofan engine and as such is

NFR essentially similar to current Pegasus
applications. The high performance

a= ENGIEe requirements lead to a high fan
pressure ratio and thrust augmentation
by Plenum Chamber Burning (pcb).

X > Some pitch trim capability is
available by varying PCB temperature.
The chosen configuration also uses a

GIN I2-bearing nozzle to effect vectoring
of the core efflux via a single rear

FIG. 6 PXEO FLOW liT T outlet.

9.5C ENGRA

2.2.3 Tandem Fan

This propulsion concept Fig. 7 offers I
a high specific thrust mixed turbofan
for conventional flight but operates
as a very high bypass ratio unmixed
turbofan in the VSTOL mode thereby Nes
achieving some improvement in deck renvironmental conditions. This
benefit has been maximised by
designing for a vertical landing
capability on dry thrust. FIG. 8 __PARA _FL__.____RT_

ENGINE FORWARD FAR.OE CEANGE .ALVE 2.2.5 Engine Comparison1 1 1 1 1 1 7 " EN G IN E E n g i n e c y c l e a n d p e r f o r m a n c e d a t a a r e

(NCLUoNG PREAAI given in Table 1. The large advances
in engine technology expected by the
year 2000 should result in high

FORWAR EECTON specific thrust, high fan pressureP, , .I. ratio cycles being achievable to meet
WODIE O ,. the flight requirements. These

characteristics however, have an
AI adverse effect on specific fuel

NO E(E lE consumption and consequently onCkE FLOWSFa IEs .L mission fuel requirement. High

overall engine pressure ratios are
needed to minimise sfc.

FIG. 7 TANOEM FAN

In the engine's parallel mode, used in , m,., ,..., .,
the VSTOL regime, the main air intake -. RA;e UPE
feeds the forward fan which is 7a, E. .3 a.a a., A.,
discharged via a mode change valve to .. r.M
vectoring front nozzles. The rear fan Ow.) 2.5 M MA
is fed by a separate secondary intake, a aE ' NI a.
the discharge being split into a
bypass stream and core flow as in a '= ' EWE Aaa AN E AS S.a
conventional low pressure ratio mixed
flow turbofan.
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With the exception of the Tandem Fan
concept, the deck environment has
become less benign than Sea Harrier
because of the increase in pressure
and the use of fuel burning
augmentation. Higher thrust/weight
ratios give some compensation on
take-off as very short deck runs can
be used. The Tandem Fan aircraft was
designed specifically to operate with
low temperatures and pressures and was
the only "dry lander" considered.

2.3 Aircraft Performance

2.3.1 Aircraft Size

Line drawings of the four aircraft are It ,,P
shown in Figs. 9 to 12. On each, the
span, length and height of the Sea
Harrier is shown and the outline of
the deck lift has also been marked.
Maximum width, with wings folded and
unfolded, length and height are listed
in Table 2.

All aircraft are larger than Sea
Harrier and need wing fold to fit on
the lift.

2.3.2 Masses
The aircraft masses are shown relativeMARto SHAR on Fig. 13.

.... . __ The major reason for the increase in-- he airframe size relative to Sea Harrier

is the fuel mass which reflects the
demanding nature of the CAP mission.

TAVE 'tM> T".

tTttEL T- S.AR. 4AX TOM

KIMPTY MASS

RALS

T

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.0 2.0

MfTY KASS REL To S.R .

rIG. 13 MVL MSSS AT O'51I 4ISSION

Fla. I • IO Sn lAIIER
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At take-off the aircraft are between 7
and 9 tonnes heavier than Sea Harrier.
Fully fuelled and armed all aircraft ak-off
exceed the maximum lift capacity.

At vertical landing, with design __ -
mission stores, the aircraft arebetween 6 and 7 tonnes heavier than 0 50 70 100 1 ! ;0
Sea Harrier design landing mass.
Assuming the same vertical descent
velocity at touchdown the deck loads
will be increased by about 80%. -e I Es1 20KTS WI

2.3.3 Flight Performance AGCMENTED

The relative design mission 120 ,
performance is illustrated in mass
terms in Fig. 13. 75

Specific performance is shown in
Fig. 14.

.. ..AAM 2 
... ..

I I Al' 0. 11N It V:

• ,. !)N 5_. .0- ., : - -
UN-AUGMENTE(

S / .-

DE5<%(;N 05 PFYNT .FIG I SI.-JUMP TAMz-nOP PERFORIANCE
AT DESIGN M :SSION tkAS

LSE_ S E All aircraft are.capable of vertical

7 - I ,landing but with different degrees ofVt environmental impact as discussed
later.

FOG. 14 SwEOFvC PRFOMAIE Here landing performance is judged by
the temperature of the bypass nozzle,
or in the case of TE by the full
exhaust front temperature. TF has2.3.4 Take-off and Landing been designed as a dry lander and
therefore has the most benignSki jump take-offs with dry and temperature. RALS front jet temp has

augmented thrust are shown in Fig. 15. been limited to 1000'K as a design
The TF takes-off dry as thrust choice, but at design mission landingaugmentation is not available when weight the engine is throttled backused in parallel mode. The other and the RALS temperature is onlyaircraft use either full or partial 880'K. TE has the smallest powerplant
augmentation and can take-off in 75m. and has to use reheat on landing: the

temperatures are consequently high atUsing dry thrust for RALS, TE and AVT 1400"K, but this is approximately thereduces thrust/weight at take-off by same as the core Jet temperatures ofsome 40-50% with a consequent increase the RALS and AVT. The AVT also usesin deck run and reduction in maximum elevated front jet temperature by pcb
take-off weight. At design mission but like the RALS these are reduced atweights the deck run is increased, to design landing mass to about 700'K.
70m for RALS, while TE needs a run of
90m. 3 SHIPAIRCRAFT INTEGRATION

Take-off estimates for RALS, TE and TF Throughout the study it has beenassume the aircraft are static, with assumed that the. ASTOVL aircraft would
full thrust, at the start of the operate on board the Invincible classtake-off run. This is unlikely to be ship with EH101 helicopters ratherachieved in practice on brakes alone than Sea King. When folded these two
and therefore some restraining device helicopters are not significantly
will be necessary. If such a device different in size and hence this
is not used then the deck runs will be change does not actually influence theincreased by 1O-15m to allow the ASTOVL to ship integration.
engine to run up to speed.

A=
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3.1 Geometrical Constraints

The Invincible class ships impose
shape, size and general layout
constraints on the operation of VSTOL
aircraft and helicopters. These
constraints influence, differently in
some respects, the way in which the At ,
ASTOVL aircraft and EHI01 helicopter
would be operated.

constraints 
and how the 

different

aircraft might require, or benefit
from, changes in the organisation on
deck and in the hangar, together with
minor alterations to the ships that
might be considered.

Flight Deck
Fig. 2 shows the plan view of the
flight deck with Sea Harrier and EH101
helicopters. The salient features
are:- FIG Ib PROPOED AND EXISTING

RUNWAY ENTRELINES
* The island
• The ski-ramp ii) All the candidate aircraft have
* The take-off runway with centre line higher installed thrust tomarker, weight at take-off which can be
* The aft deck used to reduce the take-off
Take-off deck length and thereby free

all the aft deck for parking,During Harrier take-off the runway is landing operations andonly occupied by aircraft preparing to helicopter take-off. However,take off, which can include aircraft there is an increase in jet
with a pilot in the cockpit and energy which will preclude the
engines in idle at a safe distance Positioning of aircraft close
behind the front aircraft. Between behind the take-off vehicle.
these aircraft and the island other Thus the need arises to use a
aircraft may be armed and tied down, single blast deflector behind
On the aft deck, but not on the runway the ta-o strip to protect
aircraft and helicopters may be the aft deck.
parked. The runway, culminating in
the ski-ramp, has a centre line iii) To maximise the short take-off
marking aiong its full length to help performance, the aircraft needs
the pilot keep clear of parked
aircraft during ground roll. On to be held back against highHarrier, deck clearances are about thrust levels. Without suchrestraint, the take-off length
2.7m from outriggers to port deck would increase by some 10 to
edge. and about 3m from the starboard 15m, and the blast deflector
wing tip to the parked aircraft. should be located accordingly.
The introduction of any of the ASTOVL The use of tie-back may also

configurations could require and the take-off.
benefit from three changes:-

All Invincible class ships are to be
fitted with 12" ski-ramps as standard.
With the narrower undercarriage track

i) Since none of the proposed of the ASTOVL aircraft the width of
ASTOVL aircraft have outrigger the ski-ramp could be reduced to
gear, the runway centreline can advantage.
be moved to port whilst
maintaining a minimum clearance Initial estimation of undercarriage
of approximately 2.2m from the dynamics on the ramp suggest the
port undercarriage to the port dynamic loading on the mainwheel maydeck edge. Fig. 16. All the only exceed the static loads by some
ASTOVL configurations have 10%.
increased unfolded span hence
this port movement of the
centre line allows the In day-light and good weather, Harrier
maintenance of the starboard landings can take place at various
tip clearance. Typical locations along the deck. At night or
movement of the centre line in poor weather, only the aft deck can
would be about 2.5 metres. be used and then only when clear of

parked aircraft. The candidate
aircraft are all larger and heavier
and it would seem likely that landings
would necessarily be confined to the
aft deck, which is in keeping with the
suggested changes to take-off

procedure.
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3.2 Deck Environment constraints
Spottino and Ranoino Assessment Aids

A one-hundredth scale model of A major consideration in the operation
Ark Royal was made to simply represent of advanced STOVL vehicles on the
the upper four decks. The model was Invincible class ships is the deck
modular and the ski-jump, transparent environment generated by the aircraft
flight deck and accommodation/ during the STO and VL manoeuvres.
workshops could be removed to give
side and top access to the hangar Clearly the environment generated by
floor level. Sea Harrier is acceptable and can thus

conveniently form the basis or
Simple models (plan and silhouette) of standard for evaluating ASTOVL. The
all candidate aircraft, with and extent to which this environment may
without wing fold, were used to be worsened by the introduction of
quickly assess numerous possible advanced STOVL vehicles, which are
arrangements. larger and generally have more

energetic engine exhaust plumes, has
Deck sowaqebeen briefly studied.

The following assumptions were made: y

Fig. 18 shows the exhaust plume
As many aircraft and helicopters as conditions at nozzle exit for the Sea
possible are required to be placed Harrier and the 4 advanced concepts.
on deck and all air vehicles are Taking Sea Harrier rear jets as the
kept folded for all movements until worst current operating condition, it
just before take-off, can be seen that all 4 ASTOVL concepts

have rear jets with both higher
Weapon stores are kept on deck and temperatures and pressures, during STO
arming of the aircraft takes place & VL.
on deck.

- If the wings fold for deck stowage
it is a requirement that arming can
take place with the wings folded.

No overall changes are envisaged to
the above from the geometrical aspect,
and the numbers of ASTOVL aircraft and
EH101 helicopters which can be placed
on deck is a function of the size and
folding arrangements for each design. .
On deck in an operational condition
and in the Hangar deck it was found
that one less ASTOVL could be

accommodated than Sea Harrier along
with the EH101 i.e. 8 EH1O + 6 ASTOVL ,, ,
rather than 8 EH101 + 7 S.HAR.
Fig. 17 shows a typical ASTOVL
arrangement.

Lifts
The candidate aircraft have all been
designed, in folded condition, to fit
the existing lifts. The aircraft are
also heavier than Harrier and exceed
the current lift mass limits. Weapons
and some fuel must therefore be
removed before the lift is used.

PIG. 17 FLIG"T AND HANGAR DECK SPOTTING
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For the studies of the ASTOVL ship

integration, a 30 metre radial 4.. 4 W
"  

4 Of * 4 U O4
distance from the aircraft during VL .. '
and a 15m side line distance during c u
STO have been taken as locations for W. .%. am_" s,.
comparison. These distances were
defined for the study and judged to be 44, 0
tolerable for personnel and equipment , .. .
during Harrier operations. To put
these distances into perspective , .Fig. 19 shows them relative to the 4 4 4 4

Invincible class ship aft deck. 144 4.4 ,

During a STO ground roll, jet aft, the
peak noise levels at 15m side-line
distance are estimated to be some 4 to
5 dB(A) higher than the peak 30m VL

-- __ flevels. The exposure time to these

peaks is very short however, never-
theless crew should not be exposed to
such levels without the ear and body
protection described and preferably
should not be alongside the island
during take-off

3.2.2 Ground Sheet Velocities and
Temperatures

The aircraft generated environment on
the ship is discussed under the During vertical landing with jets
following topic headings:- directed at the deck, the jet exhaust

plumes impinge on the deck and spread
Noise at the observer (30m/15m) out radially. This radial ground
Radial ground sheet velocity and sheet decays in velocity andtemperature at the observer temperature inversely with radial
Deck surface damage (buckling and distance. The multiple lift jets
erosion) create a non-axisymmetric wall jet

with peaks between the jets and
The increased jet energy of the ASTOVL reduced velocities and temperatures
designs may also create adverse elsewhere. Each of the ASTOVL
conditions for the aircraft relative concepts are different due to
to Harrier e.g. ingestion of hot gas differences in jet spacings,
into the inlet, acoustic and thermal temperature and pressure. An example,
environment for the airframe and the RALS concept, is shown on Fig. 20.
weapons and increased noise in the
cockpit, but these aspects are outside 30
the scope of this paper.

3.2.1 Noise at the Observer

Table 3 shows some estimates of the -
peak noise level at 30 metres from the
aircraft during a vertical landing.
These suggest that the ASTOVL aircraft
could be expected to be at least 7 to --- --V----- -
9 dB(A) noisier than Harrier, partly
due to increased jet size and partly
due to increased Jet energy.

At this 30m distance, ear protection
is required for Harrier. The
additional 7 to 9 dB(A) increase
estimated for the ASTOVL concepts
means that the attenuation of the ear
protection needs to be more carefully SS3EKETURZ
considered, with the highest quality -
passive or possibly an active system
employed. Alternatively the observer
should be further away, but since 6 dB
implies a doubling of distance this INA

would effectively exclude crew from -4
the flight deck. Whereas a good ear
defender could probably cope with the
ASTOVL noise increment at the ear, the
levels are approaching that at which
full body protection would be
necessary.

,I.. 2D kAX T %fl l
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At 30m distance the RALS ASTOVL .0
estimates suggest ground sheet ,
velocities about 50% greater than
Harrier. The peak velocities are ,o
equivalent to gale or near gale force
on the Beaufort scale, and over a
greater circumference than Harrier.

A similar increase in temperature is ']
estimated but in particular the use of
front jet augmentation makes the
forward arc much more hostile.

During STO Ground roll the ASTOVL
exhaust plumes will be far too hostile
for the next aircraft to take-off to
sit behind unprotected. A simple
folding blast shield to deflect the
hot, high velocity exhaust plume up
and to port, placed aft of the longest * 0 000
take-off length normally required, is
proposed. Fig. 21. , !rr0, .,u, ,,t0sL:,,

For ASTOVL operation a higher
temperature capable anti-skid thermal
barrier surface coating will be
needed, both to avoid surface erosion

Iand deck buckling. The alternatives
are to build raised gridded platforms,
ducting hot exhaust over the edge of

____ - the ship or to limit nozzle exhaust
W 

" 
LIFT temperatures. The former would have

advantages with respect to the ground
sheet deck wash, hot gas ingestion and

FLIGHT OECK lift loss. The later approach would
have implications on aircraft size and
mass, or performance.

4. FURTHER AIRCRAFT DESIGN STUDIES
FIG. 21 gLAST DEFLECTOR Under the umbrella of the US/UK ASTOVLmemorandum of Understanding, further

3.2.5 Deck Surface Damage studies of ASTOVL concepts have beencarried out. These studies, referred

The Invincible class ship deck to in reference 2, included an
comprises a relatively thin (12mm) "Ejector Augmentor" concept in which
steel plate with an anti-skid surface the front lift thrust was augmented by
paint. The anti-skid material an ejector, thereby providing a benign
"Camrex", is an epoxy resin base with footprint at the front end. This
fine grit particles and is painted on concept however did not strike the
to a depth of about lmm. The steel right balance between vehicle size and
deck is attached to the ship structure footprint conditions and, overall, the
such that intensive local heating can conclusions from those studies, for
cause thermal expansion buckling, the way ahead, was for a concept with
The steel has a relatively high "conventional" mixed cycle engine in
thermal diffusivity but the Camrex forward flight located in the aft
diffusivity is low. Consequently the fuselage and a powered lift
Camrex surface heats rapidly but acts arrangement which did not resort to
as a partial thermal barrier to the thrust augmentation by fuel burning.
steel. This serves as a useful An example of such a concept is shown
purpose in reducing the risk of on Fig. 23 and taken from reference 2.
buckling. Despite the relatively low Studies are continuing on this
temperature of epoxy (100 to 150"C) concept.
the Camrex does withstand Harrier rear
jet temperature well, with relatively
few erosion problems in vertical
landing operations.

Fig. 22 shows the presently defined
boundary derived from rig tests. This
is thought to be fairly conservative .L
since it makes no allowance for
vertical descent rate effects, and is
based on rather limited data. It does
however agree broadly with practical
experience in that Harrier is on the
"go" side, with acceptable residence
times close to touchdown of about
20 seconds. The ASTOVL rear nozzle
temperatures are, however, well beyond FIC. 23 ASTO. AZIRKrc&FL URT
the material capability, based on wiTl HIM MLO N IN
these tests. FVIIAW PFLIGNT
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5. CONCLUSIONS

These ship integration studies
indicate that introducing an ASTOVL
vehicle, with greatly enhanced
performance, to replace Sea Harrier on
the small, Invincible class ships will
have its problems. These problems are
principally related to the worsening
of the jet exhaust footprint
environment during landing.

Whereas some propulsion system
developments hold out the prospect of
some size reduction and footprint
improvement compared with the ASTOVL
designs of this study, it is clear
that significant reductions in jet
exhaust pressure and temperature will
have adverse impact on vehicle
performance and/or size.

For satisfactory small ship
integration further careful
performance versus environment trade
studies are required and a very
delicate balance between size, mass
performance and engine exhaust
environment will need to be struck.
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FIXED WING NIGHT CARRIER AEROMEDICAL CONSIDERATIONS

by

Cdr J.C. "Doc" Antonio
Naval Weapons Center

China Lake
California 93555

United States

The purpose of this brief is to discuss the emerging use of' Night Vision Devices
(NVDs) in USN/USMC fixed-wing aircraft, describe the NVD environment and identify
areas of aeromedical concern associated with night carrier operations.

NVDs began their entrance into fixed wing upgrades (primarily A-6. FA-18, and
AV-8) after a series of evaluations in the early 1980s. Although there are some
differences in the application and design between airframes, the basic intent is the
same and that is to improve or enhance the existing night capability. In the case of the
A-6, which has a terrain following radar. NVDs are applied in the form of night vision
goggles (NVGs) and design modifications to the cockpit lighting. This combination gives
the A-6 an added capability under the right conditions and will enhance their terrain
following mission. The FA-18 and AV-8 upgrades utilize both NVG (image
intensification) and forward looking infrared or FLIR (thermal imaging) technologies to
enhance their night capabilities.

For those not fully aware of NVDs the FA-18 NVD "system" will be briefly
described. Components of the NVD system upgrade for the FA-18 include: a
navigation FLIR (NAVFLIR). a raster capable heads-up display (HUD) to receive the
NAVFLIR image, helmet mounted NVGs, NVG compatible lighting and a digital map set
(DMS). By using both image intensification and thermal imaging technologies the
system components complement each other during various portions of the flight and
in varying environmental conditions. Enhancements to the FA-I night strike mission
provided by NVDs include:

1. Increased situational awareness (SA). Having a horizon and being able to
maneuver using familiar daytime type tactics goes far in enhancing SA
during the hours of darkness.

2. Enhanced night navigation. Visually identifying landmarks and "using the
terrain" significantly adds to night navigation.

3. Threat avoidance. Terrain masking and other techniques are more
readily available.

4. Multi/mixed aircraft tactics. Variations in tactical employment are
broadened.

5. Air-to-ground delivery tactics normally reserved for daytime can be
employed at night.

6. Night air-to-air tactics are significantly expanded. including the escort
mission.

Some limitations to the FA-18 NVD mission include:

I. The system does not allow an all-weather capability. It is for clear air
mass/under the weather only.

2. Low ambient light levels reduce maneuvering capability.
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3. The system by itself offers limited targeting capability.

4. The full NVD system utilizes aircraft weapon stations.

These enhancements and limitations are specifically describing the impact of NVDs on
the FA-18 mission but most are also applicable to the A-6 and AV-8.

As always. a picture is worth a thousand words, so the following video will offer
an insight into the NVD world from the pilot's perspective. The video shows:

1. Inflight NVG video taken with an 8mm camcorder focused through an
image intensifier tube from an AH-l, UH-l and FA-18. Various scenes are
shown to demonstrate the effects of terrain features, scan patterns.
navigational cues, forward firing ordnance, and both internal and
exernal lighting.

2. NAVFLIR video from an FA-18 to demonstrate thermal imaging
information presented to the pilot.

3. Video showing split screen imaging from both NVGs and NAVFLIR to
demonstrate the complimentary nature of NVD system components.

4. Video of a night low-level Sidewinder launch from an FA-18 taken with
an IR camera to demonstrate an aspect of NVD utilization.

As can be seen from the the video and the description of the NVD mission, there
are many aeromedical concerns involved: from hardware development, to training, to
tactical employment. Comments will be limited, however, to those most obviously
concerned with carrier operations. At present only one LHA has been modified with
NVG compatible lighting to allow NVD capable aircraft to conduct night operations with
aircrew wearing NVGs. This has allowed both the AH-l Cobra helicopter and the AV-8
to evaluate shipboard lighting modifications and vertical night carrier operations while
using NVGs. So far the results have been promising. Currently, no fast attack carrier
supporting A6s and FA-18s has been modified for NVG operations. This is mostly due
to the fact that present helmet mounted NVGs are not suitable for the forces
encountered during launch and arrestment. However NVG night takeoffs and landings
at shortbased facilities have proven to be very effective and certainly points towards
a significant potential. As for now, all NVD capable aircraft will continue carrier launch
and recovery in the usual manner at night. This of course means aircrew must put
NVGs on after launch and remove them prior to recovery. This in itself brings up
some areas of aeromedical concern.

The following lists a few areas needing research that are applicable to night
carrier operations for aircrew using NVGs:

1. Vision testing:
a. Red/green discrimination. Does a minor deficiency manifest itself

adversely in this environment?
b. Contrast sensitivity. Should this be looked at as a better tool in

selection for this mission'?
c. Visual activity. What role does it really play in this environment'? Can

training offset the loss'?
d. Retinal saturation. What effect does wearing NVGs for long periods

have on color discrimination or contrast sensitivity when they are
removed prior to night carrier landing'?
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2. Hardware design and specification issues:
a. What is a physiological acceptable field-of-view for NVGs.
b. How can peripheral viewing be enhanced and how important is it?
c. What optical adjustments are necessary?
d. What impact does the transmissivity of visors, spectacles, laser eye

protection, chemical/biological warfare equipment and canopies or
windscreens have on the final image's resolution as perceived by the
pilot?

3. Physiological issues:
a. What effects do long sortie lengths, extended night operations, and

fatigue have on visual performance once NVGs are removed?
b. Are there spatial disorientation effects specific to post NVG use?

Some aeromedical issues have been researched but few of them specifically address
night carrier operations. One notable exception was a study to determine the impact
on depth perception after removing NVGs prior to night carried landings.

The use of NVDs is fast becoming commonplace in the fixed wing, carrier based
community and little research has been 'undertaken to help in its safe and effective
employment. This type of capability is here to stay and it's only a matter of time before
it will be used to enhance night carrier operations.
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LIMITATIONS DES OPERATIONS DES HELICOI'TERES DANS LE MILIEU AERONAVAL

par

Capitmno di Corvetta D.Falcinelli
Stato Maggiore Marina
6 Reparto Aeromobii

Via Azun,
00196 Roma

Italy

INTRO{XJCTION

La majeure partie de ceux qui partecipent ou qui s sont inthress~es pour des raisons
profassionnelles A 1 *activit6 seronavaleoant certainoment dejA entendu parler des problbas
particuliers qui doivent 6tre affrontis par les pilotes pendant IA activit6 do vol A bard

des navires militaires et qui bien souvent limitent sensiblement Is dispontibilith des a~ro
nefs.

Bans ce domaine beaucoup, de chases ant fit6 dites toutefois il me semble que lea pro-

bla1mes ant le plus souvent 6t6 trait~a de fagon shctorielle et dlun point de vue relati
vement t~chnique.

Jo voudrais aujourd'hui profiter de cette occasion qui mleat offerte et jo tiens A

remercier do colA 1IAGARD, pour Vous pr~senter ce thAme de fa~an gfinarale ot surtout sous

un angle l6gbrement diff~rent, clest A dire du point de vue de ceux qui come fbi en tant
quo pilotes ant du faire face A ces problames jour aprAs jour pendant leur p~riode de aer
vice A bard. Jo no pr~tends donc pa Voua fournir des fixplications t~chniques mais plut8t
voue darner une vision g~n~rale des aspects plus impartants du point do vue du pilotage
ou plut8t ceux qui nous posont les problafes majeurs, on 6sprant quo cela puisee etre
utile A cairn qui sont chargils ou qui a' int~ressent A rechercher des solutions dana ce do
saii'e.

Jlavoue quo son Axperionce eat uniquosent li~e au domaine des h~licopt~res, jo porno

toutefois quo queiques aspects concornent lea a6ronefs en g~rnral.

Nous verrons quelles solutions dana lee diff~renta damainee ant 6t6 d6velopp6es et

adopties pour faciliter lee pilotes dana lea phases les plus critiques do llapproche et do
1 *appontage.

Enf in, tr~s bri~vement, nous examinerons ensemble quelles sont en g~n~ral lea qua-
lit~a requises des h~licoptgres, tojaurs du point de vue des utilisateurs, et qui pour-
raient aensiblement ainliorer leur activitAi A bard.

LIMITATIONS

Lee limitations dues au milieu particulior qui caract~rise lea op~rations de vol A
bard dos navires aont nombrouses at maul. une profonda compr~bension de facteurs qui
sont on Jett pout permettra do r~duire do fagon satisfaimante la difficulths qui se pr6

sentent en augmentant ainsi Ilafsiurith do l'a~ronef at do son 6quipage.

Dana Ie milieu safronatique en gfin6ral Ia pilots eat normaloment antrain6 A faire

face a des phdnomkiea ataoephriques bion connue dont lea principaux sowt Ia riduite
visibilith, lee Wfets do vent et do Ie turbulence. Maim aussit8t quo noua parlons

d'activit6 do vol a bard il faut ajouter A taut celA la mouvements auxquels eat sujot
to Ia zone dl*attirrisage doe principalement A 1' action do Ia mar at do vent mur le
nsvire.

Kn gArel lee dimenmions rdduitas des ponte dlenval, la obstacles pr~sants A bard

do navire, qui ne font quo dimimiar l'upace A disposition, man mouvemant at lee comma..
quentes acclrations qui sant an jou, requirent do Ia part des pilotaa um .ntrminmmmnt
approfondi et surtout us lorogme Axqperience.
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Le roulis at le tangage causent de s6rieux probl~Ams pendant lea diff6rentes phases
qui caractrisent lea opfirations de vol des halicopta~res embarquhs at qui sont: Is pr"p

ration de Ia mission assignfie qui comports 1. dplacement de P1h~licoptAre du hangar
au pont d envol at toute 1' activit6 dui p~rsonnel t~chnique autour de celui-ci; tous la
contr~les et La misc an march. des moteurs at des systmtes de bord de la part des pilotes.
le dcollage et A fin de la mision L 'approche au point d *atterriasage, * acquisition du
Pont d'envol at lappontaga.

11 y a toutefois des phases qui dui point de vue dui pilote pr~sentent des difficult6s
majeures come par example 1' appontage at is dlcollage. Pendant cas deux phases la repa
res visuals soot nficlssaires pour le correct positionnemant avant et pendant Ia phase de
poser. La preuva en eat qua de gros Wforts ont 6t& faits dens La quadra do 1 OTAN pour
standardiser le marquage at le balisage des zones do poser & bord des bfitiments.

A cause des mouvements dui navire, ces replres pauvent parfois disparattre du champ
visual dui pilots qui peut donc se trouvor dana une situation difficile qui peut mettreaen
danger Ia securit6 do 1 hllicoptgre at de son equipage. Naturellement ce probllma eat
amplifi6 pendant 1 *activith nocturne lorsque Ia p~rchption de Ia profondeur at la vision
plriflrique, facteurs fondamentaux pendant la phase do poser at de dficollage. sont de fait
rlduits.

En outre si nous prenons en considlration lea dimensions do la majauro partie des pon
ts d anvol des Fr~gates et des Dlstroyera nous nous rendona compte qua noue avons A faire
A des dimensions plut8t limithas qui permettant des marges d'Arreurea assaz rlduites. Par
6xemple ILa ponta d anvol des navires do Ia Marine Nilitaire Italienne ont des dimensions
dlenviron 24 mltres de long at 13 mfitres de large pour la Dlstroyers at 21 mltres do long
et 9 mltres de large pour lea Fr~gates. Toutefois ces zones soot encore plus rlduites pour
des raisons de slcurite qui liutitent la distance do l'hlicoptlre des obstacles fixes pr6-
aents sur le navire. En cc qui concerna anf in La point do poser, corn. on pout l imaginer,
le serge d*6rreur eat ultriuremant rlduit.

Celh requiert do la part des pilotes un continual travail d'adjusteaent de Is position
de 1 'alronef et donc tine intense concentration due au continual contrlle des repilres at
aimultanesent des indications A L1interieur do la cabine do pilotaga. 11 faint dooc acqufi-
rir une profonde 6xplrience qui pormettra tine bonne at corrocte 6valustion des conditions
on join permettant sinai do dltlrminar La moment La plus favorable pour l1appontage.

Los sgmoa difficultla sinon majoure s prlsontent lora do particulilros missions cam
me par Ixesple Ll6vacuation do porsonnas A bord do petite bateaux qui no disposant pas do
points d'attarrisssge ni do points do roplres particuliers, oti pendant lea operations do

ravitaillement vlrtical ou enfin pendant la ravitaillement an vol do carburant navire-hfili

coptlre.

A colh ii faint ajoutar la rstrictiona qui peuvont aa vfirifier do tempa A sutro et

qui sont diroctosant liles au sclnario tactiqua dana lequel la navire so trouve comme par
6hoopla La ndcdssitd da as part A maintenir un cap at una vitesa. qui ne corrdspondent

toujoura pas six meillauras conditions climatiques at de stabilit6 dui pont d'envol. la
partialle ou totals obscuration dui navire at parfois, La rlduction des communications h~li
copthre/navire at des Imisasiorusradar, dana le but do no pa tre dlcouvarts, at qui no
font qu 'augmenter los difficultls rencontrlas par los 6quipagas do vol.

Wnin La tangage at le roulis na crlent pa des probllses qulaux pilotes mais aussi
aux constructeursa sronautiquos. En affet une fois llhlicopthre posh sur La pont d'on-
vol cas doux mouvemante principaux so rhphrcutent diractasent sur 1* ahronef 1e soumet-

tant & des acchlhrations vhrticales at lathrales qui requilrent de laur part tine parti.
culibre attention mar lea Wforts auxqualm mont moumis lee points d'ancrsge at tout. Ia

structure do l'hlicapthre at qui doivent 6tre dimensionols do fagon A supporter des
acclrationa plut~t elevles non sans tenir compte do Ia volonti do Ia part dem utilina-
tours do ne pas phnaliser outre masure La poida de Ilbhlicoptbre.
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Avant do passer A d'autroa limitations voyona quelles seront lea capacitis requises

dana ce domaine aux futurs h41icopt~res.' En ce qul concerne le roulis il pourra Gtre poe
aibie d'atterrir et de d65oller avec un roulia do +/- 15, en considirant une acciliration

lat~rale d'*environ 3m/sec ; n tangage de +/- 50 en conaidirent wie accil~ration verticale
de 4 rn/sec e n ce qui concerne la capacit~s do diplacement do l'hhlicoptare at 9'hang.-

rage le roulis enviaag6 sera de +/- 200 avec tine accil~ration lIt6rale do 3m/sec . le

tangage sera de +/- 6* avec tine acc~l~ration v~rtical de 5./sec . 11 y a bien soir des Ma
rines qui ont Is capacit6 dop6rer avec des vaeours do tangage at do roulis bien plus
6lev~es non sans disposer do systimet. particuliers quo nous verrons rspidement par Is

suite.

Nous avons vu jusqu'A cc point tin des aspects, certainement le plus important. des

limitations suxquelles doivent faire face lea pilotes embarqti~s. Un autre factetir, sAns
doute limitatif du point do vue du pilotage aussi bien qua pour Va6ronef lui-mime eat
dui mix effet do la turbulence stir Ie pont d envol. En Mfet 1' intfiraction dui vent at des
structures du navire cr~ent dana Is majeuro partia, nous pourrions dire mime dana Ia tote

lith des cas, des conditions de turbulence stir 10 pont d'envol. qtii s diff~rencient do
naviro a navire et qui affligent directement lea caract~ristiques airodynamiques do i1h~li

copthre. 11 eat souvent difficile sous cot aspect do quantifier toutes; lea donn~es en
iou et d'6valuer 116ffet r6sultant as en mime temps ii eat n~cfissaire d'avoir tine id6e
plus ou momns correcte do ces interactions do fagon A en pr~voir la conoiquencos. 11 est

donc n~cssaire d Aff~ctuer des tasts en 3cr do fagon A obtsnir tine evaluation corrects
at globale dui probl~me et des fiffeta qui pouvent d~river.

La pr~aence do Is turbulence no fait qulaugmenter lea capaciths qui sont requises

do la part des pilotes, et la necessit6 do disposer d'hhlicoptAres dont lea commandes do
vol r~pondent inmdiatement sux corr~ctions do la part dui pilots at aussi dun bon marge
do puissance A disposition.

Un atitre facteur limitatif quo nos devona conaid~rer out le vent qui dana Ie milieu

saronaval so distingue en vent reistif et absoiti. La capacit& do supporter plus on momns

bien 1' iapact dui vent eat sensiblement Ii~e atix caract~ristiques dui rotor do queue. Lea

limitations so diff~rencient en fonction du a6ctetir do provenance et a chaque s~cteur eat

li6e tine intensit6 maximala qui no pout Otre d~passie. IA sussi lea limitations majeuras
se vfirifient aui moment do 1' appontage at d6collage.

En 6ffet suivant lea cas ii potrrait s cr6er des situations pendant lesquelles potir

contraster les 6ffeta dui vent le pilots pourrait avoir bosomn d'6ffdctuer des manoeuvres
plut8t bnusques at accentu~ea qui pourraient ltii faire perdre is vision du point dlatthr-

riaaago on qui pour lea cas ins plus extrme liii rendent impossible 1e contr8le do 1 'hhi

coptAre.

Pendant Ia phase do d~coilage ie probl~me eat plus on momns io mime tontefois ii ne

faut pa dblier qua iorsquo llhhlicopt~re sort do li6ffet du pont daenvol il perd do poer

tance ot si dana ce s 10 vent absolti proviona des sicteurs arribree 10 pilots ponrrait

s tronver dane des conditions essez critiques surtout am le mrge do puissance & disposmi

tion et limit6.

La vent A similitude d'autres facteurs pose des problimes, on plut8t dam limitations

dana Is phase do priparation aui voi. ii murffit do penser qulmu del& d'wie certaine intensi

t6 ii pout Are impossible do diplier I. rotor principal on mime do 1 ongmuer.

11 faut ent in tonir compto des aspects, qui peuvent pmz'sttrant scondire maim dnt
tontofom i1 faut tanir cempto come par ftomplo lea &spaes rditm pour is mim an oeu-
vre do tout.. l1s manutantions ncmsarm A 1 'hilicaptire at do perticulibem interven-
tions qul an uinirmi requibrent un certain &mpae A dispomition tel qu I. changamnt
d'snmosae, do Is transmimsion on d'mne pale. 11 y a smmi lea Wefts plutt nigatif.
quo Is salinit6 sumr Is mtruacture St toum Is 6quipemant. do 1 'hilcaptire. Eifin. at

- non pas ha maine important, Is tamaa do lhbliccpthre mur I. pant at Is noiemits. an cam;
do mer agitlo. qu' ii moit eccroch6 our Ia pant imiditemmnt susi *1tre pom6.
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Noun avon. donc vui jusq'A maintonant tous lea principaux factourn qui influencont
plus on mains n~gativomnt et dana limitent lea oprationa de vol a bord. Jo voudrais
dana Von. rappoler on quelques mots lee Wforts thchniquos qui mont faits ou qui ant &thS
faits dana ce domain, pour la rhnliation do systamo. do bard qui pormttont do riduiro
11impact de coB limitations ot danc: dnsugmonter lee capacitfis opfirativo. des hhlicopthros.

SYSTEM D *AIDE AUX OPERATIONS DR VOL.

Compto tonu do toutes lea difficuiths que nous venons A peino do voir, ii oat nhchs-
saire quo lea navirs diaposent do syaths d'aide qui puissent en quslquo sorts facili-

ter Is t~che des pilots.

Comme is Von. ai dit auparavant le moment le plus critique pour le pilots on cas do
monvements plutat aoutsnus do 15 plateforme aur laquelle il doit as poser eat celui do
tronver P instant le plus favorable pour atthrrir ot do gra fifforts se font auasi dana
ce domains pour cr~er des systmos qui puissont privoir et fournir uno corrscts indica-

tion ot information avant 1'atthrriasago tonu compte des majours facteurs qui influen-
cent lo mouvesent du navire.

Lea autres systhmes A disposition sont is baliage et rephres visuels, lea systas
dsaide a l'appontage ot flu dhplacemont do l'hhlicopthre sur is pont et lea systhses
d'approche aussi bien A vue qu'inatnumentslea.

BALISAGE ET REPERES VISUELS

En dehors du cordse d'appontage qui indiqus Is zone do poser. ii 6xiate plusieurs

lignes de reparos comme is ligne do d~gagement avant qui eat is ligne transversale indi

quant Is limits do la position avant do l'hhlicoptLhre, dana cortains cas on pout trou-
ver une ligne do position avant/arrihre qui nWest autro que Is ligno do rhfhrence tran-
sversale phrmettant do d~tfirminer In position avant/arrihre do 11h~licopthre. TI fixists

on plus in ligno qui indique Ia traj~ctoire d alignonont at qui aort do rephre pour Is
trajhctoire quo doit suivre Paxe avant/arrihre de llhhiicopthre pour so poser dana Is
position correcte. et Is ligne do position lathrale qui indique Ia rhfhrence avant/ar-
nro~r permettant do determiner Is position isthirale do llh~licopthre. En dshors do ces
indications principnloa ii on exiats d'autrs come In ligno phriffhrique qui indiqus is

zone claire d'obstacles, Is ligno phriffhrique avant sat generalement appolhs ligno do

degagemont avant. La ligne dhlimitant l1'airs de manoeuvre on do atationnement eur le
pont qui indique 1 endroit prhcia otl 1 'h~licopt~rs doit stationner on Wfectuer sea
mansoeuvres. Kn ce qui concerns Ia trajectoire d'alignement la ligne qui 1Pindiqus
eat parfois prolonghe jusquIA la fagado et flu so mme t do hangar.

Voyonn maintenant quesa mont lea principaux rhpars nocturnes utilishn par lee pilo-
tea. 11 y a tout d'abord lea feux daxe d'approahe qui indiquent l'alignesent do l'h~li-

copt~rs pendant Is phase d'approcho. 11 6xisto ensuite un certain nombro de projhcteurs
qui sont installe, do fagon A &clairer la fagade dui hangar ashliorant sinai In phrchption

do pilots do In profondeur et lui montront l1obstacle lui-~me; d'autrea Eiclairent is som
met do hangar toujoura dan. ie but d'mhfliorer Is p~rc~ption do In profondeur et font roe
aortir un plus grand sombre do dtail. A 11horizon pour Is cam on Ilhlicoptbre so trou-
vant nu-desaus do Is zone de poser. Is pilots n'eet pas en mimurs d'apphrcevoir clairement

Is pont dlenvol 6claird. 11 Exists en plus do. barren d'horizon ot do tangag stabilimhie.
pour donner nux pilots dos rop~rs horizontmix prhcia. 11 y a onf in dmatroa faux qui
fournimnont den rop~r.. visuals upphmantafros comme par example 1 'Eclairage dos bords

do pont, lea trm.Jhctoires dlaligwment at d'alignement prolong~n, 1'Eclairaqe v~rtical
(drop line). 1e. faux d'axa d'mpprocho, lee trajdctoiros d'aiignment a haute intensithi,

11Eclairnge du pont do poser, lea bali... lusinsumos do railiament at lee Indicateurs do
pants d'approcho quo non. examinerons plus tard.
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Tout.. ces indicstions peuvent sembler excessives toutefois lea dimensions des ponts
an jeu et Ia prdcision requise rendent ces indications n6c~ssaires.

SYSTEM D* APPOUTAGE ST DE DRIACIEWIT

Je pens. qu'un bon nombre d'etre Vans ml ce nWest tous connaissent la grille Harpoon
qui a rhsolu un probilme important p~rmttant d'assuser Is tenue de Vlhglicopt&-e sur le
pont d *envol imidiatement apris I attirrissage, en 6vitant sinai 1' intirvention de persa
sonnel &xterns at r6duisant sensiblement le temps pendant lequel 1 h~licoptire sounis au
mouvement du navire pourrait difficilement inaintenir ma position stir le pont.

Laissez .oi Vans dire quen tant gus pilot. ii nest vraiment pas agr~able de devoir
attendre juste sprain 1 *att6rriassage, et surtout en caa de mer agit~e, q ue is personnel
charg6 d'ammurer Plh~licoptbre au pont vienne autout de ]Ahilicoptire pour 6ff~ctuer ce
genre doperation. Ou bien dana le coo contraire pendant Is phase de dicollage loraque
trois stur quatre des points d'sttache mont lib6r6m et que le quatrime pour quelgues rai-
mona rests accroch6 et gus P'hglicoptare commence a pivoter. Ce smt des situations dan-
gereusem et qui nie donnent aix pilotem sucune possibilit6 d intervention. Je vous assure
qus ceci peut me produire asmez facilement murtout mi lPon dispome dlh~licopttare avec un
train dlatt~rrissage a patina et gui tendent plus facilement a glimmer mur le pont guand
lea valsurs de roulis et de tangage mont proches des linitem consentiem.

La Harpoon naturellement ne r6soud qus Is partie finale du problame csest A dire is
problime de ia stabiliti de lhlicopt~re apr~s llatthrrissage. Des progr~m ont encore
etA faits et ii Axiste actuellement des systmem qui permettent l'accrochage ds 11hfli-
copt~re guand ii est encore en vol atationaire sur is pont et gui ont Is capacitA ds pou
voir ls guider sinai does Is d~csnts jusqulau contact difinitif avec 1. point d'att~r-
rissags. La om systbme peut par Is suite Stre employi pour conduire lPh~licoptAre A
1* int~rieur dui hangar. Js Vans pss is discription t~chnique des principeux mystboes
qui 6xistent actuellement car ii y a en a de toutes mortem et ii membis gulau moment
actuel chaque Marine sit son propre systime avec des solutions t~chnigues mouvsnt tras
diffirentes entre elles. Maio le problime est senti surtout pour ce gui concsrns le dA-
placement ds 1* h~licopt~re et Is preuve en est qus plusieurs Socift6sse mont aventur~es
dana 116tuds et is r~aiisation ds ce genre de systimes. Matureliement ceci ne favorisera
pam 1 inthroprabilitA tsnt souhait~e dana is cadre de 14OTAN.

SYSTENES D APPROCHE

En ce qui concerns enfin Is phase dsapproche de lPh~licoptire mu navire de nuit lea
pilotes utilisent actueliement des systines lumineux pour visualiser et Buivre iesmen-
tier de d~scente ausmi bisn que pour individuer 1P6xact alignement par rapport au navire
mime. Lea ssntiers lumineux indiquent g~niraisment trois faimceaux lumineux qui mont is
plus souvent de coulsur Mibre verte et rouge, ils mont stabilisdm pour us mouvement dui
pont d'envol gui peut suler jumguIA +/- 10 degr~m de roulis et +/- 6 degris de tangage.
A l'Axciption du sentier correct de dhscente gui eat le plus souvent de couleur verte,
dana certains cas lesasutres faisceaux lunineux, giniralement rouge (position au dessous
dui snstler) ou abre (position au dessum dui mentier). peuvent Atre intisruittants indi-
guant sinai une position de P'hilicoptbre extr~mement 6lev~e ou extrimement basse par
rapport au mentier de descent.. La stabilisation a aenaibiement diminu6 le problbme gui
me posit auparavant loraque ii 6tait possible, AL cause dui mouvement de Is plateforme,
do perdre I& vision du mentier lumineux.

Pour Papproche instrumentale plusieurs Marines utilisent le TACAN toutefoia 11 se
pourrait quo dana us futur assez proche des mystimes d'approche dui genre MIS moient di-
sponibies A bard dam bateaux militaires.

QUALITES REQIISRS DES HICOPTIUES

Je voudrais avant do conclure eaminer quelles mont lea qualitm reguisam ou dui mains
mouhaitheu do is part des pilotes pour faire faceaumx poblbwea quo non vanona d'Iftsiner.
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Natureilement. come Voun pouvez le d~duire de ce que nous avona vu auparavant. il
eat requis que lhMlicopt-are ait une bonne stabilit6 quand sauiiaumx 6ff6ts do Ia turbu
lence et aussi une imm~diate r~action mix camandes pour ne peas d6paaser autro mesure Ia

charge do travail du pilate. Qu'ii ne ressente pas ou dui mains de fagon limit6e des
Wfets du vent et ceci doit se r~flecter principalement dana les capacit~s du rotor de

queue. Il eat souhait6 on cutre quo pendant lea diff~rontes manouvres ii no oit pas n6-
c~ssaire d'6ff~ctuer des variations senaibles dlattitudes, qui pourraiont faire perdre
Ia vision des points do rep~re, et quo le champ visuel do la cabine do pilotage soit le
plus ample possible.

CONCLUSIONS

En conclusion, naus avans vu quo lea ap~ratians des saronofs et en particulior des
h~licoptAres pr~sentent diverses limitations dues au particulier milieu earonaval et qui
sant en r~sum6 les r~duites dimensions do la place A disposition, lea mouvemonts du pont
dlenvol, le vent et la turbulence, line ad~quate dtfinitian des chract~ristiquos n~ces-
saires dana Ia phase do d~finitian du projot do 1 'saranef oat certaineaent fondamentalo
A fin do reduiro l'impact do con limitations et faciliter ainsi lea pilotos. Los Wforts
qui doivent 6tre entropris pour 6ff~ctuer los ap~rations do vol A bord des navires peu-
vent 8tre sensiblemont diminu~s par une profande pr~paration qui consiste A obtonir des
informations d~taill6es our les capacit~s ahrodynamiquea do Ph6licoptdbre, do lintrac
tian du vent et de la structure dui bateau et des r~sultata qui on d~rivent en 6ffectuant
des tests apprafondis ot une profondo ot detaill~e analyse den rhsultata.
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L. SMMARY policy. However, many factors already in operation will

change the size, shape and structure of naval aviation. The

Some innovative options for future aircraft and a primary forces for change are listed below.

revolutionary approach to the ships from which they

operate are presented. Some options have been explored

through the preliminary design stage, some are only at the FORCES FOR CHANGE

conceptual design stage, and others are mere speculation.
The limitations of the present fleet are noted, along with • CONTINUING SOVIET POWER

some possible solutions. All options assume the • THIRD WORLD POWER

integration of ships and aircraft in more depth than POLITICS & ECONOMICS

previously. The objective of the paper is to create in the • TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
reader a vision of the future surface and air fleet that is

significantly different from today's Navy, and to get the

reader involved in bringing this vision to reality. Table 3-1. Forces for change in the future fleet.

2.PREFACE
3.1 Continuine Soviet Power

This paper is intended to stir up your thinking. It poses

some ideas that may be controversial as it takes a new look Admiral Trost's second point is that "the Soviet Union,

at the roles of both ships and aircraft. Whether or not you because of her geostrategic dominance of the Eurasian land

agree with the ideas put forward, this paper will have mass and latent military power, will remain a power with

accomplished its purpose if it results in a broader view of which to reckon." Soviet hardware, the result of decades of
future possibilities. Because of the lead time in developing investment of nearly 20% of their gross national product

new classes of ships and aircraft, the future is NOW. We and half of their R&D money and manpower, will continue

must begin immediately to make the decisions and to pose a powerful threat to her neighbors and to the United

accomplish the research for the systems that will be States.

incorporated into Naval Aviation of the year 2030. We
must address the questions of what aircraft will be needed. 3-2 Third-World Power

what will their missions be. and therefore what

technologies must be developed. The third and fourth points which Admiral Trost makes-

that the most likely military engagement is "low intensity
3 FORCES FOR CHANGE conflict", and that developing countries are armed with

"First World" weapons--expand upon the range of possible

In Reference 1. the former U.S. Chief of Naval Operations, military actions.
Admiral Carlisle Trost. laid out a number of principles

central to the re-evaluation of the nation's naval strategy. Three parallel evolutionary paths are operating to ensure

His irst point is that "responding to crises is a traditional the escalation of technology and lethality of low intensity

naval mission". Admiral Trot goes on to say, "Naval conflict, also referred to as Contingency and Limited

forces enjoy particular advantages which make them ideal Objective Warfare (CALOW). First. the continual drive for

for responding to crisis situations." Whatever form the "user friendliness" in computer-based systems means that

future may take, aircraft and ships will continue to be high-tech weapons will become easier for third-world

expected to provide these advantages as tools of national forces to operate. Second. industrial base considerations
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and the econimics of defense jobs around the world

practically guarantee the accelerated transfer of ever more

sophisticated weapons to the developing countries. Third.
the export of high-tech manufacturing equipment means
that third-world countries can build their own modem

weapons systems. The reality of this threat is illustrated by

Iraq importing technology from several countries to

produce nuclear and chemical weapons of mass destruction. Data

3.3 Political and Economic Possibilities Processing

In addition to what is ordinarily thought of as political

instability in the "third" world, there is also the instability

being created by major shifts in relative economic power inta

the "first" and "second" worlds. There is always the

possibility that regional or national political and
economic imperatives will drive a wedge between presently Communication
friendly high technology countries.

4. TECHNOLOGY TRENDS O S

Throughout history, the military organizations of the I
world have stimulated many technological advances. We
have seen the results of today's military technology in the Figure 1. Important trends for future planning
recent Persian Gulf conflict. Even as recently as ten years
ago, few of us would have thought that such weapons would 4Ss
be so successful on such a wide scale. What have we to
anticipate for the next 40 years? We have all recently seen news reports of the sensitive

infrared and low light level vision systems used in the
4.1 Meeatends Persian Gulf. By the year 2030. further improvements in

sensors will be available, with higher sensitivity, wider

Before examining the trends in technology, let us look at a spectra, lower power requirements, automatic digitizing and
broader perspective, it his prescient book, M tnds

3 ,  
built-in communication devices. Collecting data from

do egore , numerous widely-spaced sensors will produce large
John Naisbitt wrote of the rapid change away from the apertures for further increasing sensitivity while providing
industrial society toward the information society. By this, directional information. Additional data processing will
he means the trend toward the processing and use of increase the ability to discriminate between targets and
information, applying the growing capability of computer provide more information about each target.

systems. In the more recent book. Afegatrends 20004, One important new addition will be increasingly sensitive

Nasbitt and Aburdene devote an entire chapter to the microphones and hydrophones. As future submarines
Pacific Rim and its expected growth in economic power, become quieter, more sensitive hydrophones will be needed
while expanding further on the information society trend in for detection and localization. As hydrophones become

other parts of the book. This implies a changing threat for more sensitive, the aircraft designers will be forced to

military systems, as we point out later. With these overall create much quieter air vehicles.

trends in mind, set us now examine the technologies 4.3 Data Processin2
applicable to military weapons. Figure I indicates the
important technologies we must track for the future fleet. Development of smaller, faster computer chips will

continue. Advanced memory devices will allow us to store
vast amounts of information and access it very quickly.
Detailed maps of virtually every place on Earth could be
available for navigation systems. Already one can purchase
charting chips for some commercial loran sets. These chips
produce a chart on the screen that shows where the boat is
located along with all the normal coastal chart
information, including depth contours. Consider what
could be done by combining aeronautical charts with the
Global Positioning Systeml How long will it be until one
of the chart makers produces a "You are here" system for
aircraft navigation?

4A Daam Inwgrat
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One application of the faster computer chips will be to Missile speeds will continue to increase. Hypersonic
combine the data from many sources. This will bring us the speeds will be necessary to intercept the high performance
capability to integrate the output from many sensors and aircraft of the future. The future missiles may be able to out-
put the results into a full color, enhanced 3-dimensional maneuver the manned aircraft. It is even conceivable that
image. The image would combine all the information from missiles will be developed to intercept the air-to-air
all sensors, and could include data from other sources missiles, as well as air-to-surface missiles. Advanced
through high-speed communication. Then using the high- structures and materials will play a strong part in making
speed computing capability, we can analyze the total this possible.
situation, and indicate favorable options to the viewer.

4.8 Propulsion

4.5 Communication
Trends in propulsion systems suggest there will be

Advanced communication systems will allow us to gather continued advances in present systems, but new options
information from many widely-dispersed sensing systems will develop.
as inputs to our image integration system. These systems
might use low-power bursts, with wide spectrum Gas turbines will continue to grow in power or thrust per
transmission. Security of the information will be enhanced unit of weight. New high temperature materials and cooling
due to the low probability of intercept of the wide-spectrum techniques will make it possible to obtain much higher
signals as well as the additional encryption that wide- performance and longer life from turbine engines.
spectrum transmission offers.

Liquid hydrogen fuel, already planned for most Aerospace
4.6 Total System Integration Planes, will be explored more fully, and offer much lower

fuel weight, but higher volume, than present fuels. The
Using the above systems and integrating them into a resulting lower weight will decrease the induced drag of the

single entity will permit collect data from a wide variety of aircraft and compensate for the higher fuel volume in many
sensors and sources, display the resulting image(s), applications

7
. Use of hydrogen fuel can contribute to lower

analyze the situation, and develop options for success, weight carrier aircraft, prolonging the life and utility of the
With the processor speeds available, these actions can take large carriers. Furthermore, hydrogen fuel is much less
place essentially in real time. Furthermore. the built-in polluting than hydrocarbons, so its increased usage may be
testing features and redundant paths in the computer will dictated by environmental concerns.
allow self-diagnosis and repair. Furthermore, vehicle
controls and navigation systems will be integrated into the Advances in hydrogen-oxygen and hydrogen-air fuel cells
total information systems. The resulting system could will offer the option of all-electric propulsion. This will be
provide continual monitoring of all vehicle subsystems, made more attractive by the efficient, light-weight electric
diagnosis of problems, and possibly automatic motors now under development in many countries. This
compensation for failures, combination could also yield a system having a much lower

infrared signature. Furthermore, electric propulsion may
4.7 Airframes offer additional options for configuration design, since the

fuel cell or generator can be located remotely from the
Integration of aerodynamics and stealth technology propulsor. This approach has been taken in the design of
coupled with advances in composite structures is likely to the future ships discussed later.

lead to aircraft with very high performance and very low
observables. The high speed microprocessors applied to 4
"smart structures" technology will allow us to develop
aircraft structures and contours that automatically adapt to We must be creative in reducing the enormous costs of
rapid changes in flight condition and will compensate for military systems. As the military budgets come under
damage or malfunctions, increasing pressure, there may be much less funding for

military research. Furthermore, there will be very few new
New aircraft concepts such as the Tipjet

5 
unmanned air weapon systems developed, hence even less opportunity

vehicle (UAV) and advanced applications of Tiltrotor for research to be done in conjunction with new military
technology will provide further options for air vehicles vehicle developments.
operating from small deck ships. To compensate for the
growth of high performance aircraft, powered lift systems One approach is to adapt commercial products to military
will be required for operation from aircraft carriers. The missions. Most of the technology trends discussed above
Short Takeoff, Vertical Landing (STOVL), tiltrotor and tilt are even more evident in the commercial sector. Also,
wing developments could be very valuable for the future of commercial products rarely suffer from the long
Naval Aviation, especially when operating from smaller development cycle typical of the military procurement

ships. Other high lift systems such as Circulation Control
6  

process. If we can find inexpensive ways to militarize the
can be used to reduce the speed and hence the kinetic energy commercial products, we can obtain many of the benefits at
of carrier based aircraft as they approach the landing deck, very low cost.

High performance fighter and attack aircraft will routinely 5. TECHNOLOGY IMPLIA IONS FOR TH FEErO
cruise at supersonic speeds. Already we see the U.S.
Advanced Tactical Fighter programs where, according to
the aerospace press, supersonic cruise speeds are achieved What are the implications of the technology advances
without using afterburners, noted above? The detailed trends ar noted in many of the

scientific publications. However, without dwelling on

-s~

A
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quantification of the advances, we can readily see some of In 1955 the USS Forrestal (CV-59) embodied all the
the possibilities, features considered essential in top-of-the-line big-deck

Air and sea vehicles can be developed to operate with a carriers: angled deck, deck-edge elevators, steam catapults.
great deal of autonomy. Satellite and inertial navigation and four-wire arresting gear. Subsequently, other

systems coupled with map information will allow such supercariers were designed and built, each one a little
vehicles to go to specified locations using a programmed larger. The arrival of the F-14 Tomcat in 1972 began to
vehies O apush the limits of the old Forrestal/Kitty Hawk design. In
route. Onboard intelligence would allow the vehicle to 195 hUSNirz(N-8degnepddte

modify the route, depending on what other events occurred. 1975, the USS Nimitz (CVN-6g) design expanded the

iihe sensors will allow a vast amount of data to be obtained. Forrestal concept to its maximum.

The communication systems will allow this data to bequecomunictio bses orwip flor fther prtatobessin If the future evolution of top-of-the-line fighters continuesquickly transmitted to a base or ship for further processing alnitprstpthteywlexedvnte
and integration with information from other such vehicles, along its present path, they will exceed even the
The computers will analyze the integrated information and capabilities of the Nimitz and her follow-ons. The problem
presenmutbers oio andyze reom ein mation d is the continual rise of minimum controllable flying speedpresent viable options and recommendations to the

decision makers. Perhaps in that future time, the major linked with increasing aircraft weight. This combination

cities will use computer technology to improve control of imposes increasing energy requirements on the catapults

traffic! and arresting gear.

The trends noted above are echoed in the following With catapult and arresting gear lengths essentially

excerpts from the Century 21 panels vision of the U.S. unchanged since 1955, the only way to handle higher

Navy 30 to 50 years hence
8.  flying speeds and greater weight is to increase acceleration

for launching (and deceleration for landing) and the

o The Contest for information will dominate resulting forces imposed upon the airframe. The catapult

maritime warfare, tries to pull the aircraft's nose off, and the arresting gear
" Surveillance that is global in scope will be a tries to rip off its tail. In between, the airframe has to be

routine feature of military operations, heavily reinforced. So naval aircraft suffer a structural

o Significant portions of U.S. and opposing forces weight penalty. This limits our range and weapons payload

will incorporate stealth technology, compared to land-based threat aircraft which do not have to

SThe "battle space" will continue to expand--forces accommodate the structural abuse of carrier basing.

will cover more area while becoming more
ntegrated through the information system. It is time to re-think the geometry and layout of the big-

deck carrier. As launch and recovery speeds of the aircraft

As weapon intelligence and range increases, the problem of increase, the aircraft weights are increasing as well. To

detecting, classifying and targeting threats becomes handle the resulting higher kinetic energy, we need longer

greater. Battle damage assessment becomes more difficult, catapults, or catapults combined with ski-jumps, and

A stealthy threat multiplies the problem. longer run-out for the arresting gear. This means
redesigning the entire flight deck. While we are at it, we

A naval task force spread over the ocean will depend upon can make significant reductions in signature and in our

communication links and offboard sensors for its overall ability to cope with contaminated environments. We can

effectiveness. As information networks improve, we will also change the whole shape of the battle force. However.

witness what Naisbitt
3 calls the collapse of the this will take some innovative thinking and a willingness

"information float," the lag between the time when an on the part of the naval aviation community to boldly

event occurs and the time when "everyone" knows about it. break new ground.

In 2030, those to whom it is important will probably know
where every ship, and possibly every aircraft, is at all

times, anywhere in the world. The battle between stealth
and deception versus detection will be intense. While re-thinking the battle force, here are two wild cards

thai further complicate matters:

5.1 Technological Obsolescence

First, as we conceive of ever more capable, innovative big-

Before discussing the future aircraft, we must consider the decks, reality reminds us of the "A" word: Affordability.

present aviation support ships and bow they might evolve How can we afford enough decks if the big ones must get

by the year 2030. The Forrestal class aircraft carriers have bigger? Later in this paper we examine an alternative
carrier battle force structusre that allows us to make better

reached the practical limit of their evolutionary path. The

forces of change may require a fresh start with a clean sheet use of our big deck carriers by offloading some of the loss

of pepe9, demanding missions to ships the size of LHDs. As budgets



get tighter, we will be forced to take some of the carriers Target!
out of service, so a lower cost alternative becomes

inviting.

Second, there has been an evolution from manned aircraft

to unmanned aircraft and missiles. Missiles do not care how
many "g"s they pull. This will greatly increase the
vulnerability of manned aircraft in the future, especially as

missile speeds increase. In the Iraq campaign, the first

systems that went in were very stealthy aircraft and cruise

missiles and they did an excellent job of opening the skies
for the venerable old B-52s.

Figure 2. Appearance of Current Fleet.
Modem anti-aircraft weapons can make the skies too
dangerous for any kind of manned aircraft. "Third world" Forty-two classes of surface ships currently operate in our
weapons can be taken out with with the planes and missiles carrier battle groups, surface action groups and other task
we have now. Have we reached the end of the evolutionary forces and groups. Each of these ship classes has unique

development of manned aircraft? Once the smart missiles signatures that allow the enemy to discriminate between
have neutralized the air defense, do we need anything ships within a surface force. This allows an enemy to focus
higher tech than F/A-18s? ire power on whatever type of ship their strategy identifies

as important. Furthermore, all these specialized ships with

6. A REVOLUTIONARY APPROACH minimum standardization are expensive to support and

maintain. The new approach results in only three major
By considering the battle force as a system to be designed ship classes.
as a whole rather than as individual ships and aircraft with
specific missions, large improvements in military 6.2 The Future Battle Force and Its Ships

effectiveness and affordability can be achieved. What
follows is a brief summary of one vision for the 2030 time Investigations at David Taylor Research Center (DTRC)
period. under the Technological Strategic Planning banner describe

an alternative battle force architecture titled Distribute,
6. I Present Surface Fleet Disperse, Disguise and Sustain (D

3
+S)

1
, Figure 3. It

should be noted that al of these ships are aviation ships,
To help focus a vision, the shortcomings of the present that is, we believe that aviation will be integrated into the
surface Navy must be examined. In a paper presented in ships just like other weapon systems, and are equally
1989 at the SNAME Ship Production Symposium

I0
, the important!

most significant shortcomings in the current surface Navy

were noted as: THREE SHIP TYPES FOR D3+S

o Highly observable ship signatures
o Easily distinguished ship signatures Distribute New CVN+
o Logistically demanding fleet 1
o Programmatically inefficient and expensive to Disperse CLO, Carrier of Large

acquire Objects

The ships of the current surface navy are highly observable Disguise Scout Fighter (SF)
by radar, acoustic, infrared, magnetic, and electro-optical +
sensors. The result is that the enemy can, in most cases, Sustain = Design for sustainability
engage our surface forces from outside the battle space of

our own defensive weapon systems. This is shown
graphically in Figure 2. Figure 3. The new fleet types.

The D3 +S alternative battle force is designed to:

o promote increased force flexibility and mission
survivability through the distribution of warfare
and support functions among the ships of the

do:



battle force, heavy strike aircraft are carried by a reduced number of
o disperse the fleet, making targets harder Lo Nimitz replacement new design big-deck aircraft carriers.

associate with other ships, This is possible due to the distribution of some aviation
o be less detectable, less distinguishable and hence missions (namely long range anti-submarine warfare,

less targetable, through signature reduction and airborne tanker duty and some surveillance) and their
similarity, aircraft to the CDMs. Some CDM variants and the SF are

o be more sustainable by virtue of increased shown in Figure 5.
endurance, force-wide vertical onboard delivery
and reduced parts inventory through extensive
ship system similarity, and

o retain the mobility features of our current force
architecture.

A central feature of this architecture is a multi-function ship
called the Carrier of Large Objects (CLO). One vision of the
D3+S force architecture has been taken to a feasibility level
of design wherein the CLO concept was expanded into the
Carrier Dock Multimission (CDM). In the CDM adaptation
of D3+S, published in reference 10, there are three basic
ship classes: the Scout Fighter (SF), the Carrier Dock
Multimission (CDM) and a new Big-deck Carrier (CVN+),
as previously noted. Large objects include those listed in
Table 6-1. The goals of this new ship are indicated in
Figure 4.

LARGE OBIECTS FOR CLO Figure 5. CDM, SF and aircraft.

AIRCRAFT AND AIRCREWS The result of incorporating this new approach would

LOGISTICS SUPPLIES transform the signatures and appearance of our navies as

AMPHIBIOUS ATTACK GROUPS indicated on Figure 6. Not oniy would all signatures be

LARGE COMBAT SYSTEMS reduced, but it would be fairly easy to disguise a Scout

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES Fighter as a CLO, much to the surprise of an attacker.

OTHER (COMMAND, REPAIR, ETC.) From this To this

Table 6-1. Large objects to be carried by the CLO.

INCREASED EFFECTIVENESS -']

Shrink battlespace I T I 0

Negate enemy firepower
Enhance decoy use

REDUCED COST 00l

Figure 4. Goals of CDM. Figure 6. Transformation of the fleet.

The primary means of aviation power projection remains a 6.2.1 The Scout Fiehter
carrier battle group centered around the big-deck aircraft
carrier, but with CDMs accompanied by scout fighters The Scout Fighter serves as the eyes and ears of the battle
instead of the present mix of cruisers, destroyers, frigates force. Its size is between that of a frigate and that of a
and logistics ships. The strike mission is supplemented by destroyer--about 150 m (500 ft) long and 5000 tons
cruise missiles and Short Takeoff/Vertical Landing displacement. Its concept is a more affordable outgrowth of
(STOVL) fighter/attack aircraft staged from aviation CDM the 1989 Battle Force Combatant (BFC). Its functions are
variants. In the alternative baule force, the same number of to serve as the outer screen for anti-aircraft warfare (AAW)
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and anti-submarine warfare (ASW). It has a 61 cell vertical subsurface)

launch missile system (VLS), a 155mm gun and two 30mm

close-in weapons systems (CIWS). It tows a multi-line Each of the CDM variants is extremely similar externally

acoustic array. Its embarked aviation consists of vertical to the others and all variants have the capability of short

takeoff and landing (VTOL) unmanned air vehicles (UAVs). takeoff/vertical landing (STOVL) aviation. The variants

There is also the capability to refuel and rearm helicopters differ in internal arrangement as required by the demands of

and STOVL aircraft. A sketch of the SF is shown in Figure the large objects carried, but they utilize similar

7. subsystems such as the propulsion plant, crew quarters,

ship controls, etc. to the maximum extent possible.

The CDM variants have many similarities to an LHD. They

S are about 235 m (770 ft) long and generally 30,000 to

40,000 long tons displacement (full load). They have a

well deck aft for Landing Craft Air Cushions (LCACs) or
other modular deployable vehicles for various surface and

subsurface missions. In general appearance, a CDM has an

aft deckhouse with a VTOL pad at the stern. Forv%,l c "',e
Figure 7. The Scout Fighter. deckhouse is an unobstructed flight deck for short t.,.&.

vertical landing (STOVL) aircraft. The CDM topside
6.2.2 The Carrier Dock Multimission configuration, although radically different from current air

capable practice, has several advantages. The topside and

The functions now concentrated on distinctive ships such superstructure of the ship would be clean, smooth and

as cruisers, amphibious assault ships, and logistics ships shaped for low signatures. There would be a hangar below

are performed by this one multi-purpose class of ships. the flight deck big enough to house all embarked aircraft

CDMs are intended to carry the following large objects: during transit so there would be minimal clutter on the deck

in order to reduce radar signature. The superstructure also
o Aircraft, their operating and support equipment, and has hangar space at its base for aircraft and aircraft

their personnel handling gear. One variant of the CDM is shown in Figure

o Marines and their amphibious equipment 8.
o Logistics material and transfer equipment

o In the future, autonomous vehicles (air, surface and

*eto- -. _.

Figure 8. One CDM variant.

single electromagnetic catapult and three-wire arresting

The typical CDM would operate helicopters and STOVL gear.

aircraft such as the current AV-8 Harrier, future V.22 Osprey

and Advanced STOVL (ASTOVL). One through-deck CDM 6.2-3 The New Biv-Deck Carrier

variant has been studied which typically operates ASTOVLs

and V-22s but is also capable of landing, refueling, Conventional takeoff and landing (CTOL) big-deck carriers

rearming and launching CTOL aircraft. This version has a will continue to exist, but in smaller numbers, and operate



only high-performance fighter and attack aircraft. To catapults. These would be the largest aviation capable

permit an all strike/interceptor airwing. the ASW, utility, ships and have the highest availability for air operations

COD ind some AEW aircraft are offloaded to the CDMs. The due to their good seakeeping. For the foreseeable future,

big-deck carrier is envisioned to be a step beyond the these big-deck carriers will remain the best choice for

present Nimitz class CVNs, These ships, which could be large-scale air attack operations. The resulting design is

referred to as the CVN+, are designed for high-tempo sketched in Figure 9.
operations with four catapults, three centerline aircraft
elevators, and dual recovery decks clear of two of the

Figure 9. The CVN+ aircraft carrier.

The Scout Fighters (SF). being small ships, will force their

6.2.4 The Combat Systems embarked aviation be able to cope with relatively large
motions of the ship. Unless small waterplane area twin hull
(SWATH) ships are developed for the SF role, seakeeping

All ships of the battle force would have related but not will be the governing limitation. VTOL operation will be
identical combat systems. The entire battle force is required, probably assisted by a remote haul-down and
integrated for cooperative engagement. All of the sensors traversing system. Hangar space and support facilities will

and all of the weapons in the force participate in the be sized for a small number of embarked aircraft. It is
conceivable that the SF would be used to extend the range

common information flow. At the heart of the combat of STOVL aircraft from the CDMs through refueling and
system on each ship is an AEGIS-like combat system rearming services plus very limited maintenance support.

integration network. Each ship has one or more vertical
launch missile magazines (VLS) and CIWS which provides Because of their small size, there will be less volume for

at least two layers of AAW self defense (short range self hangars, storage and maintenance. On the other hand, the
technology available may make it possible to operate with

defense gun and short range missiles, four to each VLS much smaller crews, which may free up some space for
cell). Long range anti-aircraft defense can be added in the equipment and maintenance. More detailed studies are

form of long-range missiles in the VLS launcher and an needed.

airborne sensor, currently envisioned as a V-22 tiltrotor
and/or a sea-launched High Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) These design factors will impose restrictions on the air

vehicles to operate from these small ships. The restricted
aircraft. volume available makes the small UAVs discussed earlier

very attractive. If more detailed studies indicate the need for
A fourth AAW layer, that of the outer air battle, can be it. a new LAMPS-type ASW vehicle may be employed on

provided in several ways: (1) VLS launch of hypersonic the SF, too.

missiles from any ship including the scout fighters; (2) 7.2 Carrier of Laree Objects Aircraft Requirements

STOVL aircraft, operable off any CDM; and (3) CTOL
aircraft from the CVN+. ASW would be supported by both
onboard and offboard sensors. ASW aviation is envisioned The CDM version of the Carrier of Large Objects (CLO) is

as a modularized V-22 to deploy and monitor active and primarily designed to accommodate rotorcraft and STOVL

passive sonobuoys and to prosecute contacts. These aircraft. If providing emergency landing facilities for CTOL

modularized V-22s have additional missions in airborne aircraft becomes a requirement, the through-deck version

refueling, carrier onboard delivery, and vertical onboard can be pursued. The performance limitations imposed by

delivery. the STOVL configuration can be mitigated by including a

ski jump at the forward end of the flight deck. Any other

7. AVIATION REQUIREMENTS type of VTOL aircraft can also be operated from the CDM.

A tiltrotor type of aircraft would be one good choice for a7.1 Scout Fialiter Aircraft Reouirements transport and long-range ASW platform. One STOVL is the

AV-8 Harrier, currently in operation. A more advanced

________"_



ASTOVL is shown in Figure 10.
The new fleet we have been discussing will have a wide

Since the CLO is an entirely different concept, its design is variety of missions, and this implies the embarked aircraft
open to influence by the needs imposed by its embarked must also be capable of a wide variety of missions. Some of

open the aircraft missions might include the following:

aircraft. One interesting example of this would be the

modifications to the ship concept from a decision to sea- o Air Superiority

base a type of high altitude long endurance (HALE) AEW o Long Range Attack

aircraft. A HALE typically has a very wide wingspan, wider o Surveillance

than the beam of the ship. This aircraft would impose the AEW (aircraft and ship targets)
EIINT

elimination of the island control center from the flight IR, visual

deck. This reversion to the very earliest "flat top" o Localization and attack

configuration would require considerable ingenuity to find Aircraft

alternative means of providing the services now located in Surface ships

the island, especially the Primary Flight Control station Submarines
Over-the-horizon targeting (OTHT)

(Pri-Fly). Midcourse guidance of missiles, torpedoes

o Marine assault
Transport
Ground attack
Air superiority

0 Vertical Replenishment (VERTREP)

7,5 Aircraft Characteristics

The ship features and the variety of aircraft missions
suggests the following characteristics will be desirable for
the aircraft fleet of the year 2030.

Smaller size aircraft (SF. CLO)
Compact folding
Ease of maintenance
Low signatures
Variety of sensors and weapons

Figure 10. Advanced Short Takeoff and Landing aircraft Need for hovering

(ASTOVL). dipping sonar (SF, CLO)
rescue

7.3 (VN+ Reouirements Autonomous takeoff and landingPilot associate functions

Data link to ship
The opportunity to redesign the flight deck of the CVN+ Modular payloads for mission versatility
opens up new possibilities for aircraft. The major

requirements imposed on aviation would continue to be 8. AIRCRAFT OPTIONS FOR THE YEAR 2030.

those related to the nose gear and tail hook. However, ski-
jump bows and longer catapults and arresting gear would We have described the ships envisioned for the year 2030,

the technical trends, the aircraft missions and the aircraft

allow either lower stresses in the airframe or higher launch requirements. Now, what are the options for meeting all

and approach speeds. those restraints? A spectrum of several types and sizes of

aircraft will be needed to carry out the complex missions of

Another option to be considered for the large-deck carriers the future fleet.

of the future is the use of powered lift to reduce the approach One exciting concept is that of a partnership between
speeds and increase controllability. Systems like the manned and unmanned aircraft. The partners will operate as

ASTOVL designs and use of such techniques as circulation a team on many missions, with the manned aircraft

control could be applied to new fighter and attack aircraft, providing instructions overall direction, and occasional

Lowering the approach speeds could be very effective in guidance to the unmanned vehicle. We will focus on three

reducing the loads imposed on the catapults and arresting types of manned aircraft and two types of unmanned air
vehicle (UAV) to operate from the future CLOs and Scout

gear. The energy requirements of these items are linearly Fighters. Long range plaming is needed now so we will
related to the kinetic energy of the aircraft at launch or have time to identify and carry out the research and

recovery. Kinetic energy is related to the square of the development required to make the fleet operational by the

speed, so small reductions in takeoff and landing speeds year 2030.

can result in large savings in the catapults and arresting We believe the future air fleet will be comprised of families

gear. of integrated aircraft and UAVs designed to operate together

in an effective manner. This includes the high performance
7.4 Aircraft Mission aircraft for operation from aircraft carriers, the light attack
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aircraft and transports designed for the CLO) fleet, and the
rotorcraft for operation from the smaller attack ships like
the Scout Fighter.

The basic aircraft types include CTOL fighters and attack
aircraft, new VTOL or STOVL vehicles, tiltrotors.
helicopters, and VTOL UAVs. The tilirotor concept has
many attributes we need for this future fleet. Tiltrotors are
heavier than helicopters, but fly much faster and farther.
They are much more efficient for very low speed and
hovering than jet-type VTOLs. We see, as noted earlier, the
V-22 or its descendant operating as a modular payload
vehicle, filling many Toles, such as ASW, AEW. VOD. and
carrying fuel for the other aircraft.

8.1 Scout Fieter Based Air Vehicles.

First. let us examine the options for aircraft for operation Figure II. The Tipjet Unmanned Air Vehicle.

from the smaller Scout Fighter type ships. Assuming a
manned aircraft is required, we envision a future air vehicle Conversion
similar in purpose to the Light Airborne Multipurpose 145 knots
System Mark Ill (LAMPS III) of today. Of course. we do not
mean an SH-60 will still be around then, but the approach
to developing that system will be valid for the future fleet. 'd
The approach is to design an air vehicle capable of several z
missions, integrated into the ship systems as intimately as
the ship's weapons and sensors. This vehicle will probably
be a rotorcraft, to obtain efficient hovering and low speed
capability and the inherent controllability required for
operating from the small ships. Co"-jj t' 145 knos

The primary mission will be ASW. just as in the present

LAMPS vehicle. Because the future submarines will be very
quiet, dipping sonar will probably be required, even with Figure 12. Tipjet UAV operation.
the more sensitive hydrophones. Thus the LAMPS 2030
will have to hover for dipping sonar as well as for Other UAV concepts include the tiltrotor, already under
personnel rescue, investigation in a small flight test vehicle, tilt wing, or

any VTOL design. However, it should be noted that jet
This aircraft will also carry other sensors such as VTOLs may not be compatible with these small ships.
sonobuoys. infrared sensors, radar, and electronic
intelligence gathering systems. All sensors will be data As mentioned earlier, the SF could also be a temporary base
linked to the ship for further processing and integration for other types of VTOL aircraft, including a VTOL
with other data. Also, sensor processing will take place on fighter/attack machine. This would give a group of SF
the LAMPS air vehicle, and the processed data will be sent ships an air superiority role in a limited engagement.
to the ship as well.

8.2 CLO-Based Aircraft
Although the present LAMPS helicopters carry torpedoes,
the LAMPS 2030 will not. Instead, it will employ missile. For the CLO, we need several different types of aircraft. For
boosted torpedoes from the ship's vertical launch tubes. It many of the missions of these ships, we will need a
could also call for an anti-air missile or an anti-surface transport, like the present V-22. The transport missions
missile, and provide mid-course guidance to any of them. would include carrier onboard delivery (COD) and
Eliminating the requirement to carry torpedoes and missiles replenishment duties. The same airframe could be adapted to
will allow the vehicle to be smaller, matching the space the long-range ASW role offloaded from the CVs. Also.
requirements of the small Scout Fighter ship on which it is this airframe could be used in an aerial tanker configuration
based. to refuel the fighters and transports.

The companion unmanned air vehicle for the LAMPS 2030 The CLO will need an air superiority aircraft that will
might be the Tipjet concept, shown in Figures II and 12. operate from this smaller flight deck. The ASTOVL designs
The Tipjet UAV, described in Reference 5. is a convertible now being investigated are good candidates for this
rotorcraft. It takes off and lands like a helicopter, but fightertattack mission. This aircraft can be considered the
converts to an airplane in flight by stopping the rotor. The replacement of the current AV-8 fleet. with improved high
rotor then becomes a high aspect ratio wing having speed performance and air-to-air missile capability.

excellent altitude and endurance capability. If high speed is
desired, the wing may be swept, as in the oblique wing A possible companion UAV for the ASTOVL fighter/attack
concept, allowing operation at much higher Mach number aircraft would be a smaller version of the same concepL
without the wave drag of the straight wing. One manned aircraft might be accompanied by several of

the UAVs, carrying close-in guns and missiles. This group
of aircraft would be very deadly adversaries t an enemy.

.... . m w1



The UAVs could also be used for long range attask of very First, we must recognize that ships and aircraft take a long
dangerous targets or radar systems, and be controlled from time from when an operational requirement is established
the manned aircraft. Onboard computers would allow the
UAVs to simply be directed, rather than requiring the to when the rust few vehicles are out there in the fleet and

manned vehicle pilot to provide detailed control, fully operational. Based on recent history of actual
procurement of new major weapon systems, this process

Finally, the CLO will be a base for the future LAMPS 2030 takes about twenty years, based on an average of numerous
system and its companion UAV as well, to supplement the procurement actions by all three of the U.S. Navy systems
SF based aircraft, commands. The official actions required can be performed

8.3 CVN+ Based Aircraft much faster, but this number includes the effects of all the
delaying factors such as the budget process.

For the future CVN+, we will need excellent air superiority
and attack aircraft. The supercarrier will still be the vehicle Second, we must recognize that present vehicles are kept
for bringing to bear the massive firepower and air operating for a long time, typically twenty or more years.
superiority for which current carriers are used. As stated Overhauls, service life extensions, and other such
earlier, we expect many of the missions to be offloaded to programs stretch the life of our weapon systems.
the CLO fleet. Otherwise, they would not be affordable. This means that

we cannot quickly replace all the ships and aircraft at once,
For short range attack and air superiority, we expect to see but must use a long, gradual process.
the ATF, now under development, for many years. It should
be noted that historically, airframes are typically kept in Taken together, these facts make us look forty years ahead
service through several generations of avionic equipment, to define the fleet and the resulting vehicle requirements.
Examine any example in the current inventory and you will Figure 13 shows the present fleet, the future fleet and a
find the older aircraft are operating their fourth or fifth set transition period. The transition period is where the old
of avionics, ships are being gradually replaced by the new designs. As

you can see, the transition is long. This is both for
By the year 2030. we expect to see a new replacement for affordability and practical reasons like availability of
the A-6. to take over the heavy attack role. It is regrettable shipyards and other manufacturing facilities. Also, training
that the A-12 was cancelled, because we believe lower radar will be needed, so one must include simulators and other
signatures are very important for future aircraft. With high- training systems in the plans.
lift and/or powered lift systems, perhaps the catapults and
arresting gear can handle the weight growth trend of future
attack aircraft. TODAY'S TRANSITION FUTURE

NAVY NAVY NAVY
A recent announcement in the aviation press indicated a
joint Navy/NASA program to investigate a Mach 5 carrier Today Near Mid Far
based aircraft.12 Its projected takeoff weight is 36.300 kg Term Term Term
(80,000 pounds). This Mach 5 vehicle could be used for In fleet -1- Today's
numerous purposes. It might be configured for high altitude fleet
surveillance, air superiority, or other missions. However, Under retired
aircraft could operate even from the future carriers. Careful --- Contracts

attention must be paid to launch and takeoff configuration Current navy navy nearAhi influence}ifu ce rteen
to reduce the required speeds and keep the kinetic energy Archi- retirement
within the limits of the catapults and arresting gear. tecture

Future
9. TRANSITION TO THE FUTURE Archi-

tecture
We have shown an innovative approach to the future Navy, I

and how to increase its effectiveness. We hope we have
stimulated you to think creatively about that future. Please Figure 13. Transition to the future.
note that this effort was very limited, and did not examine
many variations or options. Clearly, there are advantages The conclusion of this schedule examination is that the
to this approach, but much additional work is necessary to future is NOW! If we are to make an impact. we must begin
fully explore the potential of a revolution at sea. Now, how now to perform the studies that define the specific concepts
can we get there from here? to be pursued. That in turn defied the research required to

bring the technology along. so it will be ready for the

i_
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wing aircraft operations from ships. and the application of new technology to enhance such
operations.

* Th Symposium revicwed and assessed the current problems and possible future progress in:
- The ship environment in terms of wind, temperature. precipitation. turbulence and deck
motion.-

-Guidance. Controls and Displays, primarily in the approach and landing phase,
-Flight Test and Simulation Techniques.,

-- Launch. Recovery and Handling Systems Developments:
- Operational/Pilot Views; a rc

-Future Developments. -
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